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ABSTRACT 

Temporal database management systems provide integrated support for the storage 

and retrieval of time-varying information. Despite the extensive research which has been 

performed in this area over the last fifteen years, no conmiercial products exist and few 

viable prototypes have been constructed. 

It is our thesis that through the use of the proper abstractions, it is possible to con

struct a temporal database management system with robust semantics, without sacrificing 

performance, and with minimal implementation cost. Our approach parallels the devel

opment of relational database management systems, beginning with a theoretically sound 

abstract model, and then developing the underlying techniques to efficiently implement 

it. The major theme underlying this research is practicality, in terms of both semantics 

and implementation. We will show that expressive temporal semantics can be supported 

while still maintaining reasonable performance, and with relatively small implementation 

effort. This is made possible, in part, by minimally extending the relational model to 

support time, thereby allowing the reuse or easy adaptation of well-established relational 

technology. In particular, we investigate how relational database design, algebras, archi

tectures, and query evaluation can be adapted or extended to the temporal context. Our 

aim is that software vendors could incorporate these results into existing non-temporal, 

commercial products with relatively small effort. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Computer science, as defined by Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullman [AHU83], is "the mech

anization of abstraction: creating a model for a problem and developing mechanizable 

techniques for solving it." This statement is especially true of relational databases, the 

current dominant database technology. As initially specified by Codd [Cod72b], relations 

are mathematical sets of identically structured objects called "tuples." Codd's formal defi

nition was largely independent of the underlying technology later developed to support the 

formally specified semantics. The power of the abstract approach has been convincingly 

demonstrated with the success achieved by relational databases in the twenty five years 

since their introduction. Relational databases are now the dominant commercial database 

technology. However, it is widely recognized that the relational model (and its associated 

implementations) lack many features required by modem applications. 

A particular deficiency of the relational model is its inability to support temporal 

information, i.e., information which changes over time. For example, consider a persoimel 

database recording the names of employees and their titles, e.g., "President," "\^ce-

President," etc. An example relation is shown in Figure 1.1. Each tuple in this relation 

has two attributes, the name of an employee and his or her title. The relation contains a 

single tuple showing Dan Quayle and his current title. 

Name Title 
Dan Unemployed 

Figure 1.1: Conventional Relation 

This database would be updated each time a change in title occurs for an employee. 

Should Dan's title change, perhaps due to the results of an upcoming election, his title 
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information currently stored in the database would be discarded by deleting the tuple 

shown, and replacing it with a new tuple recording his new tide. 

Essentially, the conventional database can record only a single title, presumably the 

current title, for each employee. One cannot ask the database what an employee's title 

was at some time in the past, or what his or her title is predicted to be at some time in the 

future; it only records what is thought to be currendy true. 

A simple way to rectify this situation is to attach timestamps to the tuples in the relation, 

as shown in Figure 1.2.^ The timestamp attribute (contained in the colunm labeled 'T') 

denotes when information represented by the tuple was true. 

Name Htle T 

Dan Vice President [1/20/89-1/19/93] 
Dan Unemployed [1/20/93-now] 

Figure 1.2: Temporal Relation 

Disregarding fine details, this is the essentially the approach taken by most temporal 

database models. (We survey temporal data models in detail in Chapter 2). Now it is 

possible to store out-dated information, current, and even future information by appropri

ately timestamping tuples. For example, the relation in Figure 1.2 shows that Dan was 

vice president from January 20, 1989, his inauguration date, until January 19, 1993, and 

that he has been unemployed since then. 

Temporal information is ubiquitous. For example, astronomical and geological data 

are temporal as those sciences are inherentiy concemed with the age of objects and their 

temporal relations. From the business world, inventory control and sales information are 

temporal data based on accounting cycles and seasonal projections. Temporal information 

has long been recognized as part of the medical process. Patient records are essentially 

temporal databases, charting the treatment of a patient over time. Indeed, it is difficult 

to identify real-world applications that do not have a temporal component. Despite this, 

there is little integrated support for time in conventional database systems. 

^Presidential elections are traditionally held every four years on the 5th of November. Inaugurations are 
held the following January 20th. 
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Research in temporal databases has been trying to rectify this situation. Researchers 

have identified two orthogonal temporal dimensions, valid time, the time when facts were 

true in the modeled reality, and transaction time, the time when facts were current in the 

database [SA86]. The two orthogonal time dimensions induce four types of databases: 

snapshot databases do not support either time dimension, valid-time databases support 

only valid time, transaction-time databases support only transaction time, and bitemporal 

databases support both time dimensions. 

To explain the difference between valid time and transaction time, consider again 

the relation in Figure 1.2. This relation is actually a valid-time relation since it records 

the real-world times when Dan actually held certain titles, e.g., he was legally the vice 

president from January 20, 1989 to January 19, 1993. -

Orthogonally, consider the time when the first tuple in Figure 1.2, (Dan, Vice President 

I [1/20/89-1/19/93]), was acmally inserted into the database. The time when a tuple is 

physically inserted or logically deleted from the database delimits the transaction time of 

the fact. It is possible that the tuple was inserted the same day that Dan was inaugurated 

(January 20, 1989), thereby synchronizing the valid and transaction times of the tuple. If 

we pose the query "When was Dan vice president?" after January 20, 1989 the database 

would return the answer "January 20, 1989 to January 19, 1993." However, the same 

query asked the day before the inauguration would elicit a null response. It is also possible 

that the tuple was inserted prior to January 20,1993, but after November 5,1992, when the 

election took place. (In this case, the database is recording information which is predicted 

to become valid in the future.) Posing the above query during this time period would 

result in the answer "January 20, 1989 to January 19,1993." Similarly, the database may 

have been updated any time after the inauguration, thereby recording information which 

is known to have become valid in the past. For example, the database may not be updated 

until Dan's vice presidential tenure actually ended on January 19, 1993. In this case, 

posing the above query prior to January 19, 1993 would elicit a null response. 

"This discussion is only meant to highlight the semantic differences between valid time and transaction 
time. While we do not show an example here, it is possible, and useful, to timestamp tuples with transaction 
times, yielding a transaction-time relation, or both valid times and transaction times, yielding a bitemporal 
relation. We discuss these topics in detail in Chapter 2. 
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To summarize, temporal database management systems attempt to provide integrated 

support for storing and retrieving time-varying information. Two orthogonal time do

mains, inducing four types of databases, have been identified. Whereas, temporal 

databases have been an active area of research for over fifteen years [TK96], no conmier-

cial implementations of temporal database management systems exist, and few prototypes 

have been implemented, despite a recognized demand for temporal applications. 

It is our thesis that through the use of proper abstractions, a semantically-robust and 

adequately performing temporal database management system (DBMS) can be realized 

with minimal implementation effort. In this dissertation, we develop a firamework for 

constructing such a temporal DBMS. Our approach parallels the development of relational 

database management systems, begiiming with a theoretically sound abstract model, and 

then developing the underlying techniques to efficiently implement it. The major theme 

underlying this research is practicality, in terms of both semantics and implementation. 

We will show that expressive temporal semantics can be supported while still maintaining 

reasonable performance, and with relatively small implementation effort. This is made 

possible, in part, by minimally extending the relational model to support time, thereby 

allowing the reuse or easy adaptation of well-established design and implementation 

techniques. Our aim is that DBMS vendors could incorporate these results into existing 

(i.e., non-temporal) commercial products with relatively small effort. 

1.1 A Temporal Data Model 

Temporal data modeling has been a very active area of research with over two dozen 

data models proposed over the last decade [JS92, Sno92]. (Related work is discussed 

in detail in Chapter 2.) The most noted difference between these models is the degree 

of expressiveness, or conciseness, of the model, as would be important when displaying 

query results, and the ease with which it can be implemented, where regular structure 

is more important. We believe that a single temporal data model cannot satify these 

conflicting demands. Instead, we advocate a separation of tasks within the DBMS. 

We begin by specifying a new temporal data model, the Bitemporal Conceptual Data 

Model (BCDM), to serve as the foundation of a temporal query lanaguage. We have 
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carefully designed the BCDM to be a natural and nainimal extension of the relational 

model. As with the relational model, the BCDM is conceptual in the sense that it is 

simply designed to capture the semantics of the data in question, but has no illusions of 

being suitable for data presentation, physical storage, or query evaluation. Through the 

use of equivalence mappings, we show how a database implementor can use alternative 

data models to perform other tasks in the DBMS. This arrangement allows the database 

implementor the best of all worlds, he or she is free to pick and choose the data models 

that best suit the task at hand, while the conceptual model underlies the query language. 

In essence the concepmal model forms the linch pin around which the remainder of 

this research is based. The concepmal model permits both an expressive query language, 

efficient data storage and query evaluation (through alternative data models), and the 

straight-forward exploitation of existing technology. The BCDM has in fact been adopted 

as the data model underlying TSQL2 [SAA'''94], the first community-wide consensus 

temporal query language. 

1.2 Database Design 

With the BCDM in hand, we turn our attention to design criteria and methodologies for 

temporal databases. Here again, our approach is to extend relational technology in a 

namral and minimal fashion. 

A relational database is a collection of relations, each with a regular structure or 

schema. The goal of relational database design is to produce a set of relation schemas 

with desirable properties such as minimal data redundancy. Relational normal forms, 

based on an associated theory of dependencies, attempt to characterize "good" relation 

schemes. A wide variety of normal forms have been proposed, the most prominent being 

third normal form [Cod72a] and Boyce-Codd normal form [Cod74]. 

There is a parallel need for temporal normal forms and underlying concepts to serve 

as guidelines during temporal database design. In response to this, an array of temporal 

normalization concepts have been previously proposed. (We discuss these proposals in 

detail in Chapter 3.) These proposals deviate in nature from conventional normal forms, 

in part, because they inherit the peculiarities of the data models on which they are based. 
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Using the BCDM, we develop temporal counterparts of the conventional dependen

cies, keys, and normal forms. This is done is such a way that virtually all conventional 

normalization theory carries over to the temporal context. The benefit of this approach 

is that the role played by temporal normal forms during temporal database design conve

niently parallels that of normal forms during conventional database design. A database 

designer, when constructing a schema for a temporal database, would employ virtually 

the same tools and methodologies as he or she would when designing an analogous re

lational database. This is made possible, in part, by the simplicity of the BCDM, and 

the naturalness of its extension from the relational model. Furthermore, these results are 

not specific to the concepmal model. Using equivalence mappings, it is possible to apply 

these results to all temporal data models. 

Our proposal accommodates valid-time, transaction-time and bitemporal relations. 

Also, as the conceptual model has been adopted as the data model underlying TSQL2 

[S AA"''94], the design of TSQL2 schemas directly benefits from the temporal dependencies 

and normal forms introduced here. 

1.3 A Temporal Algebra 

The success of the relational model is due in large part to the efficient techniques that have 

been devised for relational query processing. Our goal is to develop similar techniques 

for a temporal DBMS. 

Relational query processing begins with a user-specified request, usually expressed via 

a declarative query language, e.g., SQL-92 [MS93]. The query processing system of the 

DBMS lexically and syntactically analyzes the query, checks it for semantic correctness, 

and, if the query passes these checks, translates it into a procedural form. The procedural 

form of the query is, abstractly, an equivalent expression in some algebraic language. 

Operators in this language are typically parameterized by relations and predicates. The 

algebraic expression is optimized and then executed by the DBMS. 

We begin by defining a temporal algebra that performs the same role in a temporal 

DBMS as the relational algebra does in a conventional DBMS. The defined temporal 

algebra supports the BCDM, and is shown to be both necessary and sufficient to implement 
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most TSQL2 queries. 

The temporal algebra, like the concepmal model, is designed as a minimal and natural 

superset of its relational counterpart. The benefits of this are two-fold. First, most 

existing evaluation and optimization techniques can be applied with little modification 

to the temporal algebra. Second, the temporal algebra can be easily incorporated into 

existing relational DBMS architectures, with reasonable expected performance, thereby 

easing the transfer of technology to commercial products. 

The defined temporal algebra in acmality has two parts, a conceptual algebra, support

ing the conceptual model, and a representational algebra, supporting a chosen representa

tional model well-suited for data storage and query evaluation. (Through the equivalence 

mappings mentioned in Section 1.1, it can be shown that the representational model 

preserves the semantics of the BCDM.) Queries expressed over BCDM schemas are ul

timately translated to queries in the representational algebra, perhaps via an intermediate 

conceptual algebra expression where algebraic tautologies and optimizations are applied. 

We informally argue that the conceptual and representational algebras are equivalent, 

and show how a canonical DBMS architecture can be minimally extended to support the 

representational algebra. 

1.4 Previous Work in Query Evaluation 

In the last three chapters of the dissertation, we focus our attention on evaluation techniques 

for the two most common, and possibly most expensive, operations in the representational 

algebra. These operators are temporal coalescing and temporal joins. As a basis for 

this development we first briefly review operator evaluation strategies for conventional 

databases and previous work in temporal query evaluation. 

Whereas valid-time, transaction-time, and bitemporal relations are all supported by 

both the BCDM and the algebra, we concentrate on valid-time query processing in the 

remainder of the dissertation. Several factors motivate this. First, valid-time is the most 

important time dimension—most applications are interested in modeling some aspect 

of reality. Second, valid time is more difficult to support than transaction-time—valid-

time databases allow corrections to previously stored information but transaction-time 
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databases do not, and tuples in a transaction-time relation are inherently ordered on time, 

either their start time, if the relation is stored on magnetic disk, or their end time, if the 

relation is stored on optical disk [AS88], whereas valid-time relations are generally not 

ordered on either start or end time. Lastly, a thorough smdy of valid-time query evaluation 

algorithms has not been performed. This research fills that requirement, and can be used 

as the basis for a smdy of query processing in the more complex bitemporal model. 

Relational query evaluation algorithms typically perform a matching operation. An 

output tuple is produced when two (or more) input tuples agree on one or more attribute 

values. For example, suppose we have two relations, one recording politicians and their 

parties (with the schema {Name, Party}), and the "title" relation of Figure 1.1, which 

has the schema {Name, Title}. To answer the query "What parties hold what offices?" 

would require finding all pairs of mples, one firom each relation, that match on their Name 

attributes. 

Temporal query evaluation is more difficult, for two reasons. First, a temporal database 

is typically much larger than its conventional counterpart. Hence, poor evaluation strate

gies will have a drastic effect on query performance. Second, and most importantly, 

conventional query processors are optimized to evaluate equality predicates rather than 

inequality predicates, which are prevalent in temporal databases. For example, consider 

the temporal predicate overlaps which determines if two time periods are simultaneously 

valid. The overlaps predicate can be expressed as a conjunction of inequality conditions 

on the start and end times of the intervals. A conventional database would typically resort 

to exhaustive comparison when faced with a predicate of this form. These factors indicate 

a need to develop efficient strategies for temporal query evaluation. 

Three basic paradigms, nested-loop, sort-merge, and partitioning, underlie all rela

tional query evaluation strateges [Gra93]. Our goal is to develop algorithms for temporal 

coalescing and temporal joins based on these paradigms. For context, we begin by 

describing conventional evaluation algorithms based on the three paradigms. 

A number of researchers have performed investigations into temporal join evaluation, 

for a variety of join operators and evaluation algorithms. Most of this work has been 

performed in a model-specific marmer, leading to a confusing and inconsistent naming of 
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similar operators and algorithms. We provide a taxonomy of temporal join operators to 

remedy this situation. 

"Wf^th this background in conventional query evaluation and existing proposals for 

temporal query evaluation, we turn our attention to evaluation techniques for two of the 

most important operators, temporal coalescing and temporal joins. 

1.5 Temporal Coalescing 

Coalescing is a unary operator. It reduces the cardinality of a temporal relation without 

affecting its information content. Consider the relation in Figure 1.3. This relation shows 

that Dan Quayle had been vice president for his first term from January 20,1989 to January 

19, 1993. 

Name Title T 

Dan Vice President [1/20/89-1/19/93] 

Figtire 1.3: First Term in Office 

Imagine that the 1992 election had taken place, and Dan had been elected to another 

term. One way to represent the fact that Dan was to continue as vice president for 

another four years would be to insert another tuple into the relation yielding the relation 

in Figure 1.4. 

Name Title T 

Dan Vice President 
Dan Vice President 

[1/20/89-1/19/93] 
[1/20/93-1/19/97] 

Figure 1.4: Two Terms in Office (Uncoalesced) 

Now there are two tuples in the relation indicating that Dan was vice president over 

two distinct, though adjacent, four year terms. Coalescing this relation would collapse 

these two tuples into a single tuple, timestamped with the interval from January 20, 1989 
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to January 19, 1997 to represent Dan's entire eight years in office. This is shown in 

Figure 1.5. Notice that the relations in Figures 1.4 and 1.5 have the same information 

content; the only difference is the cardinality of the representation. 

Name Title T 
Dan Vice President [1/20/89-1/19/97] 

Figure 1.5: Two Terms in Office (Coalesced) 

Generally, tuples in a relation are candidates for coalescing when they represent the 

same fact over adjacent or overlapping time intervals. An uncoalesced relation can arise in 

many ways. For example, an uncoalesced relation could be produced as an intermediate 

result of a complex multi-operator query plan. Additionally, coalescing may not be 

enforced on update, perhaps to maximize performance if the ratio of updates to retrievals 

is high. Subsequent coalescing may be required prior to executing a retrieval query. 

Many temporal data models and languages have implicitly required coalesced relations 

[Sno87, BZ82, Ari86, NA89, SSD87, Sar90b, GY88, CC87. MS87, TA86]. However, 

only recently has the imponance of this operator with respect to performance been em

phasized [Boe94a]. Simple evaluation strategies require exhaustive comparison of the 

input tuples. The research described in this dissertation is the first to provide practical 

algorithms to perform coalescing. 

We motivate the importance of coalescing and its semantic necessity. We then derive 

the space of possible coalescing algorithms, representing all possible non-index based 

evaluation strategies for temporal coalescing, modulo a few minor optimizations. We 

describe a performance smdy that empirically tests these algorithms under a variety of 

database and system parameters. 

1.6 Temporal Joins 

Relational joins are binary operations. An output tuple is produced when two input tuples, 

one from each of the argument relations, satisfy one or more predicates. The query in 
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Section 1.4, "What party holds what offices?," is an example of a join operation. Here 

tuples are matched if they have the same value in their Name attribute. 

A temporal join evaluates one ormore predicates on the timestamp attributes associated 

with the input tuples, in addition to any predicates on the explicit attributes. For example, 

consider the relations in Figures 1.6 and 1.7. These relations show politicians and their 

favorite causes, respectively. 

Name Title T 

Dan Vice President 
A1 Vice President 

[1/20/89-1/19/93] 
[1/20/93-now] 

Figure 1.6: Titles 

Name Favorite Cause T 

Dan Budget cutting 
Dan Family values 
Al Environment 
Al Global computing 

[I/1/80-I/15/92] 
[2/15/92-2/1/94] 
[3/1/91-3/14/93] 
[3/15/93-now] 

Figure 1.7: Favorite Causes 

The query "What were the favorite causes of each politician when they held a certain 

office?" can be answered by joining the two relations. Pairs of tuples drawn from each 

input relation produce an output tuple if they agree on their Name attributes, ensuring 

that the mples pertain to the same person, and overlap in time, ensuring that the person 

held the office at the same time he or she was championing the given cause. The result is 

shown in Figure 1.8. 

Notice that the result mples are timestamped with the temporal "intersection" of the 

timestamps of the joining tuples. Other temporal joins exist (details are provided in 

Chapters 5)—our aim here is only to illustrate the possibilities. 

Joins are arguably the most important relational operators [ME92]. They occur fre

quently due to database normalization, and are potentially expensive to compute. Poor 
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Name Title Favorite Cause T 
Dan \^ce President Budget cutting 
Dan Vice President Family values 
A1 Vice President Environment 
A1 Vice President Global computing 

[1/20/89-1/15/92] 
[2/15/92-1/19/93] 
[1/20/93-3/14/93] 

[3/15/93-now] 

Figure 1.8: Politicians and their Causes 

implementations employ exhaustive comparison of the input relations. Good performance 

for temporal joins is even more important, for the reasons stated in Section 1.4. 

In this dissertation, we enumerate the space of possible temporal join evaluation 

algorithms, and describe a performance study involving a subset of these algorithms. 

These algorithms we consider are analogs of the corresponding algorithms we developed 

for temporal coalescing, thereby constructing a unified suite of evaluation strategies for 

temporal operators. As with coalescing, we empirically test the chosen algorithms under 

a variety of database and system parameters. 

1.7 Summary 

This dissertation describes a practical framework for implementing a temporal database 

management system. Our approach is based on decoupling the conceptual data model, as 

embedded in the query language, from other aspects of the DBMS. This separation allows 

the use of appropriate data models for the tasks for which they are best suited. In particular, 

data storage and query evaluation can be performed in a representational data model with 

regular storage structure. The result is that the DBMS can support an expressive data model 

for the user, and still allow well-understood conventional technology to be re-employed 

whenever possible. 

To summarize, the contributions of this research are as follows. 

• We present a natural extension of the relational model to support bitemporal 

databases. This results in an expressive temporal data model well-suited for sup

porting concepmal temporal semantics. 
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We motivate how and why the conceptual data model should be decoupled from the 

tasks of data presentation and data storage. This arrangement allows the database 

designer flexibility in choosing data models better suited for data presentation and 

data storage while allowing the simple, yet expressive, conceptual data model to 

underlie the query language. 

We perform the wholesale extension of existing relational database design theory 

to temporal databases. A database designer would apply essentially the same 

design methodologies to a temporal database as he or she would when designing 

an analogous conventional database. This extension is made possible in large part 

by the simplicity of the conceptual model, and the naturalness of its extension from 

the relational model. 

We define a suite of temporal algebras that support queries on both conceptual 

and representational data models. These algebras, like the concepmal data model, 

were engineered as minimal and natural extensions of their relational counterpart, 

allowing the extension or wholesale adoption of many relational query optimization 

and query evaluation strategies to the temporal arena. Additionally, we show how 

an existing conventional DBMS system architecture can be minimally extended to 

incorporate the temporal algebra. 

We provide a taxonomy of temporal join operators and algorithms. Previous work 

in this area has produced a confusing, and sometimes conflicting, array of names 

for a small number of operators. We classify semantically each of these operators, 

and assign consistent names reflecting their extension from conventional operators. 

We investigate evaluation algorithms for temporal coalescing, a conmionly occuring 

unary temporal operation, and along with temporal joins, one of the most expensive 

temporal operators. We present new algorithms that are substantially more efficient 

than existing algorithms. We substantiate these claims with empirical performance 

studies. 

We investigate evaluation algorithms for temporal joins, a commonly occuring 
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binary temporal operation. As with temporal coalescing, we present a suite of 

evaluation algorithms and empirically test their performance. Furthermore, this 

work is the first complete comparison of non-indexed temporal join algorithms to 

date. 

The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the con-

cepmal data model, its role in the DBMS, and its relationship with representational models. 

Temporal dependency theory and related normalization concepts based on the conceptual 

model are the subject of Chapter 3. We show how all of conventional dependency theory 

is easily extended to temporal databases via the conceptual data model. 

In Chapter 4, we turn our attention to implementation-related issues. We define a 

suite of temporal algebras that can be used to implement queries over the conceptual and 

representational data models, and demonstrate how an existing conventional architecture 

can support the temporal algebras. 

Next, in Chapters 5 to 7, we consider the performance issues of operators in the 

temporal algebra. We begin by summarizing previous work in conventional and temporal 

query evaluation in Chapter 5. We then turn our attention to the two most prevalent 

and potentially expensive temporal operators, temporal coalescing and temporal joins, in 

Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, respectively. 

Lastly, conclusions and future directions are detailed in Section 8. 
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CHAPTER 2 

A TEMPORAL DATA MODEL 

2.1 Introduction 

Adding time to the relational model has been a daunting task [BADW82, Kli93, McK86, 

SS88b, Soo91]. More than a dozen extended data models have been proposed over the 

last decade [JS92, Sno92]. Most of these models support valid time. A few, notably 

[BZ82, BG89, Sno87, Sno93], are bitemporal because they support both valid time and 

transaction time [JCE'^94]. 

While these data models differ in many ways, perhaps the most often stated distinction 

is that between first normal form (INF), where attributes must be atomic-valued, and non-

INF, where attributes may be set-valued. Each has associated difficulties. Remaining 

within INF (an example being the timestamping of tuples with valid and transaction 

start and end times [Sno87]) may introduce redundancy because attribute values that 

change at different times are repeated in multiple tuples. The non-INF models, one 

being timestamping attribute values with sets of intervals [Gad88], may not be capable 

of directly using existing relational storage structures or query evaluation techniques that 

depend on atomic attribute values. 

We contend that focusing on data presentation (how temporal data is displayed to the 

user), on data storage, with its requisite demands of regular structure, and on efficient query 

evaluation has complicated the primary task of capturing the time-varying semantics. 

The result has been a plethora of incompatible data models and query languages, and a 

corresponding surfeit of model-specific database design approaches and implementation 

strategies. 

We advocate instead a very simple data model, the Bitemporal Conceptual Data 

Model (BCDM), which captures the essential semantics of time-varying relations, but has 
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no illusions of being suitable for presentation, storage, or query evaluation. The BCDM is 

termed a conceptual model because of these properties. In essence, we advocate moving 

the distinction between the various existing temporal data models from a semantic basis 

to a physical, performance-relevant basis, utilizing our proposed conceptual data model 

to capture the time-varying semantics. The term "conceptual" is used only to emphasize 

the use of the model for design and as a basis for a query language; otherwise this new 

model is similar to other temporal data models in the formalism used to define it. 

We rely on existing data model(s) for the other tasks, by exploiting equivalence map

pings between the conceptual model and the representational models. The equivalence 

mappings are based on the notion of snapshot equivalence, which says that two relation 

instances have the same information content if all their snapshots, taken at all times (valid 

and transaction), are identical. Snapshot equivalence provides a natural means of com

paring relation instances in the models considered in this research. Finally, while not 

addressed in this dissertation, we feel that the conceptual data model is the appropriate 

location for logical query optimization [JSS92]. 

In the next section, the concepmal model is defined. We then examine five represen

tational data models that have been previously proposed. These representational models 

can be classified as either tuple timestamping (e.g., [BZ82, NA89, Sad87, Sar90b, Sno87, 

Sno93]), backlog-based (e.g., [JMRS93, Kim78]), or attribute-value timestamping (e.g., 

[CC87, Gad88, LJ88, MS91, Tan86]). We provide mappings between the conceptual 

model and these representational models. 

Having presented both the conceptual data model and the representational data models. 

Section 2.4 presents an overview of the interaction among the data models. Snapshot 

equivalence is the subject of Section 2.5. The definitions of snapshot equivalence rely on 

model-specific operations because the notion of snapshot equivalence allows us to relate 

relation instances, as well as operators, of different representations, and also allows us to 

relate representations to the semantics ascribed to the conceptual model. Section 2.6 is 

devoted to generalizing algebraic operators of the relational model to apply to objects in 

the bitemporal conceptual model as well as one of the tuple-timestamped representational 

models. As with data instances, we demonstrate correspondence of these operators. We 
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also discuss transfonnations, e.g., coalescing, of the bitemporal elements of tuples in a 

relation instance. Finally, we demonstrate that the BCDM is a temporally ungrouped data 

model [CCT94]. 

After sunmiarizing, we outline the next steps to be taken in utilizing the conceptual 

model to integrate existing temporal data models. 

2.2 Bitemporal Conceptual Relations 

The primary reason for the success of the relational model is its simplicity. A bitemporal 

relation is necessarily more complex than a conventional relation. Not only must it 

associate values with facts, as does the relational model, it must also specify when the 

facts were valid in reality, as well as when the facts were current in the database. Since 

our emphasis is on semantic clarity, our aim is to extend the conventional relational model 

as small an extent as necessary to capture this additional information. 

2.2.1 Definition 

Tuples in a BCDM relation instance are associated with time values from two orthog

onal time domains, namely valid time and transaction time. Valid time is used for 

capturing the time-varying nature of the portion of reality being modeled, and transac

tion time models the update activity associated with the relation. For both domains, 

we assume that the database system has limited precision; the smallest time units are 

termed chronons [JCE+94]. The time domains have total orders and both are isomor

phic to subsets of the domain of natural numbers. The domain of valid times may be 

given as Dvt = {^1-^2 ik}  and the domain of transaction times may be given as 

Dtt = {^1-^2 ^j} {UC} where UC is a distinguished value which is used during 

update as will be explained later in this section. A valid-time chronon is thus an element of 

Dvt, a transaction-time chronon is an element of Dtt \ {UC}, and a bitemporal chronon 

is an ordered pair of a transaction-time chronon and a valid-time chronon. We expect that 

the valid time domain is chosen so that some times are before the current time and some 

times are after the current time. 
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We also define a set of names X>.4 = {Ai, Ao,..., } for explicit attributes and a set 

of attribute domains Vd = {£>1. £>2^ — In general, the schema of a bitemporal 

conceptual relation, 11, consists of an arbitrary number, e.g., n, of explicit attributes 

from V,\, with domains in Po, encoding some fact (possibly composite) and an implicit 

timestamp attribute, T, with domain Dtt x Dvt- Thus, a tuple, x = (ai, 02 a„| tb), 

in a bitemporal conceptual relation instance, r(72.), consists of a number of attribute values 

associated with a bitemporal timestamp value. 

An arbitrary subset of the domain of valid times is associated with each tuple, meaning 

that the fact recorded by the tuple is true in the modeled reality during each valid-time 

chronon in the subset. Each individual valid-time chronon of a single mple has associated 

a subset of the domain of transaction times, meaning that the fact, valid during the 

particular chronon, is current in the relation during each of the transaction-time chronons 

in the subset. Any subset of transaction times less than the current time and including 

the value UC may be associated with a valid time. Notice that while the definition of a 

bitemporal chronon is symmetric, this explanation is asymmetric. This assymmetry is 

also present in the update operations to be defined shortly, and it reflects the different 

semantics of transaction time and valid time. 

We have thus seen that a tuple has associated a set of so-called bitemporal chronons 

("tiny rectangles") in the two-dimensional space sparmed by transaction time and valid 

time. Such a set is termed a bitemporal element^, denoted tb- Because no two tuples 

with mutually identical explicit attribute values (termed value-equivalent) are allowed in 

a bitemporal relation instance, the full time history of a fact is contained in a single tuple. 

In graphical representations of bitemporal space, we choose the x-axis as the transaction-

time dimension, and the y-axis as the valid-time dimension. Hence, the ordered pair 

(t,v) represents the bitemporal chronon with transaction time t and valid time v. 

Example 2.2.1 Consider a relation recording employee/department information, such as 

"Jake works for the shipping department." We assume that the granularity of chronons 

is one day for both valid time and transaction time, and the period of interest is some 

^This term is a generalization of temporal element, used to denotes a set of single dimensional chronons 
[Gad88]. Alternative terms include time period set [BZ82] and bitemporal lifespan [CC87]. 
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given month in a given year, e.g., June 1992. Throughout, we use integers as timestamp 

components. The reader may informally think of these integers as dates, e.g., the integer 

15 in a timestamp represents the date June 15th. 

Figure 2.1 shows how the bitemporal element in an employee's department tuple 

changes. Employee Jake was hired by the company as temporary help in the shipping 

department for the interval from time 10 to time 15, and this fact became current in the 

database at time 5. This is shown in Figure 2.1(a). The arrows pointing to the right signify 

that the tuple has not been logically deleted; it continues through to the transaction time 

until johanged (UC). 

Figure 2.1(b) shows a correction. The personnel department discovers that Jake had 

really been hired from time 5 to time 20, and the database is corrected beginning at time 

10. Later, the personnel department is informed that the correction was itself incorrect; 

Jake really was hired for the original time interval, time 10 to time 15, and the correction 

took effect in the database at time 15. This is shown in Figure 2.1(c). Lastly, Figure 2.1(d) 

shows the result of three updates to the relation, all of which become current starting at 

time 20. (The same transaction could have caused all three updates.) While the period 

of validity was correct, it was discovered that Jake was not in the shipping department, 

but in the loading department. Consequently, the fact (Jake, Ship) is removed from the 

current state and the fact (Jake, Load) is inserted. A new employee, Kate, is hired for the 

shipping department for the interval from time 25 to time 30. 

We note that the number of bitemporal chronons in a given bitemporal element is 

the area enclosed by the bitemporal element. The bitemporal element for (Jake, Ship) 

contains 140 bitemporal chronons. 

The example illustrates how transaction time and valid time are handled. As time 

passes, i.e., as the computer's internal clock advances, the bitemporal element associated 

with a fact is updated, if the fact remains current in the database. For example, consider 

the fact (Jake, Ship) which first becomes current in the database at time 5. Due to the 

semantics of insertion as described in the next section, a fact, when first appended to the 

relation, has associated the special transaction time value UC. When the clock advances, 

additional bitemporal chronons are appended to the timestamp associated with the fact. 
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Figure 2.1: Bitemporal Elements 

Each bitemporal chronon with a transaction time of UC produces an appended bitemporal 

chronon with UC replaced by the current transaction time. Thus, for (Jake, Ship) to become 

current at time 5, the fact first appears in the relation at time 4 with the six valid-time 

chronons 10, 11,..., 15, each associated with the transaction time value UC. Note that, 

logically, the fact is not yet current. This does not occur until time 5 when the six new 

bitemporal chronons, (5.10) (5.15), are appended. This continues for every clock 

tick until time 9, when a correction to the fact's valid time is made. Thus, starting at time 

10, 16 bitemporal chronons are added at every clock tick. 

The acmal bitemporal relation corresponding to the graphical representation in Fig

ure 2.1(d) is shown in Figure 2.2 below. This relation contains three facts. The timestamp 

attribute T shows each transaction-time chronon associated with each valid-time chronon 

as a set of ordered pairs. 

• 
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Emp Dept T 

Jake Ship {(5,10) (5,15) (9,10) (9,15), 

(10,5) (10.20) (14.5) (14.20), 

(15.10),..., (15.15)..., (19,10) (19,15)} 

Jake Load {(UC. 10) (UC. 15)} 

Kate Ship {(UC. 25) (UC.30)} 

Figure 2.2: Bitemporal Relation Instance 

Valid-time relations and transaction-time relations are special cases of bitemporal 

relations that support only valid time or transaction time, respectively. Thus a valid-time 

tuple has associated a set of valid-time chronons (termed a valid-time element and denoted 

tj,), and a transaction-time tuple has associated a set of transaction-time chronons (termed 

a transaction-time element and denoted if). For clarity, we retain the term "snapshot 

relation" to mean a conventional (non-temporal) relation. 

2.2.2 Update 

In this section, we describe the semantics of the three forms of update, insertion, deletion, 

and modification. This description is pedagogical, meant only to illustrate the semantics 

of the operations, and not intended for implementation. Possible techniques for efficiently 

supporting these semantics are discussed in Section 2.3. 

An insertion is issued when we want to record in bitemporal relation instance r that a 

currently unrecorded fact (ai a„) is true for some period(s) of time. These periods 

of time are represented by a valid-time element. When the fact is stored, its valid-time 

element stamp is transformed into a bitemporal-element stamp to capture that, until its 

explicit attribute values are changed, the fact is current in the relation. This is indicated 

with the special transaction time value, UC. 

The arguments to the insert routine are the relation into which a fact is to be 

inserted, the explicit values of the fact, and the set of valid-time chronons, during 

which the fact was true in reality. The insert routine returns the new, updated version 

of the relation. There are three cases to consider. First, if (ai, a„) was never recorded 
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in the relation, a completely new tuple is appended. Second, if (oi a„) was part 

of some previously current state, the tuple recording this is updated with the new valid 

time information. Third, if (ai, — a„) is already current in the relation, a modification 

is required, and the insertion is rejected (in this case, a modify operation should have 

been used). In the following, we denote valid-time chronons with c^, and transaction-time 

chronons with Cj. 

insert(r, (ci a.n)-tv) = 

r U {{oi,...,a„l{UC} x t„)} if->3U ((ci,.  • . ,a„\  tb)  e  r)  

r  -  {(ai a„| tb)}  

U{(ai a„| U {{UC} X tv})} if3f6((ai a„|f6)6rA 

^3 (UC. c„) € tb) 

r otherwise 

The insert routine adds bitemporal chronons with a transaction time of UC. 

As transaction time passes, new chronons must be added. Logically, this is performed 

by a special routine ts.update which is applied to all bitemporal relations at each clock 

tick. This function simply updates the timestamps to include the new transaction-time 

value. The timestamp of each tuple is examined in turn. When a bitemporal chronon 

of the type (UC. c„) is encountered in the timestamp, a new bitemporal chronon (q, c^), 

where time ct is the new transaction-time value, is made part of the timestamp. 

ts_update(r. c,) : 

fo r  each  x  €  r  

fo r  each  (UC.  Ci . )  €  a : [T]  

z[T] x[T] U{(c,.c„)}; 

We note again that ts.update is part of the logical semantics of the conceptual model, 

and that direct implementation would be prohibitively expensive. In Section 2.3, we 

discuss efficient ways to support these semantics. 
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Deletion concerns the logical removal of a tuple from the current valid-time state of 

a bitemporal relation. To logically remove a qualifying tuple from the current state, we 

delete all chronons (UC. Ct,), where c„ is some valid-time chronon, from the timestamp 

of the tuple. As a result, the timestamp is not expanded by subsequent invocations of 

ts_update, and the tuple will not appear in future valid-time states. If there is no 

qualifying tuple in the relation, or if a qualifying mple exists but has no chronons with a 

transaction time of UC, then the deletion has no effect. 

delete{r. (ai a„)) = 

{r  -  {(ci a„| f6)}U {(oi a„| tb  -  nc. ts{ tb))}  if 3 46 ((ai a„| h)  6 r) 

r otherwise 

where ucJs{tb) = {(UC. c„) | (UC. Ci,.) € ia}. 

Finally, a modification of an existing mple is defined by a deletion followed by an 

insertion as follows. 

inodify(r. (ai = insert(delete(r, (ai a„)).(ai 

Example 2.2.2 The concepmal relation in Figure 2.2 is created by the following sequence 

of commands, invoked at the indicated transaction time. 

Command Transaction Time 

insert(dept,( "Jake", "Ship"), [10,15]) 5 

modify(dept,( "Jake", "Ship"), [5,20]) 10 

modify(dept,( "Jake", "Ship"), [10,15]) 15 

delete(dept,( "Jake", "Ship")) 20 

insert(dept,( "Jake", "Load"), [10,15]) 20 

insert(dept,( "Kate", "Ship"), [25,30]) 20 

• 

We have given a definition of a bitemporal concepmal relation. As part of the definition, 

we used the special value UC in conjunction with the routine ts.update to allow 
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timestamps of tuples to grow as time passes. It should be emphasized that users will not 

see the value UC. Query results are static, and there is no need to display this value. In 

the next section, we shall see how the temporal relations defined thus far may be mapped 

to other formats, some of which may be better for display or storage of temporal data. 

2.3 Representation Schemes 

A bitemporal conceptual relation is structurally simple—it is a set of facts, each times-

tamped with a bitemporal element which is a set of bitemporal chronons. In this section, 

we examine five representations of bitemporal relations that have been previously pro

posed. These representations fall into the class of temporally ungrouped models [CCT94], 

and constitute all such models proposed to date, to our knowledge. For each, we briefly 

specify the objects defined in the representation, provide the mapping to and from con

ceptual bitemporal relations to demonsurate that the same information is being stored, and 

show how updates of bitemporal conceptual relations may be mapped into updates on 

relations in the representation. We progress from a simple model to ones associated with 

more complex mappings. 

In the following, we will use R and S to denote relation schemas. Relation instances 

are denoted by r, s, and t, and r(R) means that r is an instance of R. For brevity, we use A 

to denote the set of all (explicit) attributes >1,, 1 < f < ra of a relation. For tuples we use, x, 

y, and z, possibly indexed, and the notation x[Ai] denotes the attribute of x. Similarly, 

x[T] denotes the timestamp associated with x. Often, when discussing representational 

models, we will use x[V] and x[T] to denote the valid-time and transaction-time intervals, 

respectively, associated with a representational tuple x. The differing use associated with 

conceptual tuples should be clear from context. 

2.3.1 Snodgrass' I\iple Timestamped Representation 

In the conceptual model, the timestamp associated with a tuple is an arbitrary set of bitem

poral chronons. As such, a relation schema in the conceptual model is non-lNF, which 

represents difficulties if directly implemented. We describe here how to represent con

ceptual relations by INF snapshot relations, allowing the use of existing, well-understood 
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implementation techniques [Sno87]. 

Let a bitemporal relation schema Tl have the attributes Ai,..., i4„, T where T is the 

timestamp attribute defined on the domain of bitemporal elements. Then TZ is represented 

by a snapshot relation schema R as follows. 

R = (Ai.....A„.T,.Te.V„Ve) 

The additional attributes T^,, Tg, V^, are atomic-valued timestamp attributes containing a 

starting and ending transaction-time chronon and a starting and ending valid-time chronon, 

respectively. These four values represent the bitemporal chronons in a rectangular region, 

the idea being to divide the region covered by the bitemporal element of a tuple in a 

conceptual relation into a nimiber of rectangles and then represent the conceptual tuple by 

a set of representational mples, one for each rectangle. 

There are many possible ways to cover a bitemporal element. To ensure the rep

resentation remains faithful to the semantics of the conceptual relation, we require that 

any covering function on a bitemporal element x[T] of a bitemporal tuple x satisfy two 

properties. 

1. Any bitemporal chronon in z[T] must be contained in at least one rectangle. 

2. Each bitemporal chronon in a rectangle must be contained in x[T]. 

The first condition ensures that all chronons in the bitemporal element of x are accounted 

for; the second ensures that no spurious chronons are introduced. Hence, the covering 

represents exactly the same information as contained in the original mple. 

Apart fi:om these requirements, the covering fiinction is purposefully left unspecified— 

an implementation is free to choose a covering with properties it finds desirable. For 

example, a set of covering rectangles need not be disjoint. Overlapping rectangles may 

reduce the number of tuples needed in the representation, at the possible expense of 

additional processing during update. 
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Example 2.3.1 While the results presented in this chapter are independent of particular 

covering functions, it is still useful to consider some examples to illustrate the range of 

possibilities. 

Figure 2.3 illustrates three ways of covering the bitemporal element associated with the 

fact (Jake, Ship) contained in Figure 2.2, and shown graphically in Figure 2.1(d). We may 

distinguish between those covering fiinctions that partition the argument set into disjoint 

rectangles and those that allow overlap between the result rectangles. Figure 2.3(a) and 

Figure 2.3(b) are examples of partitioned coverings while the covering in Figure 2.3(c) 

has overlapping rectangles. 
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Figure 2.3: Example Coverings of a Bitemporal Element 

Figure 2.3(a) illustrates a type of covering where regions are partitioned by transaction 

time. Maximal transaction-time intervals are located so that each transaction time in an 

interval has the same interval of valid times associated. In the figure, the transaction-time 

interval (5,9) is maximal, and the associated valid-time interval is (10,15). Thus, the 

rectangle with lower-left comer (5,10) and upper-right comer (9,15) is part of the result. 

Similarly, the two rectangles with comers ((10,5), (14,20)), and ((15,10), (19,15)) are in 

the result. Due to the semantics of transaction time [JMRS93], this is perhaps the most 

natural choice of covering [Sno87]. Indeed, all the examples of representations of the 

employee bitemporal relation use covering functions that partition by transaction time. 

Figure 2.3(b) illustrates the symmetric partitioning by valid time. Here, three rectan

gles are created with comers at ((5,10), (19,15)), ((10,5), (14,10)), and ((10,15), (14,20)). 

Figure 2.3(c) exemplifies a type of covering that allows overlaps. The two rectangles 
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in this covering have comers at ((5,10), (19,15)) and ((10,5), (14,20)). The overlap of 

these rectangles means that two tuples will express the fact that Jake was in the shipping 

department from time 10 to time 15, recorded as current information from time 10 to time 

14. 

The last example demonstrates that a covering fiinction that allows overlap may result 

in a smaller number of covering rectangles, and therefore may yield a more compressed 

representation than a covering fimction that partitions. However, this repetition of infor

mation makes some updates more time consuming, as more tuples may be affected by a 

single update. • 

We will make use of covering functions throughout this section when representing 

bitemporal elements of conceptual tuples with rectangles. 

Example 2.3.2 A INF relation corresponding to the conceptual relation in Figure 2.2 is 

shown below. 

Emp Dept T. T, V. V, 

Jake Ship 5 9 10 15 

Jake Ship 10 14 5 20 

Jake Ship 15 19 10 15 

Jake Load 20 UC 10 15 

Kate Ship 20 UC 25 30 

Here we use a non-overlapping covering function that partitions the bitemporal element 

by transaction time. • 

The following functions convert between a bitemporal conceptual relation instance and 

a corresponding instance in the representation scheme. The second argument, cover, of 

the routine con.ceptual_to_snap is a covering function. It returns a set of rectangles, 

each denoted by a set of bitemporal chronons. 
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conceptual_to_snap(r', cover): 

s 9: 

for each i 6 r' 

r[-4] f- i[.4]; 

for each t G corer (x[T]) 

-[T»] ̂  inin_L(f); ;[Te] max_l(t); 

;[V,] inin-2{f); r[Ve] *- inax_2(n; 

s f- sU {-}; 

return s; 

snap-to-conceptual (r) : 

s <— 0; 

for each r € r 

r r-{2}; 

i[.4] <- -[.4]; 

i[T] <- bi-chr (;r[T]. r[V]) ; 

for each y € r 

if ;[.4] = y[.4] 

r <- r - {y} ; 

i[T] <- x[T] U bi.chr (y[T],î [V]) ; 

s <— s U {i} ; 

return s; 

Recall that A is an abbreviation for all attributes Ai i4„ of the argument relations. The 

functions minJ and mm_2 select a minimum first (transaction time) and second (valid 

time) component, respectively, in a set of bitemporal chronons. The function max J 

returns the value UC if encountered as a first component; otherwise, it returns a maximum 

first component. The function max^ selects a maximum second component. The function 

bijchr computes the bitemporal chronons covered by the argument rectangular region. 

The conceptual_to_snap routine generates possibly many representational tu

ples from each conceptual tuple, each generated tuple corresponding to a rectangle in 

valid/transaction-time space. The snap_to_conceptual routine merges the rectan

gles associated with a single fact into a single bitemporal element. 

Note that the functions are the inverse of each other, i.e., for any conceptual relation 
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instance r', 

snap_to_conceptual(conceptual_to_snap(r', cover)) = r'. 

We sketch an argument around which a formal proof can be constructed. Consider a tuple 

X in the concepmal relation r'. The function conceptual_to_snap produces a set of 

value-equivalent representational tuples {zi. zi. — Zk}, k > 1, from this x, where the 

bitemporal rectangle associated with each 2,, 1 < i < k, is produced by cover{x[T]). We 

claim that the reverse transformation performed by snap_to_conceptual coalesces 

the set of tuples 23 ^k)  back into the concepmal tuple x.  To see this, note that any 

value-equivalent tuples in conceptual_to_snap(r'. cover) must have been produced 

from X, otherwise value-equivalent tuples must have been present in r'. Let y be the 

conceptual tuple produced by coalescing {zi.z2, z^}. Then y[T] contains exactly 

the chronons contained in the union of the rectangles produced by cover{x[T]) .  By the 

definition of covering functions, these are exactly the chronons in z[T]. Hence y = x. It 

is easy to see that no spurious tuples can be produced by the transformations. Hence, the 

same conceptual relation is produced. 

For the update routines, the most convenient covering functions partition on either 

val id  or  t ransact ion t ime and do not  permit  overlap.  The current  uransact ion t ime is  ct .  

insert (r. (oi, an), tv. cover^.) : 

cvT coveT^{tv) ; 

fo r  each  x  G r  

if x[.4] = (ai a„) and x[Te] = UC 

fo r  each  f  €  cvr 

i f  x [y ]c \ t ^^  

cvr <— (cvr — i) U (f — i[V]) ; 

fo r  each  t £ cvr 

-[-'i] («i On); 

r[T,]<-c,; z[T^]<-VC: 

r[Vs] 2[V,] 

^  f -  rU  { ;} ;  

return r; 
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delete(r.(ai a „ ) . C i )  :  

for each x £r 

if x[.4] = (ai a„) cind x[Te] = UC 

i[Te] ct ; 

return r; 

The function cover„ in the insert routine returns a set of valid-time intervals (each a 

set of contiguous valid-time chronons). The routine first reduces the valid-time elements, 

produced by the covering function, to avoid overlap with the valid times of existing tuples 

that have a transaction time extending to UC and that are value equivalent to the one to be 

inserted. Then, one tuple is inserted for each of the remaining valid-time intervals. The 

delete routine simply replaces the transaction end time with the current time, C(. 

As for the conceptual data model, modify is simply a combination of delete and 

insert. 

2.3.2 Jensen's Backlog-Based Representation 

The previous representation scheme is a very natural and frequently used way of repre

senting a bitemporal relation by a INF relation. 

In the backlog-based representation scheme, bitemporal relations are represented by 

backlogs, which are also INF relations [JMRS93, Kim78]. The most important difference 

between this and the previous schemes is that mples in backlogs are never updated, i.e., 

backlogs are append-only. Therefore, this representation scheme is well-suited for log-

based storage of bitemporal relations, and it admits the possibility of using cheap write-

once optical disk storage devices. This is highly desirable since the information content 

of bitemporal relations is ever-growing, resulting in very large relations. 

A bitemporal relation schema 1Z = (Ai A„ \ T) is represented by a backlog 

relation schema R as follows. 

R = [Ai A,.V,.Ve.T.Op) 

As in the previous representation scheme, the attributes and store starting and 

ending valid-time chronons, respectively. Attribute T stores the transaction time when 
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the tuple was inserted into the backlog. Tuples, termed change requests, are either 

insertion requests or deletion requests, as indicated by the values, /, and D, of attribute 

Op. The fact in an insertion request is current starting at its transaction timestamp and 

until a matching deletion request with the same explicit and valid-time attribute values 

is recorded. Modifications are recorded by a pair of a deletion request and an insertion 

request, both with the same T value. 

Example 233 The backlog relation corresponding to the conceptual relation in Fig

ure 2.2 is shown below. 

Emp Dept V. Ve T Op 

Jake Ship 10 15 5 I 

Jake Ship 10 15 10 D 

Jake Ship 5 20 10 I 

Jake Ship 5 20 15 D 

Jake Ship 10 15 15 I 

Jake Ship 10 15 20 D 

Jake Load 10 15 20 I 

Kate Ship 25 30 20 I 

• 

Next, we consider the conversion between a bitemporal relation and its backlog 

representation. The first function, conceptual_to_back, takes a conceptual relation 

as its first argument. The second argument is an arbitrary covering function as described 

in Section 2.3.1. The result is a backlog relation. Each conceptual tuple, z, is Ureated in 

turn. For each rectangle in the covering of the timestamp of x, an insertion request is 

appended to the result. Further, if the rectangle has an ending transaction time different 

from UC then a deletion request is inserted. The functions min_l, inax_l, min_2, and 

max^ are as described in the previous section. 
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conceptual_toJDack(r', cover) : 

r <— 0; 

for each x G r' 

for each cover (i[T]) 

c[.4]<-l[.4]; 

^ niin-2 ( t )  ; r[Ve] <- max_2 ( t )  ;  

-[Op] <- I< -[T] 

r <-rU{;}; 

if inax_l(i) ^ UC 

;[0p] <- D; -[T] <- max_l(i); r4-rU{c}; 

retiim r; 

back-to-conceptual (r. C() : 

r '+ -0 ;  

for each 6 r 

if ri[Op] = / 

a<—:i [Vs] ;  6  4—; i [Ve] ;  

c <— ci[T]; d <— C( + 1 ; 

for each ^2 G 

if = ;i[-4] and Z2[V] = ;i[V] and 

22[Op] = D and ijT] < 32[T] < d 

d <— cofT]; ^3 <— Z2; 

if d:^Ci + l 

ri -r-{z3}:  

zi[Tl 4- bi-chr([c. cf], [a. 6]); 

if d = C( + 1 

a:i[T] 4- xi[T] U {UC} x {a 6} ; 

for each 12 S r' 

if X2[-4] = xi[.4] 

ii[T] 4-ii[T]Ui2[T]; r'4-r'-{22}; 

r' 4- r' U {xi} ; 

return r'; 

The second function, back_to_conceptual, is the inverse transformation. It is 

rather complex because not only is information about a single fact spread over a set of 
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changes requests, but, depending on the covering function, a single bitemporal chronon 

may be represented in multiple change requests. The change requests in the argument 

backlog relation are treated in turn. First, an insertion request is located, and its attribute 

values are recorded as appropriate. It is initially assumed that the information recorded by 

the insertion request is still current, indicated by the ending transaction-time value, C( + l, 

where, as before, ct represents the current transaction time. Note that all transaction times 

in the backlog must be smaller than ct + 1. 

In the second loop, the backlog is scaimed for a matching deletion request with a 

larger transaction time. If more than one exists, the earliest is chosen. If no such deletion 

request exists, denoted when d = Ct + I, then the fact is still current. Now, the correct 

rectangular region of bitemporal chronons has been computed, and this can be recorded 

in the bitemporal conceptual relation. If other chronons have already been computed and 

recorded for the same fact, the two sets of chronons are simply merged. 

As before, we claim that the transformation functions are inverses of each other. 

Briefly, consider a tuple x in the conceptual relation r'. The function conceptual_to_-

back produces a set of value-equivalent change requests, depending on the covering of 

x[T]. Note that each x must produce at least one change request, and if a change request is 

value-equivalent to x then it must have been produced from x, otherwise value-equivalent 

conceptual tuples were present. The reverse transformation, back_to_conceptual, 

produces a single conceptual mple from each set of value-equivalent change requests in 

the argument backlog. It can be shown that the same conceptual relation is produced. 

As expected, insertion into backlogs, where mples are never changed, is straightfor

ward. For each set of consecutive valid-time chronons remraed by the argument covering 

function, an insertion request with the appropriate attribute values is created. The current 

u-ansaction time is assumed to be c,. 

Deletion follows the same pattern, the only complication being that a deletion request 

can only be inserted if a value-equivalent, previously entered, and so far undeleted insertion 

request is found. First, the backlog is scanned to locate a matching insertion request. 

Second, it is ensured that the located insertion request has not previously been deleted. 

For every undeleted, matching insertion request that is found, a deletion request is inserted. 
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insert (r, (ai....,a„),covevi.,Cj) : 

for each f 6 coverv{tv) 

r •(-rU {(ai,...,a„,min (t).inax (t) . C t . / ) } ;  

return r; 

delete(r.(ai a „ ) . C j )  :  

r' *— r; 

for each ii G r 

if ii[-4] = (ai a„) and ijOp] = J 

found 4- TRUE; 

for each xo 6 r 

if i2[.4] = ii[.4j and X2[V̂  = ii[V] and i2[0p] = Z? and X2[r| > xi[r| 

foundFALSE; 

if found 

r' <- r'U {(ai,...,a„,Xi[Fs].Xi[Ve],C(,D)}; 

return r'; 

2.3.3 Gadia's Attribute Value lunestamped Representatioii 

Non-INF representations consolidate all information about an object within a single 

tuple. As such, attribute-value timestamped representations have become popular for 

their flexibility in data modeling. We describe here how to represent conceptual relations 

by non-lNF attribute-value timestamped relations [Gad92]. A novel feature of this 

representation is that a relation may be restructured [Gad92], causing the relation to 

consolidate information using different attributes. 

Let a bitemporal relation schema TZ have the attributes Ai A„,T, where T is 

the timestamp attribute defined on the domain of bitemporal elements. Then bitemporal 

relation schema TZ is represented by an attribute-value timestamped relation schema R as 

follows. 

R = {{([T,.T,] X [V,.Ve]Ai)} {([T„Te] X [V„Ve]A„)}) 

A tuple is composed of n sets. Each set element a is a triple of a transaction-time interval 

[T^. Te] and a valid-time interval [V^. Vg], representing in concert a rectangle of bitemporal 
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chronons, and an explicit attribute value, denoted a.val. As shorthand we will use T to 

denote the transaction time interval [T^Tg], and, similarly, V for [Vs,Ve], and will refer 

to them as a.T and a.V, respectively. 

Example 23.4 In an attribute-value timestamped representation, the structure of infor

mation within a tuple can be based on the value of any attribute or set of attributes. For 

example, we could represent the conceptual relation in Figure 2.2 by structuring on the 

employee attribute. Then all information for an employee is contained within a single 

tuple, as shown below. 

Emp Dept 

[5,9] X [10,15] Jake 

[10,14] X [5,20] Jake 

[15,19] X [10,15] Jake 

[20,UC] X [10,15] Jake 

[5,9] X [10,15] Ship 

[10,14] X [5,20] Ship 

[15,19] X [10,15] Ship 

[20,UC] X [10,15] Load 

[20,UC] X [25,30] Kate [20,UC] X [25,30] Ship 

A tuple in the above relation shows all departments for which a single employee has 

worked. A different way to view the same information is to perform the restructuring by 

department. A single tuple then contains all information for a department, i.e., the fiill 

record of employees who have worked for the department. 

Emp Dept 

[5,9] X [10,15] Jake 

[10,14] X [5,20] Jake 

[15,19] X [10,15] Jake 

[20,UC] X [25,30] Kate 

[5,9] X [10,15] Ship 

[10,14] X [5,20] Ship 

[15,19] X [10,15] Ship 

[20,UC] X [25,30] Ship 

[20.UC] X [10,15] Jake [20,UC] X [10,15] Load 

Restructuring using both attributes consolidates the information for one employee and one 

department into a single mple. This yields three mples, as shown next. 
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Emp Dept 

[5,9] X [10,15] Jake 

[10,14] X [5,20] Jake 

[15,19] X [10,15] Jake 

[5,9] X [10,15] Ship 

[10,14] X [5,20] Ship 

[15,19] X [10,15] Ship 

[20,UC] X [10,15] Jake [20,UC] X [10,15] Load 

[20,UC] X [25,30] Kate [20,UC] X [25,30] Ship 

This notion of restructuring provides flexibility. One user may want to focus on employees 

and will then use the restructuring on employee names. Another user may want to 

investigate departments and would restructure the relation on the department attribute. 

Finally, users may want to study the relationships between employees and departments, 

in which case the last format may be advantageous. • 

Next we consider the conversion between a conceptual relation and an attribute-value 

timestamped representation. The first function, conceptual_to_att, takes three argu

ments, r', a conceptual relation, cover, a covering function, and restruct, a restructuring 

function. Arguments r' and cover are as described for the other representation schemes. 

Argument restruct partitions r' into disjoint subsets where all tuples in a subset agree on 

the values of a particular attribute or set of attributes, as illustrated in the above example. 

Each such set of conceptual tuples produces one representation tuple. 

conceptual-to^tt (r', cover, restruct) : 

s ^ 0; 
G restruct (r') ; 

for each g GG 

0);  
for each x £ g 

for each f G cover {x[T]) 

for i *— 1 to n 

{([rain_l (t) .max-l (t)] 'x' [min_2 (i) .max^ (f)] i[.4.])} ; 

s <— s U {c} ; 

return s; 
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att_to-conceptual (r) : 

s ^ 0; 

for each z £r 

for I f- 1 to n 

g[i] +- 0; 

for each y € -[-•!,•] 

t bi.chr (y.T, y.W) ; ;[.4,] <- r[.4{] - {y} ; 

for each y' G 2[.4,] 
if y.val = y'.ua/ 

f <- i U bi.chr (y'.T, y'.V) ; c[.4.] <- r[j4,] - {y'} ; 

g[i]<-g[t]U{(y.ua/,0}; 

for each (ai.ao, a„) G facts(5) 

t <— Qi.t; 

for I^ 2 to n 

t t naf.f.-

i f  t^ lb  

for I 1 to n 

i[.4,] Oi.val; 

x[T] <-f; 

s <— s U {i} ; 

return s; 

The second function, att_to_conceptual, performs the inverse transformation. 

Given an attribute-value timestamped representation, it produces the equivalent conceptual 

relation. If we regard the transaction/valid times associated with an attribute value as 

rectangles, then the function simply constructs these rectangles for each attribute value in 

a tuple and then uses intersection semantics to determine the equivalent tuple timestamp. 

In this transformation, the restructuring is ignored. 

In the above, the facts function computes, for an array of attribute value/rectangle 

sets, all combinations of facts that can be constructed from those attribute values. 

facts[g) = (oo, to). • • •. (a„. f„)) | Vz 1 < i < n({a,-,t,) 6 ^[i])} 

As before the function bi.chr computes the bitemporal chronons represented by a given 

rectangle. 
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As for the previous representational models, the conversion functions perform inverse 

transformations. As an outline of a proof, note that conceptual_to_att produces, 

for each set of conceptual tuples satisfying the restructuring, a single attribute-value 

timestamped mple. This representational mple has homogeneous timestamps (identical 

temporal elements for each attribute), since the concepmal mples that produced it were 

trivially homogeneous, being tuple timestamped. In the reverse transformation performed 

by att_t:o_conceptual this representational tuple is exploded into the set of concep

tual tuples that formed it. 

Insertion of a fact into an attribute-value timestamped relation can result in either of 

two actions. Either the new information is merged into an existing tuple x 6 r or no such 

X exists and the creation of an entirely new mple is required. 

The former case occurs when r is structured so that x matches the explicit attribute 

values in exactly the structuring attributes, G. Placing the new information into x preserves 

the structuring of the relation. For any given attribute value x[A,], some or all of the 

information being inserted may already be present in x[A^. A triple y containing such 

information must match the information being inserted in the explicit attribute value a,, 

be current in the database, and overlap in valid-time. We remove all such overlapping 

valid-times chronons, perform a covering of the remaining chronons, and insert triples 

into a: [A,] for each element of the covering. 

In the latter case, no tuple with matching structuring attributes is found. The new 

information cannot be merged into an existing mple without violating the strucmre of the 

relation. Therefore, a new tuple containing only the added information is created. 
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insert (r. (fli, a„).ic, couerp, q) : 

found <— FALSE; 

for each x £r 

if x[G] = (ai,...,a„)[G] 

found <— TRUE ; 

for I <— 1 to n 

t' i-t,.; 

for each y £ x[.4,-] 

if y.val = a, and y.T^ = UC 

t'i-t'-{y.W}; 

for each t € cover„{t') 

x[.4,] <—i[-4,]U {([ct.UC] *x' [min(n.niax(n]a,)}; 

if found = FALSE 

for each t E cover 

r <—rU {{([cj.UC] ' X '  [ m i n { i )  .max{ 0 ] a i ) }  

{{[c,.UC] 'X' [min(f).max(f)]a„)}}; 

return r; 

Deletion is more complicated. Removing a fact (ai a„) from an attribute-valued 

timestamped relation r involves locating the tuple x containing the fact, if such an x exists, 

and altering x to reflect that the fact is no longer current. As we are interested only in 

current information, i.e., when (ai a„) is current in the database, the triples in the 

attribute values of x that can participate in producing the fact must all have an ending 

transaction time of UC. The function current produces tuples from x representing the 

current information contained in x. It selects triples from each x[Ai\, \ < i < n, with 

an ending transaction time of UC and performs a Cartesian product, resulting in a relation 

whose tuples have attribute values each containing a single ttiple. 

current{x) = {((tiUiai). {t2V20.2) { t n V„a„)) | Vi 1 < i < n{(i,t;,-a,) 6 a;[A,]A 

UC 6 ti)} 

Each tuple y potentially has information that must be deleted from the current database 

state. This is the case if the explicit-attribute values of y match (a i a„), and y contains 

a rectangle in bitemporal space where each of the triples (f.u.a,), 1 < i < n, overlap. For 
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each such y, we insert triples indicating that the fact has been deleted from the current 

database state, and, with the help of a covering fimction, reinsert unaffected information 

back into the relation. 

delete (r,(ai a„). cover^.ct) : 

for each x G r 

r[.4,] •<— 0; ... -[--In] 0; 

for each y € current{x) 

if y[.4i].t;a/= ai and ... and = a„ 

ti bi.chr (i/[.4i].T, y[-4i].V) ; ... bi_chr(ĵ [̂ „].T, y[.4„].V) ; 

f <-fln...n^„; 

if t ^ 0 

for t 1 to n 

i[.4.] 1[.4,] - {l/[-4.]} ; 

i[.4,] <- x[.4,] U {([inin_l(t),C( — 1] ' x ' 

[niin-2(f).max_2(f)] 2/[.4,].i'a/)} ; 

for each t' € cover^(ti — t) 

x[.4.] f- x[-4,] U {([min-l(t'),max_l(i')] ' x ' 

[min_2{f),inax_2(i)] y[>i,].ra/)} ; 

return r; 

As before, modify is simply a combination of insert and delete. 

2.3.4 McKenzie's Attribute Value Timestamped Representation 

Like the representation of the previous section, McKenzie's data model uses non-lNF 

attribute-value timestamping [McK88, MS91]. 

In McKenzie's model, a bitemporal relation is a sequence of valid-time states indexed 

by transaction time. Tuples within a valid-time state are attribute-value timestamped. 

The timestamps associated with each attribute value are sets of chronons, i.e., valid-time 

elements. In addition, the model does not assume homogeneity—attributes within the 

same mple may have different timestamps. 

A bitemporal relation schema TZ = (i4i .  — A„ | T) is represented by an attribute 

valued timestamped relation schema R as follows. 

R = (T.y/2) 
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where VR is a valid-time relation, and T is the transaction time when VR became current 

in the database. Stepwise-constant semantics are assumed. 

The schema of the valid-time state VR is as follows. 

VR = (AiVi A„V„) 

Here Ai,..., A„ are explicit attribute values. Associated with each A,, 1 < j < n, is a 

valid-time element V, denoting when A, was true in the modeled reality. 

Example 2^^ The sequence of valid-time states indexed by transaction time correspond

ing to the concepmal relation in Figure 2.2 is shown below. 

T VR 

0 0 

5 {(Jake {10,. ..,15}, Ship {10,.. 

10 {(Jake {5,. ..,20}, Ship {5,... .20})} 

15 {(Jake {10,. .,15}, Ship {10,.. -.15})} 

20 {(Jake {10... .,15}, Load {10,.. .,15}), (Kate {25,. ..,30},Ship {25,...,30})} 

Notice that for each tuple in each valid-time state, the timestamps associated with the 

attribute values in a tuple are identical, i.e., the timestamps are homogeneous. As men

tioned above, this is not required by the model, but in our example the values of the 

attributes Emp and Dept change synchronously, hence the timestamps associated with 

each are identical. • 

Next, we consider the conversion between a bitemporal relation and its representation 

as a sequence of valid-time states in McKenzie's data model. As before, we exhibit two 

functions. The first maps conceptual instances into representational instances, and the 

second performs the inverse transformation. 
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conceptual_to^tt2 (r'.Ct) : 

r 4- 0; 

uc^esent <— FALSE; 

for each x e r' 

for each (f. t') 6 reduce(i[T]); 

if f = UC 

ucjpresent <— TRUE; 

else 

for I <— 1 to n 

x[.4,]; r[T.] f- v; 

r<-rU{(f,{r})}; 

if not ucjpresent 

r<-rU{(ct.0)}; 

r 4-r U {(0.0)}; r <—collapse(r); 

return r; 

att2-to-conceptual (r.C() : 

for each (f, vr) 6 r 

IT f- homogenize(tT); 

reverse_sort(r); 

r'f-0; 

(t. it) 4- next(r); 

for each y € vr 

r[.4] <- j/[.4]; ;[T] <- bi-chr([t.c, - l].y[V]) Ubi_chr({UC},î [V]); r' <- r'u {;}; 

f/as( <- t; (f. it) <- next(r); 

while (t.vr)^± 

for each y £ vr 

found 4— FALSE; 

for each r' € r' 

if .-'[.4] = j/[.4] 

-'[Tl ̂  ;'[T] Ubi-chr([f, - l],i/[V]); 

found <— TRUE; 

if not found 

 ̂ '• =[T] 4- bi.chr([t, tiasi - 1], y[V]); r' 4- r' U {c}; 

f/oa( <- t; (f. vr) 4- next(r); 

return r'; 
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The first function, conceptual_to_at:t2, takes a conceptual relation as its first ar

gument and returns a sequence of valid-time relations, indexed by transaction time, in 

McKenzie's data model. A concepmal tuple x can contribute possibly many tuples to the 

result, with the generated mples residing in possibly many different valid-time states. For 

example, the first tuple in the conceptual relation of Figure 2.2 would contribute three tu

ples, (Jake {10,... ,15}, Ship {10,... ,15}), (Jake {5,... ,20}, Ship {5 20}), and (Jake 

{10,... ,15}, Ship {10,... ,15}), in the valid-time states associated with transaction times 

5, 10 and 15, respectively. Value-equivalent mples with identical valid-timestamps but at 

intermediate transaction times, e.g., (Jake {10,.. .,15}, Ship {10,.. .,15}) at transaction 

time 6, are not generated. 

We accomplish this by deriving for each conceptual tuple x a set of stepwise constant 

states from its bitemporal element x[T]. The result is a set of pairs (t,v), the first element 

being a transaction time and the second being a valid-time element. Effectively, each 

(t . ,v)  denotes the state of x[A] as being valid during the set  v at the transaction t ime t .  

hitermediate states are not included in the computed set of pairs, effectively preserving 

the stepwise constant assumption. 

The set of stepwise constant states is computed by the function reduce shown 

below. For the above example, reduce returns the set {(5,{ 10,... ,15}), (10,{5,... ,20}), 

(15,{10,.. .,15})}. The function next_state is called by reduce; it examines each 

bitemporal chronon in the timestamp and derives a state (t,v) where t is the earliest 

transaction time present in the timestamp, and v is the set containing exactly those valid-

time chronons associated with t .  
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reduce (D : next-State (D : 

while T ̂ 9 

{t.v) 4-next_state(^); 

^'•^-^'u{(t.l')}; 

^ 4- T — bi_chr({f}' ! 

i' f— f + 1; 

while {t'.  r) = next^tate(r) 

r'<-0; v  * - 9 ;  

i 4-UC; 

for each b & T 

if 6.T < t 

v<r-{b .V} ;  

t ^ b.T; 

return T'; 

T *-T ~ bi_chr({t'}. i') ; 

t' + I; 

else 

if 6.T=f 

I' ̂  f U {6.V} ; 

r e t u r n  ( t . v ) ;  

For a given pair a tuple is generated and placed in a valid-time state indexed 

by the transaction time t. The end result is a set of pairs of single tuple valid-time states 

indexed at the given by a transaction time. 

Finally, the function collapse collapses all pairs with identical transaction-time 

components into a single valid-time state, indexed at the given transaction time. 

The second function, att2_to_conceptual, performs the inverse transformation. 

It takes a sequence of valid-time states r, indexed by transaction time, and produces the 

equivalent conceptual relation. 

As the valid-time states of r may contain tuples with non-homogeneous timestamps, we 

first transform each input valid-time state into an equivalent tuple-timestamped relation. 

collapse(r): 

S<-0; 

for each ( t . v r ) £ r ;  

found <— FALSE; 

for each (f'. IT')  6  S 

if t = t' 

S i - S -  i t ' ,  it') ; 

S <— S U {(f'. it' U IT) } ; 

found <— TRUE ; 

if not found 

S <— S U {{f. rr)} ; 

return S; 
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This is the purpose of function homogenize shown below. For each tuple x 6 vr, 

homogenize generates possibly many result tuples, one for each valid-time chronon 

present in a timestamp associated with an attribute value of x. The function determines the 

maximal set of attribute values simultaneously valid during that chronon, and generates a 

result mple, whose tuple timestamp contains the single chronon. 

homogenize(IT): coalesce{ur) : 

VTh 0; vr' <- 0 ; 

for each xG vr for each x 6 vr 

for I 1 to n IT <— ur — {x} ; 

for each v 6 x[V,] for each y G vr 

... ;[-4„]<-±; if x[.4] = y[-4] 

;[.4,] x[.4,]; x[V] ̂  x[V] U y[V] ; 

;[V] ̂  v ;  v r  <- IT - { y }  ;  

for J f- 1 to n vr' vr' U {x} ; 

if and r € x[Vj] return vr'; 

r[.4j] x[.4j] 

IT/, <-ITFT U {;} ; 

return coalesce(TT/,); 

As many value-equivalent tuples may be produced, function coalesce is used to 

collapse such mples into a single mple. The timestamps of matching mples are unioned 

into a single result tuple. 

The valid-time states of r are then processed firom latest to earliest in transaction time 

order; the pairs {t. ur) 6 r are sorted into descending order of t, and a function next 

returns the next (t. ur) in the sorted order. The current valid-time state is treated specially 

to accommodate the stepwise constant semantics between the time the state was stored, 

the current transaction time, and UC. 

The remaining valid-time states are converted as follows. For a tuple x E. vr, its 

bitemporal timestamp is generated using the appropriate range of transaction-time and 

valid-time element associated with the tuple. However, since value-equivalent tuples may 

be present in different valid-time states, we must consolidate the information in such tuples 

within one resulting conceptual tuple. If a value-equivalent tuple z' is already present in 
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the result, we augment its timestamp with the generated bitemporal element. Otherwise, 

a new tuple is inserted. 

As for the previous representational models, it is possible to construct a proof show

ing that the functions truly perform the inverse transformations. A possible argument 

would show that conceptual_to_att2 explodes each conceptual tuple into value-

equivalent tuples in possibly many valid-time states. In the reverse transformation, these 

value-equivalent tuples are coalesced and any "holes" in the timestamp corresponding to 

intermediate transaction times are filled in. 

We now show how the semantics of bitemporal update are supported within this 

representation. Insertion of a fact into the database involves the creation of a new current 

state containing the fact and the time that it was, is, or will be valid. This state is constructed 

in one of two ways. If the valid-time state current at the time of the insertion contains 

a value-equivalent mple, the timestamps of that tuple are augmented to reflect the new 

information. Otherwise a new tuple is inserted. In both cases, the updated valid-time state 

is inserted into r indexed by the current transaction time, Cj. The function rollback 

simply returns the valid time state in r current during the argument transaction time. For 

example, if r is the sequence of valid-time states shown in the previous example then 

rollback(r, 11) returns the valid-time state {(Jake {5,... ,20}, Ship {5,... ,20})}. 

insert (r. (ai, a„),i„.C() : 

IT <- rollback(r,ct); 

found <— FALSE; 

for each x£ vr 

if x[-4] = (ai a„) 

for I <— 1 to n 

i[T.] <- i[T,] U tv ; 

found TRUE; 

if not found 

vr 4- vr\J(aitr a„ t r , ) ;  

r r U {(C(, IT)}; 

return r; 
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delete (r,(ai an).c<) : 

VT *— rollback(r.ct) ; 

for each x 6 vr 

if x[.4] = (ai a„) 

t <-x[Tl]n...nx[T„]; 

if 

for I <- 1 to n 

x[T,]f-x[T,]-i; 

if x[Ti] = 0 and ... and x[T„] = 0 

ur <— vr — {i} ; 

r <- r U {(Cf.ur)}; 

return r; 

Deletion of a fact involves the removal of the fact firom the current valid-time state if it 

exists, and no action otherwise. A fact to be deleted is present in a tuple x, if the explicit 

attribute values of x match (oi a„) and the intersection of the valid-time elements 

associated with the attribute values of x is non-empty. We delete from each timestamp the 

computed intersection, and remove the entire tuple if all resulting timestamps are empty. 

2.3.5 Ben-Zvi's T\iple Hmestamped Representation 

Like the representational model in Section 2.3.1, Ben-Zvi's data model is a INF tuple-

timestamping model. Appended to each tuple are five timestamp attributes [BZ82]. 

Let a bitemporal relation schema 7v have the attributes Ai -An. T where T is the 

timestamp attribute defined on the domain of bitemporal elements. Then TZ is represented 

by a relation schema R in Ben-Zvi's data model as follows. 

R = (-^1 •An-Tej).Trjs,Tee, Tre.Td) 

In a tuple, the value of attribute Tes {effective start) is the time when the explicit attribute 

values of the tuple start being true. The value for T^ {registration start) indicates when 

the Tei value was stored. Similarly, the value for Tee {effective end) indicates when the 

information recorded by the tuple ceased to be true, and Tre {registration end) contains the 
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time when the Tee value was recorded. The last implicit attribute T^ (deletion) indicates 

the time when the information in the tuple was logically deleted from the database. 

It is not necessary that Tee be recorded when the value is recorded (i.e., when 

a tuple is inserted). The symbol indicates an unrecorded Tee value (and Tre value). 

Similarly, the symbol, when used in the Tj field, indicates that a tuple contains current 

information. 

Example 2.3.6 The Ben-Zvi relation corresponding to the conceptual relation in Fig

ure 2.2 is shown below. 

Emp Dept T T rs T T ^ re T, 

Jake Ship 10 5 15 5 10 

Jake Ship 5 10 20 10 15 

Jake Ship 10 15 15 15 20 

Jake Load 10 20 15 20 -

Kate Ship 25 20 30 20 -

In the example, the timestamps Tea and Tee are stored simultaneously, hence the registra

tion timestamps associated with the effective timestamps are identical within each tuple. 

As facts are corrected, the deletion timestamp T</ is set to the current transaction time, 

effectively outdating the given fact, and a new tuple without a deletion time is inserted. 

As only two facts are current when all updates have been performed on the database, only 

two tuples with no deletion times remain. • 

In the conversion functions presented next, the functions min_l and min_2 select a 

minimum first and second component, respectively, in a set of binary tuples. The function 

max_l returns the symbol if UC is encountered as a first component; otherwise, it 

retums a maximum first component. The function max_2 selects a maximum second 

component. The function bi.chr may accept the symbolas a transaction-time end 

value, in which case the symbol is treated as the current time. Bitemporal chronons with 

UC as first component are then generated. When is encountered as a valid-time end, 

it is treated as the maximum valid-time value, . Analogously, when is encountered 
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as a transaction-time value, it is treated as the current transaction time, Ct, as well as the 

value UC. 

The first conversion function is very similar to the corresponding function in Sec

tion 2.3.1. The routine conceptual_to_snap2 constructs an output tuple for each 

rectangle in a covering of a bitemporal element. The effective-start and effective-end 

timestamps are set to the minimum and maximum valid-time chronons in the rectangle, 

respectively. We set the times when the valid timestamps were stored to the minimal 

transaction time chronon in the rectangle. The deletion time of the tuple is set to the 

maximal transaction time of the rectangle (possibly UC), thereby denoting when the fact 

was last current in the relation. 

conceptual_to-snap2 (r', cover)-. snap2.to.conceptual (r) : 

s <— 0; s <— 0 ; 

for each x G r' for each ; G r 

<- x[.4]; r <- r-{c}; 

for each f 6 corer {x[T]) x[.4] i[.4]; 

^[Trs] niin_l(f); i[T] inake-ts(z[Tes], ;[Trs]. 

.-[T,,] <- --[T„]; --[T„].--[T„].--[Trf]); 

-[Trf] <— max_l { t )  ;  s •«— s U {x} ; 

-[Tes] <— min_2 (f) ; return coalesce(s); 

-[Tee] <— max-2 (i) ; 

s <— s U {;} ; 

return s; 

The function snap2_to_conceptual performs the inverse transformation. It con

structs one conceptual tuple for each set of value-equivalent tuples in the representation. 

Initially, each representational tuple is examined, and a conceptual tuple corresponding to 

that representational tuple is generated. 

The function make.ts constructs a bitemporal element from the five timestamps in 

the representational tuple. There are three cases to consider. In each case, we construct 

a bitemporal element representing a rectangle or union of rectangles bounded by the 

argument time values. 

First, if the effective-time start and effective-time end values were stored simultane

ously, the associated element corresponds to a rectangular region bounded in valid time 
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and possibly unbounded in transaction time. Similarly, if the values were not stored 

simultaneously, it may be the case that the effective-end time was never stored. This 

corresponds to a rectangular region that is unbounded in vaUd time and possibly bounded 

in transaction time, depending on if the mple has been deleted. 

Otherwise, both the effective-time start and the effective-time end values have been 

stored, and are unequal. The resulting region is unbounded in valid time between the times 

when the effective-time start and effective-time end were stored, and possibly bounded in 

transaction time, depending on if the mple has been deleted. 

Finally, function coalesce collapses each set of value-equivalent tuples in the result 

into a single tuple. 

make.ts (fes.^rs.tee-tre-iii) = coalesce{r) : 

if tra = tre r' <- 0 ; 

f <-bi.chr([trs.f<<].[tes.^ee]); for each iGr 

else r ̂  r — {i} ; 

if tre = for each y € r 

i f-bi-chr([frs.id],[ies.c^]); if i[.4] = y[-4] 

else x[T] <— i[T] U y[T] ; 

t <- bi-chr([irs. tre], [tes. c^]) U r - {l/} ; 

bi-chr([fre. frf]. [tes, fee]) ; r' 4- r' U {x} ; 

return f; return r',-

As for the previous representational models, it is possible to construct a proof showing 

that the conversion functions truly perform inverse transformations. We outline a proof 

as follows. In the conversion performed by snapshot2_to_conceptual, a single 

conceptual tuple produces possibly many value-equivalent snapshot tuples, each with an 

associated rectangle produced by the covering function. In the reverse transformation, 

these value-equivalent tuples are coalesced back into the original concepmal tuple, and 

the bitemporal element for the resulting tuple is constructed from the rectangles associated 

with the representational mples. 

For the update routines, the most convenient covering function partitions on transaction 

time, and does not permit overlap. 
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insert (r, (oi. a„). tv.cover^.ct) : 

for each f G cover„{t^) 

for each x G r 

if x[.4] = (oi On) and 

2^[T<i] = and 

x[T„.T„]nt^0 

delete (r,(ai a„).C() : 

for each i € r 

if i[.4] = (ci a„) and 

x[Td] = 

x[Trf] C( ; 

return r; 

r <- r - {x} ; 

i[T<i] ct ; 

r[.4] <- x[.4] ; 

-[Tes] ̂  min(i[Tes] U f) ; 

-[Tee] min(x[Tee] U 0 ; 

-[Td] <- ; 

r r U {x. c}; 

2.3.6 Summary 

We introduced five representations of bitemporal relations and showed how instances in 

the BCDM can be mapped to and from instances in each of these representations. The 

established correspondence between representations and the conceptual model is central 

to our work—the BCDM forms a unifying link between disparate relational bitemporal 

models. The mapping functions assign semantics to instances in the five representations 

and allows us to meaningfully compare instances of diverse models. 

In the next section, we discuss in more detail the role of the BCDM with respect to data 

model unification. Subsequent sections provide a detailed examination of the concept of 

equivalence among the data models. 

2.4 Data Model Interaction 

The previously proposed representations arose firom several considerations. They were all 

extensions of the conventional relational model that attempted to capture the time-varying 

nature of both the enterprise being modeled and the database, and hence incorporated 

support for both valid and transaction time (the use of valid and transaction time for data 

return r; 
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modeling has been discussed a number of papers [BZ82, Bub77, S A85]). They attempted 

to retain the simplicity of the relational model; the two tuple-timestamping models were 

perhaps most successful in this regard. They attempted to present all the information 

concerning an object in one mple; the attribute-value timestamped models were perhaps 

best at that. And they attempted to ensure ease of implementation and query evaluation 

efficiency; the backlog representation may have advantages here. 

It is clear from the number of proposed representations that meeting all of these goals 

simultaneously is a difficult, if not impossible task. We therefore advocate a separation of 

concerns. 

In the representational models, the essential semantics of time-varying information 

become obscured by considerations of presentation and implementation. We feel that the 

bitemporal conceptual data model proposed in this chapter is a more appropriate basis for 

expressing this semantics. This data model is notable in its use of bitemporal chronons 

to stamp facts. Clearly, in most simations, this is not the most appropriate way to present 

the stored data to users, nor is it the best way to physically store the data. However, 

since there are mappings to other representations that, in many situations, may be more 

amenable to presentation and storage, those representations can be employed for those 

purposes, while retaining the semantics of the concepmal data model. 

Display Formats Representational Data Models 

Format, 

Formal Q 

Logical 
Database 

Design 

Bitemporal 
Conceptual 
Data Model 

Logical 
Query 

Optirruzation. 

Tuple-timestamping \ 

Backlogs 

Attribute-value 
Timestamping 

Sequence of 
Valid-time States 

Rve timestarops ' 

Physical 
Database 

Design 

Figure 2.4; Interaction of Concepmal and Representational Data Models 

Figure 2.4 places the bitemporal conceptual data model with respect to the tasks of 

logical and physical database design, storage representation, query optimization, and dis
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play. It indicates that logical database design produces the conceptual relation schemas, 

which are then refined into relation schemas in some representational data model(s). The 

query language itself would be based on the conceptual data model. Query optimization 

may be performed on the logical algebra, parameterized by the cost models of the repre-

sentation(s) chosen for the stored data. Finally, display presentation should be decoupled 

from the storage representation. 

Section 2.3 gave five different representations of the example conceptual relation 

introduced in Section 2.2.1. Each of these may be an appropriate presentation under 

some circumstances, independent of how the relation is stored. For example, the backlog 

presentation is quite useful during an audit, and the first attribute-value timestamped 

presentation is suitable when the history of an employee is desired. 

Note that this arrangement hinges on the semantic equivalence of the various data 

models. It must be possible to map between the conceptual model and the various 

representational models, as discussed next. 

2.5 Semantic Equivalence 

The previous section claimed that many semantically equivalent representations of the 

same conceptual relation may co-exist. In this and the next section, we explore the nature 

of this relationship between the conceptual data model and the representational data 

models. We focus next on the equivalence among the objects in the models; a following 

section will examine equivalence when operations on these objects is also considered. 

2.5.1 Snapshot Equivalence 

We use snapshot equivalence to formalize the notion of relation instances having the same 

information content. 

Snapshot equivalence makes use of transaction and valid timeslice operators. We 

initially define these operators for BCDM relations, then for relations in each of the 

representational models. 

The transaction-timeslice operator, p®, takes two arguments, a bitemporal relation and 

a time value, the latter appearing as a subscript. The result is a valid-time relation. In 
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order to explain the semantics of p®, we describe its operation on a bitemporal conceptual 

relation. Each tuple is examined in turn. If any of its associated bitemporal chronons have 

a transaction time matching the argument time, the explicit attribute values, along with 

each of the valid-time chronons paired to a matching transaction time, become a mple in 

the result. The transaction-timeslice operator may also be applied to a transaction-time 

relation, in which case the result is a snapshot relation. 

The valid timeslice operator, r®, is very similar. It also takes two arguments, a 

bitemporal relation and a time value. The difference is that this operator does the selection 

on valid time and produces a transaction-time relation. The valid-timeslice operator may 

also be applied to a valid-time relation, in which case the result is a snapshot relation. 

Definition 2^.1 Define a relation schema R = (Ai, A„| T), and let r be an instance 

of this schema. Let U denote an arbitrary time value and let ti denote a time not 

exceeding the current time. Then the transaction-timeslice and valid-timeslice operators 

may be defined as follows for the conceptual data model. 

('') = I 3x 6 r {z[A]  =  x[A]  A z [T^]  = {io | (ti, t 2 )  E  x[T]} A 2[T„] ^ 0)} 

I 3x 6 r {z[A]  =  x[A]  A zfTt] = | 6 x[T]} A ^[Tt] ^ 0)} 

• 

The transaction-timeslice operator for transaction-time relations (p'O and the valid-timeslice 

operator for valid-time relations (r^) are straightforward special cases. 

We can now formally define snapshot equivalence so that it applies to each represen

tational data model for which the valid-timeslice and transaction-timeslice operators have 

been defined. 

Definition 2.5.2 Two relation instances, r and s, are snapshot equivalent, r = s, if for all 

times ti not exceeding the current time and for all times to. 
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The concept of snapshot equivalence is due to Gadia and was first defined for valid-

time relations [Gad86] and was later generalized to multiple dimensions [GY88]. We 

have chosen not to use the original term weakly equivalent to avoid confusion with the 

different notions of weak equivalence over algebraic expressions (e.g., [U1182]) and over 

data models [CCT94]. In the next section, we will discuss how snapshot equivalence may 

also be applied to pairs of instances when the instances belong to different models. 

The following theorem states that identity and snapshot equivalence coincide for the 

conceptual model. It is a major source of semantic clarity that two instances have the 

same information content exactly when they are identical. 

s 
Theorem 2^.1 Let r and s be conceptual relations over the same schema. Then r = s if 

and only if r = s. 

Proof: First assume that r = s. We show that for each x G r, x = (ai, — a„ | fi) there 

exists ay  e  s , y  =  (oi a„  \  t y ) ,  with = t y .  

By the definition of snapshot equivalence there exist mples y,-, i = 1, m, in 

s so that for all fi, where ti does not exceed the current time, Tfj(pf^({x})) = 

(pfi {{y i  Vm}) ) -  The definitions of the involved operators demand that each of the 

y, must have ci a„ as explicit attribute values. Further, the operators demand that 

t .  =  Ui  t y , .  By definition of the BCDM, no two tuples with the same explicit attribute 

values may exist in an instance. Thus, i = 1 and yi = y, proving the claim. As a result, 

each mple in r has an exact match in s. By the symmetrical argument, each tuple in s has 

a match in r, and the two instances are consequently identical. 

In the other direction, assuming that r = s, clearly Vii, to where ti does not exceed 

the current time, (r)) = (p® (s)). • 

2.5.2 Rollback and Timeslice Operators 

We now define the timeslice operators for each of the five representational models. These 

definitions extend the notion of snapshot equivalence to the corresponding representation. 

In the definitions, let t denote an arbitrary time value and let t' be a time value not 

exceeding the current time. 
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Definition 2 J.3 (Snodgrass' Tuple Timestamped Data Model). Define a relation schema 

R = (Ai An. Ta, Te, V„ Vg), and let r be an instance of this schema. 

p®(r) = I 3x 6 r (2[j4] = a:[A] A 2[V] = z[V] A t'6 x[T])} 

r®(r) = {i:'"'*'"'I 3x 6 r (z[A] = x[A] A z[T] = x[T] A f € x[V])} 

• 

Definition 2.5.4 (Jensen's Backlog Data Model). Define a relation schema i? = (Ai 

A„. Vs, Vg. T. Op), and let r be an instance of this schema. 

p®, (r) = {2<"+2) I 6 r {z[A]  = x[A] A z[V] = x[V] A x[T] <t '  A  x[Op] = IA  

(-"By 6 r (t/[A] = x[A] A y[V] = x[V] A t/[Op] = DA 

a^[T]  <y [T]  <t ' ) ) ) }  

T^{r) = I 3x G r {z[A]  =  x[A] A 2[T] = x[T] A 2[0p] = x[Op] At  E  a:[V])} 

In the definition of transaction timeslice, an insertion request contributes to the result 

if it was entered before the argument transaction time t' and if it was not subsequently 

countered by a deletion request before t'. The non-symmetry of these two definitions 

underscores the emphasis accorded transaction time in this model. • 

Definition 2.5 J (Gadia's Attribute Value Timestamped Data Model). Define a relation 

schema i? = ({([Ts.Tg] x [V^, Ve] Ai){([Tj.Te] x [V^.V^] A„)}),andletrbe 

an instance of R. 

pf,(r) = I 3x 6 r (V? {i  6 1 nAVa 6 x[A,](t' 6 a.T ^ (a.V a.val)  € z[A,])A 

Vfe € z[A,](3a 6 x[A,](f' 6 a.TA 

b.val = a.valA 

6.V = a.V))))} 

T®(r) = {z'"* 1 3x 6 r (Vz (i 6 1 nAVa 6 x[A,](t 6 a.V ^ {a.T a.val) 6 z[A,])A 

V6 6 z[A,](3a 6 x[A,](t € a.V A 

b.val = a.valA 

6.T = a.T))))} 
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For each operator, the first line ensures that no chronon is left unaccounted for, and the 

second line ensures that no spurious chronons are introduced. • 

Definition 2^.6 (McKenzie's Attribute Value Timestamped Data Model). Define a rela

t ion  schema  R = (T,  VR) ,  wi th  T  be ing  a  t r ansac t ion  t imes tamp and  VR = (AiVi ,  — 

•AnVn), where the A,-, 1 < i < n, are explicit attributes and the corresponding V, are 

valid-time elements. An instance of this schema is a sequence of valid-time states indexed 

by transaction times as. Let r be such an instance. 

p\,{r) = I 3(t, ur) Er {t' <t A -^3{t".vr") E r [t' < t" < t) A z E ut" ) }  

T^{r )  = {(«". 5) I Vs € 5 {3t" ((^'^ ur) 6 r A 

Vx 6 vr  (Vi I  < i  <n{{ t  E  2:[V,] ^ s[A,] = x[i4,])A 

{t ^ x[V,] s[A,] = ±))A 

1 <i <n{t e a:[V,•]))))} 

The first operator extracts the valid time relation with the greatest transaction timestamp 

before f. The second returns a rollback relation, a sequence of snapshot states such that 

each mple in each snapshot state was valid at valid time t for all attributes. Some, but not 

all, attribute values in the tuples in the snapshot states may be null values. • 

Definition 2.5.7 (Ben-Zvi's Tuple Timestamped Data Model). Define a relation schema 

R = (>li A„, Teji. Tee. T„. Tpg- Tj), and let r be an instance of this schema. 

1 3z 6 r {z[A]  = x[A]Az[Te^] = x[Tei] A z[T„] < t'A 

(i[Td] # =^t'< x[Tj])A 

((x[T,e] # =>t'< x[T,e]) ^[Tee] = -')A 

((x[Tee] # A x[T,e] < t') z[Tee] = x[Tee])} 

= {-z'""*"'' I 3x 6 r (2[A] = x[A] A zfTri] = l[Trs]A 

((((^^[Tei] < t ) A  (x[Tee] t  < x[ree])) zfT^e] = x[Td])V 

((x[Tee] 7^ A f > x[Tee] A x[Tr5] 7^ x[Tre]) ={• ^[Tre] = ^[Tre])))} 

In the first operator, the complexity arises in computing Tee for the resulting tuples; 

the other implicit attribute, Tg^, is trivial. Two possibilities for Tee exist, and x[Tee], 
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depending on the value of x[Tre]. For the second operator, the complexity is in determining 

z[Tre], which can also assume two possible values, x[Trf] and x[Tre], depending primarily 

on the value of x[Tee] • • 

For each of the five schemes, the transaction-timeslice operator for transaction-time 

relations (p^) and the valid-timeslice operator for valid-time relations (r^) are straightfor

ward special cases of these definitions. Note that the rollback and timeslice operators in 

the various representations all have the same names, pf and r®. 

The existence of the timeslice operators for the representational models has important 

implications, as we discuss in the following. Rather than providing theorems and proofs 

for each representational model, the theorems and proofs in the remainder of this section 

are limited to a single model only. Specifically, the mple-timestamped model introduced 

in Section 2.3.1 is used due to its straightforward structure. Corresponding results hold 

for the remaining models; proofs may be similarly obtained. 

There is no reason to apply p before r in the definition of snapshot equivalence, as the 

following theorem states. 

Theorem 2.5.2 Let r be a temporal relation. Then for all times ti not exceeding the 

c u r r e n t  t i m e  a n d  f o r  a l l  t i m e s  t o .  

Proof: Letx 6 r('^(pfj(r));thenthereisamplej/inpjj(r) withy[A] = x[A]andt2 6 y[V]. 

This implies the existence of a tuple z in r so that z[A] = y[A], ^[V] = j^[V], and 11 6 z[T]. 

As t2 6 2[V], there is a tuple u in (r) for which u[A] = z[A] and u[T] = ^[T]. As 

11 G u[T], there is a mple v in pj^ (tj® (r)) with v[A\ = u[A]. By construction, v =x. Thus, 

a mple on the left hand side (Ihs) is also on the right hand side (rhs). Proving the opposite 

inclusion is similar and omitted. Combining the inclusions proves the equivalence. • 

Snapshot equivalence precisely capmres the notion that relation instances in the cho

sen representation scheme have the same information content. More precisely, all repre

sentations of the same bitemporal conceptual relation are snapshot equivalent, and two 
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bitemporal relations that are snapshot equivalent represent the same bitemporal conceptual 

relation. 

In the proof of the following theorem, the notion of snapshot subset is utilized. 

Definition 2.5.8 A temporal relation instance, r, is a snapshot subset of a temporal relation 
s 

instance, s , r  C  s ,  if for all times ti not exceeding UC and all times t2. 

More generally, a temporal query expression Qi is a snapshot subset of a temporal 
s 

query expression Q 2 ,  Q i  C Q n ,  if all instantiations of are snapshot subsets of the 

corresponding instantiations of Qo- D 

Theorem 2.5.3 Snapshot equivalent temporal relations represent the same conceptual 

temporal relation. 

1. If conceptual_to-snap(r'. cot;eri) = ri and conceptual-to_snap(r'. couero) 

= To, then ri = To. 

s 
2. If Si = 50 then snap_to_conceptual(si) = snap_to_conceptual(s2). 

Proof: We prove the two implications in turn. To prove that ri and ro are snapshot 

equivalent, we prove that ri is a snapshot subset of ro, and conversely. We need to show 

that for all times ti and to that if r 6 (^1)) then also x 6 (ro)). Let tuple 

X be in By the definitions of transaction and valid timeslice, a set of tuples 

X, exist in ri with x,[A] = x and ti € a;,[T] and fo € Xi[V]. By the premise and the 

definition of conceptual_to_snap, a single tuple x' exists in r' with x'[A\ = x,[A] 

and so that x'[T] contains exactly the bitemporal chronons covered by the z,. Further, the 

bitemporal chronon {to.ti) mustbeini'[T]. Independent of a particular covering function, 

an application of conceptual_to_snap to x' will then result in a set of tuples yj, each 

with yj[A] = x'[A]. For at least one of the yj, it must be true that ti 6 yj[T] and t2 € j/j[V] 

(the first requirement). Therefore, tuple y = x'[A\ must be in r^^{p\^{T2))• Since y = x, 

ri is a snapshot subset of ro. Due to symmetry, proving the reverse is similar. 
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To prove the second implication, pick an arbitrary tuple x in some snapshot of si and 

let {ti. tj) be the set of pairs of valid and transaction times so that i is in (^i) )• (This 

is simply the bitemporal element in si corresponding to the fact z.) By the premise and 

the definition of snapshot equivalence, the set of pairs (tJ, t') such that x is in (so)) 
•' « J 

must be identical to the set (t,. t j ) .  In general, these sets of pairs are covered by different 

sets of rectangles in si and so. However, the function snap_to_conceptual simply 

accumulates the covered pairs (corresponding to bitemporal chronons) in sets, rendering 

the particular covering by rectangles immaterial. • 

This theorem has important consequences. For each representation and for any cov

ering function, snapshot equivalence partitions the relation instances into equivalence 

classes where each instance in an equivalence class maps to the same bitemporal concep

tual relation instance. The semantics of the representational instance is thus identical to 

that of the corresponding conceptual instance. This correspondence provides a way of 

converting instances between representations: the conversion proceeds through a snapshot 

equivalent conceptual instance. 

Finally, the correspondence provides a way of demonstrating that two instances in 

different representations are semantically equivalent, again by examining the conceptual 

instance(s) to which they map. For example, it may be shown that the representation in

stances given in Sections 2.3.1 through 2.3.5 are semantically equivalent to the bitemporal 

conceptual relation given in Section 2.2.1, and are thus semantically equivalent to each 

other. 

2.6 Algebras and Equivalence 

We now examine operational aspects of the data models just introduced. A major goal is 

to demonstrate the existence of the operational counterpart of the structural equivalence 

established in the previous section. 

In Section 2.5.1, we defined two algebraic operators, the transaction- and valid-

timeslice operators, on conceptual relations. We then defined the corresponding operations 
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on the chosen tuple-timestamped representation (see Section 2.3.1). Each of the remaining 

four representations could have been used instead. We continue by defining the remaining 

conceptual algebraic operators. We prove that the operators preserve snapshot equiva

lence and are natural generalizations of their snapshot counterparts. Finally, we examine 

two transformations that manipulate coverings in representations of bitemporal-relation 

instances. 

2.6.1 An Algebra for Bitemporal Conceptual Relations 

Define a relation schema R =  {Ai  An\ T), and let r be an instance of this schema. 

Let to denote an arbitrary time value and let ti denote a time not exceeding the current 

time. 

Let D be an arbitrary set of jD] non-timestamp attributes of relation schema R. The 

projection on D of r, 7r^(r), is defined as follows. 

I 3x G r [ z [D]  = x[D]) A Vy 6 r  [y[D]  =  z[D]  =» t/[T] C 2[T])A 

Vt  €  z [T]  3y  €  r  {y[D]  =  z[D]  A t  €  y[T] )}  

The first line ensures that no chronon in any value-equivalent tuple of r is left unaccounted 

for, and the second line ensures that no spurious chronons are introduced. 

Let P be a predicate defined on Ai A„. The selection P on r, o'p(r), is defined 

as follows. 

o-p(0 = {2 I 2 6rAP(2[>l])} 

To define the union operator, U®, let both rj and ro be instances of R. 

ri U® To = {2*""'"^' I (3x 6 Ti  ro {z[A]  =  x[A] = y[A\ A 2[T] = z[T] U y[T]))V 

{3x € ri {z[A] = x[A] A {^3y 6 r2{y[A] = i[A]))A 

2[T]=X[T]))V 

(32/ 6 ro {z[A] = i/[A] A (->3x 6 ri{x[A] = J/[i4]))A 

2[T] = y[T]))} 

The first clause handles value-equivalent tuples found in both ri and r2', the second clause 

handles those found only in rj; and the third handles those found only in ro. 
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With ri and ro defined as above, relational difference is defined as follows. 

ri —® r2 = I 3x 6 Ti { { z [ A ]  =  x[A])A 

({3y € r 2  { z [ A ]  =  y [ A ]  A 2[T] = x[T] - y[T]))V 

(-«3y 6 To {z[A] = y[>l]) A 2[T] = x[T])))} 

The last two lines compute the bitemporal element, depending on whether a value-

equivalent tuple may be found in ro. 

In the bitemporal natural join, two tuples join if they match on the join attributes and 

h a v e  o v e r l a p p i n g  b i t e m p o r a l - e l e m e n t  t i m e s t a m p s .  D e f i n e  r  a n d  s  t o  b e  i n s t a n c e s  o f  R  

and S, respectively, and let R and S be bitemporal relation schemas given as follows. 

R  =  { A y  A „ , B i  B j | T )  

S  = (Ai A„.Ci.....C^lT) 

The bitemporal natural join of r and s, r s, is defined below. As can be seen, the 

timestamp of a tuple in the result is the (bitemporal) intersection of the timestamps of the 

two tuples that produced it. 

r s = |r("+'+"'+i) j 3i € r 6 s (i[A] = y[A] A x[T] H y[T] ^ 0A 

z [ A ]  =  x [ A ]  A z [ B ]  =  x [ B ]  A z [ C ]  =  y [ C ] / \  

r[T) = i|T]n!/lT])} 

Example 2.6.1 To exemplify the join, consider the following relation instance, mgrDep. 

Dept Mgr T 

Ship 

Load 

Jean 

Jean 

{(10,15) ,,(10.30) (UC.15) (UC,30)} 

{(15.5) (15,15),.... (UC, 5) (UC. 15)} 

Next, assign the name empDep to the relation instance in Figure 2.2. Then empDep 

mgrDep, with the explicit join attribute Dept, shows who managed whom and is given by 

the following relation. 
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Emp Dept Mgr T 

Jake Ship Jean {(10,15),..., (10,20),..., (15.15) (15,20)} 

Jake Load Jean {(UC. 10) (UC. 15)} 

Kate Ship Jean {(UC,25),...,(UC.30)} 

25 

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 

j^(Kate,Ship) 

(Ship, Jean) 

(Jake,Ship) (JakeXoad) 
"(Load, Jean) 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

TT 

Figure 2.5: Graph of empDep mgrDep 

Using our graphical representation of bitemporal relations, the bitemporal natural join 

can be visualized as the overlap of rectangles enclosing regions with matching explicit 

join attributes. This is easily seen by superimposing the mgrDep relation on top of the 

empDep relation, as shown in Figure 2.5. • 

We have only defined operators for bitemporal relations. The similar operators for 

valid-time and transaction-time relations are special cases. The valid and transaction time 

natural joins are denoted and , respectively; the conventional snapshot natural 

join is denoted . The same naming convention is used for the remaining operators. 

2.6.2 An Algebra for Snodgrass' Tbpie Timestamped Representation 

For each of the algebraic operators defined in the previous section, we now define coun

t e r p a r t s  f o r  t h e  f i r s t  o f  t h e  f i v e  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  s c h e m e s .  T h r o u g h o u t  t h i s  s e c t i o n ,  R  a n d  S  

denote tuple timestamped bitemporal relation schemas, and r and s are instances of these 

schemas. Initially, R is assumed to have the attributes yli, A„, T,. Te. V^. and Ve. 
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We define in turn projection, selection, union, difference, and natural join. The 

timeslice operators were defined in Section 2.5.2. 

To define projection, let £> be an arbitrary set of (£)| attributes among Ai A„. The 

projection on £> of r, 7r^{r), is defined as follows. 

I 3x € r { z [ D ]  =  x [ D \  A ^[T] = x[T] A 2[V] = x[V])} 

Next, let P be a predicate defined on Ai An. The selection P  on r, a p { r ) ,  is 

defined as follows. 

To define the union operator, U°, let both r y  and ro be instances of schema R .  

ri U® r2 = I 3x 6 ri 3y 6 ^2 (2 = X V 2 = y)} 

With ri and ro defined as above, relational difference is defined using several functions 

introduced in Section 2.3.1. 

TI —® To = I 3x € RI {z[A \  =  X[>1]A 

3t 6 coz;er(6z_c/ir(x[T].x[V]) — 

{6i-c/ir(i/[T],i/[V]) I y e  r2 Ai/[A] = x[A]})A 

z[Ts] = min-l{t)  A ^[Te] = maxA{t)A 

2[Vj] = minJ2{t)  A 2[Ve] = maxJl[t))} 

The new timestamp is conveniently determined by set difference on bitemporal elements. 

To define the bitemporal natural join, we need two bitemporal relation schemas R  and 

S with overlapping attributes. 

R = {Ai A„,Bi B,.T„Te.V,.Ve) 

S  =  {Ai . . . . .A„ ,Ci  C„ .T , .T , .V , ,Ve)  

In the bitemporal natural join of r and s,r  s, two tuples join if they match on the join 

attributes and overlap in both valid time and transaction time. 
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r s = |2("+'+"'+^) I 3x € r 3y € s {z[A\ = x[A\ = 2/[i4]A 

x[T] n y[T] 0 A x[V] n y[V] 7^ 0A 

z[B] = x[B] A 2[C] = 2/[C]A 

z[T] = x[T] n 2/[T] a z [ W ]  = x[V] n y[V])} 

As for the previous model, corresponding operators for valid-time and transaction-time 

relations may be defined as special cases of the operators already defined. 

2.6.3 Equivalence Properties 

We have seen that a bitemporal concepmal relation is represented by a class of snapshot 

equivalent relations in the representation scheme. We now define the notion of an operator 

preserving snapshot equivalence. 

Definition 2.6.1 An operator a preserves snapshot equivalence if, for all parameters X 

and snapshot relation instances r and r' representing bitemporal relations, 

r = r' => Q:.Y(r) = a,Y(r'). 

This definition may be trivially extended to operators that accept two or more argument 

relation instances. • 

In the snapshot relational algebra, an operator, e.g., natural join, must remm identical 

results every time it is applied to the same pair of arguments. The same holds for the 

BCDM. However, in the representational models, for which several relation instances 

may be snapshot equivalent, only preservation of snapshot equivalence is required. Thus, 

we add flexibility in implementing the bitemporal operators by accepting that they return 

different, but snapshot equivalent, results when applied to identical arguments at different 

times. 

We proceed by showing that the operators preserve snapshot equivalence. That is, 

given snapshot equivalent operands each operator produces snapshot equivalent results. 

This ensures that the result of an algebraic operation is correct, irrespective of covering. 

Again, the proof is given only for one representation, though the theorem holds for all 

five representations considered. 
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Theorem 2.6.1 The algebraic operators preserve snapshot equivalence. Specifically, let 

r = r' and s = s'. Then 

v ^ / v / r 5 = r 5 

D S f O / 
r M® 5 = r 5 

(7^p{r) = a%{r') 

r U® s = r' U® s' 

r —® s = r' —® s'. 

Proof: As before, we proceed by demonstrating snapshot subsets. To prove the first 

equivalence, let tuple x be in the Ihs. By the definition of there exists a set of tuples 

Xi 6 T with Xi[AB] = x[AB] and so that U,x,[V] D x[V]. Similarly, there exists a set of 

tuples Xj 6 s with Xj[AC] = x[AC] and so that Uyxy[V] D z[V]. Next, by the definition 

of = , for each x,- 6 r the exists a set of tuples x]. € r' with x)XAB] = Xi[AB] and 

so that Ujta:t[V] D a:,[V]. The set x[. covers x,-. For each j a similar set xj exists that 

covers Xj. Applying t*i^ to the sets of tuples x^. € r' and xf 6 s' yields a set of tuples x„, 

with Xm[ABC] = x[ABC] and so that Uma:m[V] D x[V]. This proves that any tuple in a 

snapshot made from the Ihs will also be present in the same snapshot made from the rhs. 

By symmetry, the reverse is also true, and the equivalence follows. 

The proofs of the other equivalences are similar. • 

The next step is to combine the transformation functions with the representation level 

operators to create corresponding conceptual-level operators. Given a representation level 

operator, a, its corresponding conceptual-level operator, q'', is defined as follows. 

â -{r') = snap_to-conceptual(AA'{conceptual_to_snap(r'))) 

Theorems 2.5.3 and 2.6.1 in combination make this meaningful and ensure that the 

conceptual-level operators behave like the snapshot relational algebra operators—^with 

identical arguments, they always return identical results. This is required because, like 
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snapshot relations, bitemporal conceptual relations are unique, i.e., two conceptual rela

tions have the same information content if and only if they are identical. 

Now, we have two sets of operators defined on the bitemporal conceptual relations, 

namely the directly defined operators in Section 2.6.1 and the induced operators. In 

fact, we have constructed the two sets of operators to be identical. Put differently, the 

operators in Section 2.6.1 are the explicitly stated conceptual-level operators, induced 

from the representation level operators (Section 2.6.2) and the transformation algorithms 

in Section 2.3.1. This is formalized in the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.6.2 The induced algebraic operators preserve snapshot equivalence. 

Proof: Let a^- be an induced conceptual operator, and suppose that conceptual relations 

r and s are snapshot equivalent. By Theorem 2.5.1, r = s, and therefore, conceptual. 
S 

to.snap(r) = conceptual_to_snap(s). By Theorem 2.6.1, axCconceptual.to. 

snap(r)) = Q:,Y(conceptual-to-snap(s)). Finally, by Theorem 2.5.3, snap.to. 
S 

conceptual(A.Y(conceptual_to_snap(r))) = snap_Co_conceptual(Q:.\-(concep-

tual_to^nap(s))). • 

Next we show how the operators in the various data models, snapshot, transaction-

time, valid-time, and bitemporal, are related. Specifically, we show that the semantics of 

an operator in a more complex data model reduces to the semantics of the operator in a 

simpler data model. Reducibility guarantees that the semantics of simpler operators are 

preserved in their more complex counterparts. 

For example, the semantics of the transaction-time natural join reduces to the semantics 

of the snapshot natural join in that the result of first joining two transaction-time relations 

and then transforming the result to a snapshot relation yields a result equivalent to that 

obtained by first transforming the arguments to snapshot relations and then joining the 

snapshot relations. This is shown in Figure 2.6 and stated formally in the first equivalence 

of the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.6.3 Let t  denote an arbitrary time that, when used with a rollback operator, 

does not exceed the current time. In each equivalence, let r and s be relation instances of 
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Transaction-time relations 

P} 
r, r-

Snapshot relations 

pj(r), Pj(r') 

PJ 

ft ' 

p j ( r ^ ^ r ' }  =  p j ( r )  p j ( r ' )  

Figure 2.6: Reducibility of Transaction-time Natural Join to Snapshot Outer Natural Join. 

the proper types for the given operators. Then the following hold. 

/3[(rM^s) = pj(r} pj(s} 

T^{r s) = T^{r) T^{s) 

T®(r s) = T f { r )  T ^ { s )  

pf(r ik|8 s )  = pf(r) pf(s) 

Proof: An equivalence is shown by proving its two inclusions separately. The non-

timestamp attributes of r and s are AB and AC, respectively, where A, B, and C are sets 

of attributes and A denotes the join attribute(s). 

We prove the fourth equivalence. The proofs of the remaining equivalences are similar 

and are omitted. Let x" 6 Ihs. Then there is a tuple z'  € r t*i® s such that x'[ABC] = x" 

and t G a;'[T]. By the definition of , there exists tuples xi G r and xo € s such 

that xi[A] = = ^'[A], a:i[5] = x'[B], X2[C] = x'[C], x'[T] = xi[T] n X2[T], and 

z'[V] = zi[V] n Z2[V]. By the definition of pf, there exists a tuple z'^ 6 p]{r) such 

that z'l = x'[AB] and Zi[V] = z'[V] and a tuple Zo € pf(5) such that Zo = x'[AC] and 

ZolV] = z'[V]. Then there exists z'/, € rhs such that x"2[AB] = x[, x'^oiC] = x^lC], and 

Zi2[V] = z'JV] n Z2[V]. By construction z'/j s z" (in fact, z'/, = z"). 

Now assume z" 6 rhs. Then there exists tuples z'l and Zo in pf (r) and pf(s), respec

tively, such that z'l = x"[AB] and Zo = x"[AC] and z"[V] = z'jV] n ZjIV]. This implies 

the existence of tuples zi € r and Z2 6 s and with xi[AB] = x\[AB], zjV] = zi[V], 

t 6 a:i[T], Z2[AC] = Z2[AC], Z2[V] = Z2[V], and t 6 zofT]. There must exist a tuple 
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z' 6 r M® s with x'[AB] = xi[AB], x'[C\ = X2[C\, x'[V] = xi[V] n X2[V], and t 6 a:'[T]. 

Consequently, there exists a tuple x'/, 6 Ihs such that x'/o = x'[ABC] and x"2[V] = x'[V]. 

By construction, x'/, ^ x". • 

2.6.4 Covering Transformations 

When a bitemporal conceptual relation is mapped to a representation scheme, a covering 

function is employed to represent bitemporal elements by sets of rectangles. The mappings 

were used in Sections 2.3.1 to 2.3.5, and different types of covering functions were 

discussed in Section 2.3.1. We now define two transformations that can change the 

covering in a representation without affecting the results of queries, as the transformations 

preserve snapshot equivalence. Both are generalizations of simpler transformations used 

in valid-time data models. 

The first transformation is termed coalescing. Informally, it states that two temporally 

overlapping or adjacent, value-equivalent tuples may be collapsed into a single tuple 

[Sno87]. Coalescing may reduce the number of tuples necessary for representing a 

bitemporal relation, and, as such, is a space optimization. We formally define coalescing 

and show that it preserves snapshot equivalence. 

Definition 2.6.2 Coalescing. Let x = (ai a„. ti. io, ui. vo) and x' = (oi a„. fa, 

t4. V3, U4) be two distinct tuples belonging to the same bitemporal relation instance. 

First, if x[T] = x'[T] and x[V] U x'[V] = Imin(vi.v3},max(v2.v4)], the two tuples 

may be coalesced into the single tuple y = (ai ,a„,ti,t2,min{vi,v3),max{v2.v4)). 

Second, if x[V] = x'[V] and x[T] U x'[T] = [min{ti, tj), max(t2,44)], the two tuples may 

be coalesced into the single tuple y' = {ai a„, min{tiAz).max[t2M)-ui- "2)-

A bitemporal relation instance is coalesced if no pair of tuples may be coalesced. • 

The proof of the next theorem uses a subtle requirement on null values in bitemporal 

relations. Specifically, we require that null information not conflict with non-null infor

mation. If one tuple states that the value of an attribute is null then another, temporally 
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concurrent tuple that contains non-null information for that attribute must not exist. More 

formally, we define this property as follows. 

Definition 2.63 Consistency of null information. Let two tuples x and x', both belonging 

to a relation instance r, be given by x = (ai,....a„, t) and x' = {a[ a'„, t ') where 

3^1 ...km (Ck, = ± ^ A .. - A = -I- 7^ oL) ^ {^1 = a-). 

The last elements, t and t', of the two tuples denote bitemporal elements. If, for all such 

pairs of tuples in r, i D = 0 then the null information in r is consistent. • 

Theorem 2.6.4 Coalescing preserves snapshot equivalence. 

Proof: Let r be a relation instance containing x and x' as given in the definition of coalesc

ing. In the first of the two cases, let relation s be identical to r, but with x and x' replaced 

by the tuple y as given in the definition. We must prove r and s snapshot equivalent. The 

tuples X and x' result in exactly the tuple (ai, a„) being present in all snapshots of r 

with a transaction time in [ii, t2] and a valid time in [min{vi. v2),max{v2.1/4)]. Similarly, 

the tuple y results in (oi a„) being part of all snapshots of s with a transaction time in 

[ii, fo] and a valid time in [min{vi, vz),max{v2.  ̂ 4)]. The requirement that null information 

be genuine ensures this even in the case when there are nulls among the a,-. The proof for 

the second of the two cases is similar. • 

VT^ VT| VT^ 

(a) TT TT (b) TT 

Figure 2.7: Coalescing 

Coalescing of overlapping, value-equivalent mples is illustrated in Figure 2.7. The 

figure shows how rectangles may be combined when overlap or adjacency occurs in 

transaction time (a) or valid time (b). Note diat it is only possible to coalesce rectangles 
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when the result is a bitemporal rectangle. Compared to valid-time relations with only one 

time dimension, this severely restricts the applicability of coalescing. 

We now formalize the notion that a relation may have repeated information among 

mples. 

Definition 2.6.4 A bitemporal relation instance r has repetition of information if it con

tains two distinct mples x = (oi, — a„, ti, to, vi, 1/3) and x' = (ai a„, 43, t4. V3. v^) 

such that x[T] n x'[T] 0 A x[V] D x'[V] 7^ 0. A relation with no such mples has no 

repetition of information. • 

While coalescing may both reduce the number of rectangles and reduce repetition of 

information, its applicability is restricted. The next equivalence preserving transformation 

may be employed to completely eliminate temporally redundant information, possibly at 

the expense of adding extra mples. We first define the transformation and then describe 

its properties. 

Definition 2.6.5 Elimination of repetition. With x and x' as in the definition above, the 

information in tuple y, defined below, is contained in both x and x'. 

The repetition incurred by x and x' may be eliminated by replacing tuples x and x' by the 

set of mples, s, defined below. 

1 s = I 2[A] = x[A] A ((2[T] 6 coverJ"''^(x[T] — x'[T]) A z[V] = i[V])V 

The function cover^"" transforms an argument set of transaction-time chronons into a set 

y = (ai, a„,max{ti.t3).min{t2.u),max{vi,v3),min{v2,vi)) 

3 

2 (^[T] 6 coverj""'^(x'[T] — x[T]) A 2[V] = x'[V])V 

{z[T] = x[T] n x'[T] A 2[V] = x[V] U x'[V]))} 

of maximal intervals of consecutive chronons. • 

Theorem 2.6.5 The elimination of repetition transformation has the following properties. 

1. It eliminates repetition among two argument tuples. 
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2. The result, s, has at most three tuples. 

3. It is snapshot-equivalence preserving. 

4. Repeated application produces a relation instance with no repetition of information. 

Proof: There is no repetition of information between the resulting tuples as they do not 

overlap in transaction time. 

Let X and x' be given as in the definition of elimination of repetition and define = 

cover^'^^[x\T\ — x'[T]) and = cover^'''{x'[r] — x[T]). Tuples x and x' are replaced 

by at most three tuples. Line 3 results in one tuple. Lines 1 and 2 collectively result in 

two mples, for the following reasons. The set has two elements when x'[T] contains 

no endpoints of x|T]. In this case T'^ is empty. The sets and have both one element 

when x'[T] contains exactly one of the endpoints of a:[T]. Lastly, Tx is empty when a:'[T] 

contains both endpoints of x|T]. In this case T'^ has two elements. 

Being similar to that for coalescing, the proof of snapshot-equivalence preservation is 

omitted. 

The process of eliminating repetition is terminating because the new tuples that result 

from one transformation step cover strictly smaller intervals in the transaction-time dimen

sion. In addition, two tuples that cover only a single transaction time and have repeated 

information may be coalesced into a single tuple that would not be further partitioned. • 

The transformation partitions the regions covered by the argument rectangles on 

transaction time. The symmetric transformation, which partitions on valid time, may also 

be included. These transformations are illustrated in parts (a) and (b), respectively, of 

Figure 2.8. 

The elimination of repetition of information may increase the number of tuples in a 

representation. The transformation may still be desirable because subsequent coalescing 

may be possible and, more importantly, because certain updates are simplified. 
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TT TT (a) (b) 

Figure 2.8: Eliminating Representational Repetition of Information 

TT 

2.7 The BCDM as a Temporally Ungrouped Model 

Little previous work has been reported on the interaction among multiple temporal data 

models. A recent paper by Clifford et al. [CCT94] constitutes a notable exception, in 

that it provides a formal framework for the relative expressiveness of the structural and 

operational aspects of data models. 

While the work by Clifford et al. and the contents of this chapter are quite different in 

objective and focus, it is possible to relate the our contributions to their framework. To 

do so we first briefly and informally introduce central concepts defined by Clifford et al., 

then illustrate how they apply here. 

Of relevance to this chapter, Clifford et al. define two types of temporal data models, 

temporally grouped and ungrouped models. This categorization of a data model is based 

solely on its structural aspect, and solely on its support of valid time. Specifically, a data 

model is temporally ungrouped if there exists a 1-1 and onto mapping between its set 

of possible relation instances and those of a particular temporal relation strucmre, TU, 

supplied by the authors. Similarly, the notion of temporally grouped is defined in terms 

of the specified relation structure TG. 

Barring details such as the cardinality of the valid-time domain, the BCDM is an 

ungrouped data model. To prove this, we first devise a function from BCDM relation 

instances to TU instances. TU relations and BCDM relations are quite similar. In fact, 

TU relations are in essence BCDM relations where timestamps are restricted to be single 

chronons. Thus, a BCDM tuple is mapped to a set of value-equivalent TU tuples, one 

for each chronon in its timestamp. Based on this, an obvious mapping can be constructed 
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that maps any legal BCDM instance to exactly one legal TU instance, i.e., the mapping 

is a function. For example, the BCDM instance {(Sue.Load | {1.2.3}). (Kay. Ship | 

{1.3})} is mapped to the TU instance {(Sue, Load, 1), (Sue,Load, 2), (Sue.Load, 3), 

(Kay, Ship. 1), (Kay. Ship. 3)}. Next, the mapping is 1-1 because distinct BCDM in

stances map to distinct TU instances. To show that the mapping is also onto, we pick an 

arbitrary TU instance and show that a BCDM instance exists that maps to the TU instance. 

For any TU instance, the BCDM instance that maps to it is obtained by coalescing its 

value-equivalent mples. 

The paper by Clifford et al. is concerned with the completeness of ungrouped and 

grouped temporal data models. Completeness is a relative notion. Given two data models. 

Ml and M^, with the same structural component, i.e., type of relation. Mo is complete with 

respect to Mi if for each query in Mi, there exists an equivalent query in Mo. When the 

structural components of the models differ, the definition must be modified as it becomes 

necessary to map between instances of the models. A mapping from the instances 

of model Mi to those of Mo is a correspondence mapping if pairs of argument and result 

instances have the same explicit attributes and the same explicit-attribute values for all 

arguments. Mappings without this property are not interesting. Assume for simplicity that 

the query languages of Mo and Mi are algebras, as in this chapter. Then data model Mo 

is complete with respect to data model Mi if a correspondence mapping exists as defined 

above, and if a mapping, Fa/I.v/J, from the operators of Mi to queries of M2 exists with 

the property that for all operators op of Mi, Q.MiM^{op{r)) = r.v/^.v/,(op)(n,u..v/2(r)) . 

The completeness of one model with respect to another is strong if the mapping 

is 1-1; otherwise it is weak. Mutually complete models are termed equivalent. It is 

important to note that we use different notions of equivalence, on different mathematical 

objects. In particular, we use value equivalence, between tuples of the same data model 

to indicate identical values for the explicit attributes, and snapshot equivalence, between 

relation instances of the same data model to indicate identical information content. 

Our work provides a detailed study of the structural aspects of relatively diverse 

bitemporal relational data models, but a detailed smdy of operational aspects is beyond its 

scope. It follows that our research is not aimed at comparing the relative expressive powers 
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of query languages. Rather, it indicates how several structural data model components can 

coexist in a temporal DBMS where they may be used for different tasks. In the terminology 

of Clifford et al., we provide concrete Q-mappings between specific, existing bitemporal 

data models and the BCDM. In this sense this chapter complements the firamework of 

Clifford et al., which contains no such concrete mappings. In addition, theorems illustrate 

that the mappings are well behaved. 

As the definition of temporal ungroupness is specific to the structure of a data model, 

we now consider whether the mappings exhibit the properties required for the models to 

qualify as temporally ungrouped. It may be verified that all of the provided mappings 

satisfy the correspondence criterion. If TU is extended in the obvious fashion to incorpo

rate transaction time, via bitemporal chronon timestamping, then we find it likely that all 

five mappings can be shown to be 1-1 and onto (via appropriate covering and grouping 

functions). As the BCDM was shown above to be temporally ungrouped, this would 

demonstrate that all five representational models discussed in this chapter are temporally 

ungrouped. 

The F-mapping of Clifford et al. also has a counterpart in this chapter. In their 

framework, two data models, each with its own sttuctural and operational component, are 

assumed to exist. Then Q- and F-mappings are devised in order to show completeness 

and equivalence. In this chapter, the situation is different. Rather than having two query 

languages and wanting a F-mapping, we have algebra operators for representational 

models and "F-mappings," but want algebra operators for the BCDM. We then apply the 

existing mappings to algebra operators of representational data models and induce, via 

Theorem 2.6.2, new operators for the BCDM. 

2.8 Summary 

The contributions of this research can be summarized as follows: 

• We defined a new temporal data model, the bitemporal conceptual data model. The 

BCDM is intended to underlie the query language of a temporal DBMS. 
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• We designed the BQ)M as a minimal extension of the relational model. Like 

the relational model, it is intended to capture the semantics of the data in question 

without regard for other considerations, such as physical storage or query processing. 

• We showed how existing representational data models can be used to implement 

the remaining tasks in the DBMS, while still allowing BCDM to underlie the query 

language. This was made possible, in part, through careful design of the conceptual 

model. 

• We showed that the semantics of queries over BCDM relations are preserved by 

the algebras associated with representational models. This demonstrates that the 

representational models preserve the conceptual semantics in both structure and 

operation. 

• Lastly, we showed that the BCDM is a temporally ungrouped model [CCT94]. 

The BCDM timestamps facts with bitemporal elements, which are sets of bitemporal 

chronons. We showed that the BCDM is a unifying model in that conceptual instances 

could be mapped into instances of five existing bitemporal representational data models: 

a first normal form (INF) tuple-timestamped data model, a data model based on INF 

timestamped change requests recorded in backlog relations, a non-lNF data model in 

which attribute values were stamped with rectangles in transaction-time/valid-time space, 

a non-1NF model where valid-time states are indexed by transaction time, and a 1NF model 

where each tuple is accorded five timestamp values. We also showed how extensions to 

the conventional relational algebraic operators could be defined in a representational data 

model and then be meaningfully mapped to analogous operators in the concepmal data 

model. 

An important property of the conceptual model, shared with the conventional rela

tional model, but not held by the representational models, is that relation instances are 

semantically unique; each models a different reality and thus has a distinct semantics. 

We employed snapshot equivalence to relate instances in these six models. It was shown 

how new algebra operators for the BCDM can be induced fi-om the algebraic operators 
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of the representational models. Further, the operators of the BCDM were shown to be 

natural extensions of the snapshot operators. We also discussed covering functions at 

different points along the space-time tradeoff, and presented two types of transformations 

that alter coverings of bitemporal relation representations. Finally, we placed the BCDM 

within a recent taxonomy of temporal database models, and showed that it is a temporally 

ungrouped model [CCT94]. 

We advocate a separation of concerns. In a temporal DBMS, each of data presentation, 

storage representation, and time-varying semantics should be considered in isolation, 

utilizing perhaps different data models. Semantics, specifically as determined by logical 

database design, should be expressed in the conceptual model. Multiple presentation 

formats should be available, as different applications require different ways of viewing 

the data. The storage and processing of bitemporal relations should be done in a data 

model that emphasizes efficiency. In this way, the temporal semantics of the data are 

captured for convenient query and update, without sacrificing concise data presentation or 

efficient query processing. In subsequent chapters, we will explore some of these issues 

further. 
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CHAPTERS 

TEMPORAL DATABASE DESIGN 

3.1 Introduction 

A central goal of relational database design is to produce a database schema, consisting 

of a set of relation schemas. Each relation schema is a collection of attribute names and 

their associated domains. 

Normal forms are an attempt to characterize "good" relation schemes. A wide variety 

of normal forms has been proposed, the most prominent being third normal form and 

Boyce-Codd normal form. An extensive theory has been developed to provide a solid 

formal footing. 

There is also a need for temporal normal forms and underlying concepts that may 

serve as important guidelines during temporal database design. In response to this need, 

an array of temporal normalization concepts have been previously proposed, including 

first temporal normal form [SS88a], two variants of time normal form [BZ82, NA89], and 

P and Q normal forms [LK89]. 

The proposals are significant since each, in the context of a particular temporal data 

model, can be used to design temporal database schemas. However, the specificity of the 

proposals is a weakness since a given normal form inherits the inherent peculiarities of 

its data model, and, having chosen a particular temporal normal form, it is unsatisfactory 

to be required to define all of the normal forms anew for each of the two dozen existing 

temporal data models [Sno92], should another model be better suited for representing 

the semantics of the application. Furthermore, the existing normal forms often deviate 

substantially in nature from conventional normal forms and are in some sense not "true" 

extensions of these, for a variety of reasons that we detail later. 

In this chapter, we show how temporal normal forms, including the related concepts 

of temporal dependencies and temporal keys, may be defined so that they apply to all 
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temporal data models, and so that temporal database design concepts closely parallel 

their conventional counterparts. We do not simply focus on a single temporal data 

model. Instead, we use the BODM and the supporting framework developed in Chapter 2. 

Specifically, we have showed how to map relations and operations in several quite different 

temporal relational data models into relations and operations in the BDCM. This is an 

important property, as it ensures that the normal forms expressed in the BCDM are 

also applicable to other models. We define the temporal normal forms in the context 

of the BCDM. Our proposal accommodates valid-time, transaction-time and bitemporal 

relations [SA86, JCE'*'94]. Also, as the BCDM has been adopted as the underlying data 

model of the consensus temporal query language TSQL2 [S AA'^94], the design of TSQL2 

schemas directly benefits from the definitions of temporal dependencies and normal forms 

introduced here. 

Our focus is on the design of temporal database schemas. A substantial body of work 

exists on the specification and efficient checking of more general temporal, or dynamic, 

integrity constraints. The dependencies, keys and normal forms of this chapter can be 

seen as constraints on database instances, but are different in two respects. Unlike general 

constraints, they impact the design of temporal databases. And since the focus is on 

database design, on-line checking of the constraints is not of relevance here. 

We also believe that additional normalization concepts are needed that take the different 

temporal characteristics of data into consideration, but the development of such concepts 

is beyond the scope of this research. Instead, this chapter is restricted to providing 

data-model independent mappings of the existing conventional normalization concepts to 

temporal databases. 

We also limit our investigations to so-called intrastate dependencies [Boe94b]. Intra

state dependencies are defined in terms of individual snapshots of a temporal database. For 

example, the conventional notions of functional dependency and multivalued dependency 

are, by definition, intra-state dependencies. Inter-state dependencies, on the other hand, 

express constraints between attribute values in different snapshots. 

The chapter is organized as follows. In Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, we examine all 

existing definitions, to our knowledge, of temporal dependencies, keys, and normal forms. 
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respectively. This is the first thorough survey of work in these areas. Each section first 

briefly describes the relevant conventional normalization concepts, and lists a number of 

important properties that should carry over to their temporal counterparts. On this basis, 

the temporal database design proposals known to us are introduced and evaluated. The 

existing definitions satisfy many, but not all, of the properties required of entirely natural 

extensions of conventional normal forms. The existing temporal design concepts provide 

a valuable foundation upon which we subsequently build. 

With this survey as a basis, we define, in Section 3.5 new temporal counterparts of 

the conventional dependencies, keys, and normal forms, again, limiting ourselves to the 

intra-state variants. This is done is such a way that virtually all of the conventional 

normalization theory carries over to the temporal context. The result is that the role 

played by temporal normal forms during temporal database design closely parallels that 

of normal forms during conventional database design. This is possible, in part, because 

of a careful choice of temporal data model. 

To demonstrate the generality of our approach, we outline, in Section 3.7, how normal 

forms and dependency theory can also be applied to spatial and spatiotemporal databases 

[ATSS93]. Conclusions and future research are the subject of Section 3.8. 

3.2 Previous Proposals for Temporal Dependencies 

In this section, we consider previous proposals of temporal dependencies (in chronological 

order, of course!). To provide a basis for this, we first review the definition of the 

conventional functional dependency, and then we highlight those properties that we believe 

should also be satisfied by corresponding temporal database dependencies. 

3.2.1 Conventional Functional Dependency 

Throughout this chapter, we generally use R to denote an arbitrary relation schema, and 

r(R) to denote that r is an instance of R. Explicit (non-temporal) attributes of a relation 

schema are generally denoted Ai—A„, and X and Y are used to denote sets of attributes. 

For tuples, the symbol s is used (possibly indexed), and s[A'] denotes the projection of 

tuple s onto the attributes X. 
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For the purpose of database design, a functional dependency [Cod72b] is an intensional 

property of a database schema. 

Definition 3^.1 Let a relation schema R be defined asR = {Ai, Ao A„), and let X 

and Y be sets of attributes of R. The set Y is functionally dependent on the set X, denoted 

X —)• y, if for all meaningful instances r of i? 

Vsi.so € r { s i [ X ]  =  s 2 [ X ]  Si[r] = S2[y]). 

If X —> y, we say that X determines Y. A functional dependency X —)• y is trivial if 

y ex. • 

A functional dependency constrains the set of possible extensions of a relation. Which 

functional dependencies are applicable to a schema reflects the reality being modeled and 

the intended use of the database. Determining the relevant fimctional dependencies is a 

primary task of the database designer. 

The two most important normal forms, third normal form [Cod72a] and Boyce-Codd 

normal form [Cod74], as well as the concept of key, all rely on the concept of functional 

dependency. 

Example 3.2.1 To illustrate, consider a database recording the phone numbers, depart

ments, and employees in a company. This can be modeled with the schema Emp = 

(Name. Dept. PhNo). In this company, an employee can belong to only one department, 

meaning that Name —^ Dept. An employee may have several phone numbers, so Name 

does not determine PhNo. • 

Definition 3.2.2 The closure of a set of functional dependencies, F, is the set of depen

dencies, denoted F"*", that can derived from F by applying the definition of functional 

dependency. • 

Rather than applying the definition of functional dependency directly, it is customary 

to apply a set of inference rules to derive new, implied dependencies. Armstrong's axioms, 

a set of three inference rules, are among the most popular of such rules. This set has been 
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proven to be sound and complete, meaning that precisely those dependencies that can be 

derived using the definition of fimctional dependency can also be derived using the rules 

[Arm74]. 

Example 3^.2 In the example database, the closure of the two given fimctional depen

dencies contains the following additional non-trivial dependences. 

{Name, PhNo} -i- {Dept} 

{Name, PhNo} -> {Name, Dept} 

{Name, PhNo} {PhNo, Dept} 

{Name, PhNo} —>• {Name, PhNo. Dept} 

As a basis for the subsequent discussion, we summarize here two fundamental qualities 

of functional dependencies. 

1. Dependencies are intensional, not extensional, properties. 

While it may require only few textual modifications to change an extensional def

inition into an obvious intensional counterpart, the conceptual difference between 

intensional and extensional concepts is significant. Dependencies and normal forms 

are applied to relation schemas during database design where no instances are present 

yet. Thus, extensional definitions make little sense conceptually. 

2. Functional dependencies are defined independently of the representation of a rela

tion. These concepts are based on semantics, not on an arbitrary representation. 

In some data models it is possible to have different relation instances that neverthe

less contain the same temporal information (i.e., are snapshot equivalent [JSS94b]). 

Such instances should satisfy the exact same dependencies. Further, instances in 

different temporal data models with the same information content should satisfy the 

same dependencies. 
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While conventional dependencies may share additional qualities, these two qualities are 

fiuidamental and are satisfied by all conventional dependencies, including multivalued 

and join dependencies. 

We add a third desideramm that will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.3 on 

temporal keys. However, it is more appropriately applied to functional dependencies. 

3. Functional dependencies are used to define keys. 

We now characterize each of the previously proposed temporal dependencies based on 

these desiderata. 

3.2.2 Extensional versus Intensional Database Constraints 

In one of the first papers in temporal databases, Clifford and Warren make the distinction 

between extensional database constraints, which "can be said to hold (or not hold) simply 

on the basis of the extension of the database with respect to a single state" [[CW83], 

p. 246] (where "single state" is at a particular point in time), and intensional database 

constraints, which "can be said to hold (or not hold) only by examining at least two states 

of the" valid-time database (this terminology is somewhat inconsistent with the normal 

definition of intensional as applying to all possible states, or extensions). They classify 

conventional functional dependencies as extensional constraints. They then show that 

their intensional logic (ILs) allows one to specify explicitly that a functional dependency 

must hold over all states of the database. Their logic is also able to specify other kinds of 

intensional constraints, such as "No employee can later return to the same department." 

Concerning the subject of this chapter, this early work is preliminary, in that a func

tional dependency over time was never defined. Subsequent efforts, to be discussed next, 

to define temporal variants of functional dependencies have taken different tacks. We 

believe, however, that the general approach introduced in Clifford's paper is the appropri

ate one. We will define in Section 3.5 a temporal junctional dependency and associated 

normal forms by formalizing the notion that a functional dependency should hold over all 

time. 
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3.2.3 Dynamic Functional Dependencies 

In the context of a formal model for the evolution of databases in time, Vianu extended the 

notion of functional dependencies (FDs) to hold over consecutive states of a database. In 

this definition, U is a set of attributes in the relational schema, U represents the values of 

these attributes in a state of the database, and U represents the values of these attributes in 

the next state of the database (Vianu provides formal definitions for these sets). The basic 

idea is to have attribute values in consecutive states determine values of other attributes 

in these states. 

Definition 3.23 "A dynamic functional dependency (DFD) over C/ is an FD X -^Y over 

UU such that, for each A^Y, XA C\U and XA r\U 7^ 0. ... Informally, the above 

condition on FTDs X -^Y over UU ensures that X Y does not imply any nontrivial 

FDs over U or U. (These would not truly be dynamic constraints.) For example, if 

U = ABC, then A 5 is a DFD, while A BC is not." [[ViaS?], p. 36] • 

In an example provided by Vianu of an "equal opportunity" policy, a new salary is 

determined solely by merit in conjunction with the old salary. This policy may be 

encoded in the DFD MERIT SAL —>• SAL. 

This definition satisfies Desiderata 1 and 2 listed in Section 3.2.1. No keys are defined 

in terms of DFDs. 

In this chapter, we will be concemed only with dependencies on temporal databases 

that can be expressed on individual snapshots. Dynamic functional dependencies address 

a different problem. Also, we will accommodate valid-time, transaction-time, and bitem

poral relations; dynamic dependencies are defined solely over transaction-time relations. 

3.2.4 Temporal Dependency in the Temporal Relational Model 

The Time Relational Model (TRM) [NA89] is a valid-time data model. Valid-time is 

supported by appending to each tuple two time attributes (T^.Te) denoting that the tuple 

was valid during the closed interval [T^,. Tg]. 

As the basis for the definition of a temporal normal form (to be introduced later), 

Navathe and Ahmed defined the notion of temporal dependency as follows. 
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Definition 3^.4 There exists a temporal dependency between two time-varying attributes, 

Ai and Aj,  in a relation schema R = {Ai,  A2 An.  T,, Te) if there exists an extension 

r { R )  containing two distinct tuples, t and t', that satisfy each of the following three 

properties. 

1. t [ K ] =  t ' [ K ]  where K is the time invariant key. 

2. t[T,] = t'[Z] -  1 V t '[Z] = t[Z] -  1. 

3. t[Ai]  = t' [Ai\  XOR t[Aj]  = t'[Aj] .  

[[NA89], p. 156 and [Ahm92]] • 

Thus, two attributes are mutually dependent if we are able to find, in some extension, two 

tuples that represent the same object of the modeled reality, have consecutive valid-time 

intervals, and agree on attribute A,- and disagree on attribute Aj or disagree on A, and agree 

on Aj. If two attributes are not mutually dependent, then they are termed synchronous, as 

they change simultaneously. 

The desire is to include only synchronous attributes in a relation. Otherwise, when the 

value of an attribute changes, the other attributes retain their previous value; these values 

must be replicated in the new tuple, creating redundant information. 

Example 3.2.3 Consider the following relation instance with time-invariant key Emp. 

Emp Dept Mgr T 7; 

Bill Shipping Zoe 1 4 

Bill Loading Zoe 5 10 

In this relation instance a temporal dependency exists between the Dept and Mgr attributes. 

Because of this temporal dependency, the Emp and Mgr attribute values had to be copied 

to a new tuple when Bill changed departments. • 

This dependency satisfies none of the desiderata listed in Section 3.2.1. 
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3.2^ Nested Relations with Valid-Time 

Tansel and Garnett showed how nested relations can be augmented with valid-time to 

support complex objects |TA089]. This data model uses attribute value timestamping. 

Attributes have the form < t,v > where t is a valid-time element (a set of maximal 

valid-time intervals) and v is a conventional attribute value. Informally, t indicates the 

time intervals when the attribute had the value v. Attribute values may be either atomic 

attribute values, as just described, or they may be nested relations themselves. 

This model does not define temporal dependencies. Instead, it defines snapshot mul

tivalued dependencies between atomic attribute values, where the valid-time associated 

with the atomic attribute value is treated as an explicit part of the attribute. 

Example 3.2.4 Consider the following relation instance with key Emp. For simplicity, 

we only show a single valid-time interval associated with each attribute. 

Emp Dept Mgr 

< [1.10].Bi7/> < [1,4]. Shipping > 

< [5.10], Loading > 

< [1,6], Zoe > 

< [7.10], Janet > 

The relation contains a single mple showing Bill's employment history for the interval 

from time 1 until time 10. Temporal intersection of the attribute timestamp is used to 

interpret the relation. From time 1 until time 4, Bill worked for the shipping department 

and was managed by Zoe. From time 5 to time 6, Bill worked for the loading department. 

During this time his manager remained Zoe. At time 7 and continuing until time 10, Bill 

remained at the loading department but had Janet as his manager. 

We can unnest the nested relation to explicitly show the multivalued dependencies. 

Some of the tuples produced in the urmesting may not be meaningful since their attribute 

timestamps have an empty intersection. 

Emp Dept Mgr 

< [1.10].Si7/> < [1.4], Shipping > < [1.6]. Zoe > 

< [1.10].5i7/> < [1.4]. Shipping > < [7,10], Janet > 

< [1.10].Bi7/> < [5.10], Loading > < [1,6], Zoe > 

< [1.10].5J7/> < [5,10], Loading > < [7.10]. Janet > 
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The first, third, and fourth tuples in the unnested relation encode the same facts over 

the intervals [1,4], [5,6], and [7,10], respectively, as does the single tuple in the nested 

relation. The second tuple does not record a meaningfiil fact since the intersection of its 

attribute timestamps is empty. 

If we regard the attributes as atomic, i.e., the timestamps contained in the attributes are 

considered explicit values, it should be clear from the unnested relation that the multivalued 

dependencies Emp-H- Dept and Emp-^ Dept. hold. Moreover, these dependencies are 

the traditional multivalued dependencies used in snapshot database design to obtain fourth 

normal form relation schemas. • 

The central observation is that multivalued dependencies exist between the key at

tribute and set-valued attributes in nested relations. While also present in non-temporal 

nested relations [OOM87], the same observation holds when valid-time is added to the 

model. Tansel and Gamett use these multivalued dependencies to guide the normalization 

of nested valid-time schemas. 

3.2.6 The Interval Extended Relational Model 

The interval extended relational model (IXRM) [Lor91] integrates (n-dimensional) inter

vals into the snapshot relational model. The intervals, one per attribute, may be drawn from 

any data type, including time and space. Interval-valued attributes are accommodated, 

and new operators that manipulate relations with interval attributes are defined. 

The DCRM is not a temporal data model. The timestamps in a tuple do not specify 

when that tuple, or even an attribute value in that mple, was valid. Put differently, the 

query language does not interpret interval attributes as temporal attributes. The DCRM was 

designed to be used in applications (e.g., soil management, e.g., [LK89]) where according 

interval attributes temporal semantics would render such attributes of little use. Rather, 

such timestamps are more properly thought of as user-defined time [SA86]. The DCRM is 

mentioned here because, while it is not a valid-time model, database users may think of 

relations in this model as representing valid-time relations. Indeed, some of the operators 

of the DCRM query language may conveniently be used for valid-time queries. 
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Lorentzos extended the notion of functional dependency in two ways. In the following 

definitions, 1(D) denotes the domain of intervals delimited by points in domain D; and 

X(D) denotes an arbitrary domain of either points or intervals. 

Definition 3.2^ "If R(A=I(D), B=X(D), C=X(D)) is a relation scheme it is said that 

A Interval  Funct ional ly  Determines ( IFD) B if  and only i f  whenever  (oi .  61.  c i )  6  

R, (co. 62- Co) 6 R and ai = co then 61 = bo" [[Lor91], p. 43] • 

Note that the value of attribute C is not used in the definition. Hence this dependency is 

similar to the snapshot functional dependency, with the added constraint that the left-hand 

side be an attribute over an interval domain, interpreted as an atomic value. 

Of relevance for the next definition, the result of S-UNFOLD[A]{R), where i? is a 

relation instance and A is an interval-valued attribute of R, is obtained by "expanding" 

each mple of in turn. An argument tuple is expanded by generating one result tuple for 

each point in its A interval value. The point becomes the new A value of the result tuple 

which is otherwise left unchanged. For example, unfolding the tuple ([l.3].6.c) yields 

{(1.6. c). (2.6.c), (3.6.c)}. 

Definition 3.2.6 "Let R(A=X(Di), B=X(D2), C=X(D3)) be a relation scheme and let 

S = S-UNFOLD[A](R). It is said that A Point Functionally Determines (PFD) B if and 

only if whenever (oi. bi. ci) e S. {ao. 60. co) 6 S and ai = oo then bi = 62-" [[Lor91], 

p. 44] • 

In this dependency, an interval is not interpreted as an atomic value, but rather as a set of 

points. 

Note that a A PFD implies an IFD, but not vice versa. These dependencies may be 

combined to treat some interval-valued attributes as atomic and others as sets of points. 

These dependencies are intensional properties, but are tied to the representation of a 

relation. They are used to define temporal keys. Hence they satisfy Desiderata 1 and 3. 

3.2.7 Wijsen's Temporal Dependency Theory 

Wijsen and his colleagues have recently extended snapshot dependency theory to an object-

based data model, i.e., a data model supporting object-identity [WV093b, WV093a]. This 
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data model is a sequence of snapshot relations indexed by valid-time. Four types of de

pendencies are defined: snapshot functional dependencies (SFDs), dynamic functional 

dependencies (DFDs), temporal functional dependencies (TFDs), and interval dependen

cies (IDs) [WV093a, WV094b. WV094a]. 

SFDs are intra-state dependencies, i.e, they are defined in terms of a single snapshot 

in a temporal database. Essentially, an SFD is the conventional functional dependency 

extended with object-identity. 

DHDs, TFDs, and IDs are inter-state dependencies, i.e., they apply to the sequence of 

snapshots constituting the temporal relation. Like SFDs, these dependencies use object 

identity. DFDs constrain pairs of adjacent valid-time states; TFDs and IDs constrain a 

sequence of multiple valid-time states. 

In terms of the desiderata, this proposal satisfies Desideratum 1, in that the defined 

dependencies are intensional properties. However, the reliance on object-identity forces 

die proposal to be representation-dependent. The dependencies are used to specify keys, 

and so satisfy Desideratum 3. 

Recently, Wijsen has adapted his dependency theory to a relational model without 

object identity [WV094b, WV094a]. This is similar to our temporal functional depen

dencies, described in Section 3.5.1. 

3.2.8 Sununary 

We have surveyed several interesting definitions of temporal dependencies. A few, 

such as Tansel and Gamett and Lorentzos, treat relations with temporal information as 

snapshot relations with explicit temporal attributes. The remaining define dependencies, 

specifically Vianu's dynamic dependency, Navathe and Ahmed's temporal dependency, 

and Wijsen et al.'s DFD, TFD, and ID, are inter-state dependencies, and thus are more 

ambitious than the intra-state dependencies considered further in this research. 

3.3 Previous Proposals for Temporal Keys 

We now turn to the related topic of defining keys for a temporal data model. We briefly 

review the notion of keys in conventional databases and the important properties of 
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conventional keys. Then the existing temporal database keys are introduced and contrasted 

with the properties of conventional keys. 

3.3.1 Conventional Keys 

Definition 33.1 The set of attributes X is a superkey of R if X -¥ R. A superkey is 

minimal if when any atttibute is removed, it is no longer a superkey. A relation schema 

may have many minimal keys, termed candidate keys. One such key is selected as the 

primary key. • 

Example 33.1 In the example database, introduced in the previous section, there are two 

superkeys, {Name, PhNo} and {Name, PhNo, Dept}. Only the former is minimal; hence, 

it is the primary key, and there are no other candidate keys. • 

The following five fundamental properties are held by the definitions of snapshot keys. 

We find it desirable that temporal keys also have these properties. 

1. Keys are intensional. 

2. Keys are properties of stored (base) relations only. 

3. Particular attributes are not a priori designated as keys. 

In some temporal data models, relations have mandatory timestamp attributes. The 

values of such attributes indicate when the non-temporal attribute values are valid (or 

current). The desideratum states that these mandatory attributes or other attributes 

should not be required to always be (part of) keys. Rather, the database designer 

should be able to choose more fireely. 

4. Keys are independent of the representation. 

5. Primary keys are minimal. 

Next we examine various proposals for temporal keys. Relation instances are used for 

illustration, even though the notion of key should be applied to relation schemas during 

database design. The key attributes are underlined. 
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3.3.2 Keys in the Time Relational Model 

In Ben-Zvi's pioneering dissertation [BZ82], the standard definition of snapshot key is 

retained, though the definition is stated informally, without explicit reference to fimctional 

dependencies. To explain the notion of temporal key, we must first introduce the notions 

of tuple-version, tuple-version-set, and time-relation as defined in the Time Relational 

Model. 

Definition 3.3.2 "Given a Relation R, a Key K for R, and letting D, = (di, rfo. ^3 d„) 

denote a typical tuple in R. A Tuple-Version is the ordered list: /,• = (£>,, T^^. TJ.^. 
•T»i 'pl 'yi \ 

^ d ) '  

"A Tuple-Version-Set, L, is a set of Tuple-Versions {/,/i = 1 m}, all having the same 

key value Ki which compose the whole history of a unique mple; this tuple can be uniquely 

determined by the key Ki." 

"Given a Relation R, a Time-Relation Rt is the collection of all tuple-version-sets {Lj j = 

1 n} constructed firom R's mples." [[BZ82], pp. 47-50] • 

The five T attributes used above encode the valid and transaction time of a tuple-version. 

A time-relation is a set of tuple-version-sets. 

A set of attributes K is a temporal key of a time-relation, if (1) the attributes K 

form a (conventional) key of the corresponding non-temporal relation, R, and (2) the 

tuple-version-sets in Rt are defined by partitioning tuple-versions so that tuple-versions 

with identical values for the attributes K are in the same tuple-version-set. 

This definitions has several notable properties. Clearly, the definition of a temporal 

key is intensional and satifies Desideramm 1. As views are not discussed in this context, 

it is not known whether Desideratum 2 is satisfied. Unlike conventional relations, a time-

relation has precisely one temporal key. This is so because tuple-versions partitioned on 

a set of attributes K are generally not guaranteed to also be partitioned on any other set 

of attributes. A temporal key is a priori designated, violating Desideratum 3, because a 

particular temporal key is chosen to achieve a desirable structuring of the tuple-versions. 

The choice of temporal key is not determined by the representation of a time-relation. 
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so Desideratum 4 is satisfied. Finally, the notion of minimality of temporal keys for 

time-relations makes little sense, since a time-relation can only have a single key. The 

temporal key of a time-relation, Rt, may or may not be a minimal key of the corresponding 

snapshot relation, R. 

3.3.3 The HQL Data Model 

In the data model associated with the query language HQL [SSD87], valid-time relations 

are represented by snapshot relations where tuples are timestamped with intervals. Thus, a 

valid-time relation with explicit attributes Ai A„ is represented by a snapshot relation 

with schema (Ai A„. start, end). 

Without providing further explanation of the notion of key, it is required that the 

attributes start and end be part of any primary key. 

Two points can be made. First, using both timestamp attributes seems unnecessary. 

Indeed, one of the attributes is redundant, violating the minimality requirement of a 

primary key. Second, the definition of key appears to be representation-dependent. In 

sununary, this definition may satisfy Desiderata 1-3 (insufficient discussion makes it 

impossible to know for sure), but it does not satisfy Desiderata 4 or 5. 

Example 3.3.2 Consider the following relation instance. 

Emp Dept start end 

Bill Shipping 1 5 

Bill Shipping 5 10 

The primary key of the relation schema is {Emp, start, end}. It may be observed that 

generally either {Emp, start} or {Emp, end} are sufficient, as {Emp, start} -> {end}. 

• 

3.3.4 The TRM Data Model 

A key of a TRM relation schema is defined as follows. In the following definition, the 

time-invariant key (TIK) is the primary key of a snapshot version of the valid-time relation 

schema. 
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Definition 3 The candidate keys of a TRM relation schema are (TIK,rs) or (TIK,re), 

i.e., the snapshot key appended with either the starting or ending timestamp. (TIKXa) is 

designated as the primary key. [NA89] • 

This definition is clearly intensional and therefore satisfies Desideratum 1. However, 

the definition does not satisfy Desideratum 2 since derived relations have the given key. 

Similarly, Desiderata 3 and 4 are not satisfied since T, (or Tg) must be part of a candidate 

key, and the definition is dependent on the given tuple-timestamped representation. We 

assume Desideratum 5 is satisfied since the TIK is assumed to be a minimal key. 

3.3.5 The Interval Extended Relational Model 

As before, we emphasize that the IXRM is not a temporal data model, in that it supports 

only user-defined time [Lor91]. It can however be used as the representation of a valid-

time relation. 

Keys are defined in this data model in terms of point and interval functional depen

dencies, in a marmer very similar to snapshot keys. A key is required to be minimal. As 

Lorentzos mentions "the" key, it is assumed that only the primary key was being defined. 

This definition of key satisfies all but Desideratum 4. 

Example 3.3.3 Consider a sample relation instance. 

Emp Dept I 

Bill Shipping [1,5) 

BUI Shipping [5.10) 

Bill Shipping [3.10) 

The key of this relation is T, since T determines {Emp, Dept}. • 

3.3.6 The TempSQL Data Model 

Gadia and Nair define a special notion of key in the data model associated with the 

query language TempSQL [Gad92, NG92]. To examine this concept, the type of relation 

employed must be understood first. 
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Example 3.3.4 Consider the following relation instance indicating the managers for de

partments. 

Mgr Dept 

[10.14] Bill 

[15,19] A1 

[10,19] Shipping 

[15.30] Bill [15.30] Loading 

Attribute values are stamped with finite unions of intervals (i.e., valid-time elements 

[Gad88]). All information about the Shipping department is contained in the first mple, 

which states that Bill was the manager from time 10 to 14 and that A1 was the manager 

from time 15 to 19. • 

We now state the definition, then explain it using the example. 

Definition 3 J.4 "A relation over R, with K C R as its key, is a finite set of non-empty 

tuples such that no key attribute value of a tuple changes with time, and no two tuples 

agree on all their key attributes." [[Gad92] p. 10] • 

The definition lists two requirements that must be fulfilled for a set of attributes to be 

a key. In the example, the attribute Dept is a key because for each tuple, there is only one 

value of attribute Dept and no two mples have the same value for attribute Dept. 

As we shall see, this concept of key presents a departure from conventional normal

ization theory. In fact, this concept should perhaps not be considered a key at all, but a 

different concept that would benefit from being renamed. 

It appears that a key is a property of a relational instance, making the definition 

extensional. Also, the definition is independent of the notion of temporal functional 

dependency. The dependencies Dept —^ Mgr and Mgr -> Dept are assumed to hold, 

making both Dept and Mgr keys of the schema (Dept, Mgr) in the conventional sense. 

Yet, in the relation instance above, the attribute Mgr is not a key in the sense defined here. 

An operator is available that restructures the instance to yield the following, equivalent 

relation, now with Mgr as the only key. 
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Mgr Dept 

[10,30] BiU [10,14] Shipping 

[15,30] Loading 

[15,19] A1 [15,19] Shipping 

To sununarize, this definition of key satisfies Desiderata 3 and 4, but does not satisfy 

Desiderata 1 or 2 (because operators can change the key of a relation). Primary keys are 

not defined in the model. 

33.7 Wijsen's Theory of Keys 

In conjunction with their work in temporal dependency theory, Wijsen and his colleagues 

have developed a notion of keys for temporal relations [WV093b, WV093a]. Three types 

of keys, snapshot keys (SK), dynamic keys (DK), and temporal keys (TK), corresponding 

to the notions of snapshot functional dependency, dynamic dependency, and temporal 

dependency, respectively, are defined. Recall from Section 3.2.7 that a major motivation 

for this work was to incorporate the concept of object-identity into a temporal database. 

As object-identity is normally a hidden attribute of an object, i.e., is an attribute that cannot 

be directly referenced or queried, the defined keys attempt to make the identification of 

tuples belonging to the same object possible. 

For example, the snapshot key is (informally) defined as follows. 

Definition 3.3.5 A snapshot key is a set of attributes that snapshot functionally determines 

the object-identity of an object, for any snapshot which can be taken from a temporal 

database. The snapshot key is also minimal. [Rephrasing of definition, [WV093b], p. 15] 

• 

As can be seen from the definition, a snapshot key uses the object-identity in its definition, 

though the object-identity is not part of the key. Notice also, that the snapshot key is an 

intra-state key, i.e., the snapshot key does not express constraints between attribute values 

in snapshots taken at different times. 

This definition satisfies all of the desiderata except Desideratum 4, since it relies on 

object-identity. 
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Dynamic keys and temporal keys are defined using inter-state dependencies. For 

example, a dynamic key, like a dynamic functional dependency, holds between adjacent 

states of a temporal database, and a temporal key, like a temporal functional dependency, 

holds between disjoint intervals of time. 

Inter-state dependencies and keys are beyond the scope of this research. Our temporal 

key, to be defined later, is very similar to Wijsen's snapshot key, except we do not rely on 

the presence of an object-identity attribute. 

3.3.8 Summary 

We have surveyed several interesting notions of keys. Each of the given proposals 

adapt the notion of conventional relational keys to temporal databases, but none of the 

keys individually satisfy all five desiderata in Section 3.3.1. We base our work on the 

foundation provided by these previous proposals. 

3.4 Previous Proposals for Temporal Normal Forms 

We wish to develop normalization concepts that closely parallel their counterparts in 

conventional normalization theory. We therefore begin by briefly reviewing the two most 

important relational normal forms, third normal form and Boyce-Codd normal form. This 

leads to a formulation of the common aspects of conventional normal forms that we 

wish our temporal normal forms to possess. Existing temporal normal forms are then 

introduced and examined with respect to these properties. 

3.4.1 Conventional Normal Forms 

A normal form is an intensional property of a database schema that follows from a set of 

(functional, multivalued, or other) dependencies. The goal of database design is to obtain 

a set of relation schemas that, together with their dependencies, satisfy the normal forms. 

We define the two most important normal forms, third normal form [Cod72a] and 

Boyce-Codd normal form [Cod74]. 
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Definition 3.4.1 The pair of a relation schema, i2, and a set, F, of functional dependencies 

on i? is in Boyce-Codd normal form (BCNF) if for all non-trivial dependencies X Y 

in F+, X is a superkey for R. • 

Definition 3.4.2 The pair of a relation schema, R, and a set, F, of functional dependencies 

on i? is in third normal form (3NF) if for all non-trivial dependencies, X —^ V, in F"*", X 

is a superkey for R or each attribute in y is contained in a minimal key for R. • 

The normal forms only allow the existence of certain functional dependencies, making 

other functional dependencies illegal. As we shall see, illegal dependencies indicate either 

the need for null values, the possible existence of update anomalies, or the presence of 

redundant information. By obeying the normal forms, some of these undesired effects are 

avoided. 

Example 3.4.1 Returning to the example in Section 3.2.1, Emp = (Name, Dept, PhNo), 

we have Name Dept. Since Name is not a superkey, BCNF is violated. As Dept is 

not part of any minimal key, 3NF is also violated. As we may expect, a database using 

this schema exhibits several problems. 

First, insertion anomalies are possible. If we want to insert the department of an 

employee but do not know the employee's telephone number, either the information 

cannot be inserted or the phone number must be represented by a null value. This is also 

true when we do not know the employee's department. Normal forms attempt to avoid 

excessive use of null values. 

Second, update anomalies are possible through redundant information. For example, 

whenever a new telephone number is inserted for an employee, the department information 

must be repeated. Apart from being wasteful of space, this means that whenever an 

employee switches departments, several tuples, one for each of the employee's telephone 

numbers, must be updated. If one such tuple is not updated then an inconsistency will be 

generated in the database. Normal forms attempt to avoid redundancy. 

Third, deletion anomalies are possible. Suppose that an employee no longer needs 

a telephone, and all telephone numbers for that employee are deleted from the database. 
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When the last tuple containing that employee's telephone is deleted, the removal of that 

tuple results in the loss of the employee's department information. Again, undesirable 

null values may be used to overcome this problem. • 

Decomposition is one way to address these problems, by breaking up a large relational 

schema into several smaller schemas, each of which satisfy the normal forms. 

Example 3.4.2 All of the anomalies previously mentioned with the example relational 

schema are avoided by decomposing the schema into EmpDept = (Name. Dept) and 

EmpPhNo = (Name. PhNo), both of which are in BCNF. • 

In some applications, queries involving a join of two relations occur frequently. As 

joins are expensive operations, performance considerations may dictate that the relation 

schemas be merged, even if the resulting schema does not conform to a desirable nor

mal form. Thus, anomalies and redundancy may be tolerated in order to enhance the 

performance of the database management system. 

Additional normal forms exist that are more restrictive than BCNE For example, 

fourth normal form [Fag77] is a close parallel of BCNF, but which relies on the notion of 

multivalued dependencies [Zan76]. 

We do not address these normal forms, for two reasons. First, they are generally 

believed to have less relevance in practical database design. Second, no proposals for 

temporal counterparts of these have been proposed. Still, even though we do not cover 

these further normal forms in this survey, temporal versions of such normal forms such as 

fourth normal form may be defined within the framework developed in Section 3.5.3. 

For completeness, we should also mention two other normal forms [Cod72b]. Second 

normal form is weaker than third normal form, and is only of historical interest. First 

normalform (INF) is unlike any of the other normal forms, in that it is not defined in terms 

of functional dependencies. Instead, it merely requires that attribute values be drawn from 

domains of atomic values, which do not have internal structure. 

In summary, the fundamental qualities of the conventional normal forms may be 

outlined as follows. 
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1. Normal forms are intensional, not extensional, properties. 

As argued before, while this may be a subtle distinction, it is a conceptually important 

one. 

2. Normal forms are defined solely in terms of dependencies that exist or do not exist. 

3. Normal forms are properties of stored (base) relations only—redundancy and 

anomaly issues do not apply to (computed) views. 

We have seen that normal forms are motivated by the desire to avoid update anoma

lies and redundancy. These issues are only of interest for base relations as they are 

the only relations that must be stored, and they are the only relations that can be 

updated. Normal forms do not apply to views or derived relations, and they are 

independent of query languages. 

4. Normal forms are defined independently of the representation of a relation. These 

concepts are based on semantics, not on an arbitrary representation. 

While conventional normal forms may share additional qualities, these four qualities are 

all fundamental and are satisfied by all conventional normal forms. We characterize each 

of the previously proposed temporal normal forms based on these desiderata. 

When presenting the various normal forms, it is convenient to illustrate these by means 

of sample relation instances. While normal forms may be applied to individual instances, 

we emphasize that normal forms should be applied to relation schemas during database 

design. 

3.4.2 Time Normal Form 

In his Time Relational Model, Ben-Zvi defined the first temporal normal form. The defi

nition employs the concepts of contiguous and non-contiguous time-relations. Intuitively, 

a time-relation is contiguous if "there are no 'holes' in the effective-time history of each 

tuple-version set" ([[BZ82], p. 137]; a formal definition is also provided). To illustrate 

this, consider a mple-version-set that records the department history of employee Bill. If 

it is always the case that when Bill resigns from one department, he immediately starts in 
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another department, there are no times (i.e., no "holes") during Bill's employment when 

he does not have a department value. A time-relation "Rj is non-contiguous if it is not 

contiguous." 

Definition 3.43 "A time-relation Rt is in time normal form if Relation R is in any normal 

form and either aM 'iXs attributes are contiguous or non-contiguous." [[BZ82], p. 139] 

• 

Here, R is the underlying conventional relation on which R, is defined (see Section 3.3.2). 

The rationale for this normal form is two-fold. In the example above, if tuple-version-

sets are known to be contiguous, users need not explicitly terminate the employment of 

an employee in one department when recording that the employee is now with another 

department—the system is capable of doing this. Next, the contiguity may be exploited 

in the implementation of a time-relation. It is not necessary to explicitly record when an 

employee left a department as this time may be inferred from the time when the when the 

employee joins another department. 

One confusing aspect of the definition is that it refers to attributes as contiguous 

or non-contiguous, even though these notions are only defined for relations. A second 

confusion is whether first normal form quahfies. Earlier discussion of R implies that it is 

in first normal form. 

This definition satisfies Desiderata 1 and 3. It does not satisfy Desiderata 2 (since 

contiguity is not defined in terms of functional dependencies) or 4 (since the definition of 

contiguity is in terms of the representation of the representation of a time-relation). 

3.4.3 First Temporal Normal Form 

Segev and Shoshani define, in their Temporal Data Model, a normal form, ITNF, for 

valid-time relations [SSSSa]. To understand this normal form, we need to first describe 

their data model and the special variant of the timeslice operator employed there. 

Valid-time relation schemas have a distinguished, so-called surrogate, attribute. Sur

rogates represent objects in the modeled reality, and the time-varying attribute values in a 

tuple of a relation instance may be thought of as containing information about the object 

represented by the surrogate of the mple. 
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The special timeslice operator relies on the presence of the surrogate attribute. It takes 

a valid-time relation and a time value as arguments and returns, for each surrogate value, 

all the values of each time-varying attribute that are valid at the time given as argument. 

Thus, the result contains precisely one tuple per surrogate, valued with at least one time 

varying attribute value, valid at the time argument. As another consequence, time varying 

attributes may be set-valued, leading to a non-lNF result relation. 

Definition 3.4.4 For a relation to be in first temporal normal form (ITNF), "a time-slice 

at point t has to result in a standard INF-relation." [[SS88a], p. 17] • 

In addition to giving a conceptual definition, the authors present two representation-

dependent definitions of ITNF, for valid-time relations represented by snapshot relations 

using interval and event tuple timestamping, respectively. For the interval-based repre

sentation, containing the attributes Ts (the starting valid time) and (the ending valid 

time), the following definition is given. 

Definition 3.4.5 "A relation with a schema, R{S .  Ai, A„, T^. Tg), is in ITNF if there 

do not exist two tuples r^(s\a} and r-(s-.af such that 

5^ = s- and the intervals [fj. and t^] intersect." [[SS88a], p. 17] • 

Example 3.4.3 Consider the following interval timestamped relation instance where the 

Emp attribute is assumed to contain surrogate values. 

Emp Dept r. Te 

Bill Shipping 1 4 

Bill Loading 5 10 

This relation instance is in ITNF since no two tuples with the same surrogate have 

overlapping time intervals. • 

The normal form has a specific purpose within the Temporal Data Model. In essence, 

the model extends the relational model with surrogates. It then proceeds by defining a 

timeslice operator that uses the surrogates in a way that leads to the possibility of getting 
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set-valued attributes in results of timeslice operations. This normal form is introduced 

to ensure that the results of timeslice operations are always tuples with atomic attribute 

values. Thus, ITNF is required rather than desirable. 

This normal form has a different motivation than do conventional normal forms and it 

is needed because of non-relational extensions in the data model. First, the normal form 

is extensional—it applies to a relation instance, not a relation schema as do conventional 

normal forms. Second, the normal form is based on an operator which relies on a 

designated attribute, the surrogate attribute. In the conventional relational model, no 

attribute is special. 

In summary, ITNF does satisfy Desideratum 4, as a conceptual definition is provided. 

However, ITNF does not satisfy Desiderata 1 (since normal forms are defined on relations, 

rather than relation schemas), 2 (though the conceptual definition does employ the notion 

of snapshot INF), or 3 (since operators are expected to preserve ITNF, and are only 

defined over ITNF relations). 

3.4.4 Time Normal Form 

This normal form for valid-time relations also applies to an interval tuple-timestamped 

representation [NA89]. Unlike BenZvi's Time Normal Form and Segev and Shoshani's 

ITNF, it is based on the notion of temporal dependency, defined in Section 3.2. 

Definition 3.4.6 A valid-time relation "is in time normal form (TNF) if and only if it 

is in [snapshot] BCNF and there exists no temporal dependency among its time varying 

atuibutes." [[NA89], p. 157] • 

Example 3.4.4 Consider the following relation instance with time-invariant key Emp. 

Emp Dept Mgr T s r. 

Bill Shipping Zee 1 4 

Bill Loading Zee 5 10 

Our previous observation that a temporal dependency exists between the Dept and Mgr 

attributes means that this relation instance violates TNF. • 
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This definition satisfies Desiderata 1 and 2, but it does not satisfy Desiderata 3 (because 

operators are defined only on TNF relations) or 4. Also, snapshot normal forms, e.g., 

BCNF, and therefore snapshot functional dependencies are applied to the representations 

of valid-time relations [NA89], violating Desideratum 4. The clear distinction between 

the meaning of and the representation of a valid-time relation is a more recent development 

in temporal databases. 

3.4.5 The HSQL Data Model 

In the valid-time data model associated with the query language HSQL [Sar90b], there 

is an explicit distinction between valid-time relations and theu* snapshot relation repre

sentations. Thus a valid-time relation R = (>li,.. .,A„) is represented by a snapshot 

relation R = (Ai An. PERIOD) [Sar90a]. It is claimed, but not demonstrated, that 

conventional normalization techniques apply to the design of a valid-time database. One 

of the purposes of research is to give a formal characterization of the sense in which this 

is true. 

3.4.6 P and Q Normal Forms 

A so-called P normal form is defined for the Interval Extended Relational Model. We 

give a simplified definition; the original definition ([Lor91], p. 49) used a rather complex 

algebraic operator. 

Definition 3.4.7 The schema of an interval extended relation, representing a valid-time 

relation, is said to be in P normal form (PNF) if, in all extensions of that relation scheme, 

no two tuples with the same key value have overlapping or adjacent time intervals. • 

Example 3.4.5 Consider the following interval timestamped relation with primary key 

Emp. 

Emp Dept Period 

Bill Shipping [1,5) 

Bill Loading [5,10) 
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This relation instance violates PNF since there are two tuples with the same key value that 

have adjacent time intervals. • 

This normal form satisfies Desiderata 1 and 3. In this temporal context, we use 

relations in the DCRM for representing valid-time relations, but as discussed above DCRM 

relations are not valid-time relations. Consequently, PNF does not satisfy Desideratum! 

or Desideratum 4. 

A second normal form is also defined. We provide a simplified version. 

Here, "dependent" means point or interval dependent. 

Definition 3.4.8 The schema of an interval-extended relation, representing a valid-time 

relation, is said to be in Q normal form (QNF) if it is in PNF and the schema contains 

exactly one non-key attribute. [Rephrasing of [Lor91], p. 51] • 

Example 3.4.6 Consider the following interval timestamped instance with primary key 

{Emp, Period}. 

Emp Dept Mgr Period 

Bill Shipping Zoe [1,5) 

Bill Shipping Janet [5.10) 

This relation is not in QNF since the Dept and Mgr attributes are both non-key attributes 

(and since PNF is violated). • 

This normal form also satisfies Desiderata 1 and 3. As before, since DCRM relations 

merely represent valid-time relations and QNF relies on PNF, QNF does not satisfy 

Desiderata 2 or 4. 

3.4.7 Summary 

To our knowledge, we have surveyed all existing temporal normal forms. While none 

of them completely satisfied all qualities that could be expected from a natural exten

sion of conventional normal forms, each presented interesting ideas on which further 

improvements can be made. 
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The data models mentioned in this context present notable exceptions, as the majority 

of the two dozen temporal data models proposed thus far do not discuss functional 

dependencies, keys, or normal forms at all. 

On the other hand, it would be best to provide model-independent definitions. It 

is generally not possible to apply model-specific definitions (like those surveyed) of 

functional dependencies or keys to other data models in a straightforward fashion. 

3.5 Generalizing Dependency and Normal Form Theory 

We believe the reason why so many temporal data models have been proposed, and why 

so many temporal keys and temporal normal forms have been defined, is that previous 

models attempted to simultaneously retain the simplicity of the relational model, present 

all the information concerning an object in one tuple, and ensure ease of implementation 

and query evaluation efficiency. 

It is clear from the number of proposed models that meeting all of these goals si

multaneously is a difficult, if not impossible task. We therefore advocate a separation of 

concerns. The time-varying semantics is obscured in the representation schemes by other 

considerations of presentation and implementation. We believe that the data model pro

posed in Chapter 2 is the most appropriate basis for expressing this semantics. However, 

in many situations, it is not the most appropriate way to present the stored data to users, 

nor is it the best way to physically store the data. We have defined mappings to several 

representations; these representations may be more amenable to presentation and storage, 

while retaining the semantics of the concepmal data model. 

In Chapter 2, we described the role of the BCDM in the context of a temporal DBMS 

where data models are needed for several tasks [JSS94b]. Specifically, the BCDM is 

intended to provide the conceptual model that the query language, e.g., TSQL2, is based 

on. Other, so-called representational data models are better suited for the tasks of physical 

storage or data display and are utilized for those tasks. As a consequence the conceptual 

database schema, designed using normalization techniques to be described in the next 

section, is captured in the context of the BCDM. 

A database designer would design the conceptual schema of the database as a (normal
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ized) collection of BCDM relation schemas. The mappings then make it possible to store 

and display BODM relations as snapshot equivalent instances of other data models. In the 

next section, we show how existing dependency theory generalizes naturally to the BODM. 

Defining dependencies in terms of BCDM schemas, which are purely conceptual and not 

intended for implementation, satisfies the desiderata in Sections 3.2.1, 3.3.1 and 3.4.1, 

respectively, that dependencies, keys, and normal forms be independent of a particular 

representation of a temporal relation. 

3.5.1 Temporal Dependencies 

Functional dependencies are intensional, i.e., they apply to every possible extension. This 

intuitive notion already encompasses time, for a functional dependency may be interpreted 

as applying at any time in reality and for any stored state of the relation. 

To be more specific, consider the restricted case of a transaction-time relation r, with 

schema R = (Ai An\T) ,  and a parallel snapshot relation r '  with the same schema 

(but without the implicit timestamp attribute): B! = (A^ A„). The current state of 

r, denoted by where "now" denotes the current time, will faithfully track the 

current state of r'. Past states of r' will be retained in r, and can be extracted via pj{r), 

with "t" being the desired past point in time. A fimctional dependency on R' will hold 

for all possible extensions, and hence for all past states of r'. Hence, the same functional 

dependency must hold for all snapshots of r (this insight first appeared over a decade ago 

[CW83]). A similar argument can be applied to valid-time relations and to bitemporal 

relations, yielding the following characterization. 

Definition 3.5.1 Let X and Y be sets of non-timestamp attributes of a temporal relation 

schema, R. A temporal functional dependency, denoted XAY", exists on R if, for all 

meaningful instances r of R, 

Vt.f'Vsi.so 6 Ttipt'ir)) (si[X] = S2[X] si[y] = • 

Note that temporal functional dependencies are generalizations of conventional functional 

dependencies. In the definition of a temporal functional dependency, a temporal relation 
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is perceived as a collection of snapshot relations. Each such snapshot of any extension 

must satisfy the corresponding functional dependency. 

Also note that this definition applies equally well to valid-time, transaction-time, and 

bitemporal relations, utilizing the relevant variants of the transaction and valid times-

lice operators. While we differentiate operator variants with the superscripts (for 

valid-time), (for transaction-time) and "®" (for bitemporal), the temporal functional 

dependency is generic, applying to all forms of temporal relations, with the appropriate op

erator variants coming into play. The designation in a temporal functional dependency 

refers to the generic adjective "temporal", not the specific adjective "transaction-time." 

The close parallel between conventional functional dependencies and temporal func

tional dependencies means that inference rules such as Armstrong's axioms have close 

temporal counterparts that play the same role in the temporal context as do the non-

temporal rules in the non-temporal context. 

Example 3.5.1 Consider again the database associating phone numbers, departments, 

and employees in a company. While employees come and go, and phones are added and 

dropped as needed, at any one time an employee can belong to only one department, and 

may have zero, one, or several phone numbers. Expressing these constraints as temporal 

dependencies, we have NameADept and {Name. PhNo}-^{Name. PhNo. Dept}. • 

Temporal multivalued dependencies [Zan76] may be defined using the same template 

as that used for defining temporal functional dependencies. 

Snapshot dependencies apply to snapshot relations, and temporal dependencies apply 

to temporal relations. Further, a snapshot relation records information that is currently 

believed to currently be true. A bitemporal relation with the same explicit attributes 

is capable of also recording previous beliefs and beliefs about the past and future. In 

this sense, a bitemporal relation schema may record more information than its snapshot 

counterpart. 

If a temporal relation schema is used for recording the same information as its snap

shot counterpart, a snapshot functional dependency on the snapshot schema implies the 

corresponding temporal functional dependency on the temporal relation, and vice versa. 
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To make this correspondence between snapshot fimctional dependencies and temporal 

functional dependencies more precise, it is practical to first make precise the notion of 

snapshot and temporal relation schemas recording the same information. 

Definition 3.5.2 Let R = (Ai. Ao, — A„) be a snapshot relation schema and = 

(Ai. Ao >1„|T) be a bitemporal relation schema. Let r and r® range over all possible 

instances of schemas R and W, respectively. Then, schemas R and iZ® are said to record 

corresponding information if the following three conditions are satisfied. 

( 1 )  Vr® (h = 0) 

(2) Vr® 3r (r = 

(3) Vr Br" = r) 

• 

Note that the first condition restricts instances of to only record information that is 

valid precisely when it is also current in the database. Using this definition, the following 

relationship exists between snapshot and temporal functional dependencies. 

Theorem 3.5.1 Let fi be a snapshot relation schema, and let X and Y be subsets of the 

attributes of R. Also, let i?® be a bitemporal relation schema with same explicit attributes 

as R. Let the two schemas record corresponding information. Then X Y holds for R 

if and only if XA^Y holds for 

Proof: The two directions of implication are shown in turn. To show the first, we assume 

that X Y holds on R and show that an arbitrary instance r® of i?® satisfies XAV. To 

show this, we must show that for all ti and t2, satisfies X -i- Y. From the 

premise of the theorem, it follows immediately that this is the case for ti = to = now and 

for ^ to. Now consider the remaining case, where ti = to now. We must show that 

for all t, Tt = (r®)) satisfies X -> F. Again by the premise, R and i?® also recorded 

corresponding information at (any) time t. At time t, now = t, so the definition of the 

premise implies that r, is identical to some instance of R. As r satisfies the dependency, 

so does Vf. 
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The second direction of implication is straightforward. If X AV holds for then for 

all instances r®(i2®) and times ti and t2, X —> V holds for (r®)). Since R and 

record corresponding information, each instance of r{R) is identical to some timeslice of 

an instance of and thus satisfies the dependency. • 

It is important to note that two separate data models are involved here. The dependency 

X -> y applies to the snapshot daia. model only, whereas X-^Y applies to temporal data 

models: valid-time, transaction-time, and bitemporal data models. The theorem gives 

specific content to the statement that the notion of temporal functional dependency as 

defined in this chapter are natural generalizations of the well-known notion of a snapshot 

functional dependency. 

However, it is not always the case that functional dependencies on snapshot schemas 

generalize to snapshot functional dependencies on temporal schemas, even when the 

timestamp attribute is factored in (c.f., [Sar90a]). Assume that (Aj, — A„|T) is the 

schema for a temporal relation R. An instance of R can be interpreted in two rather dif

ferent ways: as an instance in the bitemporal conceptual data model, where the timestamp 

attribute is implicit and is accorded a special semantics, or as an instance in the snapshot 

data model, with schema (Ai -4„,T), where T is simply another explicit attribute. 

We can compare functional dependencies in the two interpretations. 

Theorem 3.5.2 With X and Y denoting arbitrary non-timestamp attributes of a relation 

schema, 

X U { T } ^ Y ^  X A Y .  

Proof: The following instance satisfies Emp U {T} —> Dept but not Emp-^Dept. 

Emp Dept T 

Bill Shipping 10-25 

Bill Loading 15-30 

Note that the implication does hold when Y C X. • 
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The problem is that the timestamp attribute is considered to be atomic by the snapshot 

functional dependency. 

It turns out, however, that the converse does hold. 

Theorem 3.5.3 Letting X and Y be sets of non-timestamp attributes of a relation schema, 

X A y  ̂ X U { T } ^ Y .  

Proof: Assume that XAF holds in R and let r be an arbitrary instance of R. Assume 

that X U {T} -4- y does not hold, i.e., that there exist two separate tuples si and so in 

r such that si[A' U {T}] = S2[X U {T}] but si[y] 7^ S2[yi- Let {t.t') be a bitemporal 

chronon in si[T], and let s'l = si[Ai A„] and s, = S2[i4i An]. By construction, 

s'l-so € Tt{pt'{r)). However, s'l [X] = S2[X'] and by assumption si[y] 7^ so [V], and hence 

X Ay is not satisfied. The implication of the theorem is hence true by contradiction. • 

3.5.2 Temporal Keys 

Since temporal functional dependencies are a natural extension of conventional func

tional dependencies, definition of the concepts of temporal keys and temporal closure are 

straightforward. For that reason, the presentation is brief. 

Definition 3.5.3 A set of attributes X of a temporal relation schema is a temporal superkey 

of R if A'A J?. The primary temporal key is a minimal temporal superkey. • 

Example 3.5.2 Considering again the Emp relation schema introduced in Section 3.2.1, 

we see that there are two temporal superkeys, {Name, PhNo} and {Name, PhNo, Dept}, 

with the former being minimal, and thus serving as the primary temporal key. • 

As with functional dependencies, snapshot keys generalize to temporal keys, but only 

when using temporal dependencies. Specifically, if X is the primary key of the (snapshot) 

relation schema R, then X is also the primary temporal key, but if X U {T} is the (snapshot) 

primary key of the representation of the temporal relation, it may not be the case that X 

is a temporal key. 
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3^3 Temporal Normal Forms 

We can now generalize snapshot normal forms in a manner similar to generalizing keys. 

Definition 3^.4 A pair {R .  F)  of a temporal relation schema R and a set of associated 

temporal functional dependencies F is in temporal Boyce-Codd normal form (TBCNF) if 

V X^Y eF+ {YCXy  X-^R) .  •  

Definition 3^3 A pair {R .F)  of a temporal relation schema R and a set of associated 

temporal functional dependencies F is in temporal third normal form (T3NF) if for all 

non-trivial temporal functional dependencies X^Y in F"*", X is a temporal superkey for 

R or each attribute of Y is part of a minimal temporal key of R. • 

The conunents made in connection with dependencies in Section 3.5.1 about the 

inadequacy of using snapshot definitions incorporating the timestamp attribute apply here 

as well. For example. Theorem 3.5.1 can be generalized to R is in BCNF if and only if 

i?® is in TBCNF. 

Example 3.5.3 The relational schema Emp = (Name, Dept, PhNo |T) violates both T3NF 

and TBCNF. • 

These definitions are based on the temporal functional dependencies described in 

Section 3.5.1, which, in turn, were extensions of the snapshot functional dependencies. 

As in our definitions, Tansel and Gamett |TA089] adapt well-understood snapshot 

techniques to a temporal setting, but the two approaches are quite different. In Sec

tion 3.2.5, we saw how Tansel and Gamett applied snapshot dependency theory directly 

to support normalization for their nested valid-time relations. Tansel and Gamett do not 

define new temporal dependencies; rather, they use conventional snapshot dependencies 

on timestamped attributes. Essentially, they have embedded a valid-time model within a 

nested snapshot model, and then directly applied conventional dependency and normal

ization techniques. In contrast, the temporal normal forms defined above are based on a 

temporal data model, the BCDM, where conventional dependency theory and normaliza

tion concepts do not directly apply, but must first be extended temporally. 
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Temporal versions of other conventional normal forms based on functional and multi

valued dependencies may be expressed analogously, e.g., second normal form and fourth 

normal form. One can also define temporal variants of join dependencies [Ris77], fifth 

normal form (also called project-join normal form) [Fag79], embedded join dependencies 

[Fag77], inclusion dependencies [CFP84], template dependencies [SU82], domain-key 

normal form [FagSl], and generalized functional dependencies [SadSO]. The extensions 

exploit the intensional quality of these properties (i.e., applying to every extension implies 

applying over all time), as well as the simplicity of the bitemporal conceptual data model. 

3^.4 Evaluation 

It should be clear from the preceding discussion that the bitemporal conceptual data model, 

with its associated definitions of functional dependency and normal forms, satisfies all 

desiderata listed in Section 3.2.1. It should also be evident that the definition of key in 

this model satisfies all five desiderata listed in Section 3.3.1, and that TBCNF and T3NF 

satisfy all four desiderata listed in Section 3.4.1. 

We now briefly compare our approach in timi to each of the previously proposed 

definitions of temporal normal forms and temporal keys. 

The purpose of Ben-Zvi's Time Normal Form [BZ82] was to make updates more user 

friendly and to aid in chosing a space efficient internal representation of a time-relation. 

The normal form required the "corresponding" snapshot relation to be in any normal form. 

It also utilized the concept of contiguity, which does not rely on any notion of dependency. 

The normal form ITNF was introduced as a requirement to relations in the Temporal 

Data Model [SSBBa] that ensures that the results of applying a special valid-timeslice 

operator are INF relations. Without this requirement, non-lNF results are posible because 

the definition of the operator relies on the presence of a distinguished surrogate attribute 

[SSSSa]. In contrast, the BCDM timeslice operators (defined in Section 2.6.1) do not rely 

on any distinguished attribute and always return INF relations. In our framework, ITNF 

may be defined as follows: A relation schema i? is in ITNF if the surrogate attribute 5 is 

a temporal key, i.e., 5Ai2. Thus, ITNF is an application of the concept of a key. 

Time normal form (TNF) was defined to ensure that time-varying attributes were 
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synchronous, i.e., change at the same time [NA89]. This aspect is not accommodated in 

our definitions of temporal normal forms. 

Using our definition of temporal key, P Normal Form (PNF) [Lor91] will automatically 

be satisfied. In our framework, PNF is thus also an application of the concept of a key. 

Q Normal Form appears to have similarities with Navathe's concept of synchrony, and in 

any case is not accommodated in our definitions. 

The snapshot normal forms were also applied to the representations of valid-time 

relations in several data models [NA89, Sar90a, Lor91, TA089]. This contrasts our 

framework, where temporal normal forms are applied to conceptual temporal relations. 

Concerning keys, we formalized and extended the notions present in the HQL [SSD87], 

HSQL [Sar90a], and KRM [Lor91] data models, using the more general concept of 

temporal dependency. The concept of key in the TempSQL data model [Gad92] appears 

to be entirely representational, does not reflect the semantics of the time-varying data, and 

is not consistent with the concept of a snapshot key. 

3.6 Properties of Temporal Normal Forms 

In conventional database design, the notions of lossless-join and dependency preserving 

decomposition are essential. This section covers issues related to these notions in the 

temporal context. 

During database design a conventional (i.e., non-temporal) relation schema is brought 

to satisfy a normal form by decomposing it. A decomposition should have two important 

properties. First, the decomposition should be lossless, i.e., the contents of the original 

relation should be available simply by performing a namral join on the new relations, 

permitting the decomposition to be reversed without loss of information. More formally, 

a decomposition of schema R is lossless if every extension of R is the natural join of its 

projection onto the schemas resulting from the decomposition. 

Definition 3.6.1 Let X and Y be arbitrary sets of non-timestamp attributes of a temporal 

relation schema R. Then the pair X. y is a lossless-join decomposition with respect to 

the  jo in  m i f ,  fo r  a l l  r{R)  t ha t  sa t i s fy  the  se t  o f  func t iona l  dependenc ies  on  R,  
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r = 7r,Y(r) m 7ry(r). • 

It is possible to guarantee that a given decomposition is lossless. This condition is 

used to giiide the decomposition process, ensuring that the generated decompositions are 

practical. Assume that a single schema is decomposed into two smaller schemas. If 

both of the smaller schemas contain a superkey of one of the smaller schemas then the 

decomposition is guaranteed to be lossless. 

Theorem 3.6.1 The decomposition X,Y  o f  z  relation schema R with a set of ftinctional 

dependencies F is lossless (w.r.t. k) if 

Proof: The proof may be found elsewhere [U1188, KS86]. • 

Second, the decomposition should be dependency preserving, in that it must be possible 

to ensure that all dependencies are preserved when a relation is updated without requiring 

any joins to be performed. 

Definition 3.6.2 A decomposition D = {i2i Rm} of R is dependency preserving 

with respect to a set of functional dependencies F if 

(7rH,(F)U-..U7r^JF))+ = F+ 

Here, (F) denotes the set of functional dependencies from F defined on the attributes 

ofi2, [U1188]. • 

Some decomposition algorithms can be proven to be dependency preserving; others 

jettison this property in favor of more desirable ones, such as the lossless-join property. 

For example, Korth and Silberschatz present a simple 3NF decomposition algorithm that 

preserves dependencies, and they present a BCNF decomposition algorithm that generally 

does not preserve dependencies (but always yields a lossless-join decomposition) [KS86]. 

Note that BCNF is more restrictive than 3NF and therefore avoids more redundancy than 
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does 3NF. While it is always possible to obtain a 3NF decomposition that is dependency 

preserving and lossless, such is not the case for BCNF. If a dependency preserving 

BCNF decomposition is not possible, 3NF is usually preferred, at the risk of added data 

redundancy. 

We now apply these concepts to temporal relations. Specifically, we utilize the 

temporal namral join operator to identify such lossless join decompositions. 

Definition 3.63 Let X and Y be arbitrary sets of explicit attributes of a temporal relation 

schema R. Then the pair X.Y is a lossless-join decomposition with respect to the 

jo in  i f  fo r  a l l  r{R)  t ha t  sa t i s fy  the  se t  o f  t empora l  func t iona l  dependenc ies  on  R,  

r = 7r̂ -(r) 7ry(r). • 

In order to prove the temporal equivalent of Theorem 3.6.1, a few auxiliary definitions 

are helpful. 

Definition 3.6.4 Two bitemporal relation instances, r and s, are snapshot equivalent, 

r = 5, if for all times t and for all times t' not exceeding the current time, T^{pfi{r)) = 

r/(pf,(s)). • 

The notions of snapshot equivalence and identity of relations coincide in the BCDM, 

as shown by the next theorem. 

Theorem 3.6.2 Let ri and ro be relation instances in the BCDM model. Then rj = r2 ^ 
S ri = ro . 

Proof: If Ti and ro are identical, surely they are also snapshot equivalent. 

The reverse implication is shown by assuming that if ri and ro not identical, they are 

not snapshot equivalent, either. It is assumed that the two relations have the same schema 

because otherwise the proof is trivial. If ri and ro are not identical then two cases may 

occur. 

First, one relation , ri, say, may have a tuple, u, that is not value-equivalent to any 

tuple in the other, ro. Since all tuples have non-empty timestamps by definition, there 

exists a chronon, (t', t), in the timestamp of u. Thus, T^{Pt'{ri)) ^ T/(pf,(r2)), showing 

that the two relations are not snapshot equivalent. 
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Second, if each tuple in one relation has a value-equivalent tuple in the other, the only 

difference possible is that a pair of value-equivalent tuples have different timestamps. We 

may thus assume that a chronon {t'. t) exists in the timestamp of a tuple u of ri, but does 

not exist in the timestamp of the (single) value-equivalent tuple of r2. This means that 

r/(p® (u)) ^ {^2)). showing again that the two relations are not snapshot equivalent. 

• 

With the property of snapshot equivalence, we define the property of snapshot subset. 

Definition 3.6.5 A temporal relation instance, r, is a snapshot subset of a temporal 
S 

relation instance s, r C s, if for all times ti not exceeding the current time and all times to. 

S 
Here, the similar property does not apply. Specifically, ri C ro does not imply C ro. 

For example, let ri = {(Bill|{(5.10)})} and ro = {(Bill|{(5.10), (5,11)})}. Then 
S 

Ty C To, but Ti g To as the two relations contain distinct tuples. 

Lemma 3.6.1 For two bitemporal relation instances r and s over the same schema, 
s s s 

[r <Z s /\ s Q t) r = s. • 

We can now prove the temporal equivalent of Theorem 3.6.1. As a result of this theo

rem, the algorithms for normal form decomposition in conventional relational databases 

are applicable to temporal databases as well. 

Theorem 3.63 The decomposition X.Y  o f  a  temporal relation schema, R,  with a set of 

temporal dependencies, F, is lossless (w.r.t. m ®) if 

X n YAX € F+ or X n YAY 6 F+. 

Proof: Assume that X n YA'X holds on R and let r be an arbitrary instance of R.  

Let A, B, and C partition the attributes of R so that A = Xr\Y, B = X-Y, and 
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C = Y — X. Showing that the definition of lossless holds is equivalent to showing that 

r = TT v{r) 7ry(r), which in turn is equivalent to showing each of 

r C i^xir) 7ry(r) and r D 7r^'(r) 7ry(r) .  

To show the first inclusion, let u = € r. By definition of tt®, ui = 

6 7rY(r) with ti D t .  Also uo = {uA.uclto) 6 7rf.(r) with to 3 t.  By the 

definition of m® , u' = 6 r with t' = ti n ^2 2 Without use of the 

premise, this proves the inclusion. 

To prove the second inclusion, pick two arbitrary tuples in the joining relations on 

the right hand side. Letwi = € Ta'C'') anduo = {u\,uc\t2) G 7ry.(r). The 

inclusion follows if we can show that the result of ui m® U2(= li') is a snapshot subset of 

r. If t£\ ^ u\ or t' = ti n t2 = 0, the result of ui M® uo is empty, and the relationship 

holds. 

Otherwise, u' = (u.^, u b ,  uc\t') where = u\ = u\. Now, for each chronon e 6 

we need  to  show ±a t  the re  i s  a  mple  u  G r  wi th  u  = (u^ .  ub ,  wc I^)  and  e  6  t .  Tup le  u i  

must be (partially) derived from a tuple Ue Er for which Ue[A] = and Ue[B] =ub and 

e € Ue[r] (since t' C ti). Similarly, because e € to, tuple uo must be (partially) derived 

from a tuple u'^ e r with u'^[A] = ua. and u'Jfi] — uc and e € K[T]. At the outset, we 

assumed that X n 7 AX. We defined A = X (lY and B = X-Y, so BCX and thus 

A A 5. This temporal functional dependency, along with the presence of Ue in r. implies 

that Ug[5] = Ue[B] = Ub (since u'g[A] = Ue[A]). But then the tuple u'^ in r is precisely 

the tuple u, the existence of which we were to show as proof of the second inclusion. 

Finally, assuming that XC\Y^Y (instead of X D y A X) leads to a similar proof. • 

Every concept defined above is applicable, as special cases, to both valid-time and 

transaction-time relations, using the appropriate temporal operators. 

The following theorem states three additional properties of the temporal natural join. 

The snapshot natural join has a parallel for each of these properties. For example, the 

first property states that in general, a decomposition is lossy, i.e., may produce additional, 

spurious tuples that makes it impossible to identify the true information. 
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Theorem 3.6.4 Let r be a bitemporal relation instance of a schema that includes the sets 

X and Y of non-timestamp attributes. Also let 7 be an instance of a bitemporal relation 

schema with precisely the non-timestamp attributes X, and let A be an arbitrary relation 

instance. The following three properties hold. 

r C 7r^(j') M® 7ry{r) 

t 7r_Y(7rf-(r) i r ^ { r ) )  
S 

TTxij A) C 7 

Proof: The proof of the first property follows from the first half of the previous proof. 

The proof of the second property follows from the first property and the fact that if 
S S 

r C r' are arbitrary instances of a relation schema R then i^x i r )  C 7r.v{r'). To see this is 

true, let ^ ̂  arbitrary tuple in a snapshot at transaction time t' and valid time t of the 

left hand side relation. This means that there exists a tuple with {t\t) 6 xx[T] in the 

left hand side. Then, by the definition of projection, 3x 6 r (^[X] = xx 6 x[T]). 

By the assumption, 3z' G r ' {x ' [X]  =  x[A']A(i', f) 6 x'[T]). Thus, applying the definition 

of projection, xfy is in the snapshot at transaction time t and valid time t' of the right hand 

side relation. 

Finally, to prove the third property, assume that there is a tuple Xx such that Xx € 

r/(pf,(7r.Y{7 A))). Then there is an x in 7r.Y(7 A) such that x[X\ = Xx ^ (^''0 S 

x[T]. By the definition of , 3x' € 7(x'[A'] = x[X] A x[T] C x'[T]). The existence of 

tuple x' means that xfy € r,^{p® (7)). • 

In an entirely analogous way, one can extend all the other properties of functional 

dependencies to hold for temporal functional dependencies. 

Our approach uses the bitemporal conceptual data model, along with the timeslice 

operators p and r, to define the notion of a temporal functional dependency. It is possible 

to map such dependencies into representational data models. Specifically, if appropriate 

valid and transaction timeslice operators are defined in the representational model, then 

the definition of temporal functional dependency and the various temporal normal forms 

apply directly to that model. 
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In Chapter 2, we have provided timeslice operators for the popular data models of 

tuple timestamping (e.g., [BZ82, NA89, Sad87, Sar90b, Sno87, Sno93]), backlogs (e.g., 

[Kim78, JMRS93]), and attribute value timestamping (e.g., [CC87, Tan86, Gad88, LJ88] 

[McK88, MS91]). Those operators, combined with the definitions provided in this chapter, 

enable model-specific definitions of temporal functional dependencies, keys, and normal 

forms. 

The result is a consistent and wholesale application of existing dependency and nor

malization theory to valid-time, transaction-time, and bitemporal databases in a wide 

variety of temporal relational data models. 

3.7 Application to Spatial Databases 

The graphical representation of a bitemporal element as an area in the two-dimensional 

valid-time/transaction-time space (see Figure 2.1(b) in Chapter 2) leads one to consider 

spatial databases, which are either two dimensional (e.g., index by latitude and longitude 

over the surface of the Earth, c.f., [MLC89]) or three dimensions (e.g., the third dimension 

being altitude or depth, c.f., [Jon89]). In fact, the entire discussion of generalizing normal 

form and dependency theory to accommodate time can be applied to space. In this section, 

we outline this correspondence. 

Each relation in the spatial data model would be "space-stamped" with an implicit 

spatial element S, which is a set of n-dimensional quanta (the spatial analogue of the 

temporal "chronon"). For two-dimensional modeling, bispatial elements would be used; 

for three-dimensional modeling, trispatial elements would be used. In the following, we 

will focus on geographical applications that require modeling the surface of the Earth in 

two dimensions [BW89]. 

Relations can be of several general types. 

Space and time invariant — modeled with a valid-time element of "all time" (from be

ginning to forever) and a bispatial element of "everywhere." An example is the 

relation ParentOf = (Parent, Child). 

Space invariant, time varying — modeled with a bispatial element of everywhere. An 
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example is the Emp = (Name, Dept, PhNo ] T) relation discussed in detail earlier. 

Space varying, time invariant— modeled with a valid-time element of all time. An 

example is the relation Elevation = (Value | S), with a value at each point on 

the Earth (geographical databases do not consider geological processes that could 

change the elevation, so for all practical purposes it is time invariant). 

Space and time varying — modeled with an arbitrary bitemporal/bispatial element, a 

set of 4-dimensional quanta. An example is the Emp = (Name, Dept, PhNo | 

S-T) relation modeling employees that conamute between two (or more) different 

company plants and who are possibly in different departments in different locations. 

Spatial extensions of the relational operators could be defined. For example, x-slice 

and y-slice operators, analogous to valid and transaction timeslice, could be defined. The 

spaces lice of a relation r, then, is a relation containing the tuples in r that apply to specified 

values of x and y. 

The functional dependency X - ^Y  can be generalized to a spatial functional depen

dency, denoted by formalizing the dependency predicate to apply to all space slices 

of all possible extensions, as well as a spatiotemporal functional dependency, denoted 

X^I^Y, that would take all space slices and time snapshots of all possible extensions. The 

spatial and spatiotemporal functional dependencies introduced here are highly restricted, 

as they are defined in terms of single space slices and time snapshots. 

Like the temporal functional dependency, these dependencies would be natural gen

eralizations of the snapshot functional dependency. More specifically, the statement 

concerning temporal functional dependencies in Theorem 3.5.1 would also apply to these 

new dependencies. 

Finally, it is possible to generalize all of the other dependency results, multivalued, 

fourth and fifth normal forms, etc. to the spatial and spatiotemporal regimes. 
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3.8 Summary 

The contributions of this research can be summarized as follows. 

• We enumerated the essential qualities of conventional database design theory, in 

order to develop temporal database design techniques that possess the same qualities. 

• We conducted the first comprehensive evaluation of previous contributions in tem

poral dependency theory, temporal keys, and temporal normal forms. 

• We extended conventional database design to the temporal context, in a namral, 

consistent, and wholesale fashion. This was made possible, in part, through the 

careful design of the BCDM as a natural and minimal extension of the relational 

model. 

• Using these techniques, we showed how temporal database design is closely mod

eled on relational database design. A temporal database designer would follow 

largely the same process as he or she would when designing an analogous relational 

database. 

In this chapter, we have defined consistent temporal extensions of the concepts of fiinc-

tional dependencies, keys, and normal forms. We briefly surveyed conventional normal

ization concepts and extracted desiderata enumerating those properties of conventional 

concepts that we would like temporal normalization concepts to also possess. We further 

conducted the first thorough survey of previous contributions related to temporal relational 

database design. In part, this was done in attempt to build on existing contributions and 

to put our proposal into a proper perspective. 

Our definitions were shown to be more natural extensions than those previously 

proposed, in the sense that they satisfied all desiderata. The generality of our approach 

was indicated by applying it to spatial databases. The result is a consistent and wholesale 

application of existing dependency and normalization theory to valid-time, transaction-

time, bitemporal, spatial, and spatiotemporal databases, in a variety of existing temporal 
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relational data models, allowing temporal and spatial database design to closely parallel 

conventional database design. 

We emphasize here the three fundamental decisions that made this possible. First, we 

used snapshot equivalence of temporal relations (defined as having identical snapshots 

over all valid and transaction times) as a formalization of the notion of temporal relations 

having the same information content. Second, we focused on the semantics of temporal 

relations rather than their representation. Our use of snapshot equivalence, in conjunction 

with the fact that representational models generally provide the means to compute snap

shots, enabled this conceptual focus. The concepts apply globally, across most if not all 

existing representational temporal data models. As a result, new concepts are not needed 

for each representational data model. Third, the BCDM has the important characteristic 

that relation instances with the same information content are identical. 

Using these techniques, a temporal database designer would follow largely the same 

process as he or she would when designing the schema of an analogous snapshot relation. 

Hence, the large body of research in relational database design, as well as any accompa

nying design techniques and tools, can be applied directly to design temporal schemas, 

without the development of new tools, and minimal re-education of database designers. 
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CHAPTER 4 

A TEMPORAL ALGEBRA 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we turn our attention from conceptual issues to implementation-related 

issues, specifically query processing issues for BCDM databases. 

The data model of Chapter 2 has been adopted as the data model underlying TSQL2, 

the first consensus temporal query language [SAA''"94]. TSQL2, and most relationally-

based query languages, are declarative, and as such, requires a procedural equivalent for 

implementation. We describe in this chapter an algebraic language that is the procedural 

equivalent of TSQL2. While this algebra is necessarily unique to TSQL2 (we initially 

undertook this design to show that TSQL2 can be efficiently implemented with minimal 

extension of existing techniques) it serves to illustrate how query processing may be 

supported in any BCDM derived DBMS. 

TSQL2 was designed as an extension of SQL-92 [MS93]. We had a parallel goal 

in the construction of this algebra. Namely, whenever possible, we extend, rather than 

modify, the snapshot relational algebra to accommodate the TSQL2 data model. This ex

tension is performed to allow the use of established optimization strategies and evaluation 

algorithms. In addition, we have the somewhat conflicting goal of completeness, i.e., any 

query expressible in TSQL2 should be implementable as an algebraic expression. We 

informally demonstrate how TSQL2 language clauses are supported in the algebra. 

We first describe an algebra for the conceptual data model [SAA'^94]. As TSQL2 

supports six types of relations, snapshot, valid-time state, valid-time event, transaction 

time, bitemporal state, and bitemporal event, we describe six corresponding operator sets. 

This algebra is minimal in that each defined operator is used by some construct in the 

language. We also show how language constructs map to the algebra, thereby providing 
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an informal demonstration that the algebra has sufficient expressive power to implement 

the language. 

With this (conceptual) algebra in hand, we continue by describing a representational 

algebra that supports the conceptual semantics, but is better suited for efficient query 

processing. We assume a INF tuple-timestamping data model, thereby allowing the adap

tation of well-understood storage organization, query optimization, and query evaluation 

techniques. The correspondence between the conceptual and representational algebras is 

described. 

The algebra represents a single, but important, portion of a DBMS supporting TSQL2. 

We briefly show how such a DBMS can be realized. As with the algebra, we start with a 

conventional DBMS architecture and minimally extend it with temporal support, thereby 

using established technologies and algorithms whenever possible. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we define the 

conceptual algebra using the mple relational calculus. The description of the algebra is 

organized around the specific data models supported by the language. A brief discussion 

of additional operators that can be defined in terms of the core operators in provided in 

Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, we examine the expressive power of the defined algebra, and 

informally argue that the algebra has sufficient power to express most TSQL2 queries. We 

also argue that the algebra is minimal in the sense that each algebraic operator is necessary 

to implement some language construct. In Section 4.5, we discuss implementation. 

We show how the semantics of the conceptual algebra can be supported in a INF data 

model that is well-suited for query evaluation, and argue that efficient support for the 

semantics of the concepmal model can be achieved. We then address the larger question 

of how to construct a DBMS architecture supporting TSQL2. Finally, we summarize the 

contributions of this research in Section 4.7. 

4.2 Conceptual Algebra 

In this section, we describe an extended relational algebra that supports TSQL2. This 

extended algebra operates on conceptual relations as described in the TSQL2 data model 

commentary [JSS94a]. 
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As stated above, a goal of this design is completeness. We describe the support for 

each of the six TSQL2 relation types, snapshot, valid-time state and valid-time event, 

transaction time, and bitemporal state and bitemporal event, beginning with the snapshot 

model. 

Throughout the chapter we use the following conventions. Operators superscripted 

with or ^ denote valid-time state or valid-time event operators, respectively; similarly, 

the superscript ̂  indicates a transaction-time operator, and the superscripts and indicate 

bitemporal state and bitemporal event operators, respectively. 

4.2.1 Snapshot Support 

The snapshot algebra described here serves two purposes. First, it is used to implement 

queries on snapshot databases, as supported by the base SQL-92 language. Second, it 

provides a set of base operators that we later extend, and augment, with temporal support. 

4.2.1.1 Formalization 

Following Maier [MOP85], a relation schema i? is a set of attribute names {A1.A2, 

A„ }. Corresponding to each attribute name A„ 1 < z < n, is a set Di called the domain of 

A,. We define D = Dix Do ><•.• .x D„. A relation r on schema R, sometimes denoted as 

r { R ) ,  is a finite set of mappings ii, xo. • • •. from R  to D .  Hence r  =  {xi. xo 2:^}. 

Note that r is a set, hence Vi, j, 1 < i,j < h, i  ̂  j z,- xj. 

4.2.1.2 Snapshot Operators 

Figure 4.1 lists the operators on snapshot relations. In the figure, X represents a set 

of attribute names in R, S{X) is a. set of expressions involving X, P is a predicate on 

expressions over the attributes of R, and N is a relation name. The operators are named 

projection, selection, Cartesian product, left-outer join, union, difference, and rename, 

respectively. Tuple calculus definitions of these operators are found elsewhere [MOP85]. 
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7rg(X) : 5 ->• g 

ap  :  s  s  

X : s X s —)• s 

=txi : s X s —)• s 

U : s X s —)• s 

— : s X s —> s 

p\ : s —> s 

Figure 4.1: Snapshot Operators 

4.2.2 Valid-Time Support 

In this section, we modify the snapshot algebra just defined to support valid time, thereby 

producing a valid-time algebra. As TSQL2 supports two varieties of valid-time relations, 

namely, valid-time state and valid-time event relations, we define a set of operators for 

each. We begin by extending the formalization of snapshot relations to incorporate valid 

time. 

4.2.2.1 Formalization 

A valid-time relation schema R = {A1.A2 A„ | V} is a finite set of explicit attribute 

names {Ai. Ao A„} and a distinguished timestamp attribute V. Corresponding to 

each attribute name A,, 1 < i < n, is a set D, called the domain of A,. We define 

D = Di X Z?2 X ... X £)„. We use T^. to represent the set of all valid times, and denote 

the power set of Tf by ^(Ti.). The domain of V is 

We use to represent the explicit attributes of R, i.e., R^ = {Ai. Ao A„}. A 

relation r on schema R, denoted as r(R), is a finite set of mappings xi, xn, .. - , x/t 

from R^ to D, where associated with each x„ 1 < i < fc, is a non-empty timestamp 

attribute 6 'P [%) .  Hence r  = {zi| ti.xol to xtj t k } .  As in the snapshot model, 

Vi. J. 1 < i.j < k, i ̂  j Xi ̂  Xj, i.e., tuples with identical explicit attribute values, 

so-called value-equivalent tuples, are disallowed. 

Example 4.2.1 Consider a valid-time relation schema Emp = {Name, Dept | V}. Let the 
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domain of the Name attribute be the set {Al, Bill} and the domain of the Dept attribute 

be the set {Ship, Load}. Then Emp® = (Name, Dept), and the domain of Emp'', D, is the 

Cartesian product {Al, Bill} x {Ship, Load}. 

For the valid-time attribute, let the domain of valid-times be isomorphic to the natural 

numbers {0,1,...}. Then the domain of V = P({0.1 }). 

Figure 4.2 shows a relation Employee(Emp). 

Name Dept V 

Al Ship {10 15,20 25} 

Al Load {21 24} 

Bill Load {35 45} 

Figure 4.2: Employee Relation 

Each tuple in the relation represents a single fact and when that fact was true in the 

modeled reality. For example, the first tuple records the fact that Al worked for the 

Shipping department from times 10 through 15 and again from times 20 to 25. Notice that 

the timestamp associated with this tuple is truly a set of chronons (representing a union of 

maximal time periods), rather than a contiguous period of time. 

Notice also that the relation obeys the restriction that value-equivalent tuples are 

disallowed. None of the three tuples share the same values on both their Name and Dept 

attributes. • 

Notationally, we use the subscript p to represent a predicate on R, and the subscript 

F to represent a function on the distinguished timestamp attribute V. All of the attribute-

dependent functions of TSQL2 (and, consequently SQL-92), including those on user-

defined t ime,  are  permit ted within the operator  subscr ipts  p and f .  Capital  le t ters  A, 

B, and C (possibly subscripted) represent individual attributes of R^. Similarly, capital 

letters X, Y, and Z represent subsets of R''. Lower case letters x, y, and ^ (possibly 

subscripted) represent tuples in r. 
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4.2.2^ Valid-Time State Operators 

Figure 4.3 lists the valid-time state operators. In the figure, vs represents a valid-time 

state relation, bs represents a bitemporal state relation (defined in Section 4.2.4.1), and s 

represents a snapshot relation. 

y )  p  :  v s  v s  

a^p : vs vs 

us X • • • X us —> us 

^RF.F' - vs X vs vs 

: us X us —> us 

—: us X us us 

p,v : us us 

:vs-^bs 

SN : vs s 

SLp^ : us —)• us 

Figure 4.3: Valid-Time State Operators 

In comparison to the snapshot operators in Figure 4.1, we note that seven of the ten 

operators are generalizations of their snapshot counterparts; only three additional operators 

not having snapshot analogs are introduced. (In the operator set, the valid-time theta-join 

replaces the snapshot Cartesian product as a base operator.) 

Let X C be a subset of the explicit attributes of relation schema R. The valid-

time projection operator has two subscripts: a set of expressions £{X) to project, and an 

expression F evaluating to a valid-time element, which produces the timestamp of the 

result tuple. The expressions S{X) correspond to the expressions present in the SELECT 

clause of a TSQL2 query. In the following definition, we use £{x[X]) to mean the 

expressions £{X) evaluated using ±e attribute values of tuple x. 
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I 3x 6 r {z[S[X)] = 5(x[X])A F(x[V]) C ^[V])A 

Vxi 6 r (^(xi[X]) = z[S{X)\ ̂  F(xi[V]) C 2[Y])A 

Vt 6 z[W] 3x2 6 r {S{x2[X]) = z[S{X)] A t 6 F(i2[V]))A 

4V] 0} 

As the projection may produce value-equivalent tuples on 5(X), the second line collapses 

each set of value-equivalent mples into a single result tuple. We term this process 

coalescing. The timestamp of the result mple is produced by the applying the ftmction 

F to the timestamps of each of the value-equivalent tuples, and then unioning the results. 

The last line ensures ±at no spurious chronons are introduced. 

In general, other operators, such as the slice operator SLp® (defined below), may pro

duce non-coalesced results. Technically, this violates the restriction that value-equivalent 

tuples are not allowed in the data model. However, the presence of value-equivalent tuples 

is generally restricted to intermediate query results. The projection operator can always 

be applied when a coalesced result is needed. 

Example 4.2.2 Let F compute the intersection of a tuple's valid time with the set 

{14 22}. Using the Employee relation of Figure 4.2, the result of 

7r{.Vame}.VALID(£mp/oyee)n{14 shown belOW. 

Name V 

A1 {14,15.20.21,22} 

The first two tuples in Figure 4.2 contribute to the single result tuple. The result is 

coalesced by the projection. The last tuple in Figure 4.2 does not produce an output tuple 

since the resulting timestamp is empty. • 

Let P be a predicate on R. Then the selection of P on r, a),, is defined as follows. 

(^) = {2 I 2 6 r A P{z)} 

The valid-time selection operator is identical to its snapshot counterpart. 
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The valid-time theta-join, is an n-way join of the n input relations r^, ro, . -., 

r„. A result tuple representing the concatenation of the input tuples x„ 1 < z < n, is 

produced if the predicate P is satisfied. The timestamp of the result tuple is computed by 

the fiinction F. 

^p.F (n.ro r„) = I  3xieri3x2 6  To . . .  3 x „  6  r„ 

{P{xi\ti.x2\t2. a:n|tn)A 

= Xi[iZf] A ... A z[R%] = x„[i2®]A 

z[V] = F{x,[V].X2[W] x„[V])A 

2[V] # 0)} 

where m = S-LjiZf | 

The valid-time natural join is defined in terms of this operator by specifying the identity 

function for P and set intersection for F, and using valid-time projection. 

Example 4.2 J To illustrate the valid-time theta-join we introduce a new relation Manages 

with schema (Dept, MgrName | V). The contents of the Manages relation is shown below. 

Dept MgrName V 

Ship George {11 22} 

Load Dan {24 36} 

The expression ^ £mployee .Dept=Managei i .Dept .Vf iLlD(Employee)nvfd . lO{Manage3)  {Employee ,  

Manages) produces a relation showing employees and their managers, by linking the 

relations through their common Dept attributes. The result of this expression is as follows. 

Using intersection for the timestamp computation finds precisely those time periods when 

an employee worked for a department managed by some manager. 

Name EmpIoyee.Dept Manages.Dept MgrName V 

A1 Ship Ship George {IL. ...15.20,21.22} 

A1 Load Load Dan {24} 

Bill Load Load Dan {35.36} 
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• 

For the family of outer-join operators, we only discuss the valid-time left outer-join, 

ri To. The right and full variants can be defined in a similar manner. Two tuples 

xi 6 ri and xo 6 r2 produce one or two output mples, if they satisfy the predicate P. If 

P evaluates to TRUE then a result mple is generated which is the concatenation of xi and 

X2, with the result of F(xi[V].x2[V]) as the timestamp value. A second result tuple is 

also produced. The explicit attribute values of this tuple are set to the attribute values of 

xi, however, null values replace the attribute values of xo. The timestamp of the resulting 

tuple is set to F'(xx[V], X2[V]). (In most cases, F' will be the difference fiinction on the 

argument timestamps.) 

Ti To = | 3xi6ri3x2 6 r2{P{Xi\ti. X2\t2)A 

{(z[i?f] = Xi[i?f] A z[R^ = X2[R^/\ 

2[V]=F(XI[V].X2[V]))V 

(2[i2i] = Xi[i?i] A z[E^ =± A 

Z[V ]  =  F' (x i [V] .X2[V]) )AZ[V]#0)}  

To define the union operator, let both ri and be instances of R. 

Ti r2 = I (3x6 Tj 3y 6 ro (x[i2®] = 2/[/2®] A = x[i?®]A 

z[V]=x[V]Uy[V]))V 

{3x € ri {z[R^] = x[R^] A (-i3y 6 r2{y[R^] = x[/il®]))A 

z[V]=x[V]))V 

(3y 6 r2 [z[R^] = y[R^] A (-i3x € ri{x[iJ"=] = j/[i?^]))A 

4v]=y[v]))} 

The first line coalesces value-equivalent tuples in ri and r2. The second line accounts 

for tuples in rj that have no value-equivalent tuples in r^. The third line handles the 

symmetric case. 
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With ri and ro defined as above, valid-time state difference is defined as follows. 

n ro = I 3x € n ((2[i2=] = x[i2=])A 

{{3y 6 ro {z[R^] = y[R-] A z[Y] = x[V] - y[V]) A z[V] 0)V 

(-.3y € ro [z[R^] = y[i2®]) A z[V] = x[V])))} 

The last two lines compute the valid-time element, depending on whether a value-

equivalent mple may be found in ro. 

The operator py accepts a valid-time state relation as an argument and returns the 

same relation renamed to the subscript N. It is used when the same relation is referenced 

through different correlation names. 

The operator transforms a valid-time state relation into a bitemporal state 

relation. (Bitemporal relation schemas are defined in Section 4.2.4.1.) Each tuple in the 

input relation produces exactly one output mple, whose timestamp is constructed as the 

cross product of the current transaction time and the valid time of the mput mple. 

In the following definitions, the function bijchr computes the set of bitemporal 

chronons from the set of argument transaction times and the set of argument valid times. 

The symbol C( denotes the current transaction time. 

bi.chr{T. V) = {{t.v)\teTAveV} 

ATV®-®®(r) = I 3x 6 r{z[R^] = A 2[T] = 6i_c/ir({c(}, z[V])} 

The SN operator transforms a valid-time state relation into a snapshot relation, by 

simply removing the timestamp associated with each input tuple. 

1 3x € r{z[R^] = x[i2«])} 

For each tuple a: 6 r, the slice operator SLp^ generates possibly many result tuples, 

each value-equivalent to x, and timestamped with a maximal period contained in x[V]. 

(As noted above, this operator violates the restriction against value-equivalent tuples. The 

projection operator may be subsequently applied to coalesce the result.) In this operator. 
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the subscript p specifies that the operator performs partitioning; it is not a predicate as for 

the selection and join operators. 

Prior to defining the slice operator, we first derive the maximal periods from x[V]. 

The predicate isContiguous determines if the valid-time element u is a set of contiguous 

chronons contained in the valid-time element V. 

isContiguous {v. V) = 
TRUE if Vt € V { m i n { v )  < t <  m a x { v )  = >  t  ^ v )  

FALSE otherwise 

The function maxPeriods produces the maximal periods in the argument valid-time 

element V using isContiguous to determine the corresponding contiguous valid-time 

elements contained in V. In the following definition, the ftmctions min and max return 

the smallest and largest chronons, respectively, in their argiraient sets. 

maxPeriods{V) = {[min{v),Tnax{v)] \ isContiguous {v. V) A 

-<3v'{isContiguous{v\ V^) A i; C u')} 

with the restriction that Vi 6 V 6 maxPeriods{V){min{v) <t< max[v)) 

The first conjunct ensures that generated periods correspond to contiguous chronon sets 

in V. The second conjunct ensures that the periods are maximal. The restriction ensures 

that no information is lost. 

The slice operator simply replicates the explicit attribute values of the tuples in the 

argument relation and attaches a timestamp from the set of maximal periods. 

SLp^(r) = I 3z 6 r 6 maxPeTiods{x\W]){z[R^] = A 2[V] = u)} 

Example 4.2.4 Using the Employee relation of Figure 4.2, the result of SVp [Employee) 

is shown below. 
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Name Dept V 

Al Ship [10,15] 

AI Ship [20,25] 

Al Load [21,24] 

BUI Load [35,45] 

Notice that the tuple (Al, Ship, {10,..., 15.20 25}) produces two tuples in the sliced 

relation corresponding to the two maximal periods [10,15] and [20,25] contained in its 

timestamp. The remaining tuples each contribute a single tuple to the result since only a 

single maximal period is contained in their timestamps. • 

4.2.2.3 Valid-Time Event Operators 

In die valid-time event model, the timestamp V associated with each tuple is a set of 

valid-time instants, rather than a union of periods as in the valid-time state model. Hence, 

instants play the analogous role to periods in the valid-time state model. In particular, the 

slicing operations on valid-time event relations create a group of value-equivalent tuples 

each stamped with a single instant from the timestamp of the input tuple. 

With this slight distinction, the valid-time state and valid-time event operators are 

identical. Figure 4.4 sununarizes the valid-time event operators. In the figure, ve rep

resents a valid-time event relation, be represents a bitemporal event relation (defined in 

Secdon 4.2.4.1), and s represents a snapshot relation. 

Comparing Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, we note that for each valid-time event operator, 

there is a corresponding valid-time state operator. As the definitions of the valid-time 

event operators are nearly identical to those of their valid-time state counterparts (modulo 

the appropriate superscripts, i.e., ^ rather than and rather than ®®), we omit their 

definitions. 

4.2.3 IVansaction-Ilme Support 

The algebra defined in the previous section supports valid-time which models changes in 

the real-world. We now address the orthogonal issue of supporting transaction-time, which 
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Figure 4.4: Valid-Time Event Operators 

models the update activity of the database. Unlike valid-time, there is no notion of event 

associated with transaction-time. Hence, we define a single algebra for transaction-time 

relations. 

As before, we begin by extending the snapshot formalization of Section 4.2.1.1, and 

continue by discussing the semantics of the operators. 

4.2.3.1 Formalization 

A transaction-time relation schema R = {Ai,A2 A„| T} is a finite set of explicit 

attribute names {Ai.Ao A„} and a distinguished timestamp attribute T. Correspond

ing to each attribute name A,, 1 < z < n, is a set D, called the domain of A, . We define 

D = Di X Do X. ... X D„. We use Tt to represent the set of all transaction times, and 

denote the power set of T, by P(r,). The domain of T is T'(rt). 

We use to represent the explicit attributes of R, i.e., R^ = {A1.A2, >!„}. 

A relation r on schema R, sometimes denoted as r(i?), is a finite set of mappings xi, 

X2, ..., xjt from R^ to D, where associated with each x,, 1 < i < fc, is a non-empty 

timestamp attribute f, £V{Tt). As for the valid-time models, no value-equivalent tuples 

may be present in the relation, i.e., Vz.jM < i.j < k, i ^ j ^ x, ^ xj. Hence 
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r = {Zi| ti.X2\ t2,...,Xk\ ffc}. 

All operators on transaction-time relations are superscripted with The subscript p 

represents a predicate on R; the subscript f represents a fimction on the distinguished 

timestamp attribute T. 

4.2.3.2 Operators 

Figure 4.5 shows the transaction-time operators. In the figure, t represents a transaction-

time relation, and s represents a snapshot relation. 

^s(X).F 

a p  : t  t  

t y. • • • X t -)• t 

I t  X t t 

\J^ :t X t 

pjr :t -¥t 

S N ^ ^ - > s  

SL^ 

Figure 4.5: Transaction Time Operators 

In comparison with the snapshot operators in Figure 4.1, we note that all transaction-

time operators except one are generalizations of some corresponding snapshot operator. 

The additional operator, SN transforms a transaction-time relation to a snapshot relation. 

Furthermore, we note that the set of transaction time operators is a "subset" of the set 

of valid-time state or valid-time event operators, i.e., there is an analogous valid-time 

state operator for each transaction-time operator. As ±e semantics of the transaction-time 

operators are nearly identical to the valid-time operators, modulo the timestamp attribute 

name and the proper superscripts, we omit their definitions. 
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4.2.4 Bitemporal Support 

Having defined operators for both valid-time and transaction-time relations, we now 

synthesize these operators mto operators that accept bitemporal relations as input. 

As before, we begin by formalizing bitemporal relations. We then define operators on 

bitemporal relations. 

4.2.4.1 Formalization 

A bitemporal relation schema R = {Ai, A2,..., i4„| T} is a finite set of explicit attribute 

names {A1.A2 A„} and a distinguished timestamp attribute T. Corresponding to 

each attribute name A„ 1 < z < n, is a set Di called the domain of A,-. We define 

£) = X X ... X £)„. Let Tt be the set of all transaction times, and T[. be the set 

of all valid times. We use V{Tt x Ty) to denote the power set of the set of bitemporal 

chronons. The domain of T is V[Tt x T^). 
We use to represent the explicit attributes of R, i.e., R^ = {Ai,A2, 

A relation r on schema R, sometimes denoted as t{R), is a finite set of mappings xi, 

xo, - - -, Xjt from R^ to D, where associated with each x„ 1 < i < A:, is a non-empty 

timestamp attribute i,- € 'P(Tt xTi,). We add the explicit restriction that V2,j. 1 < < k, 

i  ̂  j  X i  ^  X j .  Hence r = {xj t i . x o ]  xjt| ijt}. 

In the following, the subscript p represents a predicate on R, and the subscript 

f represents a function on the valid-time component of the distinguished timestamp 

attribute T. 

4.2.4.2 Bitemporal Operators 

Figure 4.6 shows the bitemporal state and bitemporal event operators. In the figure, 

bs represents a bitemporal state relation, be represents a bitemporal event relation, us 

r e p r e s e n t s  a  v a l i d - t i m e  s t a t e  r e l a t i o n ,  v e  r e p r e s e n t s  a  v a l i d - t i m e  e v e n t  r e l a t i o n ,  a n d  t  

represents a transaction-time relation. 

Comparing the operator set in Figure 4.6 to the previously defined operator sets shows 

that all of the bitemporal operators are either direct generalizations of their snapshot 
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- b s ^ b s  --be-^be 

Cp : bs bs <Tp : be be 

txipf: bs X X bs bs be X • • • X be be 
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: bs X bs bs —: be X be be 

pjv : bs —¥ bs :be be 

: b s - ^ v s  SN®^^:6e->ue  

SH'^^-.bs-yt SN®":6e- f t  

SL®' :bs-^bs SL'" :be^be 

SL|? ibs^bs SLp^ : be be 

Figure 4.6: Bitemporal Operators 

counterparts, or generalizations of the few additional operators defined for valid-time or 

transaction-time relations. 

In the following, we define the operators that differ from the valid-time state operators 

of Section 4.2.2.2. The definitions of the remaining operators are easily generalized from 

the valid-time operators. As the definitions of the bitemporal state and bitemporal event 

operators are identical, modulo the appropriate superscript, we omit the definitions of the 

bitemporal event operators. 

The bitemporal theta-join is an n-way join. A result tuple representing the concate

nation of the input tuples ar„ 1 < i < n, is produced if the predicate P is satisfied. The 

valid time of a result tuple is produced using the function F. If the intersection of the 

transaction time components of the input tuples is non-empty then the timestamp of the 

r e s u l t  m p l e  i s  p r o d u c e d  b y  t h e  c r o s s - p r o d u c t  o f  t h i s  i n t e r s e c t i o n  w i t h  t h e  r e s u l t  o f  F .  

Otherwise, the transaction time of the result tuple defaults to the current transaction time. 

The function computeTrans returns the argument set of transaction times, if it is 

non-empty. Otherwise, the singleton set containing only the current transaction time is 

returned. 
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T 
computeTrans{T) = < 

I {cf} otherwise 

The limestamp of a result tuple is produced by the Cartesian product of the result of 

computeTrans on the intersection of the transaction times of the input tuples, and the 

result of F. 

(ri.ro r„) = {2(-r=il^l)+i | 32i6ri3x2 6 ro ... 3x„ € r„ 

{P{Xi\ti,X2\t2, .. • ,x„\t„)A 

z[Rl] = a:i[i2f]A 

z[i2|] = Xof-Ro] A ... A z[R%] = x„[i?®]A 

z[T] = bi.chr{T', V^'))} 

where T' = comptiteTrans(TRANSACTION(xi[T]) fl 

transaction(X2[T]) n.. .  n  

transaction(x„ [T])) 

and V = F(VALID(xi[T]), VALID(X2[T ] ) ,  . . V A L I D {x„[T])) 

Using bitemporal state projection and set intersection for F, it is possible to define the 

bitemporal state natural join in terms of this operator. 

For the family of outer-join operators, we only discuss the bitemporal state left outer-

join. The right and full variants can be defined in a similar manner. Two tuples xi E ri and 

xo € To produce one or two output tuples, if they satisfy the predicate P. If P evaluates 

to TRUE then a result tuple is generated which is the concatenation of xi and xo, with the 

result of F(VALID(XI[T]). VALID(X2[T])) as its valid time. A second result tuple is also 

produced if xi[T] — X2[T] 0. The explicit attribute values of this tuple are set to the 

attribute values of xi, however, null values replace the attribute values of xo- The valid 

time of the resulting tuple is set to F'(VALID(xi[T]). VALID(X2[T])). Normally, F' is 

the difference function on timestamps. 
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ri =«pjrjrf r2 = I 3xi6ri3x2 6 r2(P(xx|ti,a;2|i2)A 

{(z[jRi] = Xi[i2f] A z[R^] = X2[Ii^]A 

z[T] = bijchr{T',V'))y 

(2[i?f] = XI[-Ri] A z[Ii^] =X A 

z[T] = bijchr{T\ V")) A ^[T] ^0)} 

where T' and V are as defined for the bitemporal theta-join, and V" = F'(VALID(XI[T]). 

VALID(X2[T])). 

The operator transforms a bitemporal state relation into a valid-time state 

relation, by simply removing the transaction times associated with each input mple. 

I 3x 6 rizlR'] = xlR'^] A ^[V] = {v |  3(t. v) 6 x[T]})} 

The operator transforms a bitemporal state relation into a transaction-time 

relation, by simply removing the valid times associated with each input tuple. 

SN®'-^(r) = I Bx e r{z[R^] = x[i?^] A z[T] = {t \ 3{t, v) € x[T]})} 

The slice operators SL®® and SLp generate possibly many result tuples firom a single 

input tuple. Each result tuple is value-equivalent to the input tuple. In the case of SL the 

result tuples are timestamped with a maximal transaction-time period and the valid-time 

element corresponding to that transaction time. For SLp, each result tuple is timestamped 

with a maximal non-overlapping rectangle in bitemporal space. 

In the following we use the meets and overlaps operators as defined in the language 

definition commentary [SAA+94]. 

SL®®(r) = {2^"+-) I 3x € r{z[R^] = x[iJ®] A bij:hr{z[T], z[V]) Cx[T])} 

with the added restrictions that 

Vzi. Z2 6 SL®^(r)(2i[i2'] = Z2[R^] =>• -'(2i[T] meets Z2[T] A 2i[V] = 22[V])A 

-1(21 [T] overlaps 22[T])) 

Vx € r Vt G x[T] 3z 6 SL®^{r)(x[i2®] = z[R^] At £ bij:hr{z[T] ,  ̂ [V])) 
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The first restriction ensures that the transaction-time periods are maximal, for a constant 

valid-time element. The second restriction ensures that no information is lost by the 

operation. 

SLp (r) = I 3a: 6 t { z [ R ^ \  = x[i2®]A6i_c/ir(2[T].a;[V]) C x[T])} 

with the added restrictions that 

V21.Z2 € SLp (r)(2x[i?®] = Z2[R^] =>• (6?-c/ir(2i[T],Z2[V]) n6z_c/ir(22[T].22[V]) = 0A 

2i[T] meets 22[T] 2i[V] ^ 22 [V] A 

2i[T] overlaps zofT] "'(•zi[V] meets 22[V]))) 

Vz 6 r Vf 6 i[T] 3z 6 SLp (r)(i[i2®] = z[R^] At E bLchr{z[r],  ̂ [V])) 

The first restriction ensures that the resulting bitemporal rectangles do not overlap, that 

the transaction-time periods are maximal (for a constant valid-time period), and that the 

valid-time periods are in fact maximal. The second restriction ensures that no information 

is lost by the operation. 

4.2.5 Summary 

We have defined a conceptual algebra for TSQL2 implementation. The algebra consists 

of six operators sets, one for each of the relation types supported by TSQL2. A salient 

feature of the algebra is that most of the operators are simple generalizations of existing 

snapshot operators. Specifically, all but three of the valid-time state and valid-time event 

operators, one of the transaction time operators, and four of the bitemporal state and event 

operators are generalizations of corresponding snapshot operators. 

A consequence of this design is that implementation of the algebra is able to make use 

of existing, and well-understood, snapshot query optimization and evaluation techniques. 

As most operators are snapshot extensions, adaptation of existing techniques is simplified. 

Moreover, since only a few new operators are added we minimize the additional effort 

needed to extend query optimization to acconunodate these operators, as well as the 

number of new query evaluation algorithms needed by the query processor. 
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4.3 Extended Operators of the Conceptual Algebra 

The following are usefiil valid-time operators that can be expressed in terms of the core 

operators described in the previous section. Similar definitions are easily constructed for 

the transaction-time and bitemporal models. 

Let ri and ro be valid-time state or valid-time event relations on schemas Ri and R2, 

respectively, and letX = RID RX be the attributes they have in common. 

The valid-time Cartesian product ri x r2 is defined in terms of the 2-way valid-time 

theta-join as follows. 

V V,2 
Ti X To = Ti W7-/?C/£.VAI.ID(ri)nVALID(r2) ^2 

With ri and rn valid-time relations over schemas Ri and R2, respectively, as before, 

the 2-way valid-time natural join of ri and r2, ri r2 is defined as follows. (As before, 

ID denotes the identity fiinction.) 

rj M - r2 = R'^UR^JDV I ^ri..4i=r2..4iA...Ari..4m=r2-.-lm,VALID(ri)nVALID(r2) 

Valid-time intersection is defined using valid-time relational difference. 

Tj n^' To = ri (ri r2) 

Valid-time slice returns the set of tuples valid during a particular chronon. This 

operator is defined in terms of a selection on a valid-time relation r. We define two 

variants of this operator. In the first, result tuples retain the valid-time element associated 

wi± the original tuples. 

"tt (^) = overlaps validcrjt'')) 

In the second variant, the timestamp is removed, thereby producing the snapshot relation 

valid during a particular chronon. 

('*) — SN(<7j overlaps valid(r)(^)) 
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4.4 Expressive Power 

The defined algebra is able to implement many of the common TSQL2 queries. However, 

there remain language features, namely data definition statements and temporal aggrega

tion constructs, that are not yet supported by the algebra. We are currently adding support 

for temporal aggregates. 

For this version of the algebra, we now examine its expressive power with respect 

to TSQL2. Our purpose is to informally demonstrate that the algebra has the following 

properties. 

1. The operator set is minimal, in the sense that each defined operator is necessary for 

some linguistic construct. 

2. Each TSQL2 construct has some corresponding algebraic operator, thereby demon

strating that the algebra is complete. 

We limit the discussion to the bitemporal state algebra, one of the two most complex 

variants of the algebra. Similar arguments are easily constructed for the remaining operator 

sets. 

4.4.1 Necessity 

In this section, we show that each bitemporal state operation has a corresponding linguistic 

construct in TSQL2, thereby demonstrating that this operator set is minimal. Throughout 

this section, we use the bitemporal state relation Employee = (Name, Dept | T) to illustrate 

the discussion. Additional schemas and relations are introduced as necessary. 

4.4.1.1 Projection Operator 

The bitemporal state projection operator is used both to implement projection in the 

select clause, and to implement restructuring, if specified, in the from clause. 

For example, consider the query "What are the names of all employees and when did 

they work for the company?" This query can be expressed in TSQL2 as follows. 
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SELECT Name 

FROM Employee 

Translation of this query into the bitemporal state algebra is straightforward. The cor

responding algebraic expression is shown below. The slice operator, SL®^, produces 

value-equivalent tuples from each conceptual tuple, where the bitemporal slices associ

ated with the value-equivalent tuples form a cover of the bitemporal region associated 

with the original tuple. The selection operator is used to apply the default transaction-

time restriction of now. The projection operator, tt®®, projects the name and valid-time 

associated with each value-equivalent tuple, and coalesces the resulting relation on the 

restructuring attribute. Name. 

^{:Vame}./r>(^TRANSACTION(£:Tnp/ogee) OVERLAPSNOw(^'- {Employee)) ) 

4.4.1.2 Selection Operator 

The selection operator is used to implement restriction in TSQL2. Several language 

clauses, including the GROUP BY, HAVING, and WHERE are dependent on the selection 

operator. We show how the selection operator is used to implement the WHERE clause. 

Consider the query, "What are the name of employees who were employed by the 

company sometime during 1992 as known by the database on January 1, 1994?" This 

query restricts the result to those tuples in the Employee relation that were valid during 

1992 and current in the database as of January 1, 1994. This query is expressible in 

TSQL2 as follows. 

SELECT Name 

FROM Employee 

WHERE VALID(Employee) OVERLAPS PERIOD '1992' AND 

TRANSACTION(Employee) OVERLAPS DATE '1994-01-01' 

The above WHERE clause is translated into a selection operator whose predicate is the 

conjunction of conditions as stated in the WHERE clause. In particular, the operands of the 
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predicate can involve TSQL2 defined operations such as VALID and TRANSACTION. 

The result relation is then projected on the Name attribute. 

(SL®" (Employee))) 

where 

P = VKLlD{Employee) OVERLAPS PERIOD ' 1992 ' A 

TRANSACTION(iJmp/oi/ee) OVERLAPS DATE ' 1994-01-01' 

4.4.1.3 Join Operator 

To illustrate the join operator, we introduce an additional bitemporal state relation, Man

ages. The Manages relation has schema (Dept, MgrName | T). 

Consider the query "Who was John's manager when John worked for the Toy depart

ment?" This is expressed in TSQL2 as follows. As before, this query uses the default 

value, now, for transaction-time selection. 

SELECT MgrName 

FROM Employee, Manages 

WHERE Employee.Dept = 'Toy' AND Employee.Name = 'John' AND 

Manages.Dept = Employee.Dept 

This query is implemented in the algebra by joining the Employee and Manages 

relations. The Manages relation is first restricted to only the tuples current in transaction 

time. Similarly, the Employee relation is restricted to the current tuples recording when 

John worked for the Toy department. The result is produced by matching tuples from the 

restructured relations that overlap in valid time. 

BS 
^ \Ianages.Dept=Employee.Dept.V?tLlD{Employee) D VALID(.Vfana(;ej) 

where 

~ '^TRANSACTION(A/anages) OVERLAPSNOw(^^ (Manages)) 

^2 — ^A-ame='Jo/in'ADept='roy'ATRANSACTION(A/anages) OVERLAPSNOw(^'- (Employee)) 
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The previous example illustrated a 2-way join. Within a TSQL2 query, the interaction 

of the VALID clause and the WHERE clause may require that the fiill power of the n-way 

theta-join be used. Consider the following query, which uses the additional bitemporal 

state relation Salary with schema (Name, Amount | T). (This query does not compute a 

useful result—^we were unable to derive a meaningful query that required a multi-way 

join. Our only purpose here is to demonstrate the expressive power of the algebra.) 

SELECT SNAPSHOT E.Name, M.MgrName, S.Amount 

FROM Employee (PERIOD) AS E. Manages (PERIOD) AS M, 

Salary(PERIOD) AS S 

WHERE VALID(E) OVERLAPS VALID(S) AND 

VALID(S) OVERLAPS VALID(M) AND 

VALID(E) MEETS VALID(M) 

Notice that it is not possible to compute this query as a series of 2-way joins. Suppose we 

were to first join the Employee and Salary relations (i.e., attempting to satisfy the predicate 

VALID(E) OVERLAPS VALID(S)). The timestamp of the resulting relation must 

contain both the timestamp of the Employee tuple (to evaluate the conjunct VALID (E) 

MEETS VALID (M)) and the timestamp of the Salary tuple (to evaluate the conjunct 

VALID (S) OVERLAPS VALID (M)). As the join expression is incapable of returning 

multiple timestamps, this query cannot be written as a series of 2-way join expressions. 

The remaining cases (first joining Manages and Employee or first joining Manages and 

Salary) are similar. We therefore use a 3-way join to compute this query. 

SN̂ (̂SN®̂ '̂ ®(7r®|. Xpjr (ri, To. Tz))) 

where 

P = VALID(jE;) OVERLAPS VALID(S) A VALID(5) OVERLAPS VALID(M) A 

valid(£;) meets VALID(M) 

F = valid(£;) n vALiD(iW) n valid(S) 
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'"a — '^TRANSACTION(Sa/ary) OVERLAPS NOw' 

^1 — °'TRANSACTION(£mp/oyee) OVERLAPS NOW 

2 ~ ^TRANSACTION(Managej) OVERLAPSNOW 

{pEiEmployee ) ) )  

^{SV^iPMiManages))) 

iSV^ips iSa lary ) ) )  

4.4.1.4 Outer-Join Operator 

Consider the query "Show all employees and their managers, as well as all employees 

when they did not have managers." We use this query to illustrate the outer-join operator. 

The query may be posed in TSQL2 as follows. 

SELECT E. Name, M. MgrNaiiie 

FROM Employee AS E, Manages AS M 

WHERE E.Dept = M.Dept 

UNION 

SELECT E.Name, NULL AS M.MgrName 

VALID VALID(E) - VALID(M) 

FROM Employee AS E, Manages(Dept) AS M 

WHERE E.Dept = M.Dept 

The first query matches an employee and the managers he or she has had. The valid time 

of resulting mples defaults to the intersection of the valid times of the matching mples. 

The second query determines the times when an employee did not have a manager. 

We use the outer-join operator to compute this query. First the relations are restricted 

to now, the default transaction time. The outer-join, producing the union of the two 

TSQL2 subqueries, is then computed, and the desired attributes are projected. 

^{E.Xame.M.^^g^^'ame}JDi^l ^E.Dept=M.Dept,V7a.XD{E) nVALID(.V/),VALID(£:) -VALIDCA/) ^2) 

where 

' '^transactionCE) OVERLAPS NOW {Employee))) 

~ "^TRANSACTioNCM)OVERLAPSNow(^.v/(^^ {Manages))) 
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4.4.1^ Union Operator 

As an example of the union operator, consider the query "What are the names of the 

employees and managers who worked, sometime, for the Toy department, as best known 

now?" Assuming that the Name and MgrName attributes of the Employee and Man

ages relations, respectively, are union-compatible, this query is expressible in TSQL2 as 

follows. 

SELECT Name 

FROM Employee 

WHERE Dept = 'Toy' 

UNION 

SELECT MgrName 

FROM Manages 

WHERE Dept = 'Toy' 

This query is expressible in the algebra by first restricting the relations, then projecting 

the desired attributes, and performing the union. 

Ti To 

where 

(ame}.ID (^DeptsToy'ATRANSACTIONCEmp/oyee) OVERLAPS NOW{Manages) ) ) 

T2 = ̂ ^Vame}./I>('^IJept='roy'ATRANSACTION(£mp/osee)OVERLAPSNOw(®'- {Employee))) 

4.4.1.6 Difference Operator 

As a similar example to the previous one, consider the query "What were the names of 

the employees at any time in their careers when they were not managers?" A TSQL2 

formulation of this query is the following. 
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SELECT Name 

FROM Employee 

EXCEPT 

SELECT MgrName 

FROM Manages 

This query is expressible in the algebra as follows. 

r i — T o  

where 

(SL^ {Employee))) 

^2 = -^{!Yame}Ji?(^?lANSACTI0N(A/ana9«)0VERIAPSN0wV 

4.4.1.7 Rename Operator 

The rename operator allows a relation to be referenced by a different n 

in the PROM clause where a relation, possibly restruccured, may be given a — 

name used by the remainder of the query. An example of pf was given m ec on 

4.4.1.8 At Operator 

The AT™' operator promotes a valid-tiine state relation to a bitemporal stat 

creatingbitemporalelementsftomthevalid-timeelemeOtsassociatedwi 

AS such it U not a bitemporal operator, but we illustrate its use here for -"P"' 

Suppose we have a valid-time state relation Salary = (Name. Amount n 

we wanted to compute the bitemporal relation showing every etnployee s salarre 

departments. Such a query could arise, tor example. a5 an intermediate result m larg 

computation, e.g.. 
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SELECT Enployee.Name 

FROM Employee, Salary 

WHERE TRANSACTION(Employee) OVERLAPS 

PERIOD(DATE 'Beginning', DATE 'Forever') AND 

Employee .Name = Salary.Name 

We could compute this query by promoting Salary to a bitemporal state relation, current 

as of now, and then joining the input relations. 

^Employee.Name=Salary.Name,VALl^Employee)r \VKLlD{Salary) {Salary) ,  SL [Employee))  

4.4.1.9 Snapshot Operator 

The snapshot operator is the opposite of the AT operator. It transforms a bitemporal 

state relation into a valid-time state relation, by removing the transaction-time component 

associated with each bitemporal chronon. 

Suppose we wanted to list all of company's current employees. This is an example of 

a important class of queries, as it references the current state of the database. 

SELECT SNAPSHOT Name 

FROM Employee 

WHERE VALID(Employee) OVERLAPS DATE 'NOW' 

We implement this query by selecting the qualifying tuples, and then using the snapshot 

operator to remove the timestamp attribute. 

7r{.va,„e}{SN^^{SN''^-"^(<r|?(SL^(Emp/oyee))))) 

where 

P = TRANSACTION(E'mpZoyee) OVERLAPS NOW A 

VALID(£;mp/oyee)  OVERLAPS NOW 
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4.4.1.10 Slice Operators 

The slice operators implement slicing and partitioning in the FROM clause. Specifically, 

if the FROM clause does not specify a partitioning (i.e., either PERIOD for state relations 

or INSTANT for event relations) then one of the slice operators SL®® or is used. If 

a partitioning is specified then one of the slice operators SLp or SLp^ is used. 

Sections 4.4.1.1 to 4.4.1.9 showed examples of the SL®^ operator. As an example 

of the SLp operator, consider the query "Who has worked continuously for the same 

department for more than one year?" 

SELECT Name 

FROM Employee(PERIOD) 

WHERE INTERVAL (VALID (Employee) ) > INTERVAL '1-0' YEAR TO MONTH 

Specifying PERIOD in the FROM clause slices the Employee relation on transaction time 

as well as partitioning it on valid time. Graphically, tuples in the input relations are 

replicated and timestamped with maximal rectangles covering their respective bitemporal 

elements. This is implemented by the following algebraic expression. 

7r{FYAME}./D(^P (SLp {^^rnp/oT/ee) ) ) 

where 

P = TRANSACTION(Emp/oyee) OVERLAPS NOW A 

INTERVAL{VALID(£'mpZoyee)) > INTERVAL '1-0' YEAR TO MONTH' 

4.4.2 Sufficiency 

In this section, we enumerate each of the major linguistic clauses in TSQL2 and show the 

corresponding algebraic equivalents. This demonstration provides an informal proof that 

the algebra has sufficient expressive power to implement TSQL2. As before we limit the 

discussion to the bitemporal state operator set. Similar arguments are easily constructed 

for the remaining data models. 
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Throughout, we use the Employee relation defined in the previous section to illustrate 

the discussion. 

4.4.2.1 SELECT Clause 

The TSQL2 SELECT clause allows arbitrary expressions over the attributes of a relation 

to be projected as the result of a query. The projection operators are the algebraic 

analogs of the SELECT clause. The bitemporal state projection operator, also allows 

the projection of arbitrary expressions. For example, assuming that the FROM clause 

partitions the Employee relation by period, the following SELECT clause returns the 

names for each employee and their associated bitemporal rectangles. 

SELECT Name, VALID(Employee), TRANSACTION(Employee) 

Assuming that any associated FROM clause does not rename the Employee relation, this 

SELECT clause is translated into the projection operator as follows. 

_BS 
A''ame,VALID(£mp/ojee),TRANSACTION(£mp/oyee)./D 

4.4.2.2 VALID Clause 

The VALID clause, and its variant the VALID INTERSECT clause, perform valid-time 

projection, i.e., it specifies the valid-time associated with result tuples generated by a 

query. For example, consider the following VALID clause. 

VALID PERIOD(DATE '1972-01-01', DATE '1972-12-31') 

This clause sets the valid time of all result tuples to the specified period. 

The VALID and VALID INTERSECT clauses are supported by the bitemporal state 

projection operator, 7r|?2r where the subscript p denotes a function computing the valid-

time associated with result tuples. Assuming that the set X of attributes is named in the 

select list, the VALID clause from above would be implemented as follows. 

TT®^ 
.V, PERIOD(DATE ' 1972-01-01' .DATE '1972-12-31') 
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Implementation of the VALID INTERSECT clause is similar, the only difference 

being that the resulting timestamp is the temporal intersection of the timestamp attribute 

and a temporal expression. For example, consider the following VALID INTERSECT 

clause. 

VALID INTERSECT PERIOD(DATE '1972-01-01', DATE '1972-12-31') 

Assuming a single relation r is named in the FROM clause, this VALID clause is imple

mented by the following projection operator. 

_BS 
.Y.VALID(r)nPERIOD(DATE • 1972-01-01'.DATE ' 1972-12-31 •) 

4.4.2.3 FROM Clause 

The FROM clause specifies the relations, the form of those relations, and the names used 

to refer to relations, in a query. The FROM clause may specify that a bitemporal relation 

either be sliced on transaction time, or sliced both on transaction time and valid time, and 

then partitioned on valid time. In addition, by using the AS modifier a correlation name 

may be applied by which the relation will be referred to in the remainder of the query. 

These two operations, slicing and slicing with partitioning, and correlation name 

assignment, are implemented using the slicing operators and SLp, and the rename 

operator p®®, respectively. For example, consider the following FROM clause which 

specifies that the Employee relation is to be sliced on transaction time and referred to by 

the correlation name E. 

FROM Employee AS E 

This clause is supported by first slicing the relation and then renaming it to the correlation 

name. 

PE{SL^^{Employee)) 

Similarly, consider the FROM clause, FROM Employee (PERIOD) AS E, where 

both slicing and partitioning are specified. In the algebra, first the slice operator with 

partitioning is used. The relation is then renamed to the specified correlation name. 
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P e{S\-^ [Employee]) 

4.4.2.4 WHERE Clause 

Syntactically, the WHERE clause is a series of boolean expressions connected by the 

boolean operators AND, OR, and NOT. The effect of this clause is to restrict the query 

result to those tuples that match the given condition. 

For queries or subexpressions involving a single relation, the selection operator, Cp, 

is the algebraic analog of the WHERE clause. As the predicate P in the selection operator 

is purposefully left unspecified, it is straightforward to see that this operator is powerful 

enough to implement the WHERE clause. 

For example, consider the following WHERE clause restricting tuples from the Em

ployee relation. 

WHERE Employee .Name = 'John' AND 

VALID(Employee) OVERLAPS DATE '1992-01-01' 

This WHERE clause can be implemented using the selection operator as follows. 

a p{Errvployee) 

where 

P = Employee.Name — John'A 

VALiri{Employee) OVERLAPS DATE ' 1992-01-01' A 

TRANSACTI0N(£JmpZoyee) OVERLAPS NOW[Employee) 

If the FROM clause names more than one input relation, then the WHERE clause is 

implemented by a combination of selections and joins. As the bitemporal join operator is an 

n-way join, it may handle an arbitrary number of relations. We showed, in Section 4.4.1.3, 

an example of a WHERE clause involving three relations which required a 3-way theta-join. 
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AA2J5 GROUP BY Clause 

The GROUP BY clause creates groups of tuples sharing some attribute value, either 

explicit or temporal. The GROUP BY clause is simply implemented by generating a 

series of selection expressions, one per group, so that a mple belongs to a group if it 

qualifies according to the corresponding selection expression. For example, consider the 

following GROUP BY clause. 

GROUP BY VALID (Employee) USING 1 month LEADING 1 month 

TRAILING 1 month 

This clause creates a group for each month where a tuple belongs to a group if it falls 

within the period from one month prior to one month after a given month. Let the months 

be monthi, m(mth2,.... monthn. Then we can determine if a mple belongs to a group 

with the following series of n selection operators, 1 < i < n. 

c r f i r )  

where 

P = VALID(r) OVERLAPS 

PERIOD(BEGIN{mont/i,) - INTERVAL '0:1' YEAR TO MONTH. 

END(Tnonthi) + INTERVAL '0:1' YEAR TO MONTH) 

Omitting the LEADING or TRAILING clauses would simplify the generated predicate. 

Also, grouping on explicit attributes is simpler since LEADING and TRAILING speci

fications are not allowed for non-time attributes. Grouping on user-defined time can be 

implemented identically to the above. 

4.4.2.6 HAVING Clause 

The HAVING clause eliminates groups produced by the GROUP BY clause from further 

consideration in the query. As the form of the predicate in the HAVING clause is identical 

to that of the WHERE clause, the discussion in Section 4.4.2.4 suffices. 
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4.4.3 Summary 

In this section, we demonstrated two qualities of the algebra. First, we showed that 

the algebra has no superfluous operators by demonstrating that each bitemporal state 

operator has a linguistic counterpart. This quality is important since a small operator 

set simplifies query optimization and evaluation, making implementation of the algebra 

practical. Second, we showed, for each bitemporal linguistic construct, a corresponding 

algebraic expression, thereby demonstrating that the algebra has sufficient expressive 

power to implement TSQL2. Sufficient expressive power is an obvious requirement of 

any algebra supporting TSQL2. 

Together, these qualities imply that the defined conceptual algebra is powerful enough 

to handle the rich semantics of TSQL2, without undue additional complexity during 

query optimization. In the next section, we discuss in more detail how the algebra may 

be efficiently implemented. 

4.5 Implementation 

The conceptual model and algebra are not meant for physical implementation due to the 

NINF nature of the model. We therefore show how the semantics of the conceptual 

algebra can be supported with a INF representational model and accompanying algebra. 

In the bitemporal state representational model, mples have associated four distin

guished timestamp attributes, T,, T^, V^, and Vg, denoting when the fact was current in 

the database, as well as when the fact was valid in the real-world, respectively. (The 

simpler bitemporal event model has three timestamps, while valid-time state, valid-time 

event and transaction-time models have two, one, and two timestamps, respectively.) 

Collectively, the four timestamps represent a rectangle in bitemporal space. A single 

conceptual tuple is represented by possibly many value-equivalent representational tuples 

which collectively have the same information content. The INF nature of this repre

sentation allows the use, or adaptation of, many well-established query optimization and 

evaluation techniques. We use snapshot equivalence [JSS94a] to comparing the semantics 

of conceptual and representational instances. 
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We define a polymoqihic representational algebra that supports all variants of temporal 

relations. A single algebra is desirable since a small number of operators simplifies query 

optimization, the cost modeling associated with query plan generation, as well as the 

expense of programming query evaluation algorithms. Moreover, our goal is to define 

a representational algebra that not only supports the full semantics of the concepmal 

algebra, and hence TSQL2, but also is efficiently implementable with minimal extension 

of conventional query evaluation techniques. Therefore, in the following, when we discuss 

implementation of the representational operators, we concentrate on the extensions that 

need to be made to the well-understood snapshot evaluation algorithms in order to support 

the temporal representational operators. 

For a given conceptual algebra expression, correctness requires that some combination 

of representational operators remms a snapshot equivalent result, given snapshot equiva

lent operands. As notation, we distinguish representational operators and instances with 
S 

a hat, e.g., a and f, and snapshot equivalence is denoted as = . 

The representational operators are shown in Figure 4.7. As can be seen, only a single 

operator, the coalescing operator C, does not have a conceptual analog. This operator is 

required due to the presence of value-equivalent tuples in the representation. Also, we 

note that the polymorphism of the operators are supported in large part by parameterizing 

the timestamp computation functions, F, associated with the projection, theta-join, and 

outer-join operators. 

In many instances, correctness does not require that that the representational tables be 

coalesced. For bitemporal tables, value-equivalent tuples may have overlapping rectan

gles; for valid-time and transaction-time tables, value-equivalent tuples may have over

lapping periods. Some of the operators, however, require that their input(s) be coalesced, 

and some are more efficient if their input(s) are also clustered on the explicit attributes. 

We note such circumstances in the following analysis. 

In the remainder of this section, we enumerate the representational operators, show 

how they support the semantics of the conceptual operators, and briefly discuss some 

evaluation trade-offs. 
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^£{X).F :r -^r 

ap : r r 

:  r  X  . . .  X  r  r  

=^P jr jrf : r X r —^ r 

0 : r X r —> r 

— : r X r —> r 

p.v :r r 

C :r r 

S L : r  r  

SLp : r —f r 

Figure 4.7: Representational Algebra 

4.5.1 Projection Operator 

The representational projection operators are nearly identical to their snapshot counterpart. 

They differ only in the addition of the timestamp computation function F, which supports 

the TSQL2 VALID clause and computes the valid-time associated with a result tuple. 

Some of the functions F  and the expressions in £ { X )  may require that the repre

sentation be coalesced. Consider the valid-time state projection operator. It may be the 

case that an expression in 5(X) or the function F requires the entire timestamp of the 

conceptual mple, e.g., for a INTERVAL operation, present in either the SELECT list or 

the WHERE clause. To support the equivalent semantics in the representation, it is nec

essary to materialize the conceptual timestamp fi"om the possibly many value-equivalent 

representational mples. We use the coalescing operator C shown in Figure 4.7 to do 

this. Specifically, let r and r both be relations of the appropriate type, i.e., valid-time 

event, valid-time state, transaction time, bitemporal event, or bitemporal state, and let 
S 

r = f. Furthermore let 7rf(.Y).F be the matching conceptual projection operator. Then 

the semantics of the conceptual projection operators are implemented in the appropriate 
S " 

representational models as 7r£-(A'),F(r) = 7r£-(,Y),F{C{f)). 

We note that for many common queries prior coalescing of the input relation is not 
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required. For example, for projection operations that do not reference the timestamps of 

input tuples, i.e., only explicit attributes appear in the select list, F is the identity function. 

Clearly, in such circumstances the coalescing operation can be omitted. 

Furthermore, even if the timestamp of input tuples is referenced, it is often the case 

that the conceptual timestamp need not be materialized. For example, if the VALID 

INTERSECT clause is used with an period literal, e.g., VALID INTERSECT PERIOD 

' 1993 ', then the representational mples can be processed one at a time, without first 

coalescing. 

In addition to the conceptual projection operators, a simple variation of the representa

tional projection operators support the conceptual AT operators, which promote valid-time 

relations to bitemporal relations. Consider the valid-time state at operator, Here 

the representational relation is projected on all explicit attributes, and, in addition the 

timestamp of the resulting tuple is computed using the current transaction time. Similar 

remarks apply to the family of concepmal snapshot operators, SN. 

4.5.2 Selection Operator 

Implementation of the representational selection operator ap is essentially the same as 

that of its snapshot counterpart. The distinction is that, depending on the form of the 

predicate P, the input relation may require prior coalescing. For example if P contains the 

INTERVAL operation, then the timestamps of the conceptual tuple must be materialized 

from the representation. Again, we use the coalescing operator to accomplish this. 

Formally, with r and f defined as above, we implement the appropriate conceptual selection 
S 

operator (Tp as crp{r) = ap{C{f)). 

We note that for many predicates prior coalescing is not required. For example, if P 

references only the explicit attributes of R then the coalescing operation can be eliminated. 

4.5.3 Join Operator 

As with the previous operators, representational theta-join supports predicates over explicit 

as well as timestamp attributes, and its semantics are essentially the same as the snapshot 

theta-join, with the addition of the timestamp computation function F. 
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The comments for the selection operator also apply to the processing of the predicate 

in the join operator. Consider the valid-time state theta-join, The computation of the 

function F may require the entire valid-time element associated with a concepmal tuple. 

This valid-time element must be materialized from the multiple timestamps associated 

with the value-equivalent tuples representing the conceptual mple. Coalescing of the 

input relation may be required, prior to join evaluation. However, for many common 

operations, such as temporal intersection, fl, it is possible to iterate through the timestamps 

in succession, generating the resulting periods. 

Semantically, the temporal outer-join operators are implemented using representational 

outer-join and coalescing, i.e., Upp (rj, — tt) ̂  ^p.F(C(ri),..., C(r„)). 

We noted in Chapter 1 the increased difficulty of evaluating temporal joins as opposed 

to conventional joins. We explore this further in Chapters 5 and 7, however, we note that 

most of the defined approaches are applicable to the operators defined here, and to this 

representational data model. 

We also conjecmre that the multiway joins will rarely be required. As evidence, all 152 

queries defined in the TSQL2 evaluation commentary [Sno94] (representing the TSQL2 

implementation of the consensus temporal query test suite [Je93]) can be evaluated using 

2-way join algorithms. 

4.5.4 Outer-Join Operator 

As with the previous operators, representational outer-join, =« pjr.p«, supports predicates 

over explicit as well as timestamp attributes, and its semantics are essentially the same as 

the snapshot outer-join, with the addition of the timestamp computation functions F and 

F'. Semantically, the temporal outer-join operators are implemented using the representa

tional outer-join and coalescing operators, i.e., 

Ti p.f.F' To = C(ri)=Mpjrf'C(r2)-

Many of the same comments on the theta-join implementation apply to the representa

tional outer-join. However, the semantics of the outer-join requires that the input relations 

be coalesced. To see this, consider the query "Who, if anyone, was Ed's manager for the 

departments in which he was employed?" We must determine not only the periods during 
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which Ed had a manager, but also those times when Ed did not have a manager. This 

is most easily accomplished if the input tuples are coalesced into, or at least clustered, 

on their explicit attribute values. Moreover, the timestamp computation function F may 

require the entire valid-time element associated with a conceptual mple. 

4.5.5 Union Operator 

The representational union operator is identical to its snapshot counterpart. The result of a 

union of temporal relations is simply the set union of the input relations. Note that the result 

is not coalesced, as overlapping value-equivalent tuples may be produced. However, the 

uncoalesced result is clearly snapshot-equivalent to the corresponding conceptual result. 

Moreover, the representational coalescing operator may be applied to the the uncoalesced 

result to produce a coalesced representation. 

4.5.6 Difference Operator 

Semantically, the concepmal difference operator is implemented using the representational 

difference operator, i.e., r — s = f—s. 

Unlike the union operator, simple set difference is insufficient for computing the 

representational difference operator. This is because two value-equivalent conceptual 

tuples in the input relations produce a result tuple timestamped with the set difference of the 

input timestamps. Computation of this difference timestamp is most easily accomplished 

if the conceptual timestamps are first materialized. 

Evaluation of the representational difference operator is simplified if the input relations 

are clustered on their explicit attribute values, thereby allowing the timestamp for a 

conceptual mple to be easily materialized. The difference is then computed by performing 

a single pass over both input relations, in effect performing a merge-join. 

However, if the input relations are not clustered on the explicit attribute values then 

either a nested-loop computation can be used, or prior coalescing must be performed. 
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4^.7 Coalescing Operator 

We motivated in Chapter 1 the importance of the coalescing operator. As mentioned in 

the discussions of other operators, the semantics of some queries demand coalesced input. 

We will explore in detail the evaluation of the coalescing operator in Chapter 6. 

4 Slice Operator 

The representational slice operators SL and SLp implement the corresponding conceptual 

slice operators. Many of the previous remarks apply to the slice operators. For example, 
A BS 

consider the SL operator. This operator must reconstruct the valid-time element for a 

given period of transaction time firom the value-equivalent tuples in the representation. 

This is a variant of the coalescing problem, and is most easily accomplished if the input 

tuples are clustered on their explicit attribute values. Transaction-time indexes [Sno92] 

and precomputed results [JMR91], if available, may be helpful. 
rCi Now consider the SLp operator. Interestingly, due to the representation, it may be 

BS 

less expensive to compute this operator than the SL operator, even though the former 

has more complicated semantics. If the implementation enforces coalescing of the input 
^ as 

to the operator then the SLp operator is free since the representation is already sliced and 

partitioned into maximal rectangles. If coalescing is not enforced then remarks similar to 
BS 

those made for implementing the SL operator can be made. 

4.5.9 Rename Operator 

The temporal p operators have no associated cost as they are intensional operators, and 

are not dependent on the contents of the database. The temporal operators are identical to 

their snapshot counterparts. 

4.5.10 Optimization 

For efficient query evaluation, we would like to design special-purpose operators for 

frequently used combinations of operators, or consider combinations of operators during 

query optimization. 
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For example, we believe that most TSQL2 queries will reference the current state 

of the database, in order to support conventional snapshot queries. Therefore, an 

efficient algorithm to transaction timeslice the database, as given by the expression 

^TRANSACTioN(r)ovEHLAPSNow(SL(r)), would be vety beneficial. 

As another example, which we borrow from traditional query optimization, consider 

the expression ^ s)). A simple evaluation of this query would perform 

each operation sequentially, i.e., first computing the join, then the selection, and finally the 

projection. The associated cost is then cost computing f m s, plus the cost of selecting from 

fws (selectivities are used to estimate the size of this result), plus the cost of projecting 

the result of the selection (again selectivities are used). More efficient expressions may 

be substituted, e.g., if it is possible to push the projection and/or selection into the join, or 

by implementing a combined operator projection/selection operator, thereby eliminating 

an intermediate result. 

4.5.11 Supporting Now 

The addition of now has minimal impact on the representational algebra. We treat now as a 

variable that is ground, i.e., given a value, during query evaluation or view materialization. 

To acconunodate now in the representational algebra, we propose adding a new function, 

"now variable assignment," which assigns a value to now everywhere that it appears in 

a tuple. From that point on, the tuple is ground and manipulated exactly as other ground 

tuples. 

We considered the option of allowing the user to specify that now remain uninstanti-

ated during query evaluation, however, this option has one primary disadvantage that is 

illustrated by the following example. Consider a selection on a valid-time state relation 

where the selected tuples are those preceding December 1, 1993 in valid time. Should a 

tuple with an ending time of now appear in the result? If today is November 30, 1993, 

then perhaps the result should include the tuple. However, if the tuple is in the result, 

then the result becomes invalid the very next day, since on December 1, 1993 the tuple 

no longer precedes that date! We could associate a "lifetime" with every result, but this is 

an (apparently) expensive option and requires further research. In the interest of making 
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minimal changes to SQL-92 we advocate grounding every tuple prior to its use. 

4^.12 Summary 

For many of the temporal operators, the same algorithms used to evaluate their snap

shot counterparts may be used directly, or with small modifications, the changes being 

additional parameters passed to the evaluation functions. These operators include the 

projection, selection, theta-join, outer-join, and union operators. For other operators, such 

as the at and snapshot operators, evaluation algorithms are easily constructed as variants 

of the projection evaluation algorithm. 

In some instances, the representational operators demand prior coalescing of input 

relations, mainly for timestamp computation. Efficient algorithms for temporal coalesc

ing, as well as a thorough study of query optimization strategies for queries involving 

coalescing, is needed for the construction of a TSQL2 query processor. We note that the 

need for coalescing is determined by the form of the predicate or timestamp computation 

fimction associated with a concepmal operator. In many cases, such as when predicates 

reference only explicit attributes, coalescing is not required. 

However, efficient implementation of several operators, most notably the temporal 

join operators, is significantly more complex than their snapshot counterparts, in order 

to avoid performing a Cartesian product of the input. Coalescing is again important 

here; however, new techniques for temporal join implementation may result in improved 

performance, and justify additional implementation complexity. 

Lastly, depending on the representation enforced by the implementation, efficient 

techniques for temporal slicing may be required. The database implementor may desire 

to trade cost on update for evaluation expense by allowing non-coalesced or repetitive 

information in the database. Efficient temporal slicing techniques should exist to support 

this capability. 

These three problems, temporal coalescing, temporal join evaluation, and temporal 

slicing, are central to the efficient evaluation of TSQL2 queries, and fiirther research is 

required to develop and analyze associated algorithms. 
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4.6 Architecture 

The algebra just described is one component of a DBMS architecture supporting TSQL2. 

In this section, we describe such an architecture. Our goal is to enumerate the changes 

that a conventional DBMS would need to support TSQL2. As with the algebra, we are 

concerned with modifying a conventional DBMS in a minimal fashion to support TSQL2. 

While a more elaborate architecture is possible (likely with significant performance gains), 

our purpose is to describe the "first step" towards the realization of a temporal DBMS. 

In the next section, we describe a canonical design for a conventional DBMS. We then 

describe the minimal changes needed by each component of the architecture to support 

TSQL2. We conclude with a few observations about the described architecture. 

4.6.1 Conventional Architectures 

Figure 4.8 shows a conventional DBMS architecture supporting SQL-92. In the figure, 

ovals represent data items, e.g., user submitted queries, boxes represent software compo

nents, e.g., the query compiler, and arrows show the flow of data through the DBMS. 

Stmff LJt 

~Fr«n«MOtlort 

Figure 4.8: Canonical DBMS Architecture 

Queries may be submitted by four types of users, the database administration (DBA) 
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staff, interactive users, application programmers, and parametric users. 

The DBA staff is responsible for defining and maintaining the database through the 

execution of data definition language (DDL) statements and privileged commands not 

available to other users. 

Interactive users are sophisticated, database-literate users. They submit SQL-92 

queries which are compiled by the query compiler into an procedure-oriented internal 

representation, the query execution plan. The query execution plan is passed to the 

run-time evaluator for execution. Actual access to the stored data is performed by the 

transaction and data manager. 

Application progranmiers submit application programs written in a host programming 

language, e.g., C, that contain embedded database queries. A precompiler separates the 

embedded queries firom the host application and routes each to an appropriate compiler. 

The compiled database query and host program are recombined to produce a canned 

transaction, which may be executed at some later date. 

Parametric users are unsophisticated users such as airline reservation agents or cus

tomer service representatives. They use the canned transactions produced by applications 

programmers. 

Example 4.6.1 Consider snapshot versions of the Employee and Manages schemas de

fined in Sections 4.4.1. We illustrate the flow of information through the architecture with 

the following query, which returns the names of all employees managed by Bob. 

SELECT Employee.Name, Manages.MgrName 

FROM Employee, Manages 

WHERE Manages. Dept = Employee. Dept AND Mamages . MgrName = 'Bob' 

Suppose that this query is submitted by an interactive user. (We could assume that 

the query was submitted via another path, e.g., as an embedded query in an applications 

program, but the discussion would be more complicated, and no more illustrative.) The 

query, a DML statement, is first processed by the query compiler. The query compiler 

analyzes the query, first syntactically and then semantically. Syntactic analysis ensures that 

the lexical and syntactic structure of the query is correct. Semantic analysis performs type 
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checking and verifies that other semantic constraints are satisfied. Though not shown on 

the diagram, schema information contained in the data dictionary is used during semantic 

analysis. 

Ultimately, the query compiler produces a procedural expression of the submitted 

query that is suitable for execution by the run-time evaluator. This procedural expression 

is based on the relational algebra. As an intermediate step, the query compiler translates 

the query into a simple algebraic expression which is then optimized. Such an expression 

for our example might be the following. 

"^{Employee.y ame,Manages.MgTXaTne} 

[EfTVployCS 64 Employee.Dept=\Ianages.Dept {(^MgrName='Bob'{^^^^9^^) )) 

The final result produced by the query compiler is a query execution plan, which is 

essentially the optimized algebraic expression with specific algorithms chosen for each 

algebraic operation. For example, the query compiler might generate the following query 

execution plan, depending on a estimate of the cost of various algorithms implementing 

the different operators. 

tempi indexselect{Manages.'Bob') 

result project [ X a m e . M g r \ a m e } { ' T-^stedJoop^join{Employee. tempi, 'Dept')) 

In this query execution plan, the query compiler makes use of an existing index on the 

MgrName attribute of the Manages relation to quickly find the departments that Bob 

manages. This intermediate result is stored in the temporary relation tempi. As tempi is 

likely to fit in main memory, i.e., Bob only manages a few departments, and hence tempi 

will contain only a few tuples, a simple nested-loop join is used to find Bob's employees. 

In addition, rather than writing another temporary result, the compiler chooses to perform 

the final projection of the employee name and the manager name attributes "on the fly" 

with the join. 

The query execution plan is sent to the mn-time evaluator for execution. For example, 

for the index^elect operation in the above query execution plan, the run-time evaluator 
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executes this algorithm, generating a series of index retrievals and subsequent relation page 

retrievals to materialize the selection. The data retrieval operations are performed by the 

transaction and data manager which manages the buffer space alloted to the transaction, 

and ensures the consistency of the database even though multiple transactions may be 

executing concurrently in the DBMS. • 

In the remainder of this section, we describe the minimal changes required to each 

DBMS component in order to support TSQL2. We note that the precompiler and host 

language compiler are largely independent of the database query language—they require 

only small changes to support temporal literal/timestamp conversion. For each of the 

remaining components, the data dictionary and data files, as well as those within the 

DBMS proper, we describe the minimal modifications needed by these components to 

support TSQL2 queries. 

4.6.2 Data Dictionary and Data Files 

The data dictionary and data files contain the database, the actual data managed by the 

DBMS. The data dictionary records schema information such as file structure and format, 

the number and types of attributes in a relation, integrity constraints, and associated 

indexes. The data files contain the physical relations and access paths of the database. 

For a minimal extension, the data files require no revision. We can store tuple-

timestamped temporal relations in conventional relations, where the timestamp attributes 

are stored as explicit atomic attributes. However, the data dictionary must be extended in 

a number of ways to support TSQL2 [SAA''"94]. The most significant extensions involve 

schema versioning, multiple granularities, and vacuuming. 

For schema versioning, the data dictionary must record, for each relation, all of its 

schemas and when they were current. The data files associated with a schema must also 

be preserved. This is easily accomplished by making a transaction-time relation recording 

the schemas for a single relation. The transaction time associated with a tuple in this 

relation indicates the time when the schema was current. 

Multiple granularities are associated in a lattice structure specified at system generation 

time. A simple option is to store the lattice as a data structure in the data dictionary. 
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Alternatively, if the lattice is fixed, i.e., new granularities will not be added after the 

DBMS is generated, then the lattice can exist as a separate data structure outside of the 

data dictionary. 

Vacuuming specifies what information should be physically deleted from the database. 

Minimally, this requires a timestamp, the cut-off time, to be stored for each transaction-

time or bitemporal relation cataloged by the data dictionary. The cut-off time indicates 

that all data current in the table before the value of the timestamp has been physically 

deleted from the relation. 

4.6.3 DDL Compiler 

The DDL compiler translates TSQL2 CREATE, ADD, REPLACE and DROP statements 

[SAA'''94] into executable transactions. Each of these statements affects both the data 

dictionary and the data files. The CREATE statement adds new definitions, of either 

relations or indexes, to the data dictionary and creates the data files containing the new 

relation or index. The ADD and REPLACE statements change an existing schema by 

updating the data dictionary, and possibly updating the data file containing the relation. 

The ADD statement is used to add new columns or indexes to a schema, and the REPLACE 

statement is used to change an existing column or index. Lastly, the DROP statement is 

used to remove a table, column, or index definition from a schema, as well as the actual 

physical data. 

Numerous changes are needed by the DDL compiler, but each is straightforward and 

extend existing functionality in small ways. First, the syntactic analyzer must be extended 

to acconunodate the extended TSQL2 syntax for each of the CREATE, ADD. REPLACE, 

and DROP statements. The semantic analyzer must be extended in a similar manner, e.g., 

to ensure that an existing relation being transformed into a valid-time state relation via the 

ADD VALID STATE command is not already a valid-time relation. 

4.6.4 Query Compiler 

The query compiler translates TSQL2 data manipulation language (DML) statements into 

an executable, and semantically equivalent, internal form called the query execution plan. 
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As with the DDL compiler, each phase of the query compiler, syntactic analysis, semantic 

analysis, and query plan generation, must be extended to accommodate TSQL2 queries. 

We use the model that the initial phase of the compilation, syntactic analysis, cre

ates a tree-structured query representation which is then referenced and augmented by 

subsequent phases. Abstractly, the query compiler performs the following steps. 

1. Parse the TSQL2 query. The syntactic analyzer, extended to parse the TSQL2 

constructs, produces an internal representation of the query, the parse tree. 

2. Semantically analyze the constructed parse tree. The parse tree produced by the 

syntactic analyzer is checked for types and other semantic constraints, and simulta

neously augmented with semantic information. 

3. Lastly, a query execution plan, essentially an algebraic expression that is semanti

cally equivalent to the original query, is produced from the augmented parse tree by 

the query plan generator. 

The minimal changes required by the query compiler are summarized as follows. 

• The syntactic and semantic analyzers must be extended to support TSQL2. 

• The query execution plan generator must be extended to support the extended 

TSQL2 algebra, including the new coalescing, join, and slicing operations. In a 

minimally extended system, it may be acceptable to use existing algebraic equiv

alences for optimization, even with the extended operator set. Such an approach 

preserves the performance of conventional snapshot queries. Later inclusion of 

optimization rules for the new operators would be beneficial to the performance of 

temporal queries. 

• Support for vacuuming must be included in the compiler. Query modification, 

which normally occurs after semantic analysis and prior to query optimization, 

must be extended to include vacuuming support. 
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The need to extend the syntactic and semantic analyzers is self-evident, and straightfor

ward. (A query compiler has been implemented in conjunction with the MultiCal project 

that syntactically and semantically analyzes a significant subset of TSQL2.) Extending 

the query plan generator to use the extended algebra is also straightforward, assuming that 

temporal aspects of the query are not considered during query optimization. In the worst 

case, the same performance would be encountered when executing a temporal query on 

a purely snapshot database. Lastly, in order to support vacuuming, the query compiler, 

within its semantic analysis phase, must support automated query modification based on 

vacuuming cut-off times stored in the data dictionary. 

4.6.5 Run-time Evaluator 

The run-time evaluator interprets a query plan produced by the query compiler. The 

run-time evaluator calls the transaction and data manager to retrieve data from the system 

catalog and data files. 

We assume that the run-time evaluator makes no changes to the query plan as received 

from the query compiler, i.e., the query plan, as generated by the query compiler, is 

optimized and represents the best possible evaluation plan for the query. As such the 

changes required for the run-time evaluator are small. Particularly, since evaluation 

plans for the any new operators have already been selected by the query compiler, the 

run-time evaluator must merely invoke these operations in the same manner as non-

temporal operations. Additionally, as mentioned in Section 4.5, evaluation algorithms 

for the new temporal operators (coalescing, n-way joins, and slicing) are similar to well-

known algorithms for snapshot operators. For example, coalescing can be implemented 

with slightly modified duplicate elimination algorithms, which have been well-studied in 

snapshot databases. 

Lastly, changes are needed by the run-time evaluator to support the input and output of 

temporal literals [SDS94]. Calls to the software components supporting temporal literals 

must be inserted into the query execution plan by the query compiler and subsequently 

performed by the run-time evaluator. 
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4.6.6 IWuisactioii and Data Manager 

The transaction and data manager performs two basic tasks: it manages the transfer of 

information to and from disk and main memory, and it ensures the consistency of the 

database in light of concurrent access and transaction failure. 

Again, at a minimum little needs to be modified. We assume that the conventional 

buffer management techniques are employed. Supporting transaction time requires the 

following small extension to the concurrency control mechanism. 

For correctness, transaction times are assigned at commit time, otherwise during an 

interleaved execution a transaction may see data that is not yet current. This would happen 

if a transaction reads mples previously written by a concurrent transaction holding a later 

transaction time. To avoid this problem, we have an executing transaction write tuples 

without filling in the transaction timestamp of the mples. When the transaction later 

commits, the transaction times of affected tuples are then updated. 

This is accomplished by maintaining a (reconstructible) table of mple IDs written 

by the transaction. This table is read by an asynchronous background process which 

performs the physical update of the mples' transaction timestamp. Correcmess only 

requires that the transaction times for all written tuples be filled in before they are read 

by a subsequent transaction. While this simple extension suffices, more complex and 

efficient methods have been proposed [LS93]. Notice also that this algorithm does not 

affect the recovery mechanism used by the DBMS, assuming that the transaction time of 

a committed transaction is logged along with the necessary undo/redo information. 

4.6.7 Summary 

We have described how a canonical DBMS architecture can be extended to support 

TSQL2. The changes described are minimal in that they represent the smallest necessary 

extensions to support the functionality of TSQL2. As the extensions are small, we believe 

that, as a first-step, TSQL2 can be supported for a relatively low development cost. 

We anticipate that the performance of the minimally extended architecture will rival 

the performance of conventional systems. Snapshot queries on the current database state 
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may suffer a slight performance penalty due to the additional temporal support. However, 

since we are able to use existing optimization techniques, evaluation algorithms, and 

storage structures, we expect snapshot queries on the temporal DBMS to approach the 

performance of identical queries on a conventional DBMS. 

Conversely, while there are many opportunities for improvement, we believe that tem

poral queries on the minimally extended architecture will show reasonable performance. 

In particular, the architecture can employ new evaluation and optimization techniques for 

temporal queries currently under investigation. With the addition of temporally optimized 

storage structures, we expect further performance improvements. 

4.7 Summary 

We have defined an algebra for TSQL2 implementation. The contributions of this chapter 

are summarized as follows. 

• The algebra supports all six relation types provided by TSQL2. 

• The algebra has sufficient expressive power to implement most TSQL2 queries, with 

the exceptions of temporal aggregates and data definition statements. Algebraic 

support for temporal aggregation is described elsewhere [KSL95]. 

• The algebra is minimal in the sense that it is an extension of the conventional snap

shot algebra, with few additional operators. We informally argued the necessity 

of each operator in the algebra, by exhibiting a TSQL2 language construct imple

mented by each operator. Hence, the algebra contains no superfluous operators. 

• We informally argued the completeness of the algebra by showing how each TSQL2 

language construct is mapped into an algebraic expression. 

• With a few exceptions, most operators in the algebra are operationally equivalent to 

the corresponding snapshot operators. Hence, many query optimization and query 

evaluation techniques derived for conventional databases can be applied directly to 

the temporal algebra. 
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• We showed how a conventional DBMS architecture can be minimally extended to 

support query processing using the temporal algebra. The derived architecture was 

argued to have adequate performance for temporal queries with little performance 

degradation for non-temporal queries. 

This framework provides DBMS vendors with a straight-forward migration path 

through which temporal support can be added to their products. Their existing code 

base and architectures can easily be augmented to support temporal data storage and 

retrieval. While perhaps not ideal in terms of performance, such an extension, will pro

vide adequate performance for temporal queries, preserve performance on non-temporal 

queries, and require minimal development effort. As such, we believe that TSQL2 can be 

implemented at relatively low cost, with the described algebra and architecture providing 

the implementation framework. 

For long term research, investigations into specialized temporal query optimization 

and architectures may prove beneficial for temporal queries. For query optimization, a 

careful study of algebraic tautologies for all variants of the conceptual algebra is needed, 

along with the specification and validation of cost models for temporal queries. This 

smdy should begin with the valid-time algebra, as it is the most important with respect 

to application demands, then proceed to the simpler transaction-time algebra, and then be 

extended to the more complex bitemporal algebra. 

Orthogonally, more sophisticated techniques for temporal query processing should 

be considered. In particular, we expect novel temporal database architecmres to have a 

significant impact on query processing efficiency. It has been argued in previous work that 

incremental query evaluation is especially appropriate for temporal databases [McK88]. 

In this approach, rather than compute a query result from scratch whenever that query 

is posed, a result is computed and then stored back into the database, if it is anticipated 

that the same query, or one similar to it, will be issued in the future. Updates to the 

contributing relations trigger corresponding updates to the stored result. To support 

incremental evaluation, the conceptual and representational algebras must be extended 

with incremental operators, creating an incremental algebra, and the completeness of the 

incremental algebra must be demonstrated as was done for the current proposal. 
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Similar comments apply to the related topic of global query optimization, which 

attempts to exploit commonality between multiple queries when formulating a query exe

cution plan [McK88]. For temporal queries, which are potentially much more expensive to 

compute than corresponding non-temporal queries, sharing of intermediate query results, 

either in an incremental or recomputation firamework, may prove beneficial. Incremental 

computation and global query optimization will affect most, if not all, modules of the 

DBMS, in particular, the query compiler, which must be extended to generate incremen

tal/global query execution plans, and the run-time evaluator, which must interpret the 

extended query execution plans. 
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CHAPTERS 

TEMPORAL QUERY EVALUATION 

5.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter defined an algebra supporting the BCDM and gave a formal seman

tics for the operators in the algebra. Most of the temporal algebra operators were simple 

extensions of their existing relational counterparts, and can be evaluated with straight

forward adaptations of existing algorithms. However, we identified several operators, 

most notably temporal coalescing and temporal joins, which due to their prevalence and 

complexity demand more sophisticated query evaluation strategies. In the remainder of 

the dissertation we address this need. 

To provide a basis, we first survey previous research in temporal query evaluation. 

This research has centered in two areas, temporal join evaluation and temporal indexing. 

We first survey and classify all previously proposed temporal join operators. We continue 

by describing in detail the space of temporal join evaluation algorithms, and map the 

algorithms to the temporal joins operators they implement. Lastly, we briefly discuss 

previous work in temporal indexing and temporal index-based join algorithms. 

5.2 Temporal Join Taxonomy 

In this section, we classify, from a semantic perspective, the temporal join operators pro

posed in previous research. Our motivation for performing this classification is two-fold. 

First, many temporal join operators have been proposed in disparate representational mod

els. ^\lthout a comprehensive taxonomy it is difficult to determine either the similarities 

or differences between the defined operators. Indeed, many researchers have defined 

essentially the same operator in different data models using different names. 
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Second, all evaluation algorithms that have been developed to evaluate the given 

operators have also been constructed within the context of different representational data 

models. Hence, while it is relatively straightforward to understand each algorithm in 

isolation, it is difficult to compare algorithms defined on different data models, and to 

understand the cross-applicability of algorithms across data models. 

In this section, we propose a set of standardized names for all temporal join operators 

that, to the best of our knowledge, have been previously defined [LOT94, CC87, SG89, 

GS91, LM90, LM92b, SSJ94, SJS95], and formally define the operators in the context 

of a single specific representational model [SJS95]. We choose the interval timestamping 

model used in Chapter 4 as our representation. 

Our proposed operator names, along with the primary author of first paper to define 

the operator, and any previously proposed alternative names, are shown in Figure 5.1. 

Operator Proposed By Original Name 

theta-join Clifford 0-join 
time-join Segev same 
equijoin Clifford same 

natural join Clifford natural time-join 
left (right) outeijoin Segev TE-outeijoin 

outeqoin Segev Entity-join 

Figure 5.1: Temporal Join Operators 

The chosen names reflect the fact that all of the temporal join operators, except the 

time-join, are extensions of corresponding snapshot operators. For example, the temporal 

natural join, like the snapshot natural join, requires that joining tuples match on the 

explicit join attributes, e.g., Dept in the canonical join query "Show all employees and 

their managers." The temporal natural join imposes the additional restriction that joining 

tuples overlap in time. Similar remarks apply to the other operators, except the time-join 

(defined below) which has no predicates on the explicit attributes. 
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5^.1 Definitions 

In Figure 5.1, we have purposefiilly omitted the temporal dimensions that the extended 

temporal operators support, i.e., the operators can be defined to support valid-time, 

transaction-time or both. Our focus in this chapter is to classify valid-time join algo

rithms. Hence, in the following, we only define the valid-time versions of the join 

operators, though definitions of the other variants can constructed in an analogous man

ner. 

In the following definitions, we assume that the time-line is partitioned into minimal-

duration intervals, termed chronons [DS93]. Timestamps are therefore single intervals 

denoted by inclusive starting and ending chronons. 

Let R and S be valid-time relation schema 

R = (i4i,..., J4„, Tj, Tg) 

S = [Bi Bm,Ts,Te) 

where the I  < i < n ,  and Bi, 1 < i < m, are explicit attributes, as would be found in 

a corresponding snapshot schema, and and Te are the temporal start and end attributes, 

recording the period of validity for the tuple. In the following, we will use T as a shorthand 

for the interval [Tj,. Tg], and A and B as a shorthand for {Ai. — >!„} and {B\ B„}, 

respectively. Also, we define r and s to be instances of R and 5, respectively. 

The valid-time theta-join was originally proposed by Clifford and Croker [CC87]. 

Their definition, which computed the timestamp of a result tuple as the overlap of the 

timestamps of the matching tuples, was later extended to allow a parameterized timestamp 

computation [SJS95]. We provide the latter, more general, definition here. 

The valid-time theta-join, r of two relations r and s combines tuples x 6 r and 

y 6 s if X and y satisfy the predicate P. The resulting tuple 2 is the concatenation of x 

and y, and its timestamp is computed by the function F. 

Definition 5.2.1 The valid-time theta-join, r WpjrS, of two valid-time relations r and s 

is defined as follows. 
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r Mpjrs = {2("+'"+2) I 32 6 r Ey 6 s{P{x, y) A z[A] = x[A] A z[5] = y[B] A 

^[T] = F{x[T].y[T])A2[T]5^±)} 

The first line of the definition produces concatenated explicit attribute values in a result 

tuple z firom two matching tuples x 6 r and y G s. The second line computes the 

timestamp of z and ensures that the resulting interval is valid. (We assume that F returns 

± if its value is undefined.) • 

The valid-time time-join is simply a valid-time theta-join whose predicate involves 

only the implicit temporal attribute, i.e., Vx G rVy € s(P(x[A],y[B]) = TRUE). This 

operator was originally defined by Segev and Gunadhi [SG89, GS91] who termed it the 

T-join. As with the valid-time theta-join, temporal overlap was originally used to compute 

the value of resulting mples. 

Definition 5.2.2 The valid-time time-join, r of two temporal relations r and s is 

defined as follows. 

r [*i^s = I 3x 6 r 3y 6 s(P(x[T]. y[T]) A z[A] = x[A] A z[B] = y[B] A 

z[T] = F(i[Tl,s[T])Az[T]^l)} 

The first line of the definition ensures that matching tuples x and y satisfy a predicate 

on their timestamps, and sets the explicit attribute values of the result tuple z to the 

concatenation of the explicit attribute values of x and y. The second line computes the 

timestamp of 2 and ensures that it is valid. • 

The valid-time equijoin is the valid-time counterpart of the snapshot equijoin. It was 

originally defined by Clifford and Croker [CC87]. A specialized definition, the TE-join, 

using a surrogate as the explicit join attribute was developed by Segev and Gunadhi 

[SG89]. We provide the former, more general, definition here. 

To formalize the temporal equijoin, we need to define the three supporting functions, 

first, last, and overlap. 

The functions first and last return the earliest and latest chronon, respectively, of 

their input arguments. 
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first{ti,t2) = 
if ti < to 

t2 otherwise 

lastiti.to) = ' 
ti if f 1 > U 

to otherwise 

The function overlap computes the maximum interval contained in the argxmient 

intervals U and V. If the computed interval is invalid then overlap returns ±. In the 

following, we use Us and Ug to denote the starting and ending timestamps of U, and 

similarly for V. 

The auxiliary functions min and max return the smallest chronon and largest chronons, 

respectively, in then: argument sets. 

To define the valid-time equijoin let A' C A and B' C B, and suppose that the 

explicit equijoin condition is r.A' = s.B'. Two mples x 6 r and y € s produce an output 

tuple if x[A'] = y[B'] and their timestamps overlap. The output tuple 2 represents the 

concatenation of the explicit attribute values of x and y, and its timestamp attribute is set 

to the overlap of a:[T] and y[T]. 

Definition 5.2.3 The valid-time equijoin, r s, of two valid-time relations r and 

s is defined as follows. 

r ^r.A'=s.B' ^ | 3x g r 3y 6 5(x[>l'] = y[B'] A z[A] = x[A] 

hz[B] = y[B] A 

2[T] = oi;eriap(i[T],i/[T]) A 2[T] } 

The first line of the definition ensures that tuples x and y agree on the values of the join 

attributes A' and B', and sets the explicit attribute of the result mple z to the concatenation 

of the explicit attributes of x and y. The second line computes the timestamp of 2 as the 

overlap of the timestamps of x and y, and ensures that x[T] and t/[T] actually overlap. • 

overlap(U.V) = < 
[last{Us, K). first{Ue, K)] if last{U,, V,) < first{Ug. V^) 

otherwise 
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Like the valid-time equijoin, the valid-time natural join was first defined by Clifford 

and Croker [CC87]. The valid-time natural join is simply a projection of the valid-time 

equijoin of two valid-time relations, like the corresponding snapshot operators. 

As we showed in Chapter 3, the valid-time natural join plays the same important 

role in reconstructing normalized temporal relations as does the snapshot natural join for 

normalized snapshot relations [JSS92]. Most previous work in temporal join evaluation 

has addressed, either implicitly or explicitly, the implementation of the valid-time natural 

join (or the closely related valid-time equijoin). 

To define the valid-time natural join, we augment our relation schemas with explicit 

join attributes, C,, 1 < i < k. 

S  =  [ B i  Cfc,T,,Te) 

Definition 5.2.4 The valid-time natural join of r and s, r is defined as follows. 

r = |2("+"'+'''+2) I 3X € r 3?/ 6 s(x[C] = y[C] A z[A\ = I[A]A 

z[B\ = x[B\ A z[C\ = y[C]A 

2[T] = overlap{x[T].y[T]) A z[T] ^J.)} 

The first two lines of the definition ensure that tuples x and y agree on the values of the 

join attributes C, and sets the explicit attribute of the result tuple 2 to the concatenation 

of the non-join attributes A and B, and a single copy of the join attributes, C. The second 

line computes the timestamp of z as the overlap of the timestamps of x and y, and ensures 

that x[T] and y[T] actually overlap. • 

The valid-time left outeijoin was originally defined by Gunadhi and Segev. They 

defined a specialized operator, the entity join [GS91, SG89], which used a surrogate 

attribute as the explicit join attribute. This definition was extended to allow any set of 

attributes to serve as the explicit join attributes [SJS95]. We provide the latter, more 

general, definition. 

To define the valid-time left outeijoin, we first define two auxiliary functions. The 

coalesce function collapses all value-equivalent tuples in a temporal relation into a single 
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tuple whose timestamp is a temporal element [JCE'''94] containing the union of the 

chronons in the timestamps of the value-equivalent tuples. The definition of coalesce 

uses the function chronons which returns the set of chronons contained in the argument 

interval. 

coalesce{r) = | 3i 6 r(z[j4] = x[A] chronons{x[T]) C 2[T]A 

Vx' € r(a:[A] = x'[A\ ^ [chronons{x'\Y])\ C z[T]))) A 

Vt 6 z[T] 3x" 6 t[z[A\ = x"[A\ At € chTonons{x"\T])} 

The first two lines of the definition coalesces all value-equivalent mples in the relation r. 

The third line ensures that no spurious chronons are generated. 

We now define a function expand which returns the set of maximal intervals contained 

in an argument temporal element, T. Prior to defining expand we define an auxiliary 

function intervals which returns the set of intervals contained in an argimient temporal 

element. 

intervals{T) = tg] | ts € T A tg € TA Vt € chronons{[ts. te]){t € T)} 

The first line of the definition ensures that the beginning and ending chronons of the 

interval are elements of T. The second line ensures that the interval is contiguous within 

T. 

Using intervals, expand is defined as follows. 

expand{T) = {[ t j f . f e ]  [  Eintervals{T)A 

6 intervals{T) 

{chronons ([f.,. tg]) C chronons (. t'^]))} 

The first line of the definition ensures that a member of the result set is an contiguous 

interval contained in T. The second line ensures that the interval is indeed maximal. 

We are now ready to define the valid-time left outeijoin. Let R and S be defined 

as above for the valid-time equijoin. We use A' C A and B' C B as the explicit join 

attributes. 
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Definition 5.2^ The valid-time left outeijoin, r of two valid-time relations 

r and s is defined as follows. 

r v=s.B' ® I 3x 6 coalesce{r) 3y 6 coalesce{s) 

(a:[A'] = y[B'] A z[A] = x[yl]A 

{,iz[B] = y[B] A z[T] e {expand{x[T] n y[T])}) V 

{z[B] =1 A 

z[T] € {ex-pand{x\Y]) — expand[y\T])])) V 

3x 6 coalesce[r) \fy 6 coalesce{s) 

(z[i4'] ^ y[B'] z[A] = x[A\ A z[B\ =X A 

z[T] 6 expaTi<i(x[T])} 

The first four lines of the definition handle the case where a tuple y with matching explicit 

join attribute values is found in coalesce{s). There are two subcases to consider. First, 

for the overlapping time intervals of x and y we generate equijoin tuples. Second, for 

those time intervals of x that are not shared with y, we generate tuples with null values 

in the attributes of y. The final three lines of the definition handle the case where no 

tuple matching y is found in coalesce{s). Tuples with null values in the attributes of y are 

generated. • 

The valid-time outeijoin is simply the union of the valid-time natural join and the 

valid-time left and right outeijoins. As with the valid-time left outeijoin, it was defined 

by Segev and Gunadhi for surrogate-based temporal relations [SG89]. We extended this 

definition to allow arbitrary explicit join attributes [SJS95]. As the valid-time outeijoin 

relies on already defined operators, we omit its definition. 

5.2.2 Summary 

We have enumerated all known temporal join operators that have been proposed in 

the literature. The operators have been classified and defined under a common naming 

scheme that reflects the semantics of the operators as temporal extensions of corresponding 

conventional operators. Lastly, we have formally defined each of the valid-time variants 
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of the operators using the tuple relational calculus and a common representational data 

model. 

W^th this framework in hand, we now turn our attention section to implementation, and 

describe the various algorithms that have been devised to evaluate the operators described 

above. 

5.3 Snapshot Query Evaluation 

Three basic paradigms underlie all relational query evaluation algorithms, including re

lational join operators. These paradigms are nested-loop, sort-merge, and partitioning 

[Gra93]. All temporal query evaluation algorithms, including previously proposed tem

poral join algorithms, are also derived from these paradigms. Therefore, as a prelude to 

describing previous work in temporal join evaluation, we first describe these paradigms 

in the context of snapshot query evaluation. 

Nested-loop algorithms are the simplest; typical implementations perform exhaustive 

comparison to find matching input tuples. Partitioning and sorting are divide and conquer 

algorithms which preprocess the input to reduce the number of comparisons needed to 

find matching tuples. 

Partition-based query evaluation divides the input tuples into buckets using the 

attributes of the input relation as key values [Gra93]. For unary operations, such as 

duplicate elimination and aggregation, a single set of buckets is constructed, where a 

bucket contains all tuples that could possibly match with one another, and the buckets 

are approximately the size of the allotted main memory. For binary operations, two sets 

of parallel buckets are constructed, one from each input relation, with the guarantee that 

matching can occur only between tuples in corresponding buckets. The result is produced 

by performing an in-memory matching between each pair of corresponding buckets. 

Rather than dividing the input based on key values, sort-merge algorithms typically 

divide the input using memory loads, the physical main memory size available to the 

algorithm. Each memory load is sorted, producing a sorted run, and written to disk. The 

result is produced by merging the sorted runs, where matching tuples are found during 

the merge step. For unary operations, a final sorted run containing all tuples in the input 
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relation is scanned and merged. For binary operations, two final sorted runs, one from 

each input relation, are scarmed and merged. 

It has been noted that partition-based and sort merge-based paradigms are largely 

duals of each other [Gra93]. In particular, the algorithms have dual I/O costs, and most 

optimizations originally developed for one have corresponding optimizations for the other. 

We will revisit this point when deriving algorithms for temporal coalescing and temporal 

joins in Sections 6 and 7, respectively. 

Lasdy, we note that each of the preceeding paradigms has two orthogonal components, 

an extemal disk-oriented algorithm, which was described, and an in-memory matching 

algorithm. For example, a unary partition-based algorithm could sort each partition in its 

second step, and exploit the sort-order to find matching mples. Similar remarks apply to 

sort-merge algorithms. We will exploit this orthogonality when constructing evaluation 

algorithms for temporal coalescing and temporal joins in Chapters 6 and 7. 

5.4 Temporal Join Algorithms 

In this section, we discuss and derive basic strategies for evaluating temporal joins. These 

strategies are based on the three paradigms described above. 

We focus on non index-based algorithms. Index-based algorithms use an auxiliary 

access path, i.e., a data strucmre which identifies tuples or their locations using a key value. 

Non index-based algorithms do not employ auxiliary access paths. While some attention 

has been focused on index-based temporal join algorithms, as discussed in Section 5.5, 

the large number of temporal indexes that have been proposed in the literature precludes 

a thorough investigation in this dissertation. 

5.4.1 Motivation 

Algorithms for temporal join evaluation are necessarily more complex than their snapshot 

counterparts. Whereas snapshot evaluation algorithms match input mples on their explicit 

join attributes, temporal join evaluation algorithms typically must both match on explicit 

attribute values, and ensure that temporal restrictions are met. Furthermore, this problem 

is exacerbated in two ways. Temporal timestamps are typically complex data types, e.g.. 
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intervals, requiring inequality predicates, which conventional query processors are not 

optimized to handle. Secondly, a temporal database is usually larger than a corresponding 

snapshot database due to the versioning of tuples. 

Another approach is to timestamp tuples with instants [JCE"^94], where a value-

equivalent tuple, timestamped with the appropriate instant, is present for each instant 

contained in a timestamp of a corresponding mple in the chosen period timestamping 

representation. This approach would reduce the need to perform costly inequality com

parisons, perhaps allowing the use of conventional databases to efficiently support tem

poral operations. However, this approach has the failing in that the replication present in 

the instant-based representation will greatly increase I/O costs. To see this suppose that, 

in the period timestamping representation, each period timestamp is 100 chronons long. 

Hence, in the equivalent instant timestamping representation, 100 tuples exist for each 

tuple in the period timestamping representation. Furthermore, assume that each relation 

contains one 4 byte explicit attribute and that each timestamp attribute is also 4 bytes long. 

Hence, tuples in the period timestamping representation are 12 bjrtes long, since starting 

and ending timestamps are stored, and tuples in the instant timestamping representation 

are 8 bytes long since only a single timestamp attribute is stored. 

If the period timestamped representation contains 1000 tuples (occupying 1000 x 12 = 

12000 bytes) then the equivalent instant timestamped representation will occupy 1000 x 

100 X 8 = 80000 bytes. Performing a typical unary matching operation on these represen

tations would require the relations to be read twice and written once, ignoring the cost of 

generating the acmal result relation. The cost of performing this operation for the period 

timestamping representation is 12000 x 3 = 36000 tuples read/written. For the instant 

timestamping representation, the cost is and 80000 x 3 = 240000 tuples read/written, a 

nearly 7 times cost factor. For large databases, this factor will be overwhelming, making 

the instant timestamping approach impractical. There is a clear need for efficient query 

evaluation techniques specifically developed for temporal operations. 

While temporal predicates make evaluation over temporal databases more difficult, 

the presence of timestamp attributes provides an additional opportunity for optimization. 

Specifically, we now have two types of attributes, explicit and timestamp, each of which 
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is a possible dimension for sorting or partitioning. For example, one may first partition 

the input relations using the explicit attributes. Later, when comparing corresponding 

partitions, the predicate on the timestamp attributes can be evaluated. Conversely, one 

could first partition the input on time, and later evaluate the predicate on the explicit 

attributes. 

We use this distinction to categorize the different approaches to temporal query eval

uation. The first approach above, using the explicit attributes as the primary matching 

attributes, we term explicit algorithms. Similarly, we term the second approach time-

stamp algorithms. We retain the generic term temporal algorithm to mean any algorithm 

to evaluate a temporal operator. 

In the next two sections, we examine the space of explicit algorithms and timestamp 

algorithms, respectively. Most previous work in temporal join evaluation has centered in 

timestamp algorithms. For completeness, we briefly survey the state of temporal indexing 

and temporal indexed-based join evaluation in Section 5.5. 

5.4.2 Explicit Algorithms 

Previous work has largely ignored the fact that conventional query evaluation algorithms 

can be easily modified to evaluate temporal joins. In this section, we show how the 

three paradigms of query evaluation can support temporal join evaluation. To make the 

discussion concrete, we develop an algorithm to evaluate the valid-time natural join, 

defined in Section 5.2, for each of the three paradigms. We begin with the simplest 

paradigm, nested-loop evaluation. 

5.4.2.1 Nested-loop 

Nested-loop join algorithms match tuples by exhaustively comparing pairs of tuples from 

the input relations. As an I/O optimization, blocks of the input relations are read into 

memory, with comparisons performed between all tuples in the input blocks. The size of 

the input blocks is constrained by available main memory buffer space. 

The algorithm operates as follows. One relation is designated as the outer relation, 

the other as the inner relation [ME92, Gra93]. The outer relation is scanned once. For 
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each block of the outer relation, the inner relation is scanned. When a block of the inner 

relation is read into memory the tuples in that "mner block" are joined with the tuples in 

the "outer block." 

The temporal nested-loop join is easily constructed from this basic algorithm. All that 

is required is that the timestamp predicate be evaluated at the same time as the predicate 

on the explicit attributes. Figure 5.2 shows the temporal algorithm. (In the figure, r is 

the outer relation and s is the iimer relation. We assume their schemas are as defined in 

Section 5.2.) 

explicitNestedLoop(r, s): 
result <— 0; 
for each block 6r € 

read(6r) ; 
for each block 6® € s 

read(6s) ; 
for each tuple r 6 6r 

for each tuple y € 
if x[C] = y[C] and overlap{i[T],y[Tj) 

z[.4.] x[.4l; r[B] *- y[B]; -[C] x[C] ; 
c[T] <- overlap(i[T],y[T]): 
result result {;}; 

return result; 

Figure 5.2: Algorithm explicitNestedLoop 

While conceptually simple, nested-loop based evaluation is usually not competitive 

due to its quadratic cost. We now describe variants of snapshot sort-merge and partition-

based joins that usually exhibit better performance. 

5.4.2.2 Sort-Merge 

Sort-merge join algorithms are two-phase algorithms. In the first phase, the input relations 

r and s are sorted on their join attributes. In the second phase, the result is produced by 

simultaneously scanning both r and s and merging mples with identical values for their 

join attributes. 

Complications arise if the join attributes are not key attributes of the input relations. 
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In this case, multiple tuples in r, and s, may have identical jom attribute values. Hence, a 

given r tuple may join with many s tuples, and vice-versa. 

As before, we designate one relation as the outer relation, and the other as the inner 

relation. When consecutive mples in the outer relation have identical values for their 

explicit join attributes, i.e., their non-timestamp join attributes, the scan of the inner 

relation is "backed-up" to ensure that all possible matches are found. Prior to showing 

algorithm explici tSortMerge, we define a suite of algorithms that manage the scans 

of the input relations. For each scan we maintain a state structure shown in Figure 5.3. 

structure state 
integer currentJblock; 
integer currentJuple; 
integer last Jblock; 
integer last Juple; 
block tuples; 

Figure 5.3: State Structure for Merge Scanning 

The fields current Mock and current Juple together indicate the current mple in the scan, 

by recording the number of the current block and the index of the current tuple within that 

block. The fields lastMock and last Juple are used to record the state at the beginning 

of a scan of the inner relation, in order to back up the scan later if needed. Lastly, tuples 

stores the block of the relation currently in memory. For convenience, we treat the block 

as an array of tuples. 

Algorithm ini t State shown in Figure 5.4 initializes the state of a scan. Essentially, 

counters are set to guarantee that the first block read and the first tuple scanned are the 

first block and first tuple within that block in the input relation. We assume that a seek 

operation is available which repositions the file pointer associated with a relation to a 

given block number. 

Algorithm advance shown in Figure 5.5 advances the scan of the argument relation 

and state to the next mple in the sorted relation. If the current block has been exhausted 

then the next block of the relation is read. Otherwise, the state is updated to mark the next 

tuple in the current block as the next tuple in the scan. 
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initSta.te{relation. state): 
state.cuTrentMock 1 ; 
state.currentJuple 0; 
state.lastJ)lock <-J.: 
state.lastJuple 
seek(relation. state.cuTrentMock)-, 
state.tuples <— readJ3lock(re/afion); 

Figure 5.4: Algorithm initState 

advance(re/aizon. state): 
if [state.currentJuple = MAX_TUPLES) 

state.tuples <— readJ3lock(re/afion); 
state.currentMock <— state.currentMock + 1 ; 
state.currentJuple *- 1 ; 

else 
state.currentJuple state.currentJuple + 1 ; 

Figure 5.5: Algorithm advance 

Algorithm current-tuple, shown in Figure 5.6, merely returns the next tuple in 

the scan, as indicated by the scan state. 

currentTuple(stafe): 
return stateJuples[state.currentJuple] 

Figure 5.6: Algorithm currentTuple 

Finally, algorithms backup and markScanStart, shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, 

respectively, manage the backing up of the inner relation scan. Algorithm backup reverts 

the current block and tuple counters to their last values. These values are stored in the 

state at the beginning of a scan by algorithm markScanStart. 

We are now ready to exhibit algorithm explici tSortMerge, shown in Figure 5.9. 

The algorithm accepts three parameters, the input relations r and s, and the join attribute 

values C. We assume that the schemas of r and s are as given in Section 5.2. Tuples 

from the outer relation are scanned in order. For each outer tuple, if the tuple matches 
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backUp(re/at:on, state): 
if (state.currentJilock ̂  state.lastJ>lock) 

state.currentMock *— state.lastJ)lock; 
seek{relation, state.currentMock)\ 
state.tuples <— read hlock(re/at»"on): 

state.currentJ.uple •«— state.lastJuple; 

Figures.?: Algorithm backup 

markSccinStart(sfafe): 
state.lastJjlock <— state.currentMock ; 
state.lastJtuple state.currentJuple ; 

Figure 5.8: Algorithm markScanStart 

the previous outer tuple, the scan of the irmer relation is backed-up to the first matching 

inner tuple. The starting location of the scan is recorded, in case backing up is needed 

by the next outer tuple, and the scan proceeds forward as normal. The complexity of 

the algorithm, as well as its performance degradation, as compared with conventional 

sort-merge, is due largely to the bookkeeping required to back up the inner relation scan. 

5.4.2.3 Partition-Based 

Like sort-merge based algorithms, partition-based algorithms have two distinct phases. 

In the first phase, the input relations are partitioned based on their join attribute values. 

The partitioning is performed so that a given bucket produced from one input relation 

contains tuples that can only match with tuples contained in the corresponding bucket of 

the other input relation. Each produced bucket is also intended to fill the allotted main 

memory. Typically, a hash function is used as the partitioning agent. Both relations are 

filtered through the same hash function, producing two parallel sets of buckets. In the 

second phase, the join is computed by comparing tuples in corresponding buckets of the 

input relations. Partition-based algorithms have been shown to have superior performance 

when the size of the available main memory relative to the sizes of the input relations is 
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explicitSortMerge(r.s.C): 
r' 4- sort(r.C): 
s' <- sort(s. C): 

initState(r'. outer Mate); initSta.te{s'inner jstate) ; 
x'[C] *-J.: 
result 0 ; 
advance{s'. inner Mate): y currentTuple{mner_stafe): 

for I <- 1 to |r'| 
advance{r'. outer Mate): x currentTuple( outer ̂fafe); 

if x[C] = x'[C\ 
backUp(s'. inner Mate): 
y <— cvirrentTuple{s'. innerjtate): 

x'[C]4-i[C]r 

while (i[C]>y[C]) 
advance(s'.inner^fate); y *- currentTuple(inTier^tate): 

markScanStart(mner^tate): 

while (i[C] = 2/[C]) 
if overlap(i[T],y[T]) ̂  0) 

,-[.4]^x[.4]; z[C]^x[C]: 
c[T] <- overlap(i[T],j/[T]): 
result (— result U {;} ; 

advance(s'. inner Mate): y <— currentTuple{mner^taie): 

return result; 

Figure 5.9: Algorithm explicitSortMerge 

large [Gra93]. 

A partitioning algorithm for the temporal namral join is shown in Figure 5.10. The 

algorithm accepts as input two relations r and s, and the names of the explicit join attributes 

C. We assume that the schemas of r and s are as given in Section 5.2. 

As can be seen, the explicit partition-based join algorithm is conceptually very simple. 

One relation is designated the outer relation; the other is designated as the inner relation. 

After partitioning, each bucket of the outer relation is read in turn. For a given "outer 

bucket," each page of the corresponding "inner bucket" is read, and tuples in the buffers 
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explicitPartitionJoin(r. s. C): 
result <— 0 ; 

partition(r. ri,..., r„): 
parti tion{s, si,.... s„): 

for J <- 1 to n 
outerJxucket <— read_partition(r,); 
for each page p G s,-

p *- read-page(s, ): 
for each tuple x G outerJnicket 

for each tuple y G p 
if (x[C] = y[C] and overlap(x[T],y[T]) 

--[.4]^-x[.4]; z[C]i-x[C]; 
-[T] overlap(x[T], j/[T]) ; 
result ^ result U {r} ; 

return result; 

Figure 5.10: Algorithm explicitPartitionJoin 

are joined. 

The partitioning step in Figure 5.10 is performed by algorithm partition, shown 

in Figure 5.11. This algorithm takes as its first argument an input relation. The resulting 

partitions n are retumed in the remaining parameters. Algorithm partition assumes that a 

hash function hash is available which accepts the join attribute values x[C] as input and 

retums an integer, the index of the target bucket, as its result. 

partition(r. ri r„): 
for / <— 1 to n 

r, <- 0 ; 

for each block b£ r 
readJ3lock(6): 
for each tuple x £b 

i <— hash(x[C]); 
r,- *- n U {x} ; 

Figure 5.11: Algorithm partition 
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5.43 Timestamp Algorithms 

In contrast to the explicit algorithms of the previous section, timestamp algorithms perform 

their primary matching on the timestamps associated with tuples, and secondarily on the 

explicit join attributes. 

In this section, we enumerate, to the best of our knowledge, all existing timestamp-

based evaluation algorithms for the temporal join operators described in Section 5.2. 

Many of these algorithms assume sort ordering of the input on either their starting or 

ending timestamps. While such assumptions are valid for many applications [JS93], they 

are not valid in the general case, as valid-time semantics allows correction and deletion of 

previously stored data. As before, all of the algorithms described here are derived from 

either nested-loop, sort-merge, or partitioning. 

5.4 J. 1 Nested Loop-Based 

To date, only one nested loop-based algorithm has been proposed for temporal join 

evaluation. Segev and Gunadhi developed this algorithm, EJ-2, for the entity-join [SG89, 

GS91] (see Figure 5.1). (Actually, Segev and Gunadhi developed two algorithms, EJ-1 

and EJ-2, for the entity join. EJ-1 is a merge-join variant, and so we delay its discussion 

until the following section.) EJ-2 does not assume any ordering of the input relations. It 

does assume that the explicit join attribute is a distinguished surrogate attribute, and that 

the input relations are in Temporal First Normal Form (ITNF). Essentially, ITNF ensures 

that mples within a single relation that have the same surrogate value may not overlap in 

time. 

EJ-2 simultaneously produces the natural join and left outeijoin in an initial phase, 

and then computes the right outeijoin in a subsequent phase. 

For the first phase, the inner relation is scanned once from front to back for each outer 

relation tuple. For a given outer relation tuple, the scan of the inner relation is terminated 

when the inner relation is exhausted or the outer tuple's timestamp has been completely 

overlapped by matching inner tuples. The outer tuple's natural join is produced as the 

scan progresses. The outer tuple's left outeijoin is produced by tracking the subintervals 
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of the outer tuple's timestamp that are not overlapped by any inner tuples. An output 

tuple is produced for each subinterval remaining at the end of the scan. Notice that main 

memory buffer space must be allocated to contain the unoverlapped subintervals of the 

outer mple. 

In the second phase, the roles of the inner and outer relations are reversed. Now, since 

the natural join was produced during the first phase, only the right outeijoin needs to be 

computed. The right outeijoin tuples are produced in the same manner as above, with one 

small optimization. If it is known that a tuple of the (current) outer relation did not join 

with any tuples during the first phase then no scanning of the inner relation is required 

and the corresponding outeijoin tuple is produced immediately. 

5.4.3.2 Sort Merge-Based 

Two date, two sets of researchers, Segev and Gunadhi, and Leung and Muntz, have 

independently developed timestamp sort-merge algorithms. 

Segev and Gunadhi modified the traditional merge-join algorithm to support the time-

join, temporal equijoin and temporal outeijoin [SG89, GS91]. We describe the algorithms 

for each of these operators in turn. 

For the time-join, the relations are sorted in ascending order of starting timestamp. 

The result is produced by a single scan of the input relations. 

For the temporal equijoin, four algorithms are presented corresponding to four possible 

orderings on the input relations, and two choices on the explicit join attributes. We discuss 

each of these algorithms in order from the strongest to weakest resuictions on the input 

and the equijoin condition. 

The first temporal equijoin algorithm, TEJ-1, is applicable if the equijoin condition is 

on the surrogate attributes of the input relations. The surrogate attributes are essentially key 

attributes of a corresponding snapshot schema. TEJ-1 assumes that the input relations are 

sorted primarily on their surrogate attributes and secondarily on their starting timestamps. 

The surrogate matching, sort-ordering, and ITNF assumption described in Section 5.4.3.1, 

allows the result to be produced with a single scan of both input relations, with no back-up. 

The second equijoin algorithm, TEJ-2, is applicable when the equijoin condition 
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involves any explicit attributes, surrogate or not. TEJ-2 assumes that the input relations 

are sorted first on their explicit join attribute(s) and secondly on their starting timestamps. 

Notice that since the join attribute can be a non-surrogate attribute, ITNF does not 

apply here and tuples sharing the same join attribute value may overlap in valid-time. 

Consequently, TEJ-2 requires the scan of the inner relation to be backed-up, in order to 

find all mples with matching explicit attributes. 

The third and fourth equijoin algorithms, TEJ-3 and TEJ-4, assume their input relations 

are sorted on starting timestamp only. TEJ-4 is applicable only if the equijoin condition 

is on the surrogate attribute. In addition to assuming that the input relations are sorted on 

their starting timestamps, TEJ-4 assumes that all tuples with the same surrogate value are 

linked, thereby allowing all tuples with the same surrogate to be retrieved when the first 

is found. The result is performed with a linear scan of both relations, with random access 

needed to traverse surrogate chains. 

Like TEJ-2, TEJ-3 is applicable for temporal equijoins on both the surrogate and ex

plicit attribute values. TEJ-3 assumes that the input relations are sorted in ascending order 

of their starting timestamps, but no sort order is assumed on the explicit join attributes. 

Hence, TEJ-3 requires that the inner relation scan be backed-up should consecutive tuples 

in the outer relation have overlapping period timestamps. 

For the entity-join, Segev and Gunadhi described one sort-merge based algorithm, EJ-

1. EJ-I assumes that the input relations are sorted primarily on their surrogate attributes 

and secondarily on their starting timestamps. Like TEJ-1, the result is produced by a 

single scan of both input relations. 

Leung and Muntz developed a series of algorithms based on the sort-merge algorithm 

to support temporal join predicates such as "contains" and "intersect" [A1183]. Although 

their algorithms do not explicitly support predicates on non-temporal attribute values, 

their techniques are easily modified to support more complex join operators such as the 

temporal equijoin. Like Segev and Gunadhi, this work describes evaluation algorithms 

appropriate for different sorting assumptions and access paths. 

Leung and Muntz use a stream-processing approach. Abstractly, the input relations 

are considered as sequences of time-sorted tuples where only the tuples at the front of the 
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streams may be read. The ordering of the tuples is a tradeoff with the amount of main 

memory needed to compute the jom. For example, Leung and Muntz show how a contain-

join [A1183] can be computed if the input streams are sorted in ascending order of their 

starting timestamp. They summarize for various sort orders on the starting and ending 

timestamps what tuples must be retained in main memory during the join computation. A 

family of algorithms are developed assuming different orderings (ascending/descending) 

of the starting and ending timestamps. 

Leung and Muntz also show how checkpoints, essentially the set of mples valid during 

some chronon, can be used to evaluate temporal joins where the join predicate implies 

some overlap between the participating tuples. Here, the checkpoints actually contain 

tuple identifiers (TIDs) for the mples valid during the specified chronon and the TDDs of 

the next tuples in the input streams. Suppose a checkpoint exists at time t. Using this 

checkpoint, the set of tuples participating in a join over a time interval containing t can 

be computed by using the cached TIDs and "rolling forward" using the TDDs of the next 

tuples in the streams. 

As can be seen from the above discussion, a large number of timestamp-based sort-

merge algorithms have been proposed, some for specific join operators. However, each of 

these proposals have been developed largely in isolation firom other work, with little or no 

cross-comparison. Furthermore, performance figures that have been published have been 

derived from analytical models, rather than empirical observations. Such a comparison, 

as provided in Chapter 7, is needed to truly evaluate the different proposals. 

5.4.3.3 Partition-Based 

Partitioning a relation over explicit attributes is relatively straightforward, if the parti

tioning attributes have discrete values. Partitioning over time is more difficult since our 

timestamps are intervals, i.e., range data, rather than discrete values. Previous timestamp 

partitioning algorithms have therefore developed various means of range partitioning the 

time intervals associated with tuples. 

In previous work, we described a valid-time join evaluation algorithm using partition

ing [SSJ94]. This algorithm was presented in the context of evaluating the valid-time 
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natural join, though it is easily adapted to compute other temporal-based joins. The range 

partitioning used by this algorithm mapped tuples to singular buckets and dynamically 

migrated the tuples to other buckets as needed during the join computation. This approach 

avoided data redundancy, and associated I/O overhead, at the expense of more complex 

buffer management. 

Lu, Ooi, and Tan described another range-partitioning algorithm for computing tem

poral joins [LOT94]. This algorithm is applicable to intersection-joins, where a result 

tuple is produced for each pair of input tuples with overlapping valid-time intervals. 

Their approach is to map intervals to a two-dimensional plane, which is then partitioned 

into regions. The join result is produced by computing the subjoins of pairs of partitions 

corresponding to adjacent regions in the plane. This method applies to a restricted temporal 

model where future time is not allowed. We discuss this approach in more detail in the 

next section. 

Analogous to the situation with timestamp sort-merge algorithms, little comparison 

has been performed among the various timestamp partition-based join algorithms. We 

will address this need in Chapter 7. 

5.5 Temporal Index-Based Join Algorithms 

Indexing has long been used in conventional databases to reduce the need to scan an 

entire relation to access a subset of its mples. For temporal databases, which can grow 

monotonically in size, the need for effective indexing is even more important. The 

current state of research in temporal indexing is much the same as that in temporal 

joins. Many temporal indexes have been proposed in the literature, but no comprehensive 

comparison of either the capabilities of the different proposals, or the performance of 

actual implementations has been performed [ST95]. 

Temporal join evaluation strategies have been proposed in conjunction with four 

temporal indexes, the append-only tree [GS93], checkpoint index [LM92a], time index 

[EWK90], and spatial index [LOT94]. Of the four indexes, only the time index supports 

valid time, the remainder are more appropriate for transaction-time relations. 

While a more thorough study is required, each of these indexes exhibit limitations in 
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either performance, storage requirements or capabilities that hinder their applicability to 

valid-time join evaluation. We consider each of the indexes in turn. 

The append-only tree is used to index a temporal relation that is sorted on the starting 

timestamp of tuples. Given an event the append-only tree indexes the last mple overlapping 

that event. Hence all overlapping mples can be found from a sequential scan, forward 

in time, starting from the indexed tuple. This scheme is applicable to computing the 

temporal natural join, or any join with an overlap predicate on timestamps. However, the 

requirement for sorted input causes the append-only tree to be inapplicable to valid-time 

relations, which are generally not ordered in time. Also, the append-only tree is unable to 

accommodate fiiture time, which is a component of valid time. 

The time index is a B''"-tree derived structure. It is based on the concept of change 

points, the starting or ending times of tuples. Essentially, leaf nodes contain change 

point/disk pointer pairs. All tuples that overlap the given change point are stored in a disk 

block pointed to by the disk pointer. This results in much data redundancy since mples 

whose lifetimes span change points are replicated across all leaf nodes that they overlap. 

Also, if the indexed relation has a high update rate the number of change points will be 

very high increasing the size of the tree and the amount of duplicated data. The time index 

can be used to implement temporal joins with overlap conditions on tuple timestamps, but 

practically speaking, the space requirements of this structure preclude its actual use. 

The checkpoint index is essentially a time index on partial query results. It is used to 

store and retrieve cached results from previous query evaluations, allowing incremental 

query computation over time. Like the scheme developed for the append-only tree, the 

checkpoint index assumes the input tuples are sorted by time, which precludes it from 

fully supporting valid-time query evaluation. 

Lastly, the spatial index supports transaction-time queries with interval keys. It maps 

tuple timestamps, i.e., intervals, into points on a two-dimensional plane. The plane is 

partitioned into spatial regions, and all mples that map to a given spatial region are stored 

in the same disk block. The spatial index avoids data redundancy. It suffers from the fact 

that non-overlap queries are not well supported, since the mapping of tuples to the spatial 

plane effectively randomizes the tuples. Furthermore, when evaluating join queries with 
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overlap conditions, a given region of one relation may need to be compared with many 

regions of the other relation, defeating the purpose of the index. Lastly, the spatial index 

does not support future time. 

To summarize, a temporal index supporting full valid-time semantics, i.e., random 

insertion and deletion, and past, current, and future time, and with proven efficacy for 

valid-time join evaluation has not been developed. Before further investigations are 

appropriate, a comprehensive con^arison of existing proposals is necessary. There is 

much room for improvement in this area. 

5.6 Summary 

In this chapter, we surveyed temporal query evaluation techniques, in preparation for de

riving new algorithms for temporal coalescing and temporal joins in subsequent chapters. 

The contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows. 

• We presented a taxonomy of all temporal join operators that, to our knowledge, have 

been defined in previous research. This taxonomy provides the first comprehensive 

comparison of temporal join operators. In the taxonomy, we derived operatornames 

that reflect the extension of. the given temporal operators from their well-known 

snapshot counterparts. 

• We provided a survey of temporal join evaluation techniques. This survey is the first 

comprehensive compilation of existing techniques for temporal join evaluation, and 

provides a taxonomy for constructing new evaluation algorithms for both temporal 

coalescing and temporal joins. This taxonomy is parameterized by the general 

paradigm used by an evaluation algorithm, i.e., nested-loop, sorting, or partitioning, 

and for sorting and partitioning algorithms, the ordering or partitioning attribute(s), 

respectively. 

• Lastly, we briefly examined j)revious proposals in temporal indexing and associated 
r*" 

join evaluation algorithms. Our conclusion is that further research is needed in 

valid-time indexing to efficiently support valid-time join processing. 
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The majority of previous work in temporal query processing has been concerned with 

either temporal join algorithms or temporal indexing. While indexing is an important 

topic, we concern ourselves with non index-based evaluation methods in the remainder of 

the dissertation, mainly due to the large number of existing temporal indexes. 

Presently, previous research in non-indexed temporal query evaluation, and, hence, 

non-indexed temporal joins, has been done largely in isolation. The same operators have 

been defined by several researchers, using different representations and different names. 

The taxonomy presented in this chapter is the first attempt to remedy this simation. 

A similar situation exists with previously proposed temporal query evaluation al

gorithms. In this chapter, we provided a taxonomy of temporal join strategies. This 

taxonomy can be used when constructing new temporal query evaluation algorithms, as 

we will do in the next chapter for temporal coalescing, and in Chapter 7 for temporal joins. 
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CHAPTER 6 

EVALUATING TEMPORAL COALESCING 

6.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 4, we defined the temporal coalescing operator, and briefly motivated the 

importance of this operator with respect to performance. In this chapter, we investigate 

this topic in more detail. We concentrate on valid-time coalescing, though our results can 

be adapted to transaction-time coalescing and can be generalized to bitemporal coalescing. 

Coalescing [JCE'^94] is similar to duplicate elimination in conventional databases. In 

a temporal relation, two tuples are "uncoalesced" if they are value-equivalent [Sno87], and 

either have adjacent time intervals ("meet" in Allen's taxonomy [A1183]) or share some 

time in common. Consider the relation in Figure 6.1. The mples in this relation denote 

the fact "Ronald Reagan was president" over two adjacent time periods. The two mples 

can be replaced by a single tuple, timestamped with the period [1981/01/20-1989/01/19], 

to represent when Ron was President, instead of which terms he was elected to, which is 

represented in the uncoalesced relation. 

Uncoalesced tuples can arise in many ways. For example, a projection of a coalesced 

temporal relation may produce an uncoalesced result, much as duplicate mples may be 

produced by a projection on a duplicate-free snapshot relation. In addition, update and 

insertion operations may not enforce coalescing, possibly due to efficiency concerns. 

As with duplicate elimination in snapshot databases, prior coalescing is necessary 

to ensure the semantics of some temporal operators [SJS95], e.g., temporal aggregation 

Name Title V 

Ron President 

Ron President 

[01/20/1981-01/19/1985] 

[01/20/1985-01/19/1989] 

Figure 6.1: Uncoalesced Valid-Time Relation 
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[KSL95] and temporal selection [SJS95]. While many temporal data models and lan

guages have implicitly or explicitly assumed or provided coalescing [Ari86, BZ82, CC87, 

GV85, McK88, NA89, Sad87, Sai90b, Sno87, TA86], only recently has the importance 

of this operation with respect to semantics and performance been emphasized [Boe94a]. 

Consider the relation in Figure 6.1. A relational algebra expression selecting those persons 

who were president for more than six years does not return Ron since the the valid-time 

of either fact is less than six years. However, prior coalescing of the relation causes 

Ron to qualify for the selection. Thus, coalescing of the underlying relation can have a 

semantic effect on queries, and, in general, one carmot switch between a coalesced and 

an uncoalesced representation without changing the semantics of programs. Moreover, as 

frequently used database operations (projection, union, insertion, and update) may lead 

to potentially uncoalesced relations and because many (but not all) real-world queries 

require coalesced relations, having fast implementations is imperative. 

Coalescing is potentially more expensive than duplicate elimination, which relies 

on an equality predicate over the attributes. Coalescing also requires detecting tuple 

overlap, which is an inequality predicate over the timestamp attribute. Most conventional 

DBMSs handle inequality predicates poorly; the typical strategy is to resort to exhaustive 

comparison [LM90], yielding quadratic complexity (or worse), as will be demonstrated 

later in this paper. For these reasons, effective algorithms for evaluating the coalescing 

operator are needed. We address this topic in this chapter. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We first examine how coalescing 

has arisen in previous temporal data models and query languages. Section 6.3 formally 

defines the coalescing operator. In Section 6.4 we define the space of coalescing evaluation 

algorithms, and choose ten of the algorithms for further investigation. The results of an 

empirical performance study involving these algorithms are described in Section 6.5. 

Finally, conclusions and directions for future work are offered in Section 6.6. 

6.2 Related Work 

Early temporal relational models implicitly assumed that the relations were coalesced. 

Ariav's Temporally Oriented Data Model (TODM) [Ari86], Ben Zvi's Time Relational 
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Model [BZ82], Clifford and Croker's Historical Relational Data Model (HRDM) [CC87], 

Navathe's Temporal Relational Model (TRM) [NA89], and the data models defined by 

Gadia [GV85, GadSS], Sadeghi [Sad87] and Tansel [TA86] all have this property. The term 

coalesced was coined by Snodgrass in his description of the data model underlying TQuel, 

which also requires coalescing [Sno87]^ Later data models, such as those associated with 

HSQL [Sar90b] and TSQL2 [Sno95], explicitly required coalesced relations. The query 

languages associated with these data models generally did not include explicit constructs 

for coalescing. HSQL is the exception; it includes a COALESCE ON clause within the 

select statement, and an COALESCE optional modifier inunediately following SELECT 

[Sar90a]. Some query languages that don't require coalesced relations provide constructs 

to specify coalescing; ChronoBase [Sri91], which provides a max_holds predicate, 

ChronoSQL [Boe94a], and ATSQL2, a variant of TSQL2 which allows both duplicates 

and non-coalesced relations [BJS95], are examples. 

For many of these query languages, temporal algebras have been defined [MS91]. 

For those based on attribute timestamping, projection retains coalescing; generally the 

algebras for these models extend the union operator so that it also guarantees coalescing 

|TA86, McK88, Gad88]. For those models based on tuple timestamping, some also 

include coalescing in the projection operator, e.g., the conceptual algebra for TSQL2 

[SJS95]. Navathe and Ahmed defined the first coalescing algebraic operator; they called 

this COMPRESS [NA89]. Sarda defined an operator called Coalesce [Sar90a], Lorentzos' 

FOLD operator includes coalescing [LJ88], Leung's second variant of a temporal select 

join operator TSJ2 can be used to effect coalescing, and TSQL2's representational algebra 

also included a coalesce operator [SJS95]. 

Despite the need for effective evaluation algorithms for coalescing, there has been scant 

coverage in the literature on this topic. This is in contrast to the conventional duplicate 

elimination operator, for which a large body of research exists [Gra93]. Concerning 

temporal coalescing, Navathe and Ahmed provided the first algorithm: sort the relation 

on a composite key of explicit attributes and time start, then scan the relation, extending 

^SQL-92 contains an unrelated COALESCE operator that is shorthand of CASE that replaces NULL 
values with other values [MS93]. 
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the period of some tuples and deleting other tuples [NA89]. Lorentzos uses a similar 

algorithm to implement FOLD [Lor93, p. 89]. In Section 6.5, we evaluate this algorithm 

against a suite of other approaches. 

6.3 Definitions 

While coalescing can be defined in almost all temporal data models, for concreteness 

we define its semantics in the INF tuple timestamping representation of Chapter 4. We 

define the operator for valid-time relations, though the definition can easily be adapted to 

transaction-time relations, and extended to bitemporal relations. 

Let R be a relation schema R = (Ai , . . . ,  A .v  |  T)  where  {Ai ,  . . . ,  A a^} are explicit 

attributes and T is an interval timestamp [T^, Tg]. We use r to denote an instance of R, and 

X and y to denote tuples in r. As a shorthand, we use A to represent the set of attributes 

{Ai , . .A .v} .  

Prior to defining the coalescing operator we first define two auxiliary predicates. The 

first predicate determines if two argument tuples agree on the values of their explicit 

attributes. 

valuejs.quivalent[x,y) = (x[A] = y[A]). 

The second predicate determines if two argument periods share any instant in time (termed 

a chronon), i.e., if the periods overlap, or are adjacent. 

<,veWap(lT.,T.], [f,.!',]) = (3c((T, < c < Tl) A (t1 < c < T',))). 

Informally, a relation is coalesced if all pairs of tuples from the relation, excluding 

pairs of the same tuple, are either not value-equivalent, or, if they are value-equivalent, 

then they must be non-adjacent and non-overlapping. 
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Definition 63.1 Let R =  ( A i , . . . ,  Aff \ T) be a valid-time relation schema. An instance 

r of R is coalesced if and only if 

'^x ̂  rVy E r{ x 

V{-lvaluejsquivalent{x, y)) 

\/{-^overlap{x[T], y[T]))) 

• 

6.4 Algorithms 

Operationally, coalescing is very similar to unary relational operations such as duplicate 

elimination, and related operations such as grouping for aggregation. Whereas duplicate 

elimination matches value-equivalent tuples, coalescing performs the same matching, with 

the added restriction that tuple timestamps must either be overlapping or adjacent. We 

use this similarity to derive coalescing algorithms from well-established techniques for 

duplicate elimination [Gra93]. Our presentation, which extends conventional duplicate 

elimination algorithms, differs slightly from the extension of conventional join algorithms 

to their valid-time counterparts in the previous chapter, due to the unary and binary natures 

of the two operators, respectively. 

As we noted in Chapter 5, all relational query evaluation algorithms, including those 

supporting duplicate elimination, are derived from three paradigms: nested-loop, parti

tioning, and sort-merge [Gra93]. 

Partition-based duplicate elimination divides the input tuples into buckets using all 

attributes of the input relation as the key value. Each bucket contains all tuples that 

could possibly match with one another, and the buckets are constructed to maximize the 

available main memory buffer space. The result is produced by performing an in-memory 

duplicate elimination on each of the derived buckets. 

Sort-merge duplicate elimination also divides the input relation, but uses physical 

memory loads as the units of division. The memory loads are sorted, producing sorted 
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runs, and written to disk. The result is produced by merging the sorted runs, where 

duplicates encountered during the merge step are eliminated. 

We adapt these basic duplicate elimination algorithms to support coalescing. To 

enumerate the space of coalescing algorithms, we use the duality of partitioning and 

sort-merge [GLS94]. In particular, the division step of partitioning, where tuples are 

separated based on key values, is analogous to the merging step of sort-merge, where 

tuples are matched based on key values. In the following, we consider the characteristics 

of sort-merge algorithms and apply duality to derive corresponding characteristics of 

partition-based algorithms. 

For a conventional relation, sort-based duplicate elimination algorithms order the input 

relation on the relation's explicit attributes. For a temporal relation, which has timestamp 

attributes in addition to explicit attributes, there are four possibilities for ordering the 

relation. First, the relation can be sorted using the explicit attributes exclusively. Second, 

the relation can be ordered on time, using either the starting or ending timestamp [LM93, 

Seg93]. The choice of starting or ending timestamp dictates an ascending or descending 

sort order, respectively. Third, the relation can be ordered primarily on the explicit 

attributes and secondarily on time [NA93]. Lastly, the relation can be ordered primarily 

on time and secondarily on the explicit attributes. 

By duality, the division step of partition-based algorithms can partition using any of 

these options [LM93, Seg93]. Hence, four choices exist for the dual steps of merging in 

sort-merge or partitioning in partition-based methods. 

Lastly, it has been recognized that the choice of buffer allocation strategy, Grace 

or hybrid [DKO"'"84], is independent of whether a sort or partition-based approach is 

used [Gra93]. Hybrid policies minimize the flushing of intermediate buffers from main 

memory, and hence can decrease the I/O cost for a given execution. 

Figure 6.2 shows the choices of sort-merge versus partitioning, the possible sort

ing/partitioning attributes, and the possible buffer allocation strategies. Combining all 

possibilities gives sixteen possible evaluation algorithms. Including the basic nested-loop 

algorithm results in a total of seventeen possible algorithms. The seventeen algorithms 

are named and described in Figure 6.3. 
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Sort-merge 

Partitioning 
> X < 

Explicit 

Timestamp 

Explicit/timestamp 

Hmestamp/explicit 

> X < 
Grace 

Hybrid 

Figure 6.2: Space of Possible Evaluation Algorithms 

Of the seventeen possible choices, we excluded six of the algorithms, TES, TES-

H, TP-H, ETP, ETP-H, TEP, and TEP-H firom the final study. TES and TES-H are 

optimizations of TS and TS-H, respectively, using a secondary sort-order on the explicit 

attributes. Intuitively, a secondary ordering on explicit attributes would not be effective 

if the start time of value-equivalent tuples are separated by long time periods. TP-H, 

ETP, ETP-H, TEP, and TEP-H perform partitioning on time, either primarily (TP, TP-

H, TEP and TEP-H) or secondarily (ETP and ETP-H). For each of these algorithms, 

range-partitioning [LM91] is performed on the period timestamp attributes. Whereas 

range partitioning has been successfully applied in conventional query evaluation with its 

discrete attribute values [DNS91], it is much more difficult to perform range-partitioning 

using more complex period timestamps. We included the simplest timestamp partitioning 

algorithm, TP, in the smdy. 

The coalescing algorithms we include are adaptations of existing duplicate elimination 

algorithms. A database vendor can use these techniques to construct coalescing operators 

from existing code at fairly minimal implementation cost. While we do not consider 

them in this study, optimizations such as read-ahead using forecasting, early coalescing, 

merge optimizations, large cluster sizes, and bucket tuning [Gra93] can be applied to the 

coalescing algorithms as well. 

The explicit partitioning algorithms, EP and EP-H, used a simple, modulo hash func

tion to partition the input relations [Gra93, ME92]. The timestamp-partitioning algorithm, 

TP, used range-partitioning on the tuple timestamps [SSJ94]. All partition-based algo

rithms coalesced generated partitions as follows. The partition is read into memory, 

assuming it does not overflow the available buffer space, and pointers to the tuple in the 
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Algorithm Name 

Explicit sort ES 
Hybrid explicit sort ES-H 
Timestamp sort TS 
Hybrid timestamp sort TS-H 
Explicit/timestamp sort ETS 
Hybrid explicit/timestamp sort ETS-H 
Timestamp/explicit sort TES 
Hybrid timestamp/explicit sort TES-H 
Explicit partitioning EP 
Hybrid explicit partitioning EP-H 
Timestamp partitioning TP 
Hybrid timestamp partitioning TP-H 
Explicit/timestamp partitioning ETP 
Hybrid explicit/timestamp partitioning ETP-H 
Timestamp/explicit partitioning TEP 
Hybrid timestamp/explicit partitioning TEP-H 
Nested-loop NL 

Figure 6.3: Possible Algorithms for Performance Study 

partition are sorted using an in-memory quicksort. The sorted pointers are then scanned, 

producing result tuples. If the partition overflowed the available buffer space then the 

algorithms default to an explicit sort-merge coalescing of the partition. 

The sort-based algorithms, e.g., ES, ES-H, and TS, used an in-memory quicksort to 

generate sorted runs, the runs were sorted solely on explicit attributes for ES and ES-

H [Gra93, Seg93], on explicit attributes and starting timestamps for ETS and ETS-H 

[SG89, Seg93], and on starting timestamps for TS and TS-H [LM93, Seg93]. Rather 

than physically materializing the sorted input relation, the algorithms produce the sorted 

input tuples "on the fly" from the collection of sorted runs. Essentially, the final merge 

operation to produce the sorted input relations and the scan operation to find matching 

tuples are interleaved. This approach eliminates a write and subsequent read of the fiilly 

sorted relation, a significant I/O reduction [Gra93]. 

We used a simple implementation of hybrid buffer management. For partition-based 

algorithms, e.g., EP-H, a partition was chosen to remain memory resident without being 

flushed to disk during, and after, the division step. Similarly, for the sort-based algorithms. 
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ES-H, TS-H, and ETS-H, most of the last run generated was retained in memory rather 

than being flushed to disk. This required fairly straightforward calculations to allocate 

some of the buffer space being used by the last run to the remaining runs during merging. 

For the algorithms HP, EP-H, ES, ES-H, TP, and NL we built the temporal element 

[Gad88] of value-equivalent tuples as a main-memory data structure. The temporal 

element was represented as a modified binary tree, where nodes in the tree contained 

a time period and a left and a right child pointer. Partial coalescing was performed on 

insertion, and maximal periods, as required by coalescing, were produced when the tree 

was traversed, i.e., after all value-equivalent tuples had been scanned. In all cases, the 

space requirements of the temporal element was small relative to the available buffer 

space. ETS, ETS-H, TS, and TS-H did not require this data structure since the sort order 

on time allows a constant in-memory workspace [LM93]. 

The timestamp sorting algorithms, TS and TS-H, use tuple caching [LM93, SSJ94] 

to retain, in memory, mples during the merging step that could coalesce with tuples 

appearing later in the scan. Our implementation extends techniques previously originally 

developed for the contains-join [LM90, LM93], to support overlap. In addition, our 

implementation is the first practical realization this algorithm, including complex tuple 

and buffer management, and block-oriented input and output. The tuple cache size was 

set at 32 K, i.e., one cluster of I/O (see Figure 6.4). The timestamp partitioning algorithm, 

TP, which could also use mple caching, was instead implemented using simple tuple 

replication. 

Lastly, all algorithms were developed and experiments were run using the TiME-IT 

temporal database test environment [KS95], a system for prototyping query evaluation 

components. TiME-IT provides a synthetic temporal database generator, a simulated single 

disk system, and I/O and CPU cost measurement tools. 

6.5 Performance Study 

In this section, we describe an empirical performance study involving the algorithms 

derived in the previous section. The algorithms are tested under a variety of database 
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Parameter Value 

Relation size 16MB 
Tuple size 16 bytes 

Tuples per relation 1 M 
Timestamp size ([s,e]) 8 bytes 
Explicit attribute size 8 bytes 

Relation lifespan 100000 chronons 
Page size 1 KB 

Quster size 32KB 

Figure 6.4: System Characteristics 

conditions." Our goal is to investigate how coalescing can be implemented cheaply, and 

with adequate performance. 

6^.1 Parameters 

Using TIME-IT we fixed several parameters describing all test relations used in the exper

iments. These parameters and their values are shown in Figure 6.4. We fixed the mple 

size at 16 bytes and the relation size at 16 MB, giving 1 M tuples per relation. We chose 

a 16 M relation size since we were less interested in absolute size than in the ratio of 

input size to available main memory. A scaling of these factors would provide similar 

results. In all cases, the generated relations were randomly ordered with respect to both 

their explicit and timestamp attributes. 

The meuics we used for all experiments are shown in Figure 6.5. We measured 

both main memory operations and disk I/O operations. Ail operations were measured 

synthetically using facilities provided by TiME-IT to eliminate any undesired system 

effects from the results. For disk operations, random and sequential access were measured 

separately with a five times cost factor for random accesses. We included the cost 

of writing the output relation in the experiments since sort-based and partition-based 

algorithms exhibit dual random and sequential I/O patterns when sorting/coalescing and 

partitioning/merging. 

Lastly, Figure 7.2 sunmiarizes the values of the system parameters which varied 

-We ran each of ihe given experiments many times and noticed negligible variation among the results. 
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Parameter Value 

Sequential 1/0 cost 5 msec 
Random FO cost 25 msec 

Explicit attribute compare 2 fisec 
Timestamp compare 4 /zsec 

Pointer compare 1 fisec 
Pointer swap 3 fisec 
Tuple move 4 /isec 

Figure 6.5: Cost Metrics 

between the different experiments. Each row of the table shows the numbers of the figure 

illustrating the results of the experiments and the parameters for the experiment. 

Explicit Timestamp Timestamp Memory 

Figure Skew Skew Duration Size 

Numbers (%) (%) (Chronons) (MB) 

6.7 and 6.8 None None 1 0.5-16 

6.9 None None 1000 0.5-16 

6.10 0%-100% None 1 4 

6.11 and 6.12 0%-100% None 1000 4 

6.13 None 0-100% 1 4 

6.14 0%-100% 0-100% 1 4 

Figure 6.6: Varying Parameters for Coalescing Experiments 

6.5.2 Simple Experiments 

In this section, we perform two "base case" experiments, the first when no coalescing 

occurs, and the second when all tuples coalesce into one or a few tuples. These experiments 

correspond to duplicate elimination where the reduction factor [Gra93] is one, and where 

the reduction factor approaches the input cardinality, respectively. 
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6^.2.1 No Coalescing 

We devised a "worst-case" experiment where essentially no coalescing occurs. We 

generated a single relation with randomly distributed explicit attribute values and randomly 

distributed period timestamps. The explicit attributes were two integer attributes drawn 

from the range 0 to 2^^ - 1, giving (2^^)" different possibilities for the 1 M tuples. Period 

timestamps were set to be one chronon in duration, though, timestamping with longer 

periods would still result in little coalescing due to the lack of value-equivalence. Each 

algorithm was run on the relation using six memory allocations, from 0.5 M to 16 M, for 

an effective memory to input ratio of 1:32 at the smallest memory allocation and 1:1 at 

±e largest. The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 6.7. Notice that both the 

X-axis and y-axis in the figure are log-scaled^. 

8000 7000 
6000 5000 ETS -li- -T5^ -A-TP TS EP 

'S' 2000-
i 

I 
• 000^ 500-

400-
300-
200-

100-OS 

Figure 6.7: No Coalescing (Reduction Factor = 1) 

In the figure, nested-loop is clearly not competitive. We implemented a standard 

block-oriented nested-loop algorithm. However, it is not sufficient to make a simple 

quadratic scan of the input—the nested-loop program is effectively performing a fixpoint 

computation. 

^Graphs in this chapter are organized as follows. The same line/point style is used for a given algorithm 
consistently throughout all graphs in this section. Algorithms appear in a particular graph legend according 
to their top-to-bottom order at the left margin of the graph. Lastly, corresponding pairs of Grace/hybrid 
algorithms are plotted using the same point style, but with different lines. 
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A simple improvement to this algorithm is to first sort the input on the explicit attributes, 

and use the sort-ordering to reduce the number of blocks scanned in the irmer loop. This 

is the essentially the approach proposed by Navathe and Ahmed for their COMPRESS 

operator [NA93] and by Lorentzos for his Fold operator [Lor93]. However, rather than 

perform a separate sort operation, it is possible to sort and coalesce simultaneously. The 

sort-merge algorithms we consider operate in this manner. As can be seen from the graph, 

ES is nearly 10 times faster ±an ML at the smallest memory size, and is uniformly superior 

across all memory sizes. We will not consider nested-loop in the remainder of this paper. 

In order to get a better picture of the performance of the remaining algorithms, we plot 

them separately in Figure 6.8. Again both the x-axis and y-axis are log-scaled. As can be 

seen, the results closely agree with those from duplicate elimination: corresponding sort-

based and partition-based algorithms have largely identical performance; careful mning 

could reduce any differences, and hybrid algorithms outperform their Grace counterparts 

at high memory allocations. In our case, this occurs when the ratio of main memory to 

input size reaches approximately 1:8 (2 M of main memory) or 1:4 (4 M of main memory). 

It should be noted that the results in Figure 6.8 scale with the main memory allocation 

and input relation sizes. Essentially, simultaneously scaling main memory and the relation 

sizes allows the same percentage of the input relations to be contained in main memory. 

If the amount of main memory relative to the input size becomes very small then the 

amount of random I/O incurred by algorithms will increase dramatically. This will have 

a detrimental effect, especially on the hybrid algorithms. 

We note that TS-H, the timestamp sorting hybrid algorithm performed extremely well 

in this experiment (see Figure 6.8). The reasons for this are two-fold. First, due to 

the uniform distribution of both the explicit and timestamp attributes all of the hybrid 

algorithms incurred essentially the same I/O cost. (The same statement is true for the set 

of Grace algorithms.) The cost differential between TS-H and the other hybrid algorithms 

in Figure 6.8 is therefore main memory cost, in this case, sorting cost. Recall that we 

are using 4 byte integers as timestamps, and two 4 byte integers as the explicit attribute 

values. Recall that TS-H (and TS) sort the input using the starting timestamp as the sort 

key. Hence, the cost of sorting using timestamps is one-half the cost of sorting using 
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Figure 6.8: No Coalescing (Reduction Factor = 1, without NL) 

the explicit attributes, since all explicit attributes must be examined to determine value-

equivalence. As mple length increases this gap would grow correspondingly. The cost 

differential between TS-H and ETS-H is even higher since ETS-H sorts using both the 

explicit attribute and the starting timestamp. Lastly, the tuple caching mechanism used 

in TS-H (and TS) is quite effective in this experiment since the timestamp durations are 

very short (one chronon). Hence, tuples quickly expire from the tuple cache, with no 

danger of cache overflow, and subsequent buffer thrashing. We will revisit this point in 

Section 6.5.3. 

6.5.2.2 Total Coalescing 

The experiment of the previous section performed essentially no coalescing, due to the 

uniform distribution of explicit attribute values over a large domain. We now consider the 

algorithms when the reduction factor approaches the cardinality of the input, i.e., when 

all tuples coalesce into one or a few tuples. 

A critical factor in the performance of duplicate elimination algorithms is the presence 

(or absence) of skew in the input attribute values [BD83, Gra93]. Sort-merge algo

rithms generally out-perform their partition-based counterparts when input distributions 

are skewed, causing enlarged partition sizes, and consequential buffer thrashing. For bi
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nary operations such as joins, other factors, such as the relative sizes of the input operands, 

must be considered, but for unary operators such as duplicate elimination or grouping, 

skew is the primary concern for performance. We investigate explicit attribute skew more 

closely in the next section, but we mention its effect here to illustrate the results of this 

experiment. 

We generated a single relation consisting entirely of value-equivalent tuples, i.e., 

every tuple in the relation had the same values for its explicit attributes. (Equivalently, the 

relations explicit attribute values had 100% skew.) As before the period timestamps of 

the tuples were randomly distributed with one chronon durations. Notice that 1 M tuples 

distributed over a 100000 chronon lifespan implies that approximately 10 tuples are valid 

during each chronon, thereby supporting a large reduction factor. Each algorithm was 

again run using six memory allocations, from 0.5 M to 16 M. The results are shown in 

Figure 6.9. Note that the i-axis is log-scaled. 
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Figure 6.9: Total Coalescing (Reduction Factor = Input Cardinality) 

As expected, EP and EP-H suffer when the explicit attribute values are skewed. ES-H 

enjoys a 176% advantage over EP-H at the smallest memory allocation, and a 330% 

advantage at the largest memory allocation. However, notice that EP's performance is 

slightly improved from its performance in Figure 6.8. This is due to a sorting optimiza

tion, which we applied to all algorithms, but will explain in terms of explicit attribute 
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partitioning. We used a pointer-based quicksort to coalesce partitions. A partition is 

read into memory, sorted, and then scaimed and coalesced. If a subarray of pointers is 

found to be already sorted, as would occur when all tuples are value-equivalent, then the 

algorithm skips the sorting step for that subarray. (The cost of detecting the sortedness 

of the subarray is included in the algorithm cost.) For this experiment, where all tuples 

are value-equivalent, this optimization results in a big savings. Nonetheless, the same 

optimization was applied to ES and ES-H, (and the remaining algorithms as well) so the 

relative difference between those algorithms and EP and EP-H is the same. This also 

explains the lack of "tail-up" for ES-H at the smallest memory allocation, as occurs for 

the other hybrid algorithms. 

One fiirther note of interest is the good performance of TS-H at relatively large memory 

sizes. Again, this is due to the uniform distribution of the timestamp attributes, and their 

short duration. We will relax this assumption in the next section. 

6.5.3 Explicit Attribute Skew 

To further investigate the effect of explicit attribute skew, we generated a series of 

databases with explicit skew ranging from 0%, where explicit attribute values were ran

domly distributed as in the experiment of Section 6.5.2.1, to 100%, as in the experiment 

of Section 6.5.2.2. We conducted two experiments. In the first, we used short duration 

timestamps (one chronon). In both cases, the timestamps were randomly distributed over 

the timestamp space. To provide as fair a comparison as possible, we fixed the memory 

size at 2 M, the size at which all algorithms performed most closely in the experiment of 

Section 6.5.2.1. The result of the first experiment is shown in Figure 6.10. Notice that 

both the X-axis and the y-axis in Figure 6.10 are linear-scaled. 

The relative order of EP/EP-H, ETS/ETS-H, and ES/ES-H in Figure 6.10 reflects 

the increased I/O cost incurred by EP/EP-H, the higher sorting cost of ETS/ETS-H over 

ES/ES-H, and the sorting optimization mentioned earlier for ES and ES-H. As expected, 

TP shows essentially the same cost as in the previous experiment. Again the performance 

of TS-H is exceptional due to the short duration timestamps. 

For the second experiment, we increased the timestamp duration to 1000 chronons. 
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Figure 6.10: Explicit Attribute Skew (Short Duration Timestamps) 

making the lifespan of each tuple 1/100 of the relation lifespan. As before, the main 

memory allocation was fixed at 2 M for all trials. The results of the experiment are shown 

in Figure 6.11. Notice that the y-axis of the graph is log-scaled. 
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Figure 6.11: Explicit Attribute Skew (Long Duration Timestamps) 

This experiment shows a serious problem with the timestamp sorting algorithms: both 

show quadratic cost when the explicit attribute skew is 50% or below. Recall that the 

only difference between the trial relations in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 is the length of the 

tuple timestamps. The effect of a high explicit attribute cardinality (which is inversely 
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proportional to the degree of explicit skew) coupled with long duration timestamps causes 

buffer thrashing. Many tuples will require caching due to their long timestamps, but few 

tuples will coalesce due to the high explicit cardinality. Hence, the cache buffer overflows, 

and the algorithms begin thrashing. 

To see this, recall that our test relation had a lifespan of 100000 chronons, and contained 

1 M tuples whose timestamps were randomly distributed throughout the relation lifespan. 

This implies that approximately 10 = 1 M /100000 tuples arrive and depart every chronon. 

Since each tuple has a lifespan of 1000 chronons, we must scan the first 10000 tuples, 

approximately, before any mples can safely be purged from the tuple cache. However, 

with a 32K cache size (holding 32K / 16 = 2048 tuples), we have already overflowed the 

tuple cache. Again, this effect was induced by the interplay of a high explicit attribute 

cardinality and fairly long duration timestamps. 

This did not happen in the experiments of Figures 6.8 and 6.10 since mple timestamps 

there had short durations, i.e., a single chronon. Tuples with short lifespans are less 

likely to coalesce than tuples with long lifespans. Therefore, short lifespan tuples are 

more quickly flushed from the tuple cache, thereby reducing the exposure to overflow and 

subsequent thrashing. 

We conjecture that a similar effect occurs when the explicit attribute cardinality is 

low, but long duration timestamps are still present. Further experimentation is needed to 

confirm this. Also, notice that the effect would be mitigated if the relation lifespan were 

longer, thereby decreasing the arrival rate of mples. 

To see the effect of explicit attribute skew on the remaining algorithms, we have 

replotted their data in Figure 6.12. From the figure, we can see that EP-H had almost 

uniformly poorer performance than its Grace counterpart. This is due to the nature of the 

skew. In none of the hybrid experiments did the skewed partitions happen to be the same 

as the memory resident partitions, meaning that a large amount of buffer space was left 

unoccupied during partitioning. More sophisticated buffer allocation techniques could 

have alleviated this problem. 

We make one last observation from this set of experiments. In all pairs of Grace and 

hybrid variants of the same algorithms, the evaluation cost shows an overall decrease. 
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Figure 6.12: Explicit Attribute Skew (Long Duration Timestamps, without TS and TS-H) 

rather than increase, as the percentage of skewed tuples rises. This is due to two factors, 

the sorting optimization mentioned earlier, and the size of the output relation. As the skew 

increases, more tuples coalesce, thereby decreasing the size of the output relation. 

6.5.4 Timestamp Attribute Skew 

In the previous experiments, we investigated the effects of explicit attribute skew on 

the coalescing algorithms. We designed an analogous experiment to test the effect of 

timestamp skew. 

We generated databases with increasing timestamp skew, from 0%, where timestamps 

were randomly distributed, to 100%, and had the same values. All timestamp durations 

were set to 1 chronon in duration. As before, the explicit attribute values were randomly 

distributed over the range 0 to 2^^ — 1, and the main memory allocation was fixed at 2 M 

for all trials. The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 6.13. 

We used short duration timestamps to mitigate the effect of long duration timestamps 

on TS and TS-H. Unformnately, this was not successful. The relations in this experiment 

had a high explicit attribute cardinality and increasing timestamp skew. As the timestamp 

skew rises, more mples are clustered in time, and must be cached. As the explicit 

cardinality is high, the likelihood of these tuples coalescing is low. Hence, both TS and 
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TS-H overflowed their caches, and thrashed buffers to disk. As the performance of TS 

and TS-H closely follows their performance in Figure 6.11, we omit their lines. As can 

be seen, the expected result, where TP suffers due to the timestamp skew, is obtained. 

6.SS Combined Explicit/Timestamp Attribute Skew 

In the previous experiments, we tested the performance of the algorithms under explicit 

and timestamp skew separately. We now consider the simultaneous effect of both types 

of skew. 

As before, we generated a series of databases with increasing explicit and timestamp 

skew from 0% (random distributions) to 100% (all tuples are identical). The results are 

shown in Figure 6.14. It is somewhat surprising to see that TS, TS-H, and TP exhibit 

comparable performance to the other algorithms in Figure 6.14, given their performance 

under similar input in the previous experiments. The difference is in the way the input 

relation has been skewed. We created a single tuple, with a fixed period timestamp and 

explicit attribute values. Skew, for both the timestamp and explicit attribute dimensions, 

was created by adding increasing numbers of this mple to the input relations. In effect, 

this synchronized the timestamp and explicit skew. 

The effect of this procedure on TS and TS-H was to enhance the efficiency of the tuple 
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cache since many value-equivalent tuples with identical timestamps would coalesce, and 

prevent overflow. For TP, the effect of partitioning the skewed data is offset somewhat 

by the reduced in-memory sorting cost. This is evidenced by the rise in cost between the 

25% and 50% trials, and the subsequent decrease at the 100% trial. 
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Figure 6.14: Combined Explicit/Timestamp Skew 

6.6 Summary 

The contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows. 

• We motivated the importance, and difficulty, of performing coalescing. 

• We defined a taxonomy of algorithms for internal DBMS implementations of coa

lescing. 

• We evaluated the performance of ten coalescing algorithms, under a variety of 

explicit attribute and timestamp distributions. We showed that novel timestamp-

based algorithms can perform well under certain circumstances, but established 

technology can easily be adapted to implement coalescing, at presumably modest 

development cost, and with acceptable performance. 
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We investigated the performance of nested-loop (ML), explicit partitioning (EP and 

EP-H), explicit sorting (ES and ES-H), timestamp sorting (TS and TS-H), timestamp 

partitioning (TP), and combined explicit/timestamp sorting (ETS, ETS-H) when perform

ing coalescing. The timestamp-based algorithms, especially TS and TS-H, show good 

performance in special cases, e.g., when timestamps are randomly distributed, are short 

in duration, and little value-equivalence is present in the explicit attributes. However, the 

performance of these algorithms degrades quickly when timestamp durations increase, 

causing tuple caching for TS and TS-H and replication for TP, or when the explicit and 

timestamp distributions interact in certain ways, e.g., high explicit cardinality with increas

ing timestamp skew. While these algorithms appear beneficial in certain circumstances, 

it would be unwise for a DBMS to rely solely on them. 

Unlike the timestamp-based algorithms, EP, EP-H, ES, and ES-H, along with the 

simple variants ETS and ETS-H, show relatively stable performance. As in conventional 

databases, the performance of EP and EP-H degrade when explicit skew is present. 

However, ES, ES-H, ETS, ETS-H show relatively stable performance in the presence of 

explicit skew and timestamp skew, as expected. This is good news for commercial vendors 

interested in implementing temporal operations—they can construct temporal operators 

easily by modifying their existing software base, at presumably small development cost, 

and still achieve very acceptable performance. The choice of between ES/ES-H and 

ETS/ETS-H is a tradeoff between the additional sorting expense ETS and ETS-H incur to 

secondarily order the input on time, and the cost that ES and ES-H incur to build in-memory 

temporal elements. While the space requirement for temporal element construction is 

usually small, the size of the available buffer space may be the deciding factor. Of course, 

when sufficient main memory is available, hybrid algorithms should be chosen over their 

Grace counterparts. 

For future work, a better understanding of the notion of skew in temporal databases 

is needed to determine the effectiveness of timestamp sorting or timestamp partitioning 

evaluation algorithms, for both coalescing, and temporal joins, which we consider in 

the next chapter. The problem is complicated due to the nature of the data, period 

timestamps, and the interplay of the timestamp attribute distribution and explicit attribute 
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distributions. We plan to develop a taxonomy of temporal data distributions, assuming 

period timestamps, which we will use to extend TIME-IT. 

Furthermore, optimizations developed for duplicate elimination algorithms, e.g., read-

ahead using forecasting, early coalescing, merge optimizations, cluster size optimizations, 

and bucket tuning [Gra93] can be used to improve the performance of coalescing algo

rithms as well, and their applicability should be studied. 
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CHAPTER? 

EVALUATING TEMPORAL JOINS 

7.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 5, we defined a variety of temporal join operators, summarized the three basic 

paradigms for evaluating such operators over valid-time databases, and described all of 

the evaluation algorithms previously developed for these operators. As noted, an adequate 

and appropriate empirical investigation of the performance of temporal join algorithms 

has not been performed. In this chapter, we address this need. 

As with temporal coalescing, we concentrate on valid-time join algorithms, though our 

results readily extend to their transaction-time and bitemporal variants. We concentrate 

specifically on the valid-time equijoin, defined in Section 5.2.1, which is the valid time 

extension of the conventional snapshot equijoin. The valid-time equijoin, and the related 

valid-time natural join, are needed to reconstruct normalized valid-time relations [JSS96]. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We begin, in the next section, 

by describing the algorithms to participate in the performance smdy. The algorithms are 

empirically compared in Section 7.3 under a variety of database and system parameters.^ 

Finally, conclusions are offered in Section 7.4. 

7.2 Algorithms 

In this section, we describe the algorithms chosen to participate in the performance study. 

Our approach parallels that in the coalescing study of the previous section. We therefore 

begin, in the next section, by enumerating the differences between coalescing and the 

temporal equijoin. We continue in Section 7.2.2 by briefly describing fine details of the 

chosen algorithms. 

^Like the coalescing experiments on the previous chapter, we ran these experiments many times and 
noted little variation among the results. 
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12.\ Comparison with Coalescing 

We noted in Chapter 6 the close correspondence between temporal coalescing and temporal 

joins, most notably their reliance on the three paradigms of temporal query evaluation, 

i.e., nested-loop, sort-merge, and partitioning. Indeed, one can construct temporal join 

algorithms analogous to each of the seventeen temporal coalescing algorithms defined in 

Figure 6.3. Furthermore, the reasoning applied in the previous chapter in selecting the 

final algorithms included in that study is directly applicable to temporal joins. Hence, for 

a balanced study we implemented valid-time equijoin algorithms analogous to the same 

coalescing algorithms used in the previous smdy, namely, explicit sorting (ES and ES-H) 

[Gra93, Seg93], timestamp sorting (TS and TS-H) [LM93, Seg93], explicit/timestamp 

sorting (ETS and ETS-H) [SG89, Seg93], explicit partitioning (EP and EP-H) [Gra93, 

ME92], and nested-loop (NL) [Gra93, ME92]. As we noted in Chapter 6.4, these are 

adaptations of existing equijoin algorithms. A database vendor can use these techniques 

to construct valid-time join operators firom existing code at fairly minimal implementation 

cost. While we do not consider them in this study, optimizations such as read-ahead using 

forecasting, merge optimizations, large cluster sizes, and bucket tuning [Gra93] can be 

applied to the join algorithms as well. 

While the above algorithms are very similar to their coalescing counterparts, it is 

important to note that several differences exist between temporal coalescing and the 

temporal equijoin, and these differences have significant performance implications. We 

summarize these differences in Figure 7.2.1. 

Characteristic Coalescing Equijoin 

Number of operands 
Output cardinality 
Output tuple size 
Tuple participation 
Explicit matching attributes 
Temporal predicate 
Timestamp computation 

Unary 
0(|r|) (reductive) 

1^1 
Total 
All 

overlap 
0{|r|-) (temporal element) 

Binary 
0(lr| X |s|) 
C(|i2| + |5|) 

Partial (dangling tuples) 
One or more 

overlap 
0(1) 

Figure 7.1: Differences Between Valid-Time Coalescing and the Valid-Time Equijoin 
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The binary nature of the temporal eqnijoin has two main implications. First, associated 

evaluation algorithms perform "double" the work of their coalescing counterparts. For 

example, ES must sort two input relations, rather than just one. As sorting requires 

0{nlog{n)) time, where n is the cardinality of the input relation, this has a significant 

impact on the performance of the sort-based algorithms. Second, available main memory 

buffer space must be shared between the two input relations, e.g., when joining partitions 

in EP, buffer space must be allocated to contain a partition of the outer relation as well as 

a portion of the corresponding partition fi"om the inner relation, effectively reducing the 

maximal partition size. 

This problem is exacerbated for the sort-based algorithms, i.e., ES, ES-H, ETS, ETS-

H, TS and TS-H. These algorithms perform an interleaved merging and scan as described 

for their coalescing counterparts in Section 6.4. However, buffer space must now be 

shared between two operands, rather than just one. Hence, only half of the available 

buffer space, on average, can be allocated to each relation. For small memory sizes, this 

will increase random disk I/O since, each run of each relation can only be given a few 

pages of memory. 

The cardinality of an equijoin result is possibly quadratic in the cardinalities of the 

input relations, whereas the cardinality of a coalescing result is bounded by the cardinality 

of the input relation. The implication here is that the cost of simply writing a large equijoin 

result can dwarf the cost of finding matching tuples. This impacts the performance of both 

partition-based and sort-based algorithms under conditions of high data skew when large 

join results are likely to be produced. We will revisit this point in Sections 7.3.4 and 7.3.5. 

A related point concerns the schemas, and corresponding tuple lengths, of the output 

relations produced by the two operators. Coalesced tuples are the same size and schema 

as that of the input relation. Tuples produced by the valid-time equijoin are necessarily 

larger than the input tuples, as output tuples concatenate the explicit attributes of the input 

mples and also contain starting and ending timestamps. If one or both input relations have 

many explicit attributes, then output tuples will be large, and the cost of writing the output 

relation can be large even if relatively few tuples are produced. 

While every input mple contributes to an output mple during a coalescing operation 
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the same is not true for equijoins, due to dangling tuples [ME92]. Hence, there exists 

an additional optimization opportunity in equijoin algorithms that is not present in their 

coalescing counterparts. Namely, dangling mples can be eliminated early in the process, 

thereby reducing unnecessary comparisons [Gra93]. While this optimization can signifi

cantly improve performance, especially if the input relations contain a high percentage of 

dangling tuples, it is beyond the scope of this study. 

The nature of the explicit attribute matching condition also differs between coalescing 

and the temporal equijoin. In coalescing, all of a tuple's explicit attributes must be 

examined since the explicit matching condition is value-equivalence. Performing the 

equivalent task for an equijoin operation requires examining only the explicit joining 

attributes, which presumably are a small subset of the input schemas. Hence, the per tuple 

explicit attribute comparison cost of equijoins is lower than that of coalescing. Similarly, 

the main memory cost of sorting or partitioning in equijoin operations is lower than that 

of coalescing since fewer attributes in each tuple must be examined. 

Lastly, it is much easier to compute timestamps for equijoin operations than it may be 

for coalescing. In particular, it is not necessary to build temporal elements, as described in 

Section 6.4. Timestamps for equijoin output tuples are simply computed as the maximal 

overlap of the timestamps of the joining tuple, and requires only constant time and space. 

7.2.2 Algorithm Details 

In this section, we briefly describe details of the algorithms chosen to participate in the 

performance study. 

The partition-based algorithms, i.e., EP, EP-H, and TP, perform their second phase, 

when joining corresponding partitions of the outer and inner relations, as follows. The 

outer partition is fetched into memory, assuming that it will not overflow the available 

buffer space, and pointers to the outer tuples are sorted using an in-memory quicksort. 

The inner partition is then scanned, utilizing all memory pages not occupied by the outer 

partition. For each inner tuple, matching outer tuples are found by binary searching 

the sorted array of pointers. If the outer partition overflowed the available buffer space 

then the algorithms default to an explicit attribute sort-merge join of the corresponding 
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partitions. 

As with the coalescing algorithms, the sort-based algorithms generated runs using an 

in-memory quicksort on the either the explicit attributes (ES and ES-H), the timestamp 

attributes (TS and TS-H), or both (ETS and ETS-H). The merging phase of these algorithms 

used the concept of value packets [KF82] to simplify their logic. Value packets are simply 

subsets of the input relation whose mples have identical join attribute values. 

We also employed essentially the same implementations of hybrid buffer management 

as used in corresponding coalescing algorithms, retaining a memory resident partition for 

partition-based algorithms, i.e., EP-H, and retaining most of the last generated run for 

sort-based algorithms, i.e., ES-H, TS-H, and ETS-H. 

The timestamp sorting algorithms, TS and TS-H, use tuple caching [SSJ94] to retain, 

during the merging step, tuples from the inner relation that could join with tuples from 

the outer relation appearing later in the scan. TS is an adaptation of the stream processing 

approach proposed by Leung and Muntz [LM93] for the contains-join. The original 

algorithm assumed the input relations were ordered on time. We do not make this 

assumption since valid-time databases allow previously entered information to be updated 

and deleted. The mple cache size was set at 32 K, i.e., one cluster of I/O (see Figure 6.4). 

The timestamp partitioning algorithm, TP, which could also use tuple caching, was instead 

implemented using simple tuple replication. 

7.3 Performance Study 

In this section, we describe a performance study of the algorithms developed in the 

previous section. As with the coalescing study, our goal is to investigate how temporal 

join operations can be implemented cheaply, and with adequate performance. 

7.3.1 Parameters 

The metrics and most of the parameters we used in the experiments are identical to those 

of the coalescing experiments, as shown in Figure 6.4 and 6.5, respectively. As before 

we measured both main memory and disk I/O operations, and considered both random 

and sequential disk I/O costs. In all experiments, tuples were 16 bytes long and consisted 
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of two explicit attributes, both being integers and occupying four bytes, and two integer 

timestamps, each requiring four bytes. Only one of the explicit attributes were used as 

the joining attribute. Note that result tuples are 24 bytes long, consisting of 16 bytes of 

explicit attributes from each input tuple, and 8 bytes for the timestamps. 

For each experiment. Figure 7.2 summarizes the values of the system parameters which 

varied between the different experiments. Each row of the table shows the numbers of the 

figure illustrating the results of the experiments and the parameters for the experiment. 

Explicit Timestamp Timestamp Outer Irmer Memory 

Figure Skew Skew Duration Size Size Size 

Numbers (%) (%) (Chronons) (MB) (MB) (MB) 

7.3 and 7.4 None None 1 16 16 0.5-16 

7.5 and 7.6 None None 1000 16 16 0.5-16 

7.7 None None 1 1-16 16 4 

7.8 and 7.9 None None 1000 1-16 16 4 

7.10 Q-100% None 1 16 16 4 

7.11 None 0-100% I 16 16 4 

7.12 0-100% 0-100% 1 16 16 4 

Figure 7.2: Experiment Parameters 

7.3.2 Simple Experiments 

In this section, we perform two "base case" experiments, where the join selectivity is low, 

i.e., for an equijoin of valid-time relations r and s, a given tuple x € r joins with one, or 

few, tuples y € s. The experiments incorporate random data distributions in the explicit 

join attributes, and short and long time periods in the timestamp attributes. 

7.3.2.1 Low Explicit Selectivity with Short Timestamps 

In this experiment, we generated a relation with little explicit matching and little overlap, 

and joined it with itself. The relation size was fixed at 16 M—given 16 byte tuples, this 
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fixed the cardinality of the input relations at 1 M tuples. Explicit joining attribute values 

were integers from a space of 2^^ -1 values. For the given cardinality, a particular explicit 

attribute value appeared, on the average, in only one tuple in the relation. The starting 

timestamp attribute values were randomly distributed over the relation lifespan, and the 

duration of the period associated with each tuple was set to one chronon. We ran each of 

the ten algorithms using the generated relation, with increasing main-memory allocations 

from 0.5 M, a 1:32 memory to input size ratio, to 16 M, a 1:1 ratio. 

The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 7.3. Notice that both the x-axis 

and y-axis are log-scaled. As suspected, nested-loop is clearly not competitive. We 

implemented a simple block-oriented nested-loop algorithm. Each block of the outer 

relation is read into memory, in turn. The outer block is sorted on the explicit joining 

attribute (actually, pointers are sorted to avoid copying tuples). Each block of the inner 

relation is brought into memory. For a given inner block, each tuple in that block is joined 

by binary searching the sorted tuples. 

aooo-

600« ^ 
SQO-I 1 I 1 1 

O S  1  2  4 8 t e  
man mainory 

Figure 7.3: Low Explicit Selectivity, Low Timestamp Selectivity 

This algorithm is simpler than the nested-loop algorithm, EJ-2, described in Sec

tion 5.4.3.1 [SG89, GS91]. In particular, our algorithm computes only the valid-time 

equijoin, while EJ-2 computes the valid-time outeijoin, which includes the equijoin in 

the form of the valid-time natural join. However, our algorithm supports a more general 
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equijoin condition than EJ-2 in that we support matching on any explicit attribute, rather 

than solely on a designated surrogate attribute. In any case, the general nested-loop 

algorithm performs very poorly: at the smallest memory allocation, the least expensive 

algorithm, EP, enjoys a 16% performance increase, and at the highest memory allocation 

the corresponding algorithm, EP-H, enjoys a 89% performance increase. We will not 

consider nested-loop in the remainder of this chapter. 

To get a better picture of the performance of the remaining algorithms, we plot them 

separately in Figure 7.4. In the graph, the x-axis is log-scaled. There is a marked similarity 

between Figure 7.4 and Figure 6.7 in Section 6.5.2.1, reinforcing the related natures of 

temporal coalescing and joins. As before, sort-based and partition-based algorithms show 

largely the same performance, and hybrid algorithms outperform their Grace counterparts 

at high memory allocations, in this case when the ratio of main memory to input size 

reaches approximately 1:8 (2 M of main memory) or 1:4 (4 M of main memory). The 

poor performance of the hybrid algorithms stems from the same reason we encountered 

in the coalescing experiments—reserving buffer space to hold the resident run/partition 

takes buffer space from the remaining runs/partitions, causing the algorithms to incur 

more random I/O. At small memory allocations, the problem is acute. 

While the performance difference between sort-based algorithms and their partitioning 

counterparts is small, it bears remarking that the relative positions of these algorithms 

in Figure 7.4 have changed from Figure 6.8, i.e., whereas the sort-based coalescing 

algorithms were less expensive than than their partitioning counterparts, the opposite 

is true for the equijoin algorithms. The explanation concerns the interleaved merging 

strategy we described in Section 7.2.1. Recall that the sequence of input tuples from both 

the inner and outer relations are produced on-the-fiy during the merge-join. Splitting the 

available buffer space between the two relations causes fewer pages to be available to 

a given run, resulting in more random disk reads during the merging phase. At small 

memory sizes, this problem is very acute. Note that this problem was not present in the 

coalescing algorithms since we were dealing with a unary operation, where buffer space 

was allocated for only a single input relation. 
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7.3.2.2 Long Duration Timestamps 

In the experiment of the previous section the join selectivity was low, since explicit 

attribute values were shared among few tuples, and tuples were timestamped with periods 

of short duration. We repeated the experiment using long duration timestamps. The 

duration of each tuple timestamp was fixed at 1000 chronons, and the starting timestamps 

were randomly distributed throughout the relation lifespan. 

The results are shown in Figure 7.5. Note that the x-axis is log-scaled. In the figure, the 

timestamp sorting algorithms, TS and TS-H, suffer badly. As in the coalescing experiment 

of Figure 6.11, the long duration of the tuple lifespans caused thrashing of the tuple cache 

used in these algorithms. To see this, recall that our input relation cardinality was IM 

tuples. For a 100000 chronon relation lifespan, this implies that IM / 100000 = 10 tuples 

arrive per chronon. Since tuple lifespans were fixed at 1000 chronons, it follows that 10 

X 1000 = 10000 tuples must be scaimed before any purging of the mple cache can safely 

occur. However, for a 32K tuple cache, capable of holding 2K tuples, the tuple cache has 

already overflowed, and thrashing occurs. 

In the figure, the timestamp sorting algorithms, TS and TS-H, suffer To better see the 

performance of the remaining algorithms, we plot them separately in Figure 7.6. Notice 

that the timestamp partitioning algorithm, TP, is slower than its performance in Figure 7.4, 
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Figure 7.5: Low Explicit Selectivity (Long Duration Timestamps) 

especially at small memory allocations. Recall that we use simple tuple replication in TP, 

i.e., a given mple is placed in each partition it overlaps. At small memory allocations, 

partitions are small, hence a given mple will overlap many partitions, thereby increasing 

I/O costs during both the partitioning phase and the joining phase. It is not until the 

memory to input size ratio reaches approximately 1:8 or 1:4, i.e., a memory allocation 

of between 2 and 4 M, that TP's performance becomes comparable to the other Grace 

allocation algorithms. When long duration timestamps are present and relatively little 

memory is available, timestamp partitioning is not a viable alternative. 

The conclusion gained from this experiment is that the timestamp algorithms, either 

sort-based or partition-based, are quite sensitive to the durations of input tuple timestamps. 

When tuple durations are long, tuple caching, as described for TS and TS-H, performs 

poorly, due to the need to retain many tuples. For timestamp partitioning the problem is 

less severe, however, if sufficient main memory is not available this algorithm suffers due 

to increased mple replication. 

7.3.3 Different Relation Sizes 

As we mentioned in Section 6.5.2.2, it has been shown for snapshot join algorithms that the 

relative sizes of the input relations can greatly affect the choice of a sort or partition-based 
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Figure 7.6: Low Explicit Selectivity (Long Duration Timestamps, without TS/TS-H) 

strategy [Gra93]. We investigate this conclusion in the context of valid-time databases. 

We generated a series of relations, increasing in size from IM to 16M, and joined them 

with a given 16M relation. The memory allocation used in all trials was set at 4M, the 

size at which all algorithms performed most closely in Figure 7.4. The explicit joining 

attribute values in all relations were randomly distributed integers, as in the previous 

experiments. Short duration timestamps were used to mitigate the caching and replication 

effects on TS, TS-H, and TP seen in Figures 7.5 and 7.6. As before, starting timestamps 

were randomly distributed over the relation lifespan. The results of the experiment are 

shown in Figure 7.7. Notice that the x-axis in the figure is log-scaled. 

The effectiveness of this strategy for the partition-based algorithms is clear. When an 

input relation is small relative to the available main memory, EP, EP-H, and TP use this 

relation as the outer relation, and build an in-memory partition table from it. The iimer 

relation is then linearly scanned and, for each iimer tuple, the in-memory partition table 

is probed for matching outer tuples. The benefit of this approach is that each relation is 

read only once, i.e., no intermediate writing and reading of generated partitions occurs. 

Indeed, the inner relation is not partitioned at all, further reducing main memory costs in 

addition to I/O savings. 

An important point to note is that this strategy is beneficial regardless of the distribution 
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Figure 7.7: Different Relation Sizes (Short Duration Timestamps) 

of either the explicit joining attributes and/or the timestamp attributes, i.e., it is unaffected 

by either explicit or timestamp skew. Furthermore, no similar optimization is available 

for sort-based algorithms. Since each input relation must be sorted, it is required that both 

relations be read and written twice—first, to generate sorted runs, and subsequently to 

scan and match joining mples. 

To further investigate the effectiveness of this strategy, we repeated the experiment of 

Figure 7.7 with long duration timestamps, i.e., mple were timestamped with 1000 chronon 

duration timestamps. 

The result are shown in Figure 7.8. As expected, the long timestamps adversely 

affected the performance of TS and TS-H, due to tuple cache thrashing. Replotting the 

remaining algorithms in Figure 7.9 shows that the long duration timestamps do not affect 

the efficiency of TP at small input sizes. At large input sizes, TP does show a slight cost 

increase relative to the other algorithms, however this increase is modest. 

The graph shows that partition-based algorithms, i.e., EP/EP-H and TP, should be 

chosen whenever the size of one or both of the input relations is small relative to the 

available buffer space. While we do not investigate this here, we conjecture that the 

choice between explicit partitioning and timestamp partitioning is largely dependent on 

the presence or absence of skew in the explicit and/or timestamp attributes. Explicit 
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and timestamp skew will not increase VO cost, however they will increase main-memory 

searching costs for the corresponding algorithms. Further investigation is needed to 

quantify these differences. 
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Figure 7.8: Different Relation Sizes (Long Duration Timestamps) 
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Figure 7.9: Different Relation Sizes (Long Duration Timestamps, without TS/TS-H) 

7.3.4 Explicit Attribute Skew 

As for coalescing, the distribution of explicit attribute values in the input relations has an 

effect on the efficiency of the different algorithms. We now describe a test that measured 
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this effect for the valid-time equijoin algorithms. 

As in the experiments of Section 7.3.3, we fixed the main memory allocation at 4M to 

place all algorithms on a nearly even footing. The irmer and outer relation sizes were fixed 

at I6M each. We generated a series of outer relations with increasing explicit attribute 

skew, from 0% to 100% in 20% increments. Explicit skew was ensured by generating 

tuples with the same explicit joining attribute value. Short duration timestamps, randomly 

distributed over the relation lifespan, were used to mitigate the long duration timestamp 

effect on TS, TS-H, and TP. The results are shown in Figure 7.10. 
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Figure 7.10: Explicit Attribute Skew (Short Duration Timestamps) 

There are three points to realize from this graph. First, the explicit partitioning 

algorithms, i.e., EP and EP-H, show increasing cost as the explicit skew increases. This 

is due to partitions overflowing main memory, causing subsequent buffer thrashing. The 

effect, while pronounced, is relatively small since only one of the input relations is 

skewed. Adding skew to both relations would exaggerate the effect. Second, the group 

of algorithms that perform sorting on timestamps, TS, TS-H, ETS, and ETS-H, have 

relatively flat performance as expected. By ordering on time, these algorithms avoid 

effects due to explicit attribute distributions. Third, the the explicit sorting algorithms, 

ES and ES-H, and timestamp partitioning, TP, perform very well, in fact, the performance 

increases as the skew increases. The reason for this is the sorting optimization we first 
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mentioned in Section 6.5.2.2. As the skew increases, the relations become increasingly 

sorted, by default. Hence, ES and ES-H expend less effort during run generation, and TP 

has corresponding gains when joining corresponding partitions. If this optimization had 

not been applied, these algorithms would have shown flat performance as well. 

The conclusion to draw from this experiment is that if high explicit skew is present 

then explicit sorting, timestamp partitioning, and timestamp sorting appear to be likely 

alternatives. The choice is then dependent on the length of mple timestamps, which can 

increase tuple replication in TP, and the amount of timestamp skew present in the input, 

as we will see in the next experiment. 

7.3 J Timestamp Skew 

Analogous with explicit attribute distributions, the distribution of timestamp attribute 

values can greatly affect the efficiency of the different algorithms. We now describe a test 

that measured this effect for the valid-time equijoin algorithms. 

As in the experiments of Section 7.3.3, we fixed the main memory allocation at 4 M 

and the sizes of all input relations to 16 M. We fixed one relation with randomly distributed 

explicit attributes and randomly distributed tuple timestamps, and generated a series of 

relations with increasing timestamp attribute skew, from 0% to 100% in 20% increments. 

The skew was created by generating tuples with the same period timestamp. Short duration 

timestamps were used in the all relations to mitigate the long duration timestamp effect on 

TS, TS-H, and TP. Explicit join attribute values were randomly distributed. The results 

of the experiment are shown in Figure 7.10. 

There are three interesting points to be noted from the graph. First, as expected, TP 

suffered increasingly poorer performance as the amount of timestamp skew increased. 

This was caused by overflowing partitions due to increasing tuple replication. Second, the 

timestamp sorting algorithms, TS and TS-H, show increased performance at the highest 

skew percentage. This is due to the sortedness of the input, analogous to the behavior 

of ES and ES-H in the previous experiment. Lastly, the remaining algorithms have flat 

performance across all trials as expected. 

When timestamp skew is present, timestamp partitioning is a poor choice. We expected 
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Figure 7.11: Timestamp Attribute Skew (Short Duration Timestamps) 

this result, as it is analogous to the behavior of partition-based algorithms in conventional 

databases, and we saw similar results for temporal coalescing. Therefore, the two main 

dangers to performance are the possibilities of explicit attribute skew and/or timestamp 

attribute skew. We investigate the relative effects of both types of skew in the next section. 

7.3.6 Combined Explicit/Timestamp Attribute Skew 

In the previous two experiments, we investigated the relative effects of explicit and 

timestamp skew, respectively. We now describe an experiment that investigated the 

simultaneous effect of both t)T)es of skew. 

As before, we fixed the main memory allocation at 4 M, and set the input relation sizes 

at 16 M. Timestamps were set to a one chronon duration to mitigate the long duration 

timestamp effect on the timestamp sorting and timestamp partitioning algorithms. We 

then generated a series of relations with increasing explicit and timestamps skew, from 

0% to 100% in 20% increments. Skew was created by generating tuples with the same 

explicit joining attribute value and tuple timestamp. The results are shown in Figure 7.12. 

Notice that the algorithms are divided into three groups in Figure 7.12. The partition-

based algorithms, TP, EP, and EP-H, show increasingly poorer performance as the amount 

of explicit and timestamp skew increases, as expected. The performance of EP and EP-H 
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Figure 7.12: Combined Explicit/Timestamp Attribute Skew 

coincides at 100% skew since all tuples are mapped to the same partition, and this partition 

is not the memory-resident partition for the hybrid algorithm. However, the performance 

difference between TP and EP at 100% skew is quite large, approximately 25%. This 

is due to the relative costs of the partitioning phases of the algorithms, i.e., timestamp 

partitioning requires an overlap comparison on the begiiming and ending timestamps of 

input tuples, while explicit partitioning is accomplished with a simple hash function. Also, 

as timestamp partitioning may require tuple replication, multiple comparisons must be 

made to ensure that all overlapping partitions are found. 

The explicit/timestamp sorting algorithms show relatively flat performance across 

all trials, and the explicit sorting and timestamp sorting algorithms show increasing 

performance as the skew increases, analogous to their performance in the experiments of 

Sections 7.3.4 and 7.3.5. 

7.4 Summary 

The performance study described in this section is the first comprehensive, empirical 

analysis of temporal join algorithms. We investigated the performance of nested-loop 

(NL), explicit partitioning (EP and EP-H), explicit sorting (ES and ES-H), timestamp 

sorting (TS and TS-H), timestamp partitioning (TP), and combined explicit/timestamp 
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sorting (ETS and ETS-H) for the temporal equijoin, under the three main criteria for 

valid-time join performance: the relative sizes of the input relations, and explicit and 

timestamp attribute distributions. The contributions of this chapter are summarized as 

follows. 

• We implemented extensions of seven conventional partition-based and sort-based 

algorithms for evaluating the valid-time equijoin. 

• We implemented three novel timestamp-based algorithms, relying on both sorting 

and partitioning, which have been proposed in previous research. 

• We evaluated the performance of the ten algorithms under three orthogonal database 

dimensions: differing relation sizes, explicit attribute distributions, and timestamp 

attribute distributions. 

• We showed that the timestamp-based algorithms can perform well under certain cir

cumstances, but established technology can easily be adapted to support valid-time 

joins, at presumably modest development cost, and with acceptable performance. 

In contrast with coalescing, the binary nature of the valid-time equijoin allows an 

important optimization for partition-based algorithms. When one input relation is small 

relative to the available main memory buffer space, we saw that the partitioning algo

rithms have uniformly better performance than their sort-based counterparts. In this case, 

the choice of timestamp or explicit partitioning depends on the presence or absence of 

skew in either attribute dimension, though any performance differences will be restricted 

entirely to main memory effects. We conjecture, extrapolating from the experiment in 

Section 7.3.6, that explicit partitioning will be less expensive in the majority of cases, 

though experimental verification is needed. 

When considering the effects of explicit and timestamp skew, our results parallel those 

of the coalescing study of the previous section, as well as corresponding results from 

conventional query evaluation. In particular, when attribute distributions are random, all 

sorting and partitioning algorithms have nearly equivalent performance, irrespective of 

the particular attribute type used for sorting or partitioning. 
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However, we saw that the timestamp-based algorithms, TS, TS-H, and TP, were 

sensitive to tuple lifespans, and the performance of these algorithms degraded when long-

duration tuples were present in the input. TS and TS-H were especially affected by this 

condition due to the tuple caching mechanism employed. 

The explicit attribute-based algorithms, EP, EP-H, ES, and ES-H, along with the simple 

variants ETS and ETS-H, were not affected by timestamp skew, as expected, and showed 

similar performance to their conventional database counterparts. 

The performance of the partition-based algorithms, EP and EP-H, degrades when 

explicit skew is present, but these algorithms are generally more efficient than their sort-

based counterparts since sorting, and associated main-memory operations, are avoided. 

The sort-based algorithms have relatively stable performance in the presence of explicit 

and timestamp skew, as expected, and provide a good alternative when the danger of skew 

in either dimension is possible. Conversely, if skew is known to exist in one attribute 

dimension, but not the other, then either timestamp partitioning or explicit partitioning 

is an alternative to sorting, especially if one input is small relative to the available main 

memory. In all cases, hybrid algorithms should be chosen over their Grace counterparts 

if sufficient main memory is available. 

While the explicit sorting and partitioning algorithms do not have ideal performance 

in all test cases, this study shows that conventional technology can be extended to support 

temporal join evaluation with acceptable performance in many simations. Furthermore, 

these extensions are quite minimal and can be accomplished with relatively little program

ming effort. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, we summarize our contributions, and discuss areas of future research. 

This chapter augments the individual summaries found at the end of each chapter. 

8.1 Contributions 

We showed that it is possible to construct a semantically-robust temporal database man

agement system with adequate performeince, and that this goal can be achieved with 

minimal implementation effort. The major theme underlying this research is practical

ity, in terms of both semantics and implementation. This is made possible, in part, by 

minimally extending the relational model to support time, thereby allowing the wholesale 

reuse, or easy extension, of well-established relational design and implementation tech

niques. Commercial vendors wishing to develop temporal DBMS products can use these 

results to extend their existing (i.e., non-temporal) commercial products with relatively 

small effort. A brief description of specific contributions of this research follows. 

8.1.1 Temporal Data Model 

We defined a new temporal data model, the bitemporal conceptual data model. The 

BCDM was designed as a minimal extension of the relational data model. Like the 

relational model, it is intended to capture the semantics of the data in question without 

regard for other considerations, such as physical storage or query processing. Specifically, 

the design of the BCDM and the framework it supports within a temporal DBMS enjoy 

the following qualities. 

• The BCDM was carefully designed to perform the single, specific task of capturing 

the concepmal semantics of the data in question, making it well-suited as the data 

model to underlie a temporal query language. 
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• As with the relation model, BCDM instances have the same semantic content if and 

only if they are identical, i.e., contain the same set of tuples, a quality not held by 

other bitemporal data models. 

• Through the specification of equivalence mappings, a database implementor may 

exploit alternative data models for other tasks in the DBMS, while still allowing the 

BCDM to underlie the query language. 

• Lastly, the BCDM supports the straight-forward adaptation of well-established 

conventional technology to temporal databases, at both the conceptual and imple

mentation levels. 

The BCDM was carefully designed as a natural and minimal extension of the relational 

model. Consequently, it enjoys many of the same qualities as the relational model; in 

particular, it was designed solely to capture the semantics of the data in hand, with no 

illusions of being suitable for data presentation, physical storage, or query evaluation. 

However, through the use of equivalence mappings, again made possible by the careful 

design of the data model, a database implementor can employ altemative data models for 

other tasks in the DBMS. This arrangement allows the database implementor the best of 

both worlds as he or she may pick and choose the data models that best suit the task at 

hand, while still using the BCDM to underlie the query language. 

An important implication in this firamework is that the BCDM allows existing relational 

technology to be naturally extended to temporal databases, both directly, when considering 

conceptual design issues, and indirectly, when considering query processing and data 

storage issues. We consider these issues in the remainder of this section. 

8.1.2 Temporal Database Design 

Using the BCDM, we extended conventional database design techniques to temporal 

databases. Owing largely to the careful and minimal design of the BCDM, these extensions 

were performed in a natural, consistent, and wholesale manner. The specific qualities of 

this approach are as follows. 
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• All notions of conventional dependency theory, and related concepts of keys and 

normal forms, were extended to the BCDM. 

• The extensions are natural, in the sense that the temporal database design process 

closely follows that of relational databases. 

• The techniques can be applied to all data models, not only the BCDM, by exploiting 

the appropriate equivalence mappings. 

Essentially, the minimal nature of the BCDM as an extension of the relational model 

allows the easy adaptation of existing technology for database schema design. In par

ticular, the role played by temporal normal forms during schema design conveniently 

parallels that of normal forms during conventional schema design. A database designer, 

when constructing a temporal database schema, would employ virtually the same tools 

and methodologies as he or she would when designing an analogous relational schema. 

This is made possible by the simplicity of the BCDM, the naturalness of its extension 

from the relational model, and the use of snapshot equivalence to formalize the semantics 

of temporal relations. A by-product of this approach is that the developed design tech

niques apply across most, if not all, existing representational data models, by using the 

appropriate mapping functions. 

8.1.3 Temporal Algebra 

An efficient implementation is at least as important to the success of a data model as its 

expressiveness. In the remainder of the dissertation we considered techniques for efficient 

query processing in a DBMS supporting the BCDM. The first step in this development 

was the specification of a temporal algebra, which provided a procedural counterpart to 

the query language, i.e., TSQL2, overlaying the BCDM. The contributions of this work 

are as follows. 

• The algebra was designed in two parts, a conceptual algebra which directly supports 

the BCDM, and a representational algebra which supports a INF representational 

model. An informal argument of completeness was provided. 
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• Both algebras are designed as minimal extensions of the relational algebra, allowing 

the reuse of well-established query optimization and query evaluation strategies. 

• We showed how a generic relational DBMS architecture can be minimally extended 

to support the algebra, thereby providing a framework for incorporating temporal 

support in existing relational products. 

The temporal algebra, like the conceptual model, is designed as a minimal and natural 

superset of its relational counterpart. The benefits of this are two-fold. First, most 

existing evaluation and optimization techniques can be applied with little modification 

to the temporal algebra. While a few temporal operators require additional study, most 

are operationally identical to their conventional counterparts, allowing the wholesale 

application of existing optimization techniques and evaluation algorithms. Second, since 

few new operators, with corresponding optimization and evaluation techniques, have 

been created, the temporal algebra can be easily incorporated into existing relational 

DBMS architectures, with reasonable expected performance, thereby easing the transfer 

of technology to commercial products. 

The result is that DBMS vendors have an architecture for incorporating temporal 

support into their products. Such an extension, while perhaps not capable of delivering 

ideal performance, will provide adequate performance for most temporal queries, and yet 

still preserve performance on non-temporal queries. Furthermore, the extension can be 

accomplished with relatively small effort on the part of the developers. 

8.1.4 Techniques for Temporal Query Evaluation 

As a prelude to investigating temporal operator evaluation, we surveyed previous work in 

this area, by first describing the different temporal join operations proposed in previous 

work, and then describing and developing basic evaluation strategies for these operators. 

Our specific contributions are as follows. 

• We defined a taxonomy of all temporal join operators proposed in previous re

search. The taxonomy removes model-dependent distinctions from the operators. 
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and assigns a name to each temporal operator consistent with its extension of a 

conventional operator. 

• We extended the three main paradigms of query evaluation algorithms to temporal 

databases, thereby defining the space of possible temporal evaluation algorithms. 

• We described all evaluation algorithms developed for the described temporal join 

operators. 

• We briefly surveyed temporal indexes and accompanying join evaluation algorithms. 

A number of researchers have performed investigations into temporal join processing, 

for a variety of join operators and evaluation algorithms. Most of this work has been 

performed in a model-specific manner, leading to a confusing and inconsistent naming of 

similar operators and algorithms. We provided a taxonomy of temporal join operators to 

remedy this situation. The taxonomy is a namral one, in the sense that it classifies the 

temporal join operators as extensions of conventional operators, irrespective of special 

joining attributes or other model-specific restrictions. 

Lastly, we briefly surveyed existing research in temporal indexes, and the applicability 

of those indexes to temporal join evaluation. While indexing can have a great impact on 

the performance of a query processing system, a substantive study was beyond the scope 

of this investigation. Instead, we concentrated on developing non-index based evaluation 

algorithms for coalescing and the temporal equijoin, two of the most important operators 

of the temporal algebra. 

8.1^ Evaluating Valid-Time Coalescing 

Two operators, temporal coalescing and temporal joins, of the defined temporal algebra 

were prominent in the frequency of their usage and their potential cost. We developed 

evaluation algorithms for the valid-time variants of both, starting with the simpler, unary, 

coalescing operator. Our contributions with respect to valid-time coalescing are as follows. 

• We motivated the importance of coalescing with respect to both semantics and 

performance. 
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• Using the taxonomy of temporal join algorithms, we defined seventeen coalescing 

algorithms, which represent the space of possible algorithms for this operator. 

• We defined the space of database parameters that could affect the performance of 

the various coalescing algorithms. This space is characterized by the distribution 

of the explicit and timestamp attributes in the input relation. 

• We empirically compared the performance of ten of the seventeen algorithms using 

under a variety of database and system parameters. 

The salient point of this smdy was that simple modifications to existing conventional 

evaluation algorithms can be used to effect coalescing, with acceptable performance, and at 

relatively small development cost. While novel algorithms may have better performance 

in certain circumstances, well-understood technology can be easily adapted, and will 

perform acceptably in many situations. Hence, database vendors wishing to implement 

temporal coalescing may do so with a relatively low development cost, and still achieve 

acceptable performance. 

8.1.6 Evaluating Valid-Time Joins 

Like valid-time coalescing, we investigated techniques for evaluating valid-time join 

operations, specifically the valid-time equijoin. Our contributions are as follows. 

• Using the previous study as a basis, we defined the space of possible join algorithms, 

and enumerated the important differences between the join algorithms and their 

coalescing counterparts, with respect to performance. 

• We defined the space of database parameters affecting join algorithm performance. 

In addition to explicit and timestamp distributions, the relative sizes of the input 

relations can have a significant impact on performance. 

• We chose ten of the join algorithms, implemented them, and empirically tested their 

performance under a variety of database and system parameters. 
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This performance study was the first comprehensive, empirical analysis of temporal 

join algorithms proposed in previous research. The results parallel those of the coalescing 

study. We showed that the timestamp-based algorithms can perform well under certain 

circumstances, but established technology can easily be adapted to support valid-time 

joins, at presumably modest development cost, and with acceptable performance. Again, 

the results point to a clear migration path for database vendors desiring to augment their 

existing code base with temporal support. 

8.2 Future Work 

We noted in Chapter I.I that the BCX)M has been adopted as the data model for the 

consensus temporal query language TSQL2 [SAA"''94]. Portions of TSQL2 are currently 

under consideration by the ANSI/ISO standards committee for incorporation into SQL3, 

the next standardization of SQL currently under development. The reason for this interest 

has largely been demand driven: database users have long recognized the potential benefits 

of temporal support, and database vendors are now actively interested in transfering 

research results into viable conmiercial products. Standardization into SQL3 provides the 

best avenue for this technology transfer to take place. 

The significance of this situation with respect to future work cannot be overstated. We 

have described techniques that can directly benefit a TSQL2 database management system, 

at both the concepmal and implementation levels, and hence the described research has 

the potential for significant and immediate impact in real-world products. Future work 

must be directed towards ensuring the viability of TSQL2 based products, especially with 

respect to performance. We advocate a two-prong approach, based on short-term and 

long-term goals. 

In the short term, important problems remain to be addressed in the valid-time query 

processing firamework we have described. For query optimization, a careful study of 

algebraic tautologies for the valid-time algebra is needed, along with the specification and 

validation of cost models for temporal queries. 

In query evaluation, additional investigation of the algorithm space described in Chap

ter 6 is needed. Many optimizations originally developed for conventional databases. 
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such as read-ahead and write-behind buffering, forecasting, eager and lazy evaluation, 

and hash filtering, should be applied and investigated. We would like to incorporate 

real-world application data into our investigations, thereby quantifying the applicability 

of the developed algorithms a grounded context. 

The next logical progression is to extend this work to index-based temporal joins, again, 

investigating the effectiveness of both explicit attribute indexing and timestamp indexing. 

While a large number of timestamp indexes have been proposed in the literature, little 

empirical comparison exists, and we are aware of no work describing the applicability of 

conventional indexing to temporal joins. The latter is of great interest to DBMS vendors, 

who typically have a large investment in conventional indexing code. 

Orthogonally, we would like to exploit the on-board cache associated processor hard

ware. We found in the course of our investigations that main memory operation costs 

accounted for approximately 40% to 70% of the overall evaluation cost. Redesigning 

the evaluation algorithms to exploit hardware caching could therefore have a significant 

impact on overall system cost. 

Lastly, we would like to investigate how the temporal query evaluation techniques 

may be applied to spatial databases. As time can be considered a fourth spatial dimension, 

we expect that many of the temporal algorithms will find simple application in spatial 

query processing. 

For the long term, there are three parallel lines of research to be addressed. First, 

a fully-realized methodology for temporal database design should be investigated. In 

particular, the development of computer aided software engineering tools supporting 

temporal database design would be beneficial. Also, the extension of the dependency 

theory described in Chapter 3 to support constraints between database states, so-called 

"interstate constraints," should be investigated. 

Second, the results from valid-time query processing should be adapted and extended 

to transaction-time and bitemporal databases, respectively. We expect that transaction-

time query processing will be easier to support than valid-time query processing due to the 

simpler semantics of transaction-time databases. For example, assumptions about time-

ordering of the input tuples [SG89, Seg93, LM90, LM92a] and non-deletion semantics 
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can be exploited during operator evaluation. Extension to bitemporal databases is more 

problematic and will require more work. The potential benefit from this extension is not 

clear, however, since we believe that few purely bitemporal operations, with the exception 

of transaction and valid timeslice, will be performed. 

Orthogonally, more sophisticated techniques for temporal database implementation 

should be considered. In particular, we expect specialized temporal database architectures 

to have a significant impact on query processing efficiency. It has been argued in previous 

work that incremental query evaluation is especially appropriate for temporal databases 

[McK88, JMR91]. In this approach, a query result is materialized and stored back into 

the database, if it is anticipated that the same query, or one similar to it, will be issued 

in the future. Updates to the contributing relations trigger corresponding updates to the 

stored result. While informal argimients as to the effectiveness of this approach have 

been made, no empirical evidence has been established, and few proposals for actual 

architectural support have appeared [JMR91]. Similar comments apply to the related 

topic global query optimization, which attempts to exploit conmionality between multiple 

queries when formulating a query execution plan [McK88]. 

A final approach could incorporate query optimization, and corresponding evaluation 

algorithms, for combined temporal operators. Combined operators are a well-known 

technique for reducing the number of times one or more input relations must be read 

during the evaluation of a complex multi-operator query plan. For example, in a conven

tional database system, it may be possible to simultaneously select tuples satisfying some 

specified predicate and project out specified attributes of the selected mples, assuming 

duplicate elimination is not required. Optimization strategies for temporal queries to iden

tify instances where combined operator evaluation is possible could be very beneficial, 

especially when expensive temporal coalescing and temporal join operations are present. 
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